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Th e year is 1840. Th e location, Bent’s Fort, a mammoth adobe- walled trading fi rm 
built at a strategic point just north of the Mexican border on the Santa Fe Trail, 
a dangerous but highly traveled highway stretching from St. Louis to Chihuahua. 
William Bent, the fort’s manager, is mostly interested in bison hides, with the 
Southern Plains tribes being his principal source. Bent is a shrewd bargainer, but 
on this par tic u lar day, with his ware house already stocked with robes, he is per-
haps wondering how the bargaining is going for a diff erent sort of prize. Alexander 
Barclay, his bookkeeper and supervisor of stores, is out in the Cheyenne camp 
hoping to secure a budding Cheyenne beauty for a wife. Bent is able to imagine 
the delicate negotiations. He is married to a Cheyenne, Owl Woman (the two 
would eventually have four children), and knows something about cross- cultural 
courting. Was Barclay having any luck?

Actually, it was not going well at all. As Barclay would later describe the scene 
in a letter to his brother, “I had conceived the liaison for the prettiest girl among 
the Cheyenne tribe, and would have bought her at any price.” Th e problem was 
that the girl’s father was conducting a bidding war. One Cheyenne, whom the 
father seemed to favor from the start, off ered eight  horses. Barclay was too em-
barrassed to admit the amount of his fi nal bid. “I off ered more than on calm re-
fl ection I can own without a blush.” Even then, however, the father was still not 
satisfi ed, and in a breach of “fair trade” he demanded that Barclay throw in an 
American  horse worth two hundred dollars. What the girl who was the object of 
these negotiations thought about them, we do not know, but at this point the ex-
asperated Barclay informed the patriarch that the negotiations  were over, declaring 
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2   Introduction

in the Indian’s language that “I loved his daughter, but he could keep her and I 
could keep my presents.”

Barclay’s futile eff orts at purchasing a wife remind us that the desire to con-
struct intimate connections through marriage, kinship, and other relationships 
is one of the most basic of human longings. For our purposes, two aspects of the 
story are particularly noteworthy: the intercultural nature of the deliberations, 
and the fact that they took place on the edge of the American empire. Indeed, it 
is Barclay’s eff orts at constructing a family within a specifi c place and historical 
moment that make this uniquely a “western” story, something reaffi  rmed when 
considering Barclay’s later adventures in quest of a mate. In late 1845, Barclay, now 
an in de pen dent trader in Pueblo, Colorado, entered into a common- law marriage 
with María Teresa Sandoval of Taos, New Mexico. In “marrying” this reputedly 
beautiful Hispana, Barclay acquired not only a wife but a full- fl edged family as 
well, for María brought to the relationship several children, the off spring of two 
previous marriages, the fi rst sanctifi ed by the church, the second of the common- 
law variety. Within a few years, however, the Barclay- Sandoval  union was on the 
rocks and Barclay was once again in search of a mate. In 1854 he wrote his brother 
that he had “taken another rib as helpmate.” More than the biblical suggestion 
prompted him to go wife hunting: in a letter to his brother, he wrote, “A  house 
without one [a wife] is a body without a soul, a prison denied one cheering ray of 
sunshine.” Th e ethnoracial background of his new wife is unknown.

Just as we can imagine William Bent peering down on the Cheyenne camp from 
one of the fort’s two bastions pondering his storekeeper’s fortunes bargaining for 
a Cheyenne wife, so readers might ponder: why a volume on the history of the 
family in the American West— in this instance, one with par tic u lar but not ex-
clusive focus on the region of the Southwest? What does a focus on family and 
kinship as primary units of analysis contribute to our knowledge of and under-
standing about America’s western past? How might an exploration of families 
and kinship in the American West enrich broader histories of the family, gender, 
and childhood in the United States? And, perhaps more modestly, what might 
such a collection contribute to the fi eld of family history as a  whole? Barclay’s 
long search off ers clues for pursuing answers to these questions: the entangled 
plotlines of “race,” empire, and family. A brief discussion of each is in order.

One of the distinctive characteristics of the West in general is the constellation 
of ethnoracial groups who populated it and shaped its history. To be sure, the 
histories of race relations in the eastern and southern United States are not simple 
narratives, but the history of the West is signifi cantly diff erent in several respects. 
First there is the distinctiveness of the Native American groups that occupied 
the region. Although many Americans collapse all Native cultures into one 
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category— Indians—anthropologists have long recognized the uniqueness of 
each Native society as a cultural system. Put simply, Navajos, Pueblos, and Co-
manches are not the same as Shawnees, Iroquois, or Cherokees. Second, whereas 
by the 1840s the powerful Native American nations in the East and South had 
either been vanquished, removed, brought to the brink of extinction, or some 
combination thereof, further west many indigenous peoples still held suzer-
ainty over vast stretches of the western landscape, and in some instances they 
still possess signifi cant portions of their homeland today. Th ird, the Southwest 
shares a border with Mexico. Th e long- term historical, demographic, cultural, 
economic, and po liti cal consequences of this fact, that the region was Spanish 
and later became Mexican and that large swaths of the social and physical land-
scape have been shaped by both the history and memory of these heritages, can-
not be underestimated. Finally, both Native Americans and Mexican Americans 
remain concentrated in the western United States today, a legacy of the nation’s 
racial history, including border construction. As of this writing the largest num-
bers of Native Americans live in fi ve southwestern states— California, Oklahoma, 
Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas, in descending order. Mexican Americans, 
more over, today constitute the largest single minority in the American Southwest.

Although this volume focuses on interactions among Anglo- Americans, His-
panics, and Native Americans, it is important to acknowledge that the intercul-
tural history of the West is not limited to these groups. Chinese immigrants in 
search of “Gold Mountain,” Japa nese farmers, African American “exodusters,” 
Peruvian gold miners, and countless other sojourners all played their part in the 
western story. In this sense, the region was always the “geography of hope,” a 
landscape invested with real and fanciful visions of opportunity and wealth, 
whether defi ned in terms of lost cities of gold, beaver pelts, bison hides, land 
speculation, freighting along the Santa Fe Trail, or staking out homesteads. See-
ing the West as an intercultural meeting ground— where various peoples over 
time have sized one another up, traded, fought, bedded one another, and along 
the way indulged in all manner of domination, re sis tance, cultural exchange, and 
mutual accommodation— is central to this volume. As historian Patricia Limer-
ick has observed, the West “was not where we escaped each other, but where we 
all met.” Similarly, Peggy Pascoe asserts that historians should view the West as 
a “cultural crossroads rather than a geographic freeway . . .  , and we need to focus 
on the interactions among the various groups of people who sought to control 
the region.” By exploring the West as a place where individuals and groups from 
diff erent backgrounds engaged with one another through the pro cesses of forg-
ing, sustaining, rending, scrutinizing, and regulating families, the authors of the 
chapters in this volume take this admonition to heart.

A second plotline revolves around the interconnected themes of conquest, 
empire, and colonialism. Imperialism and colonialism have taken on a range of 
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forms around the globe. Such forms can be associated with par tic u lar places, 
distinct time periods, and specifi c imperial powers, but purveyors of colonial 
conquest and rule also frequently combined their various strategies, methods, 
ideologies, and goals. Daiva Stasiulis and Nira Yuval- Davis specify the charac-
teristics of two key typologies of colonialism— extractive colonialism and settler 
colonialism. Extractive colonialism, they explain, relied on the “indirect con-
trol” of foreign colonial subjects by small groups of “primarily male adminis-
trators, merchants, soldiers, and missionaries” in order to facilitate the “appro-
priation of land, natural resources and labour” for the benefi t of geo graph i cally 
distant colonial powers. In contrast, settler colonialism required the creation of 
“much more elaborate po liti cal and economic infrastructures” in order to achieve 
its chief aim of acquiring land for a large population of men, women, and chil-
dren for permanent settlement. Settler colonialism demarked as racially inferior 
the indigenous peoples who occupied the land settlers desired and mandated 
their segregation, removal, and extermination, both biological and cultural. Th is 
central goal of eliminating or marginalizing racial “others” was pursued through 
warfare and other state- coordinated acts of violence and coercion, po liti cal ex-
clusion, and economic exploitation, as well as allegedly more benign policies of 
cultural assimilation. Broadly conceived, settler colonialism is conceptually com-
patible with the interpretive framework of “internal colonialism,” which is char-
acterized by settler and state policies designed to subjugate, marginalize, exploit, 
and culturally transform a conquered group— including its understanding of 
family and associated realms of intimacy.

With these concepts in mind, let us again consider Bent’s Fort. As already 
noted, from one perspective the great fort can be viewed as a cultural meeting 
ground between Anglo- American, Hispanic, and Indian traders and, on occasion, 
would- be intercultural marriage brokers. But from another perspective— and 
 here we have the advantage of hindsight— the fort was also a signpost of Ameri-
can expansionism and settler and internal colonialism. Americans, of course, 
 were not the fi rst to cast imperial eyes on the Southwest, Spain being the fi rst 
colonial power to lay claim to the region. Spanish conquest of the Southwest in-
corporated elements of both extractive and settler colonialism. While Francisco 
Vázquez de Coronado’s entrada as far north as the southern plains in 1540 was an 
important moment in this regard, a more signifi cant date is 1598, when Juan de 
Oñate led a colonizing party composed of soldiers, families, and missionaries 
into present- day New Mexico for permanent settlement. Although the Pueblo 
Rebellion of 1680 successfully rolled back Spanish colonization for twelve years, 
the Spanish returned and in the coming years exerted an im mense cultural in-
fl uence on the region and its peoples. During this period increasing numbers of 
Indians spoke Spanish, lived and worshipped in Catholic missions, and inter-
married with their colonizers, giving rise to an increasingly mestizo society. In 
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the end, Spain’s imperial reach far exceeded its military and economic capabilities, 
paving the way for Mexico’s in de pen dence in 1821. But Mexico’s hold on the 
Southwest was to be short- lived. Po liti cal factionalism, economic crises, an in-
ability to subdue powerful Indian nations on its northern frontier, failure to en-
tice Mexican settlers to these same areas, and, fi nally, New Mexico’s increased 
economic orientation toward St. Louis all contributed to Mexico’s inability to 
hold on to the region.

Enter the Americans. By 1840, the same year that Barclay went looking for a 
Cheyenne bride at Bent’s Fort, Texas had already declared its in de pen dence from 
Mexico. Th e Texas development only reinforced what many Americans took for 
granted, that the West was destined to be part of what Jeff erson called an “empire 
of liberty.” In 1811, John Quincy Adams wrote to his father, “Th e  whole continent 
of North America appears to be destined by Divine Providence to be peopled by 
one nation, speaking one language, professing one general system of religious 
and po liti cal principles, and accustomed to one general tenor of social usages and 
customs.” Th ese sentiments reached a rapturous crescendo during the war with 
Mexico, as refl ected in the Boston Times’ declaration that the territorial spoils of 
the war “must necessarily be a great blessing to the conquered.”

Th e fact that there  were few moral qualms about the quest for empire fl owed 
from the widely held belief that Americans  were a chosen people, including the 
racialist belief that Anglo- Saxons  were a race apart, superior in both their ge ne tic 
and cultural makeup. As in other settler colonial societies, the plotline of em-
pire intersected with discourses on race and racial hierarchies. Indeed, over the 
course of the nineteenth century the prevailing view of Indians was that they  were 
little more than savages, who by the law of civilized progress must either adopt 
white ways or face the prospect of extinction. In the short term, the Indians’ pa-
ganism, manner of subsistence, communal and tribal outlook, ideas about family 
and gender roles, and a host of other characteristics condemned them to removal 
and geo graph i cal concentration. Th e era of the Indian reservation was at hand.

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, reformers sought a long- term 
solution to the “Indian problem” by pursuing two policies designed to incorpo-
rate Indians into national life. Th e fi rst was the General Allotment Act of 1887, a 
monumental piece of congressional legislation that broke reservations into indi-
vidual allotments. By becoming private landholding farmers, supporters argued, 
former bison hunters would make the transition to farming and in the pro cess 
acquire the habits and virtues associated with private property and possessive 
individualism. A second policy called for the forcible removal of children from 
their “savage” parents and placing them in boarding schools, institutions designed 
to strip the rising generation of Indian youth from their cultural heritage while 
inculcating them with the knowledge, skills, and values appropriate for survival 
in a post- Indian world. Central to both these policies was the determination to 
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alter Native conceptions of family and kinship. Land allotment linked property 
own ership to the patriarchal family; boarding schools sought to shred children’s 
attachment to ancestral understandings of belonging and connection.

Although racial thinking with respect to Mexicans was more complicated and 
subtle, in the end it was hardly less pejorative. Th rough miscegenation, or mes-
tizaje, most Hispanics  were by degrees a mixed- race population. And it was 
mainly on this issue that Anglo- Saxon fears and prejudices focused. Objections 
to the war with Mexico and the prospect of incorporating a large chunk of its 
conquered territory into the American system raised nativist alarms that Mexi-
cans  were a “mongrel race.” One journalist of the day despaired that the geo graph-
i cal Mexican prize was of dubious worth: “It would likely prove to be a sickening 
mixture, consisting of such a conglomeration of Negroes, Rancheros, Mestizoes 
[sic] and Indians, with but a few Castilians.” As in the case of Indians, opinions 
diff ered as to whether Mexican inferiority was innate or amenable to environ-
mental infl uences. Meanwhile, the negative stereotypes— that Mexicans  were 
essentially indolent, shift less, ignorant, dirty, immoral, vassals of popery, fi t only 
for menial labor— poured forth. Th is racial stigmatization took concrete form in 
a dual labor system, anti- unionism, inferior segregated schools, and “American-
ization” programs designed to alter Hispanics’ perceived cultural inadequacies. 
For Mexicans, as for Indians, the promise of genuine citizenship was anchored to 
their ac cep tance of their colonizers’ prevailing gender, racial, and moral codes, 
including dominant modes of family life. If the institution of the family was an 
essential source of moral character, the child’s fi rst window on home life and 
social living as well as the wellspring of identity, then surely, it was reasoned, so-
ciety was justifi ed in eff orts to improve the Mexican family’s suitability in the 
American fold. Toward this end, progressive reformers, fervent nationalists, 
teachers, essayists, and social workers all played a part.

Th e third plotline that emerges from Barclay’s story is that of the connection 
between the history of the West and the history of the family. In mapping some 
of the permutations of that connection across the changing western landscape 
over the course of the sixteenth through the twentieth century, the contributors 
to this volume deploy and elaborate upon two propositions that have been fun-
damental to the scholarly study of the family. Most basically, they all consider the 
family to be “a social institution of intrinsic importance.” Th e family “is a per-
son’s earliest and most important and continuing infl uence,” explains historian 
Elliott West. “It is the innermost circle of a society’s arrangement, and it has the 
prime responsibility for performing essential functions. Th e family reveals a lot 
about what people believe, about who controls whom, and about how they cope 
with change.” Second, the contributors clearly demonstrate that meanings and 
experiences of family and kinship have varied considerably across time and place. 
As another historian, Kathleen N. Conzen, writes, “Societies determine for them-
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selves what defi nes a family, who constitutes its members and what their respon-
sibilities are to one another, how the family identity extends through marriage 
and consanguinity and across generations, on what basis a family is to be formed, 
and what societal functions it is meant to fulfi ll.” Taken together, West’s and 
Conzen’s observations reveal why the history of the family is such an essential 
vantage point for making sense of the West in general, and the Southwest espe-
cially, as a multicultural region where worlds of connection, obligation, and 
meaning  were brought into contact and interconnection with one another.

Th e ethnocultural groups represented in this volume diff ered signifi cantly in 
how they construed gender roles and relations, childhood and child rearing, the 
determination of lineage and kinship, the rituals of sexual intimacy, and the rela-
tionship between the public and the private. It followed that when these groups met, 
confl icts and negotiations over family life fi gured prominently in relation to larger 
struggles among individuals and groups for conquest and control, as well as for 
identity, dignity, autonomy, belonging, and survival. Yet western historians, when 
they have turned their attention to the family, have generally focused on the Anglo- 
American experience— stories of Anglo- American homesteaders, children coming 
of age, and pioneer women. Similarly, when they have addressed the subject of 
minority experiences, the role and place of family and kinship have been given 
short shrift . In attending to the multiple ways in which family relations have been 
conceptualized and lived by various groups of people in diff erent times and places 
in the history of the Southwest, as well as attesting to the import of such relations, 
this volume marks a signifi cant departure from earlier scholarship by western his-
torians. At the same time, it attempts to contribute to broader eff orts by those histo-
rians seeking to prioritize comparative and global perspectives on the family.

Building on these fundamental propositions, all of the chapters in this vol-
ume explore the relationship between family life and larger structures of social 
and po liti cal power in specifi c times and places, including the role that families 
have played in producing, reproducing, mediating, or contesting the prevailing 
social order. Th us, they are all concerned with the dynamics between what Ann 
Laura Stoler refers to as “macropolitics,” on the one hand, and the “microsites of 
familial and intimate space,” on the other. Along these same lines, the authors 
subscribe to historian Nara Milanich’s assertion that the “new agenda for family 
history” must include investigations into how “the interpenetration of family and 
hierarchy” has changed over time and has been variously constituted in par tic u-
lar settings. Accordingly, they endeavor to elucidate some of the ways in which 
families of various kinds have functioned as sites where authority in its many 
intersecting forms— state, religious, class, gender, racial, and generational— was 
stipulated and imposed, as well as resisted and transgressed.

Each of the three sections of this volume centers around a core theme and 
suggests a par tic u lar vantage point from which to approach questions about the 
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relationship between love and power in the West. Th e fi rst group of chapters 
probes the social and psychological experiences of individuals involved in inti-
mate relationships inscribed by ethnocultural diff erence and hierarchy. Th e sec-
ond section highlights the role of the law and other formal strictures, including 
religious doctrine, public policy, and professional expertise, in governing family 
life. Th e fi nal group of chapters explores how cultural expectations for family 
relations  were interpreted and negotiated among individuals and groups in spe-
cifi c times and places, as well as across historical eras. Although this or ga ni za tion 
is meant to off er readers one way of framing patterns regarding the collection’s 
conceptual and methodological contributions, the themes of diversity, hierarchy, 
regulation, and cultural contestation cut across the sections, and, as outlined 
below, the chapters can be placed in conversation with one another in a myriad 
of potentially illuminating ways.

Th e interconnections between family and authority explored in these chap-
ters all entwined against the larger backdrop of colonialism and the ethnoracial 
contacts that colonial encounters entailed. In all manner of colonial enterprises 
around the globe, intimate spaces and relationships became, as Margaret Jacobs 
writes, “small theaters of colonialism where colonial scripts  were produced and 
performed.” So, too, in the American Southwest. As Ramón A. Gutiérrez, Tracy 
Brown, Cathleen D. Cahill, Monica Perales, and others show, the family lives of 
Native Americans and Hispanics  were intensively scrutinized and most oft en 
found wanting by priests, colonial administrators, missionaries, settlers, and re-
formers, who possessed resolute notions about proper family form, gender roles 
and relations, sexual mores, child rearing practices, and the like. Colonizers’ as-
sessments of the families of the ethnoracial groups they encountered as barbaric, 
inferior, and uncivilized, as well as their determination to protect their own fam-
ily order from possible threats of external violation and contagion, provided a 
prime motivation and justifi cation for the elimination, exclusion, and exploita-
tion of these groups. At the same time, transforming the families of Native Amer-
icans and Hispanics (and in the pro cess reconstituting the subjectivities and alle-
giances of the individuals within them) became both an end and means of colonial 
conquest and control.

Even so, absolute imposition of one group’s family ideology upon another group 
never constituted the  whole story, at least partly due to fractures within the domi-
nant group itself. Th us, Gutiérrez explores Spanish colonizers’ evolving and com-
peting conceptions of family as constituted by an authority relationship, biological 
kinship, co- residence, and spiritual connection, showing that tensions between 
secular and religious notions of family ties held mixed ramifi cations for the treat-
ment of Native Americans in the Spanish Southwest. Brown suggests that Spanish 
authorities’ attempts to regulate Pueblo sexual relationships in seventeenth- 
century New Mexico “waxed and waned based upon the strength of the personal 
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commitment of individual governors and missionaries.” Cahill documents a 
similar dynamic at play in the Indian school ser vice at the turn of the twentieth 
century, fi nding that the U.S. government’s intentions to reshape the family lives 
of Native Americans  were compromised by the employees charged with imple-
menting state policy, who oft en calculated family interest diff erently from offi  -
cials in Washington. And Perales aptly demonstrates that the class assumptions 
and goals of those early twentieth- century Anglo reformers who sought to re-
make Mexican mothers according to Anglo domestic ideology confl icted with 
certain basic presumptions of that ideology, especially regarding mothers’ work 
outside the home.

Furthermore, if colonial order could be imposed (albeit at times inconsistently 
and unevenly) through the realm of the intimate, it could also be negotiated and 
contested there as well. Writing about the resiliency of African American slaves in 
the antebellum South, Annette Gordon- Reed asserts, “Oppressed people do not 
always internalize the stories their oppressors tell about them. Th ey oft en, in fact, 
develop their own internal narratives about who they are, ones that can be enor-
mously self- regarding and vaguely, or even vigorously, contemptuous of their 
overlords.” And so it would be in the Southwest, a social and intercultural land-
scape where families  were not only sites of domination and assimilation but also 
locations for re sis tance and strategic adaptation. As these chapters show, the stakes 
of the struggles over family life waged by Native Americans and Hispanics  were 
especially high— power, citizenship, and identity itself— and the results  were by 
no means uniform, conclusive, or unambiguous. Erika Pérez, for example, argues 
that while the practice of godparentage, or compadrazgo, served as an eff ective 
tool of conquest by the Spanish of the Native peoples of Alta California, this 
Catholic kinship system also provided some incentives for Indians to incorporate 
it to further the survival of families and communities. Anne F. Hyde’s more 
speculative piece raises an intriguing set of questions about the possibilities for 
marriage and child rearing to promote accommodation and cooperation between 
ethnoracial groups as she considers the fate of mixed- race children across the 
West during a period of transition when racial lines  were becoming increasingly 
hardened in the United States. What options, she wonders,  were available for in-
terracial couples in the post- 1848 West to provide their mixed- race children with 
“networks of human connection and some mea sure of material comfort”? How 
did race, culture, gender, geography, and changing notions of family and child-
hood infl uence what these parents wanted for their children and how their chil-
dren fared in the end? Hyde’s search for answers to these and other questions, 
based on her study of several elite western families, begins to establish a frame-
work for understanding this largely forgotten population.

In yet another crucial variation on the theme of the family as contested terrain, 
several contributors remind us that power dynamics operate not only between 
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“the family” and larger social and po liti cal structures but also among family 
members themselves. Th at is, just as the world of macropolitics is not seamlessly 
unifi ed, so the family is oft en marked by internal struggles and divisions, espe-
cially those arising out of gender and generational diff erences and hierarchy. 
Tracy Brown analyzes one such tragic case of intrafamily confl ict, examining 
how an inter- Pueblo marriage descends into violence because the wife is unable 
to negotiate the diff ering kinship practices and gender expectations of two Pueblo 
traditions, which have been rendered increasingly incompatible under the infl u-
ence of Spanish colonialism. Likewise, Donna C. Schuele fi nds that confl icts be-
tween siblings, which  were in part the product of age and gender inequities, 
worked in conjunction with external pressures to divest one Mexican American 
family of its considerable property holdings in southern California during the 
mid- nineteenth century. In Pablo Mitchell’s chapter, as well, we see that eff orts 
by Mexican Americans to use the courts to reject Anglos’ denigration of Mexi-
can family life in the early twentieth- century Southwest also entailed a reinforce-
ment of “patriarchy and heteronormativity” within the Mexican American fam-
ily, whereby women and girls continued to be subordinated to the authority of 
Mexican men. In these and other analyses of “the interpenetration of family and 
hierarchy” contained in this volume, it is always worth attending to the multiple 
levels on which power relationships operated in any given context and to the dif-
fering perspectives within family, kinship, and cultural groups on the gains and 
losses associated with certain kinds of intimacies and with par tic u lar confi gura-
tions of the relationship between the exertions of public power and the realms of 
private life.

Th is volume’s contributors are also careful to consider the divergent perspec-
tives of individuals involved in intimate encounters when exploring the role of 
aff ectivity in family life and its relationship to various forms of public power. Th e 
great “sentiment debate” has deep roots in the scholarship on the history of 
the family. Much ink has been spilled, for example, in deliberations over whether 
parents in medieval and premodern Eu rope and colonial America loved their 
children, given the high rates of infant mortality that characterized these peri-
ods, as well as over when romantic attraction supplanted economic consider-
ations in the selection of marriage partners. Although these questions are not 
without merit, the contributors to this volume are less concerned with whether 
family members in the past “really” loved one another than they are with the 
ways in which meanings and expressions of love and aff ection took shape in par-
tic u lar social and po liti cal contexts and with what their social, po liti cal, and 
personal eff ects  were. We see, then, that as with the family itself, love assumed 
many forms within and between the groups living in the par tic u lar historical 
settings examined  here— as protection, provision, compassion, reciprocity, spiri-
tual guidance, obligation, deference, desire, sacrifi ce— and that it could work 
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both to reinscribe various kinds of social authority and to challenge them. Read-
ers will also fi nd several examples in these chapters of groups and individuals 
deploying the naturalizing language of love and family in order to obfuscate and 
thereby bolster their control over others. Th e larger point is that although it is 
certainly possible for intimate encounters and family relationships to be utterly 
devoid of aff ection and characterized only by domination (and there is ample 
evidence of this in the following pages), it does not necessarily correlate that re-
lationships entailing aff ection can be unmarked by the workings of social and 
po liti cal power, for, as Linda Gordon reminds us, “the supposedly private is also 
oft en very public.” As Joaquín Rivaya- Martínez reveals in his study of nineteenth- 
century Comanche captivity, Katrina Jagodinsky fi nds in her examination of 
three  house holds in territorial Arizona that indentured Native American chil-
dren, and Margaret Jacobs emphasizes in her analysis of the relationships be-
tween white women and their adopted Indian children at the turn of the twenti-
eth century, love and power intersected with one another in the history of the 
American West in diverse, complex, and consequential ways.

To return to our original story, this was likely the case with Barclay and his 
prospective bride as well. Th e love that he professed to feel for her (and that per-
haps was reciprocated by her as well) takes on its full meaning only when under-
stood in relation to the social and po liti cal power dynamics at play in the context 
in which it was expressed. As already noted, this was a world in which such inter-
cultural intimacies had long held out the promise of mutual economic and diplo-
matic benefi t to Anglo fur traders and Native communities alike. But these rela-
tionships  were now becoming increasingly stigmatized, with the burdens of their 
marginalization falling disproportionately on Native American women and their 
mixed- race children. However deliberately Barclay and the girl he went bargain-
ing for reckoned with the larger forces that  were transforming the world around 
them, these dynamics would have been deeply implicated in what ever sorts of 
aff ection the couple held for each other in the initial encounters that constituted 
their courtship and throughout the marriage that could have followed.

As suggested above, several of the contributors are especially interested in 
understanding the role children played and  were made to play in interweaving 
the “tense and tender ties” that bound individuals and groups together within 
various colonial contexts throughout the history of the American West. Several 
de cades of scholarship in western women’s history and gender history, along with 
more recent work on gender and colonialism, have begun to paint a fuller picture 
of the role of gender and of the experiences of diverse groups of women in the 
settling and unsettling of the American West. Scholars are now increasingly turn-
ing their attention to children’s experiences as equally signifi cant objects of study. 
From the forays into this territory pursued by the contributors to this volume, we 
learn that because of both their impressionability and their vulnerability, Indian 
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and Hispanic children  were viewed by Anglo, Native, and Hispanic adults in a 
variety of ways, including as potential facilitators of intercultural cooperation, 
possibly dangerous disrupters of social boundaries and categories of racial dif-
ference, prime targets for assimilation, and crucial carriers of traditional culture. 
Although it is important to see how children  were used and abused by adults to 
advance, mediate, and resist colonial rule, it is as important, if considerably more 
diffi  cult, to track children’s own actions, thoughts, and feelings in these endeavors. 
 Here, Rivaya- Martínez, Jagodinsky, and Jacobs attempt to do just that, mining 
captivity narratives, oral interviews, memoirs, and legal rec ords to trace what 
children said and did as they strove to make sense of and maneuver within and 
between the world of macropolitics and the world of the family, worlds in which 
they  were oft en victimized and always constrained but never entirely powerless.

A fi nal theme broached by the collection as a  whole, and taken up explicitly by 
several of the contributors, centers on the politics of memory— on questions 
about how and why we remember the history of the family in the West as we do. 
Perhaps no entities in the United States have been subjected to greater mytholo-
gizing than “the West” and “the family”; consequently, scholars working in the 
fi elds of both family history and western history have taken on the task of de-
bunking countless misconceptions about what historian Stephanie Coontz has 
succinctly termed “the way we never  were.”  Here, several contributors contem-
plate the relationship between these two potent arenas of mythmaking to probe 
what the mythology about western families, as well as what new perspectives 
on the history such myths have obscured, might reveal about the meanings of 
American national identity and belonging, race relations, and family values in 
the past and the present. Why, Anne F. Hyde asks, have the children of mixed- 
race families in the nineteenth- century West remained “hidden in plain sight” 
for so long? Likewise, Katrina Jagodinsky wants to know why pop u lar and schol-
arly histories of Arizona’s “founding fathers” have almost entirely ignored the 
Indian children those men indentured, exploited, and cared for, along with the 
mixed- race children some of them fathered. Subsequent generations of Arizo-
nans and chroniclers of Arizona history, she concludes, have been both reluctant 
to acknowledge Indian children’s mistreatment and unwilling to account for the 
aff ection that sometimes abided in territorial  house holds because these realities 
ran counter to more palatable memories of pioneers “gentling” and “whitening” 
Arizona along its way into modern statehood. In the fi nal chapter of the volume, 
Susan Lee Johnson analyzes the remaking of the iconic western individualist Kit 
Carson into a “family man” by two amateur female historians during the era of 
the Cold War. During this period, idealized versions of the white monogamous 
nuclear family and of the West as a proving ground for rugged masculinity and 
the virtues of American democracy  were pervasively touted “as ramparts against 
changing times.” Bernice Blackwelder’s and Quantrille McClung’s portraits of 
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Carson complicated these idealizations by documenting the intercultural inti-
mate relations in which Carson and his extended family  were involved and by 
placing these at the center of his life story and, by extension, at the center of west-
ern history itself. At the same time, Blackwelder interpreted Carson’s intercul-
tural marriages through the lens of racial hierarchy, and both historians disre-
garded evidence about members of the Carson clan engaging in violent confl ict 
with one another and in sexual relationships outside marriage, thereby reinforc-
ing certain crucial Cold War myths about the West and the family as well.

If the reinterpretation of the “great westerner” as a family man served Cold 
War culture in certain key ways, what sorts of cultural work do the chapters in 
this collection, with their focus on intercultural intimacies and the relationship 
between family life and structures of social power, perform in our own time? 
Even as Blackwelder and McClung  were penning their midcentury tomes on 
Carson, a cluster of potent social, economic, and cultural changes  were underway 
that would produce dramatic transformations in family life in the United States 
by the turn of the twenty- fi rst century. Forces of global economic and techno-
logical change, unpre ce dented numbers of people on the move around the world, 
and social movements for civil, women’s, children’s, and gay rights have all con-
tributed to the rise of what has been termed the “postmodern family.” On the one 
hand, contemporary families in the United States are characterized by a growing 
diversity in racial and ethnic composition, increasing variety and fl uidity in fam-
ily form and family practices, and more genuine egalitarianism in gender and 
generational relations, all accompanied by signs of developing ac cep tance of dif-
ferences in family life within the broader society. On the other hand, contempo-
rary families are also marked by a great deal of instability, disruption, and un-
certainty, and contests over “family values” have become a major polarizing force 
in American politics and the culture at large. Th us, as sociologist Judith Stacey 
explains, rather than representing something entirely new or wholly progressive, 
“the postmodern family condition incorporates both experimental and nostalgic 
dimensions as it lurches forward and backward into an uncertain future.”

A fuller, more nuanced examination of the history of the family in the Ameri-
can West, as pursued by the contributors to this volume, may open up some new 
possibilities for understanding postmodern family life and for responding to the 
challenges, anxieties, and tensions that have arisen in its wake. Certainly, this 
collection brooks little tolerance for the yearning for a singular ideal family that 
can be resurrected from the past as a cure for the very real suff erings currently 
experienced by so many families living in the United States. American families 
have been characterized by greater diversity and have been interconnected in more 
complicated ways than idealizations of “the traditional family” have allowed. 
Recognizing this marks an important fi rst step in relinquishing impossible dreams 
for family life and in seeing more clearly the legacies that the interpenetrations of 
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love and power in the past have bequeathed to the present. At the same time, 
these chapters document what a powerful force the yearning for a normative 
standard of family life has been in bolstering and justifying hierarchy of many 
kinds. Its power over our collective imaginations should not, therefore, be under-
estimated. In the realms of family and kinship the West has long been a place 
where new possibilities collided with inherited scripts and codes for mapping hu-
man connections. It follows that we can recognize in the following stories some 
of the confl ictions and uncertainties of our present age. And in so doing, we can 
see that we are not so distant from Bent’s Fort as we might imagine.
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In the late nineteenth century, Mary Dissette, a single missionary and school-
teacher at Zuni Pueblo, adopted a Zuni girl named Daisy. Aft er her tenure at 
Zuni, Dissette settled in Santa Fe, where she bought an adobe  house and a large 
orchard with the intent of taking in “a dozen Indian girls from the diff erent 
pueblos and teach[ing] them practical domestic industries, especially spinning, 
weaving, horticulture and poultry raising.” Dissette asked the Women’s National 
Indian Association (WNIA) for their help in establishing her home as a school. 
“It is because I know I can raise girls, Indian girls, to be true, loving, useful 
women, that I want to try my hands on more,” Dissette told the WNIA. In 1904 
she informed the WNIA that she had taken “legal control of three Indian waifs 
and placed two of them in the Albuquerque Boarding School.” Ultimately, ac-
cording to one of her friends, Dissette “adopted and educated out of her own 
slender earnings, fi ve Pueblo Indian children.”

Over the last fi ft een years, as I have researched white women’s interactions 
with Indian people at the turn of the twentieth century, I have found many in-
stances of white women like Dissette who adopted Indian children. In most cases, 
I have only the barest of references to such adoptions, usually told solely from the 
viewpoint of the white women themselves. I sense there are important stories to 
be told  here, stories of love and intimacy in the forming of new families, but also 
stories of grief and loss in the breaking of Indian families. Such stories link love 
and power, the private and the public, the family and the state; they off er a poi-
gnant example of what noted scholar of colonialism Ann Laura Stoler calls the 
“intimacies of empire.” Th e federal government asserted such a degree of power 
over Indian peoples at the turn of the twentieth century that it could interfere 
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even in the most intimate sites of Indian families; its power could and did sever 
ties of love. But love also complicated such brute power; many white women such 
as Dissette truly cared for the Indian children they adopted, and many Indian 
children loved their adoptive families.

Such stories of love and power connect the era of assimilation to the late twen-
tieth century, when the fostering and adoption of Indian children within non- 
Native families had become a common practice. In 1969, at the request of the 
Dev ils Lake Sioux tribe of North Dakota to conduct an investigation, the Associa-
tion on American Indian Aff airs (AAIA) found that in most states with large 
American Indian populations, 25 to 35 percent of Indian children had been sepa-
rated from their families and placed in foster or adoptive homes or in institutions 
such as boarding schools. In a follow- up state- by- state statistical analysis of In-
dian child welfare conducted in 1976, the AAIA found that in every state with a 
signifi cant Indian population, Indian children  were placed in foster care or in 
adoptive homes at a per capita rate far higher than that of non- Indian children.

Th e AAIA and many other Indian groups lobbied the federal government to 
enact legislation that would reverse this practice. Th e result was the Indian Child 
Welfare Act (ICWA) of 1978, which gave tribal courts jurisdiction over most cases 
involving the fostering or adoption of Indian children and prioritized the place-
ment of Indian children with relatives, tribal members, or other Indian families. 
Given the shockingly high estimates of Indian children who had been fostered or 
adopted outside their communities, and the signifi cance of the ICWA, surpris-
ingly little historical research has been done on this topic.

In this chapter I explore the genealogy of this widespread practice and fi nd 
that its roots extend deep into the late nineteenth century and are entangled with 
the intensive participation of white women in enacting assimilation policy. Many 
white women developed commonplace images of unfi t Indian mothers and ne-
glected Indian children and practiced a politics of maternalism that oft en in-
cluded the informal adoption of Indian children. In most cases, white women 
had their own very personal and laudable reasons for adopting Indian children; 
they undoubtedly acted out of real love. Yet their participation in the pathologiz-
ing of Indian families and the removal of their children reinforced the power and 
the policy aims of the state, aims that threatened the viability of Native families 
and communities. Moreover, white women who wished to adopt Indian children 
benefi ted from the assimilation policies of the state, policies that promoted the 
removal of American Indian children to boarding schools and facilitated their 
fostering and adoption by non- Indian families. To exert its power, the state, 
through the Bureau of Indian Aff airs (BIA), also found white women’s interest in 
Indian children useful and exploited white women’s maternalist impulses. Th us 
when white women and their families adopted Indian children, no hard and fast 
border existed between love and power; the two became inextricably muddled.
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Th e practice of fostering and adopting out Indian children to non- Indian 
families created shift ing intimate allegiances. Th us this chapter also attempts to 
understand this phenomenon from multiple perspectives: from that of the non- 
Native families who brought Indian children into their lives, from that of the 
children who  were displaced from their Native families and communities but 
formed new intimacies, and from that of the Indian families and communities 
whose intimate relationships  were profoundly disturbed. I begin with an over-
view of the white women who adopted Indian children at the turn of the twenti-
eth century, how they obtained children, and what motivated them. I then turn 
to several case studies told as much as possible from the vantage point of Indian 
children. I end by briefl y addressing the viewpoints of Indian families whose 
children  were adopted.

A D OP T ION PR AC T IC E S

Adoption was not a new phenomenon to American Indian peoples. As historian 
Marilyn Irvin Holt writes, “It was a fi ber of tribal life that intertwined the needs of 
an individual with a group.” In some cases, biological parents consented to have 
another family raise their child, oft en when a family had lost a child or when a 
medical practitioner healed a sick child. For example, Hopi Edmund Nequatewa’s 
grandfather, who had “put a claim on [him] when [he] was sick,” gained the right 
under Hopi custom to guide the boy’s upbringing. Moreover, it was common for 
grandparents and other extended family members to participate in the rearing of 
children so that they could easily step in should a child’s biological parents die or 
be unable to care for them. Among the Navajos, for example, according to Left  
Handed, “ ‘Mother’ refers to a great many other women besides one’s real mother. 
In fact, wishing to distinguish his [biological] mother from among all these other 
women, . . .  a Navaho [sic] must state explicitly, ‘my real mother,’ or use some 
such . . .  phrase as, ‘she who gave me birth.’ ” Th ese intricate kinship systems 
 assured that few Indian children  were ever left  truly orphaned.

Th e practice of non- Indian families adopting Indian children took on a quite 
diff erent quality. Beginning in the colonial period, many non- Indian families ad-
opted children primarily to fi ll labor needs. Up to the late nineteenth century the 
adoption of Indian children by non- Indian families in the West grew out of the 
captive trade, practiced widely by many Native peoples, Spanish colonists, and 
subsequent Mexican and Anglo settlers. Early Mormon settlers in Utah, for ex-
ample, adopted Indian children by purchasing them from Indian or Mexican 
slave traders or directly from their parents. In most cases the Indian children  were 
required to pay back their purchase price through laboring for their Mormon 
families for up to twenty years. Similarly, the 1850 Act for the Government and 
Protection of Indians enabled California settlers to adopt and indenture Indian 
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children. Military leaders also sometimes adopted Indian children in the early 
nineteenth century; most famously, aft er vanquishing a resistant band of Creeks 
in the Redstick Wars, Andrew Jackson adopted a Creek boy as a “trophy of war.” 
Some non- Indians may have sought guardianship of Indian children as a means 
of gaining property, too. In Washington territory, for example, four children of an 
Indian woman who had been widowed  were appointed a white male guardian to 
oversee the property they had inherited, valued at about a thousand dollars.

Although these earlier adoptions seem to have been based primarily on practi-
cal economic concerns and assertions of myriad forms of power— military, judi-
cial, patriarchal— over Indian labor and lands, it would be a mistake to see them 
as relationships that tilted entirely toward power and involved no love, aff ection, 
or sentiment. As Sherry Smith fi nds in her book on army perceptions of Ameri-
can Indians in the nineteenth century, many army offi  cers  were moved by a sense 
of responsibility or compassion to take “orphaned” or lost Indian children into 
their families, temporarily or permanently, aft er battles against Indian peoples.

By the late nineteenth century, many adoptive parents adopted children for 
more emotional reasons. Th is may have been due to a change in families and 
 house holds that accompanied industrialization and the rise of the middle class: 
a shift  from patriarchal utilitarian productive  house holds to nuclear families with 
a smaller number of children. With this shift  came a new emphasis on the family 
as a site for the fulfi llment of sentimental needs and the investiture of middle- 
class women with new domestic duties and intensive maternal responsibilities. 
Although some families undoubtedly continued to adopt children to fulfi ll their 
labor needs, middle- class ideals about adoption gained increasing prominence. 
Th ese ideals focused not only on the child that needed a home but also on the 
home and the mother that needed the child.

Although most adoption historians characterize transracial adoption as a phe-
nomenon of the 1960s and beyond, many white families and single white women 
 were drawn to adopting Indian children in the late nineteenth and early twenti-
eth centuries. Military offi  cers and their wives oft en had opportunities to adopt 
Indian children. In the case of the Lakota infant Lost Bird, or Zintka Nuni, Briga-
dier General Leonard Colby, Civil War hero and commander of the Nebraska 
National Guard, had been headquartered twenty- six miles south of the Pine 
Ridge Reservation when the Wounded Knee massacre of 1890 occurred. When 
he led his unit to Pine Ridge, Colby bargained to obtain the infant girl, recovered 
from under her dead mother’s frozen body four days aft er the massacre, as “an 
Indian relic” and a gift  for Clara, his wife of eight years. Before others could ob-
tain the valued little girl (the Ghost Dance camp of Lakotas tried to keep her, 
Buff alo Bill Cody had tried to obtain her for a hunting buddy, and Cody’s man-
ager hoped to exhibit her in the Wild West Show), the general brought her to his 
home in Beatrice, Nebraska, and legally adopted her.
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White women married to traders on Indian reservations also lived in close 
proximity to Indian people and in some instances adopted Indian children. 
Louisa Wade Wetherill, wife of the longtime trader John Wetherill, adopted two 
Navajo children, Betty and Frances, into their home at Kayenta, Arizona. Betty 
Wetherill Rodgers, a Navajo woman who was born around 1915, experienced re-
moval from her family fi rst to a boarding school: “I was born at Lukachukai. . . .  
And then . . .  , my Navajo family . . .  , aft er I was a few years old, came to 
 Kayenta. . . .  And then I was taken from my Navajo people. Th en, the govern-
ment just went out and just took kids to put ’em in school. . . .  I don’t know why 

Figure 1.1. Zinka Nuni, ca. 1891. Courtesy of Wisconsin 
Historical Society, no. WHi- 26606.
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they picked me. I was just a baby. But I was placed at Tuba City. . . .  I was there ’til 
I was about four.” Rodgers adds, “Th ey  were very mean to us. When we’d run 
away, or even speak a word of Navajo, they’d just more or less beat us. . . .  I never 
did like it there. Th ey just treated us like prisoners or something.”

In the book she wrote with Frances Gillmor, Wetherill also spoke of tensions 
between the federal government and the Navajos over the Tuba City school. 
When fi ft y Navajo children showed up at a day school in Kayenta that could hold 
only thirty, the government insisted on sending the twenty extra children to the 
Tuba City boarding school. Th e Navajos opposed this and convinced Wetherill 
to teach them En glish at the trading post.

In her interview, Rodgers claims that Louisa Wetherill visited the Navajo chil-
dren at the Tuba City school frequently and was appalled at the treatment of the 
children. As Rodgers explains, “She came over there and found that they  were 
treating the Navajo children real bad. . . .  So she thought, ‘Well, this is gonna stop!’ 
So she went to Washington and told the president what was goin’ on among the 
Navajos, and so she put a stop to all that. Everybody at Tuba then was fi red and 
ran off .” Th ereaft er, according to Rodgers, Wetherill’s older daughter (Georgia 
Ida) became “matron to the Navajo girls. . . .  She took care of us, ’cause she spoke 
the Navajo language pretty well herself.”

Wetherill, however, tells a diff erent story of how she adopted Betty. Accord-
ing to Wetherill, prior to Betty she had already adopted two other Indian chil-
dren, Esther and Fanny, daughters of a Ute Indian woman captive— or slave, as 
Wetherill called her— who had married a Navajo man. Th e Wetherills had fi rst 
adopted Esther from her Ute mother. Later, in the early 1920s, the Ute woman 
stopped the Wetherills as they  were driving and complained to them that her 
Navajo husband was mistreating her and her daughter. Th e Wetherills “took the 
slave woman and her baby back with them. When the slave woman made ar-
rangements to go to other hogans, and did not want the responsibility of her 
child, she begged them to take the baby as they had taken Esther for their own.” 
Th e Wetherills, on their way to Tucson for Louisa to lecture at the university 
that winter, enrolled Esther at the Tuba City school and arranged for the baby, 
Fanny, to be boarded there as well. Th ey picked the two girls up in the spring 
and took them back to the trading post in Kayenta. But Esther had contracted 
tuberculosis in boarding school, a fate that was all too common for many Indian 
children, and was later sent to a sanitarium in Phoenix, where she died. “With a 
heavy heart,” laden with both guilt and grief, Wetherill agreed to adopt another 
child, Betty. As she describes it, “When in 1922, the authorities at Tuba City 
asked her to adopt a little girl away from the school who was unhappy there, she 
had the child brought home to [Kayenta]. Soon it was said in the hogans of the 
People that Asthon Sosi and Hosteen John [the Wetherills] had taken another 
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Navajo girl for their own. Betty and Fanny  were the Wetherill’s children, now 
that [their older children Ben and Georgia Ida] had married and  were so much 
away.”

Th ough Betty Rodgers (and perhaps Louisa Wetherill as well) was critical of 
the care she received in boarding school, many female boarding school teachers 
also adopted children in their care. For example, Miss Hope Ghiselin, who taught 
Apaches at a BIA school in San Carlos, Arizona, wrote to the WNIA, “I came 
 here in May [18]87 and have not ceased since then to beg fi rst for one girl and 
then for another. Finally as an especial favor, Captain Bullis, our agent, gave me 
one for my last Th anksgiving Day gift .” Ghiselin also “acquired” another child 
when the resident doctor asked her if she could take in an “orphan.” “I named 
[her] . . .  Lizzie Owing for my mother, and hope if possible to have her always 
with me; I love her so.” No less a fi gure than Estelle Reel, superintendent of 
 Indian education from 1898 to 1910, also adopted an Indian girl. Reel kept an 
“orphaned Aleut girl during the summers. Th e girl was attending Indian schools 
in Oregon and Washington.” Notably, Ghiselin, Reel, and many other white 
women who adopted Indian children  were single.

Idealistic women reformers in the late nineteenth century  were also drawn to 
adopting Indian children. Mary Duggan, a feminist and advocate for Indians 
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, lived with her brother, the 
physician Cornelius Duggan, on Riverside Drive in New York City. According 
to Bonita Wa Wa Calachaw, the Indian girl she adopted, Duggan was “a humani-
tarian. Always she was doing things for the forsaken Indian.” Duggan attended 
club meetings of “Women that called themselves the New Th ought members” and 
took part in the Psychic Society. By adopting Wa Wa Chaw, as she became 
known, Duggan seemed to believe she was fulfi lling a higher purpose. As Wa Wa 
Chaw saw it, “Mother Mary Duggan Knew that when she took me in her arms 
that she was helping a common Cause.”

Although some white women (and men) legally adopted Indian children, the 
pro cess by which the custody of an Indian child transferred from their Indian 
family to their white guardians was oft en informal. Although Lakota people had 
sought to keep Zintka Nuni, Leonard Colby was able to bargain for her and spirit 
her away to Beatrice, Nebraska. Nebraska law required the voluntary relinquish-
ment of a child by its parents or guardian before adoption could take place, but 
the judge who approved her adoption by the Colbys did not require the presence 
or testimony of any Lakota relatives. Colby had not taken pains to fi nd the birth 
father of the child, and the judge seems to have assumed that both parents of Lost 
Bird had died. Neither Colby nor the judge considered Indian conceptions of 
adoption that would have placed Lost Bird with extended family members or 
other members of the tribe.
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In her oral history interview, Betty Rodgers describes the very casual pro cess 
by which she began to live with the Wetherills at age four:

So when summer came, my foster mother . . .  Mrs. Wetherill, said, “I think I’ll just 
take this little girl home.” . . .  Of course I was kind of shy and scared, you know, of 
the white people then. She asked me if I wanted to go home with her, and of course 
I didn’t just right off  say yes or nothing. She just said, “Well, you can just go home 
with us any time.” So aft er a few weeks or so, one day she had sent for me, and there 
was her nephews, sons- in- law, . . .  driving trucks, . . .  carry ing mail and carry ing 
supplies . . .  through the reservation. . . .  So she told these guys to pick me up. So . . .  
one day one of ’em . . .  said, “I’m takin’ this little Navajo girl home. I’m taking her 
to Mrs. Wetherill at Kayenta.” So . . .  I thought, “Well, I guess it’s all right,” so I just 
went with him. . . .  And that’s when I started living with the Wetherills. . . .  Th at 
was way back when I was four years old.

Although Louisa Wetherill’s story of Betty’s adoption diff ers, it is equally vague. 
Th e adoption is arranged through the boarding school and neither the authori-
ties nor Wetherill mentions the wishes of Betty’s parents and family.

Bonita Wa Wa Calachaw’s adoption was equally ad hoc. She was allegedly 
born on Christmas Day in 1888 in the southern California desert to a woman 
who may have been a member of the Rincon band of the Luiseño people. Accord-
ing to Wa Wa Chaw, Mary Duggan was “passing through California on her way 
East and, having to make connections for her return home, had to wait for two or 
three days. . . .  Wandering along the roads, . . .  [she] stopped at a wooden shack. 
And in that shack was My real Mother Indian having labor pains. Mother Mary 
Duggan took things into her hands and in a few minutes I was born. Mother gave 
Me to her [Duggan].” Wa Wa Chaw concluded, “I was born of the curse of being 
poor, My real Mother having to part with a new born child.”

As these stories reveal, the adoption of Indian children seemed to take place 
offh  andedly, with very little concern for the rights or feelings of Indian families. 
An attitude that Indian children  were free for the taking seemed to prevail. For 
example, when Mrs. Oresmus Boyd, the wife of a cavalry offi  cer, encountered 
Paiute and Shoshone Indians in Nevada, she wrote, “In one of their camps, I 
found a beautiful dark- eyed baby boy, to whom I paid frequent visits, which  were 
at fi rst well received. But one day I carried the child a neat little dress— my own 
handiwork— and before arraying baby in it gave him a bath, which evidently 
caused his mother to decide that I had sinister designs upon her prize, for on 
subsequent visits no trace of the baby could ever be found.” Mrs. Boyd felt enti-
tled to take over as mother of this boy. She felt sure that “had his sex been diff er-
ent I probably could have obtained complete possession; but boys are highly 
prized among the Indians.” Interestingly, while stationed in Arizona, Mrs. Boyd 
balked when local Pima and Maricopa Indian women admired her own child. 
“Every night when we pitched our tents,” she recounted, “the [Indian] women 
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would crowd about and indulge in ecstasies over the little white baby. . . .  I never 
permitted any of them to touch baby, being afraid to do so.” Boyd’s double stan-
dard seems to have been shared by a large number of white women reformers; 
white children belonged with and to their white mothers but Indian children 
would be better off  under the care of white women.

Why was the adoption of Indian children carried out in such a seemingly in-
formal manner? Certainly, this was an era in which many adoptions  were unregu-
lated. It was not until 1929 that all states had enacted adoption laws that autho-
rized courts to formally transfer the custody of children from their biological 
parents to their adoptive parents. Nevertheless, most states had enacted such laws 
by 1900. It appears that even aft er 1900, however, adoptive parents rarely felt the 
need to apply for the legal custody of Indian children. Th is is likely due to the 
predominant ideas about Indian families in this era of assimilation policy. Argu-
ing that Indian families stymied the assimilation of Indian children, many if not 
most government offi  cials, missionaries, and reformers believed it best that In-
dian children be separated from their parents and families and institutionalized 
in boarding schools. By 1902 about 17,700 Indian children attended one of the 
more than 150 federally run Indian boarding schools. Th is practice created a 
climate in which the separation of children from their families became natural-
ized. Moreover, as with the case of Betty Rodgers above and the large numbers of 
white women schoolteachers who adopted Indian children, the removal of chil-
dren to boarding school was closely linked to adoption in a very concrete way.

In these instances it is quite diffi  cult to ascertain the extent to which Indian 
parents gave genuine consent to the adoption of their children. In many cases 
they had not even consented to their children attending boarding schools. Over 
many de cades, when many Indian parents proved unwilling to send their chil-
dren to distant schools, the BIA had resorted to various coercive means, includ-
ing trickery, threats, withholding rations, bribes, or the use of police or military 
force. Once confi ned to a boarding school, an Indian child’s status in relation to 
his or her parents became increasingly tenuous. Rarely could parents bring their 
children home when they wished. Th us the apparent ease with which many white 
women adopted Indian children was integrally related to existing practices of 
Indian child removal to boarding schools.

Moreover, the BIA’s vision of the role of boarding school matrons and female 
teachers as surrogate mothers to removed Indian children led logically to the fos-
tering and adoption of Indian children by white women teachers and white fami-
lies more generally. As I detail in White Mother to a Dark Race and as Cathleen 
Cahill explores in this volume, the government deemed white women as the ideal 
caretakers for removed Indian children within the boarding schools. White women 
matrons and teachers would take the place of supposedly unfi t Indian mothers, 
introducing Indian girls to appropriate domestic standards and maternal skills. 
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It was thus no coincidence that a large number of white women teachers and ma-
trons within the Indian boarding schools adopted Indian children.

In some cases, white women may have obtained at least informal Indian con-
sent for the adoption of their children. Tesbah, a Navajo (Diné) woman, for ex-
ample, aft er delivering a baby boy at home and laboring for several more days 
before delivering a baby girl in the hospital, believed, “Th e baby girl has killed 
me.” She instructed her family, “Do not keep her in the family to raise with our 
other children, as she will bring bad luck to the family. Give her to the white 
people to raise.” Tesbah died the next day and her infant boy a few days later. 
Kay Bennett, another Navajo woman, remembered, “A childless couple that ran 
a trading post had gladly accepted the baby girl to raise as their own.” In other 
cases, Indian families may have incorporated white women into their own kin-
ship systems and therefore regarded them as appropriate adopters of their chil-
dren. Th is may have been true for Louisa Wetherill, who learned the Navajo 
language and many facets of Navajo culture, attended Navajo ceremonies, and 
was adopted by the tribe. Unlike white women in other colonial settings, too, 
Wetherill did not object to close contact between the Navajo and her two birth 
children. “Th e People  were their friends, the country of the People, their home,” 
she explained. “And so familiar was the Navajo tongue to them that sometimes 
Little Girl [Wetherill’s oldest daughter] . . .  would fall naturally into the Navajo 
speech and would break off  to ask in a puzzled fashion—‘How do you say that in 
En glish?’ ” In many instances, Navajo people living in the vicinity of the Weth-
erill trading post at Kayenta brought ill people to be nursed or cured by Asthon 
Sosi, or Slim Woman, as the Navajos called Wetherill, and Wetherill claims that 
she “became known as the Little Mother of the Navajos.” Documentary traces 
of Indian adoption suggest, however, that such voluntary relinquishment was 
less common than white women obtaining children through other means.

Although men such as Leonard Colby  were sometimes involved in the adop-
tion of Indian children, it was more oft en white women who initiated adoptions 
and cared for the children. Middle- class gender and racial ideologies converged 
to infl uence white women to adopt Indian children. Ideals of maternalism extolled 
motherhood as women’s highest calling and justifi ed middle- class, and mostly 
white, women’s po liti cal and social reform activity on behalf of other women. As 
Claudia Nelson explains, adoptive motherhood enabled women to gain public 
recognition and to signify their social, moral, and fi nancial status. Moreover, 
the power of maternalism may have swayed many single women (some of whom 
lived in long- term relationships with other women) to adopt children, a phenom-
enon that was socially acceptable before the 1920s. In many cases of Indian adop-
tion, it was, indeed, single white women who adopted Indian children, usually 
Indian girls, perhaps signifying a means by which unconventional white women 
who had avoided marriage could still raise children. Th ese white women  were 
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forming new families in the American West, maternalist families that  were mod-
eled on the utopian male- free communal families of Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s 
Herland, not the patriarchal families from which most of these middle- class 
white women came. Although such a move could be seen as radical, it could also 
be reconciled to more conservative views of women— that even a “spinster” felt 
the tug of maternity and needed to fi ll her God- given role.

To some extent, practical considerations may have infl uenced single women 
in choosing Indian children. First, prospective adoptive parents complained that 
there was a “baby shortage” in this period, due in part to the reluctance of or-
phanages to place children up for adoption. Most children in orphanages  were 
not true orphans, but rather children whose parents had fallen on hard times. 
Most social workers believed— at least when it came to white children— that they 
should be re united with their birth parents if possible. Many prospective 
adopters feared that if they adopted from an orphanage the birth parents would 
one day seek to reclaim their children. In addition, confusion and confl ict be-
tween adoption laws and institutional policies could discourage those who ob-
tained children from orphanages from legally adopting them. Some families also 
balked at the costs, $10 to $25, that  were associated with legal adoption.

By adopting Indian children, adopters could bypass such obstacles. First, be-
cause Indian parents and extended family members  were oft en isolated on reser-
vations and in many cases already cut off  from their children, adoptive parents 
had less fear that Indian birth parents would reclaim their children. Second, as 
most adoptions became more formalized in the 1920s and ’30s and social workers 
clamored for increased control over the placement of non- Indian adoptive chil-
dren, the informal adoption of Indian children remained relatively free of state 
regulation and the intervention of child placement workers. Moreover, many 
social ser vice professionals became unwilling to place children with single women. 
Scholar Julie Berebitsky found that as sexual and gender norms changed in the 
1920s to include the labeling and stigmatization of lesbianism, most child wel-
fare workers opposed the placement of adopted children with single women. 
Th e adoption of an Indian child would have been one way for a single white woman 
to circumvent such biases.

Intertwining racial and gender ideologies regarding Indian people as savages in 
need of rescue and white women as civilizers also played into white women’s moti-
vations for adopting Indian children. In the nineteenth century, courts routinely 
considered Indianness itself to be grounds for granting guardianship of Indian 
children to non- Indians. For example, in one probate case in Washington territory, 
a young white man who had fathered a child with an Indian woman petitioned the 
court to have his child apprenticed to another white man because he was “desirous 
of having [the] child protected and cared for and not permitted to become an Indian 
by living among them.” Th e judge granted the petition without consulting with the 
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child’s Indian mother. In several other cases, petitioners portrayed Indian women 
as unfi t guardians for their own children and oft en accused them of having bad 
morals, including drinking alcohol, being promiscuous, and engaging in prosti-
tution. One court document portrayed an Indian woman as having no home, 
“and . . .  now living on the beach, as is the manner of her people; and who is not a fi t 
and proper person to have the care of guardianship” of her own daughter.

White women oft en portrayed their adoption of Indian children as an act of 
rescue, welcomed by the child and oft en initiated by some family members. In the 
case of a Navajo girl known as Grace Segar, a missionary stated that “this young 
girl came to us at the age of about eight years, wrapped in an old blanket. She was 
given to us in all probability because her mother did not want her to become the 
plural wife of her stepfather.” Although it is possible that in some cases indige-
nous women may have used white women to protect or shelter their children, this 
type of statement was part of a larger maternalist discourse that commonly re-
presented American Indian women and gender relations in a negative light.

Indeed, the rhetoric of rescue was based on and reinforced a pathological view 
of Indian families and Indian motherhood. Many white women missionaries, 
teachers, and reformers who encountered Indian peoples in the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries regarded several facets of Indian family life— 
unfamiliar Indian gender relations, Indian women’s active physical labor, and 
the presence of some polygamous  unions, for example— as signs that Indian 
families  were unfi t to care for their children. Because Indian families did not al-
ways conform to the standard of the nuclear family customary among white 
middle- class Americans, many white women deemed indigenous children or-
phans. For instance, Mary Collins wrote for the WNIA publication, “Unfortu-
nately, among [the Sioux] almost every woman and man is married more than 
once, and the children of these various marriages, though oft en both parents 
may be living, are really orphans.” White women rarely recognized the role that 
extended family members played in the upbringing of children. Th us when an 
Alaska Native girl’s mother and father died, a reformer believed “she had no one 
to love her until one day, when she found her way into a mission school,” where 
the teacher “kept her and took care of her as if she  were her own daughter.”

Notions of rescue led many white women to support policies that called for 
the removal of Indian children to boarding schools and to believe that Indian 
children would be better off  brought up in white families than raised among 
their own kin. Despite the obvious ethnocentrism of white women’s viewpoints, 
they saw themselves as racially enlightened and progressive. Compared to many 
Americans, perhaps they  were. Susan B. Anthony, for example, objected to Clara 
Colby’s decision to raise Lost Bird, or Zintka, partly on the basis that it would 
distract her from her suff rage activism, but also on the grounds that Zintka was 
an “untutored Indian girl.” Other suff rage activists similarly disapproved of 
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Clara’s adoption of an Indian child. In the early twentieth century, when an 
increasingly shrill hereditarian and eugenicist discourse claimed that Indians 
and other “non- Aryan stock”  were ge ne tically inferior to the Anglo- Saxon “race,” 
the stance of many white women who adopted Indian children was, in many ways, 
a refreshing alternative.

Undoubtedly, most white women who adopted Indian children considered 
themselves to have the purest and most altruistic of motives; many, indeed, loved 
the Indian children they fostered and adopted. And it is likely that in many cases 
adopted Indian children gained greater access to education, healthcare, and an 
improved standard of living through living with white women. But it is also ines-
capable that white women’s involvement in the adoption of Indian children inad-
vertently supported the state aims of undermining Indian identities and thereby 
consolidating control over Indian lands. In this era the government had adopted 
a number of mea sures to reduce the land base of Indian peoples and to sever the ties 
between generations, ostensibly in order to facilitate the assimilation of Indians. 
Th e Dawes Act, through the allotment of communally held land to individual 
Indians, transferred some ninety million acres of land to non- Natives for settle-
ment and development. Th e network of boarding schools removed children dur-
ing the most crucial years of their social and cultural upbringing and sought to 
undermine their Indian identities, identities that enabled them to claim land. Th e 
adoption of Indian children, although on a much smaller scale than the boarding 
schools, intersected with the state’s assertions of power to obliterate Indian iden-
tities and extinguish Indian claims to land. In the late twentieth century, when 
fostering and adoption became common and was coupled with eff orts to invol-
untarily sterilize Native American women, the federal government still seemed 
bent on destroying Indian identities and land claims.

Th e promotion of the fostering and adoption of indigenous children was not 
limited to the American West. In other settler colonies and nations, including 
Canada and Australia, the practice was also widespread, suggesting that it is a 
phenomenon closely associated with the project of settler colonialism. In settler 
colonies, colonizing powers have sought to engineer the transfer of land from in-
digenous peoples to settlers. To do so, they enact polices that promote the growth 
and expansion of the “white” settler population (as, for example, the Homestead 
Act did) as well as the elimination of the indigenous population. Disease and 
military campaigns may have brought about the elimination of many indigenous 
people in the eigh teenth and nineteenth centuries in the West (as in Canada and 
Australia), but such frontier violence became increasingly morally untenable. Pol-
icies that culturally eliminated Indian people through assimilation became the 
preferred method of enabling the dispossession of indigenous people in the late 
nineteenth century and beyond. Th ese policies increasingly enacted colonial rela-
tions on a most intimate scale— through sexual liaisons, but also through the 
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rearing of children. It is important to keep this larger backdrop in mind as we 
study the adoptive families that white women and Indian children formed.

R E L AT IONS BE T W E E N W H I T E MO T H E R S 
A N D A D OP T E D I N DI A N C H I L DR E N

Obviously, many white women developed deep aff ection for the young Indian girls 
(and less oft en boys) they brought into their homes and with whom they created 
alternative families. For example, Mary Dissette told the WNIA in 1902 that “my 
own little Indian girl [Daisy] . . .  is my greatest earthly comfort and blessing.” If 
we are to believe Dissette, her relationship with Daisy was mutually satisfying. In 
1924 she told an associate, “I am just as fond of her as ever, and I believe she is just 
as devoted and loyal to me.” In 1904 she adopted another Indian girl, a three- year- 
old baby, which she put in the care of Daisy. Dissette wrote, “It is very gratifying to 
see Daisy’s willingness to pass on to another helpless orphan the care and aff ection 
which she has had, and which have borne such rich fruit in her own transfi gured 
life. Daisy assures me that her baby Dorothy will ‘come out all right.’ ” We need to 
know more from Daisy’s point of view to truly understand the nature of this rela-
tionship, yet indigenous children’s points of view are diffi  cult to fi nd.

One exception is that of Betty Rodgers, who was interviewed for United In-
dian Traders Association Oral History Project in 1999. Rodgers describes her life 
with the Wetherills briefl y and in glowing terms: “Well, they raised me then, and 
took care of me, and treated me just like one of their own. . . .  Her [Mrs. Weth-
erill’s] kids was already grown men and women. . . .  So I stayed there and she had 
another Navajo girl. Her name is Frances [Fanny]. . . .  So it was her and I that 
 were raised by Mrs. Wetherill. She tried to raise other Navajo kids, but they ei-
ther died or didn’t want to live with them or something. But anyway, we  were 
very fortunate, me and her.” Rodgers particularly recalled meeting “all kinds of 
great people. Th ere  were all kinds of artists, writers, paint ers, and movie stars. So 
many people like that, that I had met from the time I was growing up there, and 
it was really something, being with those people, because my foster father then 
used to take ’em on trips to the Rainbow Bridge.” Rodgers and her sister Fanny 
went to grade school in Kayenta, which she remembered fondly: “We had it made 
then. We had this wonderful person that came there and taught us all of our 
grade years, ’til we fi nished the eighth grade.” Rodgers and her sister then went to 
live with their adoptive sister in Mesa, Arizona, where they attended high school 
and she met her white husband, with whom she established a trading post on the 
Navajo reservation. In her interview, Rodgers emphasized love, not power.

Other adopted Indian children struggled much more than Betty Rodgers ap-
pears to; for Lost Bird, or Zintka Nuni, assertions of power  were as common as ex-
pressions of love and aff ection in the Colby family. Zintka witnessed the gendered 
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power dynamics that rocked the relationship between her adoptive parents. Gen-
eral Colby adopted Lost Bird without consulting with his wife; in Washington, 
D.C., Clara Colby learned of the adoption by tele gram three days aft er the fact. 
Clara Colby was an unusual woman; she was based with her husband at their 
home in Beatrice for six months of the year, where she edited the preeminent suf-
frage newspaper, Th e Woman’s Tribune, but the rest of the year she worked as a 
lobbyist for woman’s suff rage in Washington. Although General Colby ordered 
Clara home from her suff rage work to take care of the infant, Clara did not return 
until more than four months later. Th roughout Zintka’s life, Clara continued her 
suff rage activism, oft en leaving home for months at a time on speaking tours. 
Zintka shuttled between homes in Beatrice, Nebraska, and Washington. Th e Col-
bys hired a young woman, Maud Miller, to take care of Zintka. Maud became 
pregnant within a few years of beginning her employment. Th e father? General 
Colby. Clara and the general separated, aft er which he lived openly with Maud 
while failing to fi nancially support Zintka. Th e general repeatedly tried to obtain 
a divorce from Clara, who fi nally agreed in the early 1900s. By this time Clara had 
moved to Portland, Oregon, to carry out her suff rage work. Th e general ignored 
his commitment to paying alimony and child support, and Clara and Zintka lived 
on the brink of poverty the rest of their lives. Th rough a complicated scheme, 
Maud inherited half a million dollars, aft er which the general married her.

Figure 1.2. Fanny and Betty Wetherill in the early to mid- 1920s. John and Louisa 
Wetherill Collection. Courtesy of Harvey Leake.
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Despite the unsettled nature of Zintka’s home life, real love and aff ection 
clearly existed between her and Clara. As a teenager, when she was in boarding 
school, Zintka wrote a series of poignant letters to Clara. “I must come home, for 
if I don’t I shall die of grief,” she wrote in one letter. Suff ering from a series of 
health problems, Zintka declared, “You know precious I can not bear to have any 
take care of me when I am sick but you for when I am sick you know I always 
come and sit on your [lap] for you to hug.” In a powerless situation— stuck in a 
boarding school against her will— Zintka used her expressions of love in hopes of 
swaying her mother to bring her home: “I have no one to love or to love me.”

Clara’s love and aff ection  were not enough to protect Zintka from other power 
dynamics. Widespread racial prejudice and discrimination contributed to Zint-
ka’s troubled experience. Whether in Beatrice, Washington, or the home of her 
cousins in Wisconsin, Zintka endured ostracism and ridicule from white chil-
dren. One cousin taunted her, “Yer ma’s a dirty squaw.” Another purposely aban-
doned her in a violent storm. White girls at the public school in Beatrice openly 
shunned her. In segregated turn- of- the- twentieth- century Washington, she en-
dured racial slurs. Even from Clara she faced prejudice and confusing mes-
sages. In Washington, she found companionship among the children who played 
in the alley that ran behind her mother’s home. When Zintka brought home a 
new black friend, her mother would not let her friend in the door and forbid 
Zintka from playing in the alley.

From an early age Zintka learned the racial codes of her day. When the consul 
of Madagascar and his wife visited the Colbys in Washington, Zintka stared at 
them for many minutes and confi ded to them, “Don’t worry, I’m not white ei-
ther.” She sought out others who  were “not white.” With Clara frequently gone, 
Zintka continued to make friends among African American children. When she 
attended the Pan- America Exposition in Buff alo in 1901, she spent hours with a 
group of Lakota dancers.

Although Zintka sought out the company of Indians and especially Lakota 
people, her parents initially tried to prevent such associations. When she experi-
enced troubles in public school and was then expelled from two private schools, 
Clara enrolled her at Bishop William Hare’s All Saints School, a boarding school 
in South Dakota that catered primarily to white girls and the daughters of Native 
clergy. Yet, without fi nancial support from the general, Clara could not aff ord to 
continue to send Zintka to the school. Moreover, Zintka was miserable there, at 
one point sending Clara a thirty- page letter requesting that she be allowed to 
leave the school. Unable to pay the school fees, Clara then sent Zintka to a series 
of federal Indian boarding schools, all of which  were free: the Chamberlain 
School in South Dakota, Chemawa in Salem, Oregon, and Haskell Institute in 
Kansas. When Zintka started writing in a kind of Indian slang from Chemawa, 
Clara feared that the boarding schools had been a bad infl uence on Zintka.
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As she grew older, Zintka rejected the assimilated identity her adoptive parents 
had promoted. She longed to fi nd her relatives and to associate with members of 
her tribe. Th e only boarding school in which she felt at ease was Chamberlain, 
where she met children of her own tribal background. Zintka ran away from 
Chemawa, making her way back to South Dakota in search of lost relatives. On 
many other occasions in her life she gravitated back to South Dakota, and for a 
year she lived with a Lakota couple who claimed her as their own and enabled her 
to attain an allotment of land on the Standing Rock Reservation. Zintka also took 
on a pan- Indian identity and became a professional Indian. She joined a number 
of Wild West shows, including Buff alo Bill Cody’s, worked as the Indian mascot 
for the Nation of the Lakotah, a white sportsmen’s club in Seattle, and journeyed 
to Hollywood to appear as an extra in several early silent movie westerns.

Zintka rebelled against middle- class gender ideals as well. While in her father’s 
care she became pregnant. He institutionalized her in the Milford Industrial 
Home, formerly the Nebraska Maternity Home, near Lincoln. Within a month of 
entering the institution Zintka delivered a stillborn infant, but her father refused 
to pay the fees for nursing school that would have allowed Zintka to leave the in-
stitution. Instead she was forced to stay there eleven more months. Subsequently 
she had a series of short marriages and had two more children. One of her hus-
bands gave her syphilis, which blinded her in one eye within a few years. Living in 
dire poverty with a sick husband in the San Joaquin Valley in the late 1910s, one of 
her children died and she relinquished another to be adopted by an Indian woman 
in Los Angeles. She contracted the Spanish fl u in 1920 and died soon aft er.

In her adoptive family, Wa Wa Chaw similarly experienced both love and 
power. We have her diaries and autobiographical sketches, written in her unique 
voice, to give us a fi rsthand account of her experience. Mary Duggan and her 
physician brother, Cornelius Duggan, both agnostics, seem to have regarded 
raising their adopted daughter as a scientifi c experiment. According to Wa Wa 
Chaw, “Dr. Duggan had bought Me a chess board when I was fi ve years old. Th is 
chess board was to become the system by which they  were to train My Mind, every 
eve ning for 15 minutes. . . .  Th e chess board played a secret part in the strange 
regulation of My young Life. I have never been a little child. Th ey had from the 
beginning talked plain language and laid down the laws governing common 
sense.” Th e Duggans also brought in a psychologist, Dr. Edward Campbell, to 
examine Wa Wa Chaw. “I Learned that Dr. Campbell was to take charge of My 
Mental attitude,” Wa Wa Chaw wrote. “A fi ne gentleman. Dr. Campbell was a 
noted neurologist and psychologist. It seems that Mother’s complaint was I did not 
talk. It was her wish that I learn to express My feelings a little more freely.” Wa Wa 
Chaw keenly felt as if she  were living under a microscope. As she describes it, “My 
youth was spent under the Observation lens of the Human Eye. Th e Scientifi c 
Mind of Men that sought out the action of Causes.”
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Wa Wa Chaw’s Indian background as well as her unusual upbringing oft en 
led her to feel like a “freak” on display. “I wonder if you Know what it means to be 
constantly on exhibition,” she wrote. “I discovered that the Indian is always on 
display of some kind. And without pay.” At the age of eight or ten, Wa Wa Chaw 
addressed a women’s rights convention on the plight of Indian women and “be-
came [an] object of fame and curiosity.” Even as a baby, the Duggans had treated 
Wa Wa Chaw as an object for exhibit: “Th ey [the Duggans] told Me at the Age 
of 6 months how I entered a baby contest and won $500.00 for them. And how 
Mother would dress and undress Me.” Zintka had experienced similar sensations 
and had also “played Indian” in suff rage pageants. According to Renee Flood, she 
lived “forever a curiosity on public view”; whether Zintka was at home or travel-
ing, “at every turn the child inspired crowds of gaping onlookers.”

Although the Duggans undoubtedly loved Wa Wa Chaw, her sense that she was 
part of an experiment and exhibition left  her feeling neglected. “My Parrot had a 
Greater care taken with it [than] I was cared for,” she wrote. Moreover, schooled at 
home, she was lonely for the company of other children. Wa Wa Chaw drew a sketch 
of herself reading the dictionary. Her caption read, “I never had any childhood 
Friends From the time I can remember. I have been surrounded By adults.”

Like Zintka, Wa Wa Chaw craved the company of other Indians. When she 
started piano lessons, she went to Philadelphia with her mother and met two In-
dian students from Hampton Institute. “Th eir company opened My Mind,” she 
wrote. Like Zintka, Wa Wa Chaw learned racial ideologies early. “I oft en won-
dered how Mother ever went through all this suff ering to keep an Indian alive,” 
she pondered, “when the American has said the only good Indian was the dead 
Indian.” At the age of ten, she “was told by another little girl Living in the same 
building: ‘Indians don’t belong  here. Go somewhere  else to Live.’ ” Like Clara 
Colby, Mary Duggan endured prejudice from other white women reformers for 
her adoption of Wa Wa Chaw. “One aft ernoon,” Wa Wa Chaw writes, “I heard a 
friend of Mother make a remark about giving her Life for a wild Indian. I heard 
Mother say, ‘My little girl isn’t wild. I could not Live without her.’ ”

As it was for Zintka and Clara Colby, the decision about whether the girl 
should attend a federal Indian boarding school was an issue for Wa Wa Chaw and 
Mary Duggan. Both Duggan and Colby corresponded with Richard Pratt, found er 
of the Carlisle Institute and staunch advocate for Indian boarding schools, who 
counseled both women not to send their charges to Indian boarding schools. 
Although Pratt had pioneered the boarding school system for Indian children, he 
believed that Indian children ultimately should become fully assimilated into 
American society. Because Wa Wa Chaw and Zintka Nuni had already been 
raised within white families, he believed it would not be wise to place them in a 
segregated Indian- only setting. Due to fi nancial exigencies, Colby reluctantly 
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sent Zintka Nuni to an Indian boarding school, but she feared that it would reverse 
her assimilation pro cess. Duggan strongly opposed sending Wa Wa Chaw to 
boarding school for diff erent reasons. She told Wa Wa Chaw that Indian students 
in the schools “are in a prison, you Know,” and also referred to “the Great pain of 
loneliness, which was the Fate of every little boy and girl sent to these remote insti-
tutions with rules and laws somewhat like a prison for the Criminal inmate.”

Wa Wa Chaw shared her adoptive mother’s dim view of the boarding schools, 
partly as a result of a trip Duggan and Wa Wa Chaw took together to the West, 
including many stops at Indian boarding schools: “Aft er a visit to one of our 
boarding schools I learned that children in building 1 could not meet children 
in building 2,” she wrote. “Th is seemed to be the system imposed, by the order of 
the Indian Bureau, to Create loneliness. I shall not forget how I visited an Indian 
school and found seven children made deaf because those in charge  were allowed 
to beat them in one side of their heads and ears. When I complained the Agents 
molested Me.” An orphaned Indian boy who was in an institution also contacted 
Wa Wa Chaw. “I was told these children  were children born syphilis- Germed,” 
she recounted. “What this Black robe did not Know was that one of his youthful 
Victims was told to contact Me. Which the boy did. Th is boy ran away not be-
cause he was a bad boy. His Mind just could not accept the strange Idea. I asked 
him to talk so I could understand his troubled Mind. He said the Man in charge 
was guilty of sexuality and homosexuality.”

Like Zintka, Wa Wa Chaw sought to connect with Indian cultures and fi nd her 
lost relatives throughout her life. She spent eight months living on the Wind River 
Reservation of Shoshones and Arapahoes in Wyoming. When she and Mary Dug-
gan visited Sherman Institute, they gained clues to Wa Wa Chaw’s heritage: “It 
seemed that My real Mother’s Name was Calac Chaw. And a friend . . .  had con-
tacted someone at the Indian school, who knew Mother Duggan and had some 
Knowledge of My Indian Mother and other children.” Yet although she searched 
for her family throughout her adult life, Wa Wa Chaw could never fi nd her rela-
tives. Her search experience suggests that she had been stolen or sold. While Wa 
Wa Chaw and Mary Duggan stayed with an Indian family in southern California, 
two Indian boys mysteriously disappeared. Although the local sheriff  denied any 
knowledge of their whereabouts, Wa Wa Chaw found them in the nearby hospital. 
Both boys had been beaten so severely by a white man who had off ered them each 
a nickel to deliver a letter that one died from his wounds and the other had to stay 
in the hospital for seven months. As she recalled, while she was at the hospital, 
“Th e Doctor asked Me what I was doing there. I told him I have tried to locate My 
own Mother who gave Me away. Th at I was born at Valley Center and instead Fate 
has changed My course.” Th e Doctor said “in plain language to get out if I Knew 
what was good for Me. I did just that.” According to Wa Wa Chaw, the incident 



Figure 1.3. Bonita Wa Wa Calachaw with husband Manuel Nuñez, ca. 1920. Arthur 
and Shifra Silberman Native American Collection, Dickinson Research Center, 
Courtesy of National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum.
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“prevented My search for the Mother who gave birth to My body in this World. 
Valley Center was more than 75 Miles from where we  were. So I returned never to 
Know her.”

Fiercely opposing assimilation, Wa Wa Chaw became an activist on behalf of 
Indian people. “Let every American Indian make it clear,” she wrote, that “we are 
not interested in being made over as White Men or White Women. Nor of the 
White Race. We are what we are. Being Indians and members of the American 
Nations. And as Citizens we are seeking Justice within the law of our American 
Nation. Our youth must be given a chance to take part in all activity of our na-
tional Life.” Wa Wa Chaw put her words into actions; during World War I she 
fought for the rights of Native Americans to serve in the armed forces.

Unlike Leonard Colby with Zintka, the Duggans kept close control over 
Wa Wa Chaw’s sexuality. When she reached the age of eigh teen, they believed it 
was time for her to marry. When Manuel Nuñez, a Puerto Rican American, took 
an interest in Wa Wa Chaw, the Duggans hired private detectives to make sure he 
was suitable for their daughter, and Mary Duggan also took Wa Wa Chaw with 
her to Puerto Rico for three months that year to investigate his family back-
ground. Although Wa Wa Chaw was not particularly interested in Nuñez— she 
writes, “I was more interested in My reading and paints than in Love”— the Dug-
gans regarded him as an ideal mate and promoted the marriage. Th e couple had 
a child, “Tee Tee Chaw,” who died at age three, and they eventually divorced. 
Like Zintka, Wa Wa Chaw became impoverished aft er leaving her adoptive fam-
ily, especially aft er the death of Mary Duggan. Destitute aft er parting from her 
husband, she took to the streets of Greenwich Village, selling “Indian liniment” 
from “secret herbs” and her oil paintings. However, Wa Wa Chaw survived, 
became a respected artist, and lived until 1972.

A S SE S SI NG I N DI A N A D OP T ION

In recent studies of transracial adoption, researchers have been particularly 
 interested in determining whether these adoptions have been successful. Th eir 
success is assessed by the extent to which the children adapt to their families and 
whether they become “well- adjusted” adults. By this standard, we would prob-
ably deem Betty Rodgers’s adoption the most successful and Zintka Nuni’s the 
least. Th is may have been due to the vagaries of family dynamics, but it was also 
related to whether the adoptive families enabled their Indian children to connect 
with Indian culture and family. In Betty Rodgers’s case, her adoptive parents 
adopted another Navajo girl, spoke Navajo, maintained ongoing relationships 
with Navajo people, and lived on the Navajo reservation. As Rodgers characterized 
her, “My mother [Mrs. Wetherill] . . .  thought the world of the Navajo people, 
just like they  were her own, . . .  or she was just a Navajo herself, really.” Ironically, 
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though Louisa’s birth children learned the Navajo language, Betty did not. Nev-
ertheless, she still resided with her family on the border between the Navajo and 
white worlds (or in a par tic u lar variety of rural, southwestern, hobnobbing- with- 
the- stars white world). Moreover, as evidenced by her empathy with Navajo 
families against the Tuba City boarding school, Louisa Wetherill did not support 
one of the primary planks of the assimilation agenda.

Unlike the Wetherills, the Colbys sought to prevent Zintka from mingling 
with Indian people. Supporting assimilation policy, they imbibed reformers’ 
messages that the solution to the “Indian problem” was to Christianize, civilize, 
and Americanize Indian people. Th ey undoubtedly believed that through bring-
ing Zintka into their supposedly respectable and civilized middle- class family, 
they  were saving her and helping to promote the cause of assimilation. At least 
at fi rst, Zintka seemed to fulfi ll a symbolic role in their lives, as a trophy of war 
or living Indian keepsake for the general and as a badge of maternalist reform 
credentials for Clara. Clearly, Zintka became much more to Clara, if not to 
Leonard. Clara struggled to support her daughter as Zintka experienced racism 
and longed to connect with her Indian family and community. Clara may have 
been as caught within the web of the intimacies of empire as her daughter, unable 
to fi nd a way out of the tangled net of gender norms and ideals, racial ideologies, 
and settler colonial policies that limited her as much as her daughter.

In the case of Wa Wa Chaw and the Duggans, Mary Duggan shared Louisa 
Wetherill’s aversion to Indian boarding schools and evinced real sympathy to 
Indian rights. Yet she and her brother’s experimental approach to bringing up 
Wa Wa Chaw— and their residence in New York City— left  Wa Wa Chaw isolated 
from her Indian roots until she was an adult. Th ese are just three cases and cannot 
represent every adoption of an Indian child in the assimilation era. However, 
these cases do suggest that if the adoption of Indian children was meant to 
assimilate, it had many unforeseen consequences. In fact, the more a family con-
centrated on shielding an Indian child from contact with Indian people, the less 
likely that child was to adjust to her family and mainstream American society.

Yet the issue of Indian adoption should not focus only on adoptive families 
and adopted children. Th e question of whether adoptive Indian children “turned 
out well” rests on the assumption that assimilation was a legitimate enterprise 
and privileges liberal individualist values over community interests. A third per-
spective and experience must be taken into account. For while white women 
(and men) made new families, they inadvertently broke up many Indian families 
and damaged Indian communities.

In many cases, entire communities mourned for their lost children. When a 
group of Lakota ghost dancers visited Washington, D.C., and called on the Colbys, 
one elder, Kicking Bear, spent much time with Zintka. He gave the child a feather 
from his beaded cape and “put both his hands on Zintka’s head and spoke in a 
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low voice: then placed one hand on her chest and the other on her forehead, still 
continuing the invocation. Th en he kissed his fi ngers, laid them on Zintka’s mouth 
and back again on his own, aft er which he stood . . .  with bowed head.” Overcome 
with grief, Kicking Bear wept and could not raise his head.

It is rare to fi nd any account of birth mothers’ points of view in archival or 
published sources. Sometimes we get a glimpse of the meaning of this adoption 
from reunions between birth mothers and child many years later. Betty Rodgers 
told her interviewer that she didn’t see her Navajo mother again until the late 
1930s, by which time Betty had a child of her own.

My Navajo mother came to see me. She came to Kayenta, and she came in my fos-
ter mother’s home. I guess I was up at my little  house, takin’ care of my baby and 
stuff . I went down to see Mother [Wetherill] most of the time through the day. So I 
walked in the  house and I saw this Navajo woman sittin’ there on the couch as 
I walked by— walked right by her to fi nd Mother [Wetherill], see where she was. So 
I met her in the dining room, and [Wetherill] said, “Betty, do you know that 
woman sittin’ in there on the couch?” And I said, . . .  “No, I don’t know her.” So she 
went in there with me and said, “Well, that’s your mother, Betty.” And I said, “My 
mother?!” “Yes that’s your mother.” So she got up and stood up and I went over there 
and put my arms around her, and she cried. Of course she was just some other 
Navajo woman, is all I knew. . . .  So I let her hold Betty, who is my oldest child. . . .  
I said, “Here’s my baby, you can hold her.” Oh, she was so proud of that! And she 
was sittin’ there and cryin’ and holdin’ that baby in her arms and all that stuff .

Certainly, all adoption histories potentially involve the personal grief that 
Betty Rodgers’s mother experienced. Ann Fessler’s recent book Th e Girls Who 
Went Away: Th e Hidden History of Women Who Surrendered Children for Adop-
tion in the De cades Before Roe v. Wade makes it clear that many young, white, 
middle- class women who  were pressured to give up their babies in the post– 
World War II era suff ered as a result of relinquishing their children. In these 
cases, social workers promoted the adoption of children born to unwed white 
mothers as a means to bolster postwar gender and class ideals. By relinquishing 
their children, unwed mothers could retain their middle- class status and regain 
their proper womanly role while simultaneously allowing another family to live 
up to the postwar family ideal.

Yet the adoption of Indian children, when seen in the context of the long his-
tory of federal Indian policy, represented a qualitatively diff erent aff ront. It in-
volved a twisted tangle of racial and gender ideologies that left  Indian communi-
ties vulnerable to losing their children. Indian women and families had three 
strikes against them. First, authorities and reformers believed that many if not 
most Indian families could not or would not conform to middle- class gender 
norms and thus  were not fi t to raise children. (Ironically, of course, many of the 
white women who adopted Indian children did not themselves live up to many 
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gender norms of the time.) Second, the government and the reform movement 
believed that assimilation through the removal of Indian children was a neces-
sary step toward the “civilization” of Indian people and the solution to “the Indian 
problem.” Finally, the project of settler colonialism— the pro cess whereby settlers 
took possession of land once claimed by Indian people— further justifi ed the 
practice by which Indian children  were separated from their families and adopted 
by white families. Although new gender and racial ideologies evolved in the post– 
World War II era, these three strikes would continue to haunt Indian families well 
into the late twentieth century, and the fostering and adoption of Indian children 
would become more commonplace. Together with the involuntary sterilization of 
many American Indian women in the postwar era, the continued removal of 
 Indian children from their families represented a continuation of nineteenth- 
century policies that envisioned the eventual eradication of “the Indian prob-
lem” through the elimination of Indianness and Indian claims to land.

It was ultimately the power of the state over Indian families that led to the phe-
nomenon of Indian adoption by non- Indian families. Yet, in these adoptive fam-
ilies, where the intimacies of empire  were enacted on a daily basis, a fragile love 
could emerge to challenge the aims of the state colonial project and off er the po-
tential of more equitable cross- cultural encounters. Fragile as it was, this love 
could not conquer all, but neither could the power of the state.
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On September 15, 1866, a Comanche named Kerno captured ten- year- old Bianca 
Babb during a raid in Wise County, Texas. Kerno placed Bianca in the care of his 
childless sister Tekwashana, whose husband had died in the course of the raid. 
Tekwashana tried to teach Bianca the Comanche language and manners. Accord-
ing to Bianca, “Th is woman was always good to me . . .  she never scolded me, and 
seldom ever corrected me. . . .  She was always very thoughtful of me and seemed 
to care as much for me as if I was her very own child. . . .  I was made to know 
and realize that my life was to be a regular Indian life.” However, Bianca’s fi ctive 
kin did not always treat her like a blood relative. In times of scarcity, she wrote, 
“some member of the family would hand out certain portions of the dried meat to 
each member of the family, and many times they did not give me any, as long as two 
days at a time I would go hungry.” Around April 1867, a man named Jacob Sturm 
exchanged Bianca for articles worth $333. When Bianca showed her willingness 
to leave the Comanches, she remembered, “my Mother Squaw [Tekwashana] was 
crying. . . .  She said if I wanted to leave her it was because I did not love her.” 
 Bianca’s ransom epitomizes the ambivalent nature of Comanche captivity.

Th is chapter explores the mechanisms by which Euro- Americans captured by 
Comanche Indians between 1820 and 1875 became incorporated into Comanche 
kinship networks. Recent scholarship on the U.S. Southwest has brought atten-
tion to the widespread indigenous practice of taking captives and its enormous 
repercussions on the history of the borderlands. Diverse authors have high-
lighted the importance of captives in the po liti cal economy of the Comanches, in 
Comanche relations with other groups, and for population replacement. Little 
attention has been paid, however, to the experiences of the captives themselves. 

2
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Much of what has been published on the subject is based on (auto-)biographical 
captivity narratives written by, on, and for Anglos.  Here I will use information 
from archival documents, ethnographic data, and linguistic evidence, draw-
ing fundamentally upon some previously untapped testimonies of Hispanic cap-
tives, oral traditions and family histories obtained through personal interviews 
with descendants of both captives and captors. Th e quantitative data presented 
 here comes from a sample of more than eight hundred individuals captured 
by Comanches between 1820 and 1875.

Some of my interpretations of the captive experience depart from earlier ex-
planations off ered by scholars such as James Brooks or Pekka Hämäläinen, who 
tend to overemphasize materialistic considerations. Instead, I stress the multi-
plicity of Comanche motivations for taking captives and for their subsequent 
treatment of them, which certainly depended on Comanche labor needs but also 
relied on the weight of Comanche kinship traditions, reproductive considerations, 
the development of ties of aff ection between abductees and captors, and the indi-
vidual per for mance of captives themselves. Pre- reservation Comanche practices 
of captivity and incorporation  were the result of specifi c historical circumstances 
that gave rise to a peculiar rank society articulated to a large extent around kin-
ship. Within Comanche families, however, power and love intertwined in com-
plex ways. Th e incorporation of captives oft en lasted many years, and it did not 
always culminate in de facto full- fl edged membership in the family. Still, the 
stories of some captives reveal that in the nineteenth- century American West 
ethnic diff erences and hierarchies believed to be insuperable  were sometimes 
permeable to relationships of love and aff ection even in the face of overwhelming 
adversity. In light of the evidence presented  here, Hämäläinen’s contention that 
Comanches “transformed themselves into large- scale slaveholders” must be called 
into question.

Following my Comanche con sul tants’ usage, I employ the term “full- blood” to 
refer to individuals whose known ancestry is entirely Comanche. “Comanche by 
birth” refers to both full- bloods and descendants from incorporated captives. I 
use “Euro- American,” “Hispanic,” and “Anglo” as cultural categories to designate 
groups irrespective of the ge ne tic makeup of their members. By “Euro- Americans” 
I mean individuals born in European- speaking communities, including both 
“Hispanics” (individuals born in Spanish- speaking communities) and “Anglos” 
(non- Hispanic Euro- Americans). Th is distinction replicates an equivalent Co-
manche terminological diff erentiation between yutaibo (literally, ordinary non- 
Indian person) and pabotaibo (light- skinned non- Indian person).

Between 1820 and 1875, the Shoshonean- speaking, equestrian Comanches 
(Numunuu) lived in residential bands of several dozen to a few hundred people 
spread widely over the Southern Plains and peripheral regions. Bands closely 
related by kinship ties and frequent interactions formed larger sociopo liti cal 
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divisions. Comanches relied largely on hunting for their subsistence, whereas the 
acquisition of wealth depended fundamentally on raiding and trading.

Comanche interpersonal relations  were generally based on age, gender, kin-
ship, and relative rank, which created a fl uid system of inequalities. Status diff er-
ences  were neither permanent nor hereditary, depending primarily on the per for-
mance of each person, which the group reevaluated constantly. Comanches  were 
a caring, loving people to their own, particularly to their children. English- born 
captive Sarah Ann Horn put it thus: “Th e strength of their attachment to each other, 
and the demonstrations they give of the same . . .  might put many professed chris-
tians [sic] to the blush!” Similarly, in the words of Texan captive Th eodore (Dot) 
Babb, “In their relations with one another they  were considerate and tolerant, and 
did not fall out, fi ght, and kill each other as do the white men.”

An androcentric, martial ethos permeated most aspects of Comanche social 
life. Comanche males earned prestige and status through success on the warpath 
and generosity in the distribution of plunder. Women worked in a variety of 
 house hold activities, some of which  were physically demanding, including cooking, 
caregiving, gathering plants, working hides, making garments, carry ing water, 
fi rewood, and the products of the hunt, packing and unpacking most  house hold 
belongings when moving camp, and occasionally helping with the  horses as 
well. Comanches recognized the value of women’s work and oft en rewarded 
outstanding female workers. Nevertheless, characteristically male activities, es-
pecially raiding, enjoyed more prestige than work traditionally performed by 
women. As Bianca Babb wrote, “If a man should ever do any work such as getting 
wood and water, [or] setting up tents[,] he would be ridiculed by all the rest of the 
tribe.”

Involvement with  horses and Euro- American commodities made Comanches 
reliant on  horse pastoralism and predatory expeditions starting around 1700. A 
growing competition over natural resources,  horses, and trade boosted Coman-
che warfare and raids on other groups. Between roughly the 1740s and the 1850s, 
Comanches imposed their military and commercial hegemony over much of the 
Great Plains. To satisfy their want for livestock and prestige, Comanche warriors 
raided frequently in Texas and northern Mexico, where they acquired large num-
bers of  horses, captives, and other loot. Th e acquisition of individually owned 
 horses, access to Euro- American commodities, and diff erential success in raid-
ing and trading accentuated inequalities within Comanche society, which re-
sulted in its stratifi cation into three ranks: the wealthy (tsaanaakatu), consisting 
largely of successful raiders and their immediate relatives; the poor (tahkapu); 
and the extremely poor (tubitsi tahkapu).

Comanche raiders abducted children and young adult women from enemy 
groups, but they generally killed adult males on the spot. Captives belonged to 
their captors, who sometimes gave them away to a relative or sold them to nonkin. 
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Th e receivers  were usually childless couples or individuals in need of a caregiver. 
Th e status of a captive could change over time, from that of an enslaved out-
sider to that of a fully integrated adoptee. Comanche language diff erentiates 
between the generic idiom nu kwuhupu, meaning “my captive,” which could be 
applied to any captive irrespective of status, and the noun turu?aiwapi, meaning 
“slave” or “servant,” which denoted an enslaved captive.

Comanches captured outsiders for a variety of reasons, but they most com-
monly acquired captives for their labor. Servants could signifi cantly lighten the 
workload of the women in the captor’s  house hold. Seizing an enemy under dan-
gerous circumstances brought prestige to the captor, and so did the conspicuous 
display of captives. Comanches could also enhance their status and po liti cal in-
fl uence by giving away, adopting, or marrying captives to replace deceased kin or 
augment the pool of dependable relatives and followers. Other important entice-
ments to abduct outsiders  were the possibilities that one might incorporate or sell 
them. Comanches also occasionally seized enemies to avenge the death of Co-
manche kinsfolk.

Comanches generally subjected recently acquired captives to corporal and 
psychological trials to test their hardiness, personal character, and ability to obey 
orders and behave according to Comanche expectations. Th e mistreatment 
also served to confuse the captives, create in them a dependence on their captors, 
and instill in them enough fear to prevent them from attempting to escape. Th e 
early captivity of Macario Leal is typical.

Sometime in 1847 a Comanche party seized Macario, a boy some thirteen 
years old, on the outskirts of Laredo, Texas. During the next couple of days, as 
they traveled, the Indians whipped Macario repeatedly for failing to obey their 
orders. When the raiders arrived at their hideout, “they unhorsed him, stripped 
him, and he began to suff er the torment infl icted by the Indians.” Days later, a 
similar scene took place when they returned to their main encampment. As Ma-
cario declared aft er his successful escape seven years later, “Th at night they gave 
him a dance that they formed around a big bonfi re. Comanches forced him to 
participate in it with his brother’s scalp, which one of the Indians had taken 
when they killed him. His assignment in that encampment was to become the 
tender of the [horse] herd, and, since he could not do it properly because there 
 were too many animals, they punished him frequently; thus he learned their lan-
guage in a year.”

In general, Comanches made chattel slaves of those captives whom they did 
not readily adopt. Masters could sell, inherit, give away, or even kill enslaved cap-
tives at will. Martina Díaz, captured at age sixteen near Laredo in December 
1871, spent a year in captivity before she managed to escape. Interrogated by U.S. 
offi  cials in 1873, she declared that “she was treated as a general servant in the 
camp, and was outraged by her captor,” and when he died she “became a slave to 
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his sister.” Deprived of any inherent rights or social standing, and lacking Co-
manche kin, enslaved captives  were absolutely powerless.

Th e outrages that enslaved captives suff ered contrast sharply with the way that 
the Comanches treated one another. Comanche masters— or, more commonly, 
other members of their households— oft en forced enslaved captives to work until 
exhausted doing dangerous tasks, sometimes under severe weather conditions. 
Th ey could beat their slaves, sometimes harshly, when they did not perform their 
chores satisfactorily or they failed to behave as expected. Occasionally captives 
froze to death while tending  horses in the winter. Five Hispanic boy captives, 
the oldest of whom was fi ft een at the time of capture, declared in 1873 “that they 
 were abused by the Indians, having little food and no clothing, left  exposed to 
sun and cold, and worked to exhaustion in herding and cleaning  horses. At times 
the captive boys  were  horse whipped till the blood ran.” In the words of Texan 
captive Clinton Smith, in his camp, “All the captives  were worked packing meat 
and washing the robes, sometimes working thus for two  whole days; also clean-
ing and herding  horses. . . .  Th e Comanches are very rough with their captive 
boys and whip them terribly, sometimes killing them if they cry over the beat-
ing.” Th is maltreatment could last for as long as the captive remained in a ser-
vile position, sometimes the entire length of the captivity. Comanche slavery, 
however, was neither hereditary nor necessarily permanent.

Although the socialization of unincorporated captives depended largely on 
the individual character of their masters, it generally was signifi cantly diff erent 
from that of Comanche children. Th e manner in which this was probably most 
obvious to the captives themselves was the comparative lack of aff ection in their 
upbringing, especially in the case of the older captives. Th e use of violence in the 
education of Comanche children was extremely rare. In the words of Bianca 
Babb, “In all the time I was with them, I do not remember of seeing them correct 
or punish one.” Instead, Comanches taught their off spring largely by word and 
example. Captives with no Comanche kin could not count on the teachings of 
relatives whose contribution was paramount in the education of Comanche chil-
dren. Moreover, much of the captives’ learning took place at work, whereas Co-
manche children had to do relatively little work until they  were in their teens. 
Th e treatment could change over time, as ties of aff ection developed between 
captives and members of the families holding them, and as captives became in-
creasingly acculturated. Both of these circumstances paved the way for their in-
corporation. Margaret Jacobs and Katrina Jagodinsky discuss similar pro cesses 
involving adopted Indians and Indian servants, respectively, in this volume.

Th e ability to communicate and interact in culturally appropriate ways was a 
key factor conditioning the incorporation of noninfant captives. However, “com-
municative competence” was not the only requirement for an outsider to be ac-
cepted into the Comanche community, and birth was not a negligible factor. 
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Euro- American captives had to adjust to new roles and behaviors in a highly 
nomadic camp lifestyle, and to the idiosyncrasies of their Comanche interlocu-
tors. Captives had to assimilate quickly Comanche notions of childhood, adult-
hood, parenthood, family, and belonging. Th ey also had to learn what types of 
speech suited each context. Captives had to remember, for instance, never to use 
the name of the dead in the presence of the deceased’s relatives, and not to ap-
proach young individuals of the opposite sex without having been expressly 
 authorized to do so.

During the earliest stage of captivity, Comanches generally watched abduct-
ees closely and kept them apart from captives with the same ethnic background, 
only rarely permitting them to visit or even talk to one another. As Martina Díaz 
declared, “Captives  were only allowed to use the Comanche language, and to 
talk . . .  on current matters of the camp.” Repeated punishments for failing to 
communicate in Comanche and restrictions on captives’ freedom of movement 
made learning the Comanche language and customs a matter of survival. Con-
versely, captives’ good behavior generally resulted in the easing or removal of 
those restrictions.

To what degree captives assimilated Comanche culture depended fundamen-
tally on their age at the time of capture. Th e captive’s sex and the length of cap-
tivity  were other important factors. Life experiences in the early years play a de-
cisive role in shaping an individual’s personality and self- identity. Th e capacity of 
most people to learn a language with native profi ciency begins to decline at age 
six or seven, whereas the ability to become fl uent in a language other than one’s 
mother tongue decreases considerably aft er age twelve or thirteen. Accordingly, 
Comanches had a preference for capturing children between fi ve and twelve 
years old (more than 61 percent of all abductees), who  were young enough to 
learn Comanche quickly and profi ciently (see fi gure 2.1). Older captives spoke 
only broken Comanche and tried to run away much more oft en. Occasionally, 
however, even people seized in their teens became profi cient in Comanche. In 
the case of young girls the acculturation pro cess could be rather short, as it was 
encouraged by their constant involvement in female collective activities that 
 were facilitated by fl uent communication. Most boy captives, in contrast, had to 
spend much of their time herding  horses in relative isolation.

In tune with the androcentric nature of the Comanche ethos, over 66 per-
cent of the captives in the sample  were male (see fi gure 2.1). Apparently, Co-
manche raiders had a preference for capturing boys between fi ve and twelve years 
of age, who constituted over 46 percent of all abductees, whereas thirteen- to 
nineteen- year- old males comprised less than 14 percent. Th ese fi gures contradict 
Hämäläinen’s contention that “Comanches put special value on female captives” 
and adolescent males. Arguably, on the farms and ranches where Comanches 
raided, boys working in the fi elds  were easier prey than girls working nearer the 
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 house hold. Most likely, though, their fondness for male captives was a conse-
quence of the Comanches’ constant demand for  horse herding, a task customar-
ily assigned to boys. Perhaps the apparent sexual selection was also due to the 
need to reach a balance in a society with a generally higher male mortality. How-
ever, Comanches dealt with this problem largely through polygyny (multiple- 
wife marriage), and postmortem levirate (the inheritance of widowed wives by a 
brother of the deceased husband).

Th e ease with which some captives adapted to Comanche culture puzzled 
many a Euro- American observer. Th oroughly acculturated captives oft en op-
posed attempts to “redeem” them. Motherhood was likely one factor that deterred 
some female captives from leaving the Comanches willingly. Motherhood sig-
naled an important promotion in the status of captive wives, and it creates strong 
emotional ties between mother and off spring. Th e stigma that frontier society as-
cribed to Euro- American women suspected of having sexual intercourse with 
Native males was probably another factor hindering women from leaving captiv-
ity, especially if they had become pregnant or had children in captivity.

Comanches incorporated captives through adoption, marriage to a Coman-
che individual, or cooptation, that is, the ac cep tance of an outsider as an equal. 
Incorporation could occur at any time, but only if the captive’s overall demeanor 

Figure 2.1. Captives’ sex and age at capture
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or exceptional achievements proved that he or she was worthy of such a step. 
Generally, courageous captives who stood up for themselves fared better than 
those who did not. Ultimately, though, incorporation depended upon the will 
of the masters, who oft en gradually gave their captives more freedom and rights 
over time.

Incorporation was not a communal decision, nor was it marked by a cere-
mony. Instead, it was realized in practice through private and public interactions 
(for example, addressing the captive as kin) that made evident to the larger Co-
manche community the captive’s new status. Th e extension of kinship terms to 
nonrelatives carried the expectation that both interlocutors (and their immedi-
ate kin) would behave to one another as if they  were actual relatives. Participa-
tion in rituals was another way of integrating captives into Comanche society. 
Comanches sometimes publicly honored captured women who became virtuous 
wives and honored captive men who had served admirably as warriors, for ex-
ample by assigning them important roles in the preliminaries of the sun dance.

Comanches oft en developed strong ties of love and aff ection with their cap-
tives, particularly with children. Th is became particularly obvious upon the 
separation of some captives from their Comanche relatives. When Sarah Ann 
Horn was about to be sold in New Mexico, aft er about a year and two months in 
captivity, an old Comanche woman who had always been kind to her broke into 
tears and proceeded to paint Horn’s “face, neck and arms, with a sort of red paint, 
which they thus use upon the persons of their friends, as one of the highest tokens 
of friendship.” Dot Babb, Bianca’s brother, remembered the scene of his ransom 
with these words: “Not a few cried and wept bitterly, and notably one squaw and 
her son who had claimed me as son and brother and as such  were my guard-
ians and protectors, and to whose immediate family and  house hold I had been 
attached. . . .  Th e close companionship had cemented bonds of aff ection almost 
as sacred as family ties” (emphasis added).

Michael Tate, Daniel Gelo, and Scott Zesch have suggested that Comanche 
captors had a premeditated intention to incorporate the people they kidnapped 
into their families. Conversely, James Brooks and Pekka Hämäläinen emphasize 
the importance of captives in Comanche society as laborers and commodities. 
Although both perspectives are correct to some extent, they ignore the existence 
in nineteenth- century Comanche society of diff erent types of captives who  were 
incorporated to diff ering degrees and  were treated in various ways. Although cap-
tive labor was precious and captives certainly had value as potential commodities, 
materialistic considerations  were never suffi  cient to reverse true adoptions, and 
Comanches  were generally reluctant to let acculturated captives go. Th e few occa-
sions when Comanches relinquished nonadopted acculturated captives, they did 
so under coercion or in exchange for full- blood Comanche prisoners, and gener-
ally aft er the captives’ closest fi ctive male relatives had died.
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Comanches, especially childless families, could quickly adopt the infant cap-
tives, raising them as natural children, and expected them to reciprocate appro-
priately. Th is required familiarity with the obligations, taboos, and avoidance 
rules that regulated Comanche kinship relations. Adoptees had to stay away 
from siblings of the opposite sex, learn Comanche forms of courtship, intimacy, 
and marriage, and learn the appropriate ways of, and occasions for, showing aff ec-
tion or restraint. Married captives had to avoid joking with their parents- in- law 
and be willing to share their spouses with their siblings of the same sex through 
the widespread Comanche habits of the levirate (the sharing of wives among broth-
ers), and the sororate (the marriage of several sisters to the same husband).

Comanche testimonies generally refer to adopted captives as the “children” of 
their adopters, and captives oft en referred to their Comanche relatives as parents 
or siblings. Comanche parents sometimes referred to adoptees by adding the suf-
fi x boopu, “adopted,” or toyapu, “lift ed” or “claimed,” to the regular terms for “son” 
(tua) and “daughter” (petu). Adoptees could become favorite children in childless 
families even if they later had full- blood siblings. A favorite child rarely had to 
work, wore special garments, and could boss his or her siblings around. In addi-
tion, parents oft en made gift s in the honor of their favorite, whom everyone would 
treat with indulgence. Th is institutionalized status was probably extended to 
Cynthia Ann Parker, whose Comanche name, Narua, literally means “favorite.”

Oft en Comanche masters addressed their captives as relatives, thereby distin-
guishing them from actual slaves, but continued to treat them as nonkin in some 
ways. Th ere is no specifi c Comanche term for this status, called “fi lial servitude” 
by several nineteenth- century observers. Th is status was generally extended to kid-
napped children who had the potential to become acculturated, and whom Coman-
ches thus considered prospective adoptees or wives. Filial servants, irrespective 
of their age or sex, generally occupied the lowest sibling status in their house holds. 
Meaningfully, an older sibling could apply the term turu?aiwapi, “slave,” to a 
younger one, although “this was considered being particularly unpleasant.”

Sometimes the boundaries between adoption, fi lial servitude, and slavery 
blurred. Although the fi ctive parents of fi lial servants oft en treated them benevo-
lently, other members of their  house hold still might overwork, boss, or occasion-
ally even abuse them. Furthermore, the extension of fi ctive kinship to captives did 
not automatically imply their ac cep tance as a full member by all Comanches. Bi-
anca Babb, for instance, was clearly not treated as a slave. However, the facts that 
Bianca did not partake of the emergency food, that she oft en performed exhaust-
ing tasks in the company of a “regular servant,” that she was eventually sold, and 
that her petition of an allotment of Comanche land was rejected indicate that her 
incorporation into Comanche society as an equal was never fully realized.

In a sense, Comanche fi lial servitude was not unique. Aft er all, children gener-
ally had a relatively low status everywhere in the United States in the nineteenth 
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century, and they  were expected to obey, defer to, and provide labor for their par-
ents or other adult relatives. Children also oft en played signifi cant economic roles 
in their  house holds, particularly among the underprivileged. Considering the 
foreign origin, lower status, more demanding roles, and occasional mistreatment 
of these semi- incorporated children compared to Comanches by birth, perhaps 
the closest parallel can be found in the detribalized Indian servants of the U.S. 
Southwest (see the contribution of Katrina Jagodinsky to this volume).

Th e status and treatment of nonadopted female captives depended fundamen-
tally on whether their captors held them as potential wives or simply as menials or 
concubines. Th ey carried out the same tasks as Comanche women and became 
eligible for marriage once they learned the Comanche language and customs. 
Girls seized before age twelve oft en became acculturated and married Comanche 
men. Female captives, however, might continue to be treated as servants even 
 aft er marriage, as was “Mexican” captive Francisca, who was reportedly “whipped, 
mistreated, and beaten all the time she was a captive and a wife in the Comanche 
tribe.”

Th e autobiographical story of Herkeyah is perhaps most illustrative in this re-
gard. An acculturated captive named Toyop (Neck) captured Herkeyah in Mexico 
when she was a little girl. He was about to kill her when a widower named Waha-
omo (Two Legs) “felt sorry for her and thought of his own children . . .  so he picked 
her up and put her on his mule.” Sometime later, Wahaomo told Herkeyah “that 
when she grew up she would be his wife.” He also told a niece of his who “was run-
ning his camp . . .  to be good to her (sometimes they  were very mean to captives), 
and to look aft er her so no men would harm her.” Wahaomo himself had to watch 
Herkeyah closely aft er a young man tried to steal her. Herkeyah’s work was to look 
aft er Wahaomo’s children, one of whom was crippled and needed to be carried on 
Herkeyah’s back. Wahaomo “slept regularly with his former wife’s younger sister,” 
Puki, but he taught Herkeyah to hunt and treated her kindly. As a result, Puki 
“would take a stick from the fi re and poke it at her in jealousy to scare her.” When 
this happened the children regularly tried to help Herkeyah against Puki. In two 
years Herkeyah already “knew the language and was familiar with the customs.”

When Herkeyah was about twelve years old, her captor, Toyop, lost his wife 
during a battle with U.S. troops, so he “begged Wahaomo to give her back to him” 
so that she could care for an aged male relative. Wahaomo consented and an-
nounced to his children that “their mother was going to leave,” at which time both 
Herkeyah and the children cried. Toyop’s family treated Herkeyah badly, beating 
her oft en. Later, aft er some Osages killed Wahaomo, Herkeyah drift ed to an-
other band, which suggests that the death of a captive’s protector could have ma-
jor consequences. Indeed, if an outsider killed a Comanche the relatives of the 
deceased might try to take revenge on some nonadopted captive of the same 
ethnic extraction as the killer, occasionally beating or even slaying the captive. 
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Meaningfully, a number of runaway captives decided to fl ee the Comanches be-
cause they felt threatened aft er the death of their immediate Comanche “kin.” 
Herkeyah eventually married a Comanche named Tissypahqueschy, and later a 
second husband named Esahaupt, mothering children from both men. It must 
be noted that divorce was rather common in pre- reservation Comanche society.

Captive wives typically occupied the lowest rank in polygynous marriages, 
which enabled the full- blood wives to exploit them, sometimes pitilessly. All co- 
wives  were subservient to the husband, but they had diff ering status. Th e chief 
wife, usually the fi rst to be married to a man and generally a Comanche by birth, 
exerted her authority over her ju nior co- wives and generally benefi ted from their 
labor. Th e same dynamic applied to every other wife in relation to those of inferior 
rank. A Comanche husband could sell his captive wife only if they had no children 
in common. Conversely, mothering could raise the status of captured wives within 
the family. Rivalries among the full- blood wives could benefi t a captive wife. 
More rarely, the latter could even rise to the position of chief wife, especially aft er 
having children. Th erefore, although a captive co- wife could certainly alleviate the 
workload of the other wives, she was also a potential rival for the aff ection of the 
husband and for the status of chief wife. All things considered, a Comanche wife 
most likely would have preferred to have in the  house hold a servant boy instead, 
whom she could put to use doing work typically assigned to women.

Scholars have overemphasized the economic value of captured women as pro-
cessors of bison hides in Comanche  house holds. Both Brooks and Hämäläinen 
contend that a correlation existed between Comanche involvement in the hide 
traffi  c, the supposed expansion of Comanche polygyny since the late eigh teenth 
century, and purported peaks in Comanche raiding. Th is theory is disputable on 
at least four grounds. First, the incorporation of seized enemy women into Co-
manche polygynous arrangements was common since at least 1750, that is, several 
de cades prior to the boom of the hide trade on the Southern Plains. Moreover, this 
practice continued into the reservation period despite the disappearance of the 
bison and notwithstanding repeated U.S. attempts to suppress it. Second, Co-
manches  were not as involved in the bison hide trade as other Plains groups. 
Indeed,  horses  were by and large the main commodity in Comanche transactions 
throughout the nineteenth century. Th ird, Comanches oft en assigned “female” 
tasks, including hide pro cessing, to male captives, as Hämäläinen implicitly ac-
knowledges. Fourth, although older women also pro cessed hides, the majority 
of female abductees  were girls or young adults (see fi gure 2.1). Out of 141 female 
captives, only nine  were twenty- six years or older at the time of capture.

All in all, Comanche polygyny and demand for captive women does not seem 
to have depended on the fl uctuations of the hide market. Instead, Comanche in-
terest in young adult women was most likely a function of their attractiveness 
and presumed fertility. Comanche captors, typically young men, rarely captured 
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boys over fi ft een years old, who accounted for less than 8 percent of all captive 
males (see fi gure 2.1). Conversely, Comanches relatively oft en captured women 
sixteen to twenty- nine years, a group that totaled 31 percent of all female cap-
tives. Th e fact that Comanches did not fully incorporate captive wives until they 
had children makes clear that they valued their reproductive capacity more than 
any physical work they could perform. Meaningfully, “barrenness on the part of 
a wife was considered a valid excuse for leaving her.” On the other hand, despite 
the Comanches’ permanent need for herders, only rarely did they assign young 
female captives to help with the  horses, typically doing so only when moving 
camp. On the other hand, Comanches systematically assigned captured boys to 
herd livestock, sometimes alone and oft en at considerable distances from camp. 
Such gendered discrimination can be explained as a deliberate decision to pre-
serve the captured females’ virginity and reproductive capacity, and hence their 
value, intact. Moreover, Comanches closely watched potential captive wives, and 
if someone raped a captive they generally abandoned or killed the victim.

Success on the warpath was the overriding factor in the status of nonadopted 
male captives. Comanches systematically compelled male captives to take care 
of their livestock, and sometimes to break  horses or do women’s work, and oc-
casionally they required skilled captives to repair guns, do silverwork, or make 
saddles. However, male captives could improve their social standing by showing 
courage and respect. Th ose who distinguished themselves in warfare generally 
enjoyed the same rights as Comanches by birth.

Like Comanche- born youths, captured boys started to participate in raids in 
their teens, sometimes against their will. As Clinton Smith recalls, “All the boys 
over twelve years old  were compelled to go with them in their stealing raids.” 
Comanche warriors took their captives along only once they had earned their 
trust, which was contingent on the captive’s ability to communicate fl uently in 
Comanche. Captive boys oft en accompanied raiders to perform as servants and 
herders, particularly during their fi rst raids. Perhaps the role most typically served 
by a captive during a raiding party, however, was that of cook. In spite of the low 
prestige associated with cooking, usually a woman’s chore, the cook played a 
fundamental role in a raid by preventing the contamination of the warriors’ super-
natural power. Signifi cantly, when the partition of the plunder took place, the 
leader of the war party could off er fi rst choice to the cook.

Nonadopted captives had slave status until marriage, but if they married Co-
manche individuals, they and their off spring got the same rights as full- bloods. 
Raiding was the main avenue by which captives could acquire wealth, which in 
turn enabled them to acquire a wife and become fully accepted by the group, 
particularly if they married a full- blood. What attached male captives most to 
Comanches, John Louis Berlandier noted, was the fact that “they may win the right 
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to marry. When they manage that, they lose no time in taking several wives and 
settling down as if they had been born to the life.”

Given their relative lack of status, it must not have been easy for nonadopted 
male captives to marry full- blood Comanche women. At least occasionally, Co-
manches may have preferred as prospective son- in- laws poor young captives who 
lacked strong kinship ties in the community but had earned a reputation for be-
ing industrious. Sometimes the relatives of a Comanche girl arranged her mar-
riage with an unwealthy male. In such cases, the son- in- law generally moved in 
with the bride’s parents or moved near them. Th ere he was expected to help tend 
his father- in- law’s  horses, receiving some in return, and to provide his mother- 
in- law with meat and hides. She reciprocated by making her son- in- law fi ne gar-
ments. Th is arrangement lasted only until the son- in- law accumulated enough 
property of his own, either through gift s or by raiding, which oft en occurred 
within a couple of years. According to Th omas Gladwin, a captive “made the 
most dependent, and hence reliable, son- in- law of all, though the lowered pres-
tige of the resultant half- Comanche children was a deterrent to this practice.”

A brave captive who succeeded on the warpath became a tekwuniwapi (“vet-
eran,” or “hero”) who could lead a war party or even become headman of his own 
band. Exceptional warrior captives could also achieve the prestigious status of 
club bearer, a position held by very few individuals and that entailed a leading 
role in ceremonial dances. Captives could also become powerful medicine men. 
All things considered, it is not surprising that some captives displayed daredev il 
per for mances on the warpath. Moreover, warriors of captive origin oft en partici-
pated in raids on the settlements of their original kinsfolk.

Nevertheless, becoming a Comanche warrior must not have been easy for cap-
tives, especially for those who did not participate in the careful military training 
that Comanche boys typically received from male relatives. Again, Macario Leal’s 
experience is illustrative. Once Macario was able to communicate in Comanche, a 
leader called Bajo el Sol (Under the Sun), who presumably was Macario’s master, 
took him on his fi rst campaign. During an encounter with American soldiers on the 
Colorado River in 1848, Bajo el Sol threatened to kill Macario unless he brought him 
a soldier “by the hair.” Macario received “several bullet shots in the shield and one in 
the leg” before he returned to the Comanches empty- handed. Th ey scorned him 
and “he replied that he was afraid of” the Americans. Bajo el Sol “told him many 
curses and bad arguments,” adding “now you will see what it is to be a man . . .  of the 
chosen ones.” Th en the Comanche leader “entered the fi ght with his lance[,] . . .  
 dismounted[,] . . .  received twenty something bullet shots, and returned grabbing 
an American by the hair.” He presented the American to Macario to fi ght, but the 
soldier was so much taller that Macario could not even move his opponent. Aft er 
the American hit Macario with his spur, Bajo el Sol himself knocked down and 
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killed the soldier. In total, Macario was shot seven times during his seven- year cap-
tivity. During his last year of captivity some Comanches took him on a raid into 
Nuevo León. Th ere they ran across some muleteers, killing all of them except 
one, whom they spared so that Macario himself could kill him. Macario, however, 
declined to execute the unfortunate Mexican, and the Indians thrashed him.

A Comanche man could co- opt a male captive through a peculiar institution, 
the “true friendship” (tubitsinahaitsinuu), a relationship characterized by shar-
ing, mutual joking, and a perennial commitment to help each other in all mat-
ters. Like the Spanish institution of compadrazgo described by Ramón Gutiérrez 
and Erica Pérez in this volume, a true friendship created a strong and enduring 
bond between two individuals and their families even if the people involved  were 
not related by blood. True friendships usually consisted of a Comanche by birth 
and a captive or half blood. By acquiring the status of true friend to a full- blood, 
a Comanche captive became integrated into the latter’s kinship networks. True 
friends became closer than biological kin and addressed each other as haitsi 
(friend). Th is term, however, could index an asymmetrical relationship by which, 
on the warpath, the less prestigious, subordinate individual acted as a servant of 
the dominant friend in return for a share of the plunder. A man used terms for 
his true friend’s relatives that equated him with a brother. Th ey had to observe 
the customary Comanche practice of brother- sister avoidance and associated 
 taboos with each other’s sisters. Children of true friends could not intermarry 
either.

True friends had great respect for each other. Th ey could share their wives, and, 
in case of infi delity, they might collect nanuwoku (damages for adultery) from the 
unfaithful wife together, splitting the payment between them. If one  were about to 
leave in a war party without his true friend, he might publicly announce that he en-
trusted his wife to his friend, who must provide meat for her. Generally, however, 
true friends went on the warpath together. One could not retreat in battle leaving 
the other behind. If one of the friends was killed, his father treated the survivor as 
if he  were an adopted son, and both families mourned the deceased equally.

Most full- bloods had more power than most captives. Meaningfully, Coman-
ches made a terminological distinction between Comanches by birth and indi-
viduals who “lived like Comanches,” that is, acculturated captives. Apparently 
a Comanche by birth could take a captive’s wife at will unless the latter  were a 
brave warrior. Captors might keep certain rights over their nonadopted cap-
tives, even aft er the latter got married. If a captive  were living with his captor, the 
latter might take over the loot taken by the former in a raid, but “if the captive 
was brave and treated his captor and family with respect, he generally had full 
rights as a warrior.” If a captive had a family of his own, he could keep the  horses 
and other booty that he stole; otherwise, it went to the captor. Captives, like 
other low- ranking individuals, could compensate for their relative lack of power 
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by allying themselves with powerful people. For instance, a captive betrayed by 
his wife could recruit a brave warrior to collect nanuwoku.

Th e relative lack of status of Comanche captives and their descendants was to 
some extent a function of their relatively small kinship networks. In pre- 
reservation Comanche society, interpersonal relations between unrelated indi-
viduals  were based on “pragmatic considerations of relative power.” Th is was 
generally mea sured in terms of one’s war record and ability to mobilize support. 
Comanches recognized kin ties on both the paternal and the maternal sides. 
Marriages generally took place within the division but outside the band. Coman-
che spouses had two sets of relatives, biological and affi  nal, in two diff erent bands. 
Conversely, captives incorporated through marriage (and their children) could 
only claim kinship in one band through the full- blood spouse or parent.

Th e lack of kin connections, status, and power made unincorporated captives 
preferred targets for the rage of a Comanche by birth. Full- bloods sometimes 
looked down on captives of their same gender incorporated into other families, 
and they occasionally disparaged them in public. Th ese attitudes seem to have been 
more prevalent among men. Th e stigmatization of male captives was interrelated 
with Comanche notions of masculinity. A full- blood could insult an incorporated 
male captive by calling him kwuhupu. Th is term, literally meaning “caught” or 
“captured,” conveyed the ideas of both “captive” and “wife” and denoted a lack of 
status. It was thus sometimes applied derogatorily to incorporated captives. Male 
captives  were also generally suspected of having engaged in female tasks during 
their early captivity. Occasionally, captured boys who had to spend a great deal of 
time helping with women’s tasks ended up learning the female talk, which was 
signifi cantly diff erent from the men’s in lexicon, pronunciation, and infl ection In 
addition, some captives never spoke Comanche with native fl uency, and thus their 
speech itself became a permanent marker of their foreign origin.

Although individuals of captive descent enjoyed the same rights as full- bloods 
and could attain high- status and even leadership positions, Comanche testimo-
nies about Quanah Parker indicate that full- bloods continued to remember their 
mixed ancestry. Quanah, the son of Anglo captive Cynthia Ann Parker and Co-
manche leader (Peta) Nokona, became an infl uential leader in reservation times, 
having as many as fi ve wives in 1900, and a total of eight throughout his life. 
According to Herman Asenap, Quanah was unpop u lar among full- bloods in 
spite of having a “great heart.” In the view of Comanche con sul tant Niyah, most 
“chiefs”  were against Quanah because of his “great infl uence with the whites.” 
According to Howard White Wolf, however, some also disliked Quanah because 
of his “white strain.” “Comanche blood” and “captive ancestry” are still recur-
rent themes in contemporary Comanche discourses on memory and identity, 
which corroborates that those factors played a signifi cant role in the degree of 
ac cep tance or stigmatization of captives and their descendants in the past.
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Captives and individuals of captive ancestry frequently exhibited a great deal 
of solidarity and oft en developed strong friendships with one another. Th eir 
closeness was probably a function of the diffi  culty of strengthening ties with full- 
bloods. Sympathetic captives occasionally comforted recently kidnapped ones 
when they arrived in camp for the fi rst time. Aft er several months in captivity, 
Mrs. Horn’s son, Joseph, told his mother that “he had changed masters, and that 
the people with whom he lived  were kind to him and gave him plenty to eat,” 
in spite of the scarcity of meat that the Comanches  were suff ering at the time. 
Joseph’s new “mistress” was a Hispanic captive who had married a Comanche. 
Much to Mrs. Horn’s relief, this woman “appeared of an amiable disposition, and 
seemed much interested” in Joseph’s care.

Captives, people of captive descent, and individuals of non- Comanche ances-
try frequently married among themselves. Out of 116 recorded marriages involv-
ing captives, 67 involved a full- blood spouse. Polygamy was comparatively 
uncommon among incorporated captives. Two Hispanic captives, Asenap (Grey 
Foot) and Wissische (Curly), however, each had two wives. Typically, Wissische’s 
wives, Asequitsquip and Nahhah,  were also captives. Exceptionally, another 
“Mexican” captive named Titchywy had as many as fi ve wives; four  were half- 
Mexican sisters, the fi ft h a “Mexican” captive herself. To this day, the descendants 
of the Wia?nuu, or “Worn Away People,” a local band whose members settled in 
the Walters area of southwestern Oklahoma around 1900, are considered people 
of “Mexican” captive ancestry. More than likely, their name alludes to the highly 
mixed descent of its members.

Th e patterns of incorporation outlined  here remained remarkably unaltered 
between 1820 and 1875. Th e steady population loss that Comanches experienced 
during that period as a consequence of epidemic outbreaks and almost constant 
warfare led to the suppression of the sacrifi ce of captives during mourning rituals, 
a practice last documented in the 1830s. Overall, Comanches seized more His-
panics (over 82 percent of all captives) than Anglos (16 percent), particularly in 
the 1840s and 1850s, the two de cades when they captured the largest number of 
captives (over 70 percent). During those de cades, Comanches took advantage 
of the Mexican- American rivalry and the vulnerability of the underprotected 
northern third of Mexico to escalate their incursions, which became more fre-
quent and larger in scale, into that region. Conversely, the largest numbers of 
Anglos  were seized in the 1830s, as well as in the 1860s and early 1870s, when 
Comanche raids into Texas  were most common (see fi gure 2.2). In a context of 
overall population decline, the proportion of captives and people of captive an-
cestry living in Comanche camps grew over the course of the nineteenth century. 
By the 1900s, captives and people of captive descent amounted to over 40 percent 
of the Comanche population. Nevertheless, I have found no solid evidence sug-
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gesting meaningful changes over time with regard to the preferred sex and age of 
captives, the rate of incorporation, attitudes toward captives, or the very mean-
ing of captivity, probably because the expectations and needs around captives 
did not change signifi cantly until the Comanches settled on reservations.

In 1875, in the wake of stunning Comanche population decline, the United 
States forced all Comanche bands to relocate to Indian Territory, mostly at the 
Kiowa- Comanche- Apache Reservation, in present- day southwestern Oklahoma. 
Reservation life and assimilation policies undermined Comanche traditional 
values and interfered with personal relationships, altering the kinship and be-
havioral patterns that constituted the backbone of pre- reservation Comanche 
society. U.S. authorities compelled Comanches to stop raiding and release their 
non- Indian captives. Incorporated captives and their Comanche relatives pur-
sued a variety of strategies to resist or circumvent these alienating impositions 
with unequal results. Generally, if the non- Comanche origin of a captive became 
apparent, the reservation agent off ered the captive the option to stay with the 
Comanches. Acculturated captives generally chose to stay with their Coman-
che relatives. Oft en, captives who  were “redeemed,” willingly or not, and returned 
to their biological kindred did not readapt to life in their communities of origin 
and sometimes died shortly aft er their return Others, such as German- Texan 
Rudolph Fischer, managed to return to their Comanche kin and eventually 

Figure 2.2. Captives’ ethnic extraction by de cade
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 received land allotments in 1901. All in all, more than forty captives who  were 
still alive by 1901 received plots, and so did the descendants of these and other 
captives who had already died by then.

Th e incorporation of captives into Comanche society between 1820 and 1875 
was oft en an arduous pro cess marked by deprivation, exploitation, and sometimes 
violence. Although Comanche families commonly adopted the youn gest captives 
quickly, they oft en enslaved the older ones. In tune with their highly androcentric 

Figure 2.3. Semeno’s tombstone in Highland Cemetery, 
Lawton, Oklahoma. Semeno (“Cartitlege” in Comanche) was 
captured somewhere in Mexico in the early 1870s when he was a 
young boy. He eventually married a Comanche woman called 
Patsebah. He was one of the captives who remained with the 
Comanches and received land at allotment time in 1901. 
Photograph by the author.
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ethos, Comanches had a preference for capturing boys. However, both male and 
female captives had the potential for full incorporation, which generally was the 
culmination of a pro cess initiated through the extension of fi ctive kinship to the 
captive, by which the captive gradually received more rights over time. Some cap-
tives already addressed as kin  were actually in a situation of fi lial servitude, which 
was oft en a transitory phase that preceded their full incorporation. In a society 
marked by nonhereditary rank distinctions, the individual per for mance of cap-
tives and their sociocultural malleability could signifi cantly infl uence their ulti-
mate destiny. Although male captives could improve their condition through 
military success and marriage to Comanche women, motherhood granted power 
and introduced love in the lives of female captives. In a sense, forging Comanche 
families empowered captives. Th e status of many captives, however, remained 
ambiguous even aft er incorporation. Ancestry was an important factor in Co-
manche interpersonal relationships, which oft en placed captives at a disadvan-
tage. Full- bloods generally had more power than captives and their descendants, 
whom they sometimes stigmatized. Conversely, captives and people of mixed 
 descent built strong friendships and married among themselves frequently.

Although Euro- American captives had to acclimate themselves to Coman-
che cultural expectations and social conventions, oft en under harsh conditions, 
the guidance and aff ection that individuals of diverse ancestry dispensed to 
some captives mitigated the hardships of incorporation. Sometimes the relation-
ship between captives and captors changed as dominance and authority gave way 
to aff ection and love. “Redemption” and the return to “civilization” sometimes 
turned out to be traumatic experiences in their own right. Some captives moved 
across cultural barriers that seemed insurmountable to their contemporaries. 
Th eir remarkable lives bear testimony to the violent past of the American West, 
but also to the adaptiveness and resilience of the human body and mind, and, in 
some cases, to the power of love.
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Kidnapped. Th at was how Irene Stewart (Navajo) described her enrollment in 
the Indian Boarding School at Fort Defi ance in 1913. Stewart’s grandmother had 
left  that morning to pick yucca fruit and cactus berries on the canyon rim above 
her home when the Indian Ser vice policeman came to take Irene to school. Many 
Native families had similar stories of their children being taken away and en-
rolled in government boarding schools by force or through bribery, trickery, or 
threats. Federal offi  cials believed that these child removal policies— or what one 
policymaker dispassionately described as “the kindly cruel surgery which hurts 
that it may save”— were a necessary part of solving “the Indian problem” by 
 assimilating them into the citizenry.

Administrators hoped that once children like Stewart  were in the schools far 
away from their families and communities, the school employees— superintendents, 
principals, teachers, matrons, disciplinarians, and others— would serve as sur-
rogate parents and teach the children everything about “civilization,” including 
those things that white children had learned “at the fi reside and in Christian 
homes.” Indeed, most administrators agreed with the logic behind the title of 
the 1896 report by the superintendent of Indian schools, “Th e School As a Home.” 
Th e commissioner of Indian aff airs concurred: “When the closing hour has ar-
rived teachers and pupils in white schools go to their homes and enjoy around 
the family circle those pleasures of home life which are characteristic of the 
American people. Th e Indian reservation school, on the other hand, must com-
bine both the home and the school.” He highlighted the important role of the 
employees in creating those surrogate homes: “Th e Indian school is the Indian’s 
home” and its success “is largely due to the earnest and faithful cooperation of 
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these patient workers in this great fi eld.” He urged employees to remember that 
they  were competing with Native parents for their students’ aff ections and that 
“unless the child is loved and can love unreservedly, he will never take a real 
heart interest in the school.”

Th e Indian Offi  ce’s attempt to redirect the love and aff ection of Native chil-
dren from their families to its employees reveals a strategy that scholars have 
termed “intimate colonialism.” Anthropologist Ann Stoler has defi ned such tac-
tics as “the production and harnessing of sentiment as a technology of the state.” 
Other scholars have emphasized the focus on reproduction— both biological and 
social— that has oft en defi ned colonial agendas. In the United States, intimate 
relationships played several important roles in federal theories of assimilation. 
Policymakers believed that assimilation’s success hinged on transforming inti-
mate relations among Native people so that they would no longer live in “tribal 
relations” but would conform to the middle- class Anglo norm of a nuclear fam-
ily. Th is alteration would then become self- sustaining as newly trained Native 
mothers would reproduce their  house hold confi gurations in the next generation, 
ultimately ending the need for federal oversight. Th us policymakers sought to 
use love as a form of power by harnessing ostensibly private relationships be-
tween parents and children in the ser vice of the state.

Th is strategy made personnel a key component in the exercise of federal power. 
Administrators exhorted employees (especially married employees) to off er “object 
lessons” of “civilized” behavior through the example of their own conduct. Th ey 
also urged personnel to develop with Native people— especially children— close 
personal relationships that would counteract and replace the authority of their 
family and community ties and lead them to enlightenment. In developing this 
strategy the Indian Offi  ce drew heavily on standard missionary procedures that 
emphasized both the role of individual contact and the example off ered by Chris-
tian couples. One commissioner proudly proclaimed, “Th e little day school . . .  is 
a center from which the missionary spirit of a faithful teacher and his wife may 
be exerted upon old and young.” As I have explored elsewhere, this emphasis on 
personal connections sometimes led to intimate relationships between Indians and 
whites that policymakers had not anticipated. In this chapter, however, I focus on 
the unintended consequences of building a workforce based on a family model.

Th e Indian Offi  ce needed its employees to serve as examples of “civilized” liv-
ing in places where there  were no white communities; it also needed to retain 
them in what  were oft en isolated posts, so it sought incentives to keep them there. 
One key enticement was the policy of hiring married couples, including, eventu-
ally, Native couples. Th is was extremely unusual at a time when married middle- 
class women seldom worked for wages outside their homes, and spouses of any 
class rarely worked together except in their own  house holds. Th e employment 
of married couples has gone largely unnoticed by historians, and those who note 
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it at all too oft en dismiss it solely as nepotism. But to ignore this phenomenon is 
to overlook an important window into federal Indian policy.

Th e Indian Ser vice’s hiring of spouses clearly reveals the bureaucratic ramifi -
cations of a strategy of intimate colonialism. Policymakers hoped to use employees 
as living examples of a family ideal while simultaneously positioning those 
employees as federal fathers and mothers to Native wards. Administrators predi-
cated their hiring strategies upon par tic u lar assumptions, but the diff erences 
between those assumptions and the reality of life on the reservations had a major 
impact on how employees put assimilation policy into practice. As the Indian 
Offi  ce struggled to bring its theory and reality into alignment, it demonstrated 
some fl exibility and experimentation in its attempts to adjust its procedures to fi t 
the needs of its employees. Th ese examples off er a striking depiction of how per-
sonnel meaningfully infl uenced the shape of the nation’s colonial bureaucracy.

Native children generally recognized and rejected these eff orts to realign their 
aff ections from their parents and communities to Indian Ser vice employees. Tsian-
ina Lomawaima interviewed alumni from Chilocco Indian School in Oklahoma 
who emphasized precisely this point. Looking back on her boarding school experi-
ence, Vivian, a Choctaw student, said that “they tried to take the place of your home 
life but they  can’t.” Noreen (Potawatomi) recalled that “the only time you saw your, 
talked with your matron was in a disciplinary area, you see, so you didn’t love your 
matron [laughter]” (italics in original). Moreover, many former students had trau-
matic memories of harsh physical and psychological treatment experienced in the 
schools that gave the lie to the Indian Offi  ce’s language of aff ection. Many remem-
bered their days as punctuated by beatings, extreme manual labor, being locked up 
without food, and public humiliation. Everyday classroom experiences  were oft en 
infused with casual abuse from white teachers. Irene Stewart recalled that, at the 
Fort Defi ance School in Arizona, “the teachers  were mean and strict. We  were al-
ways being punished for not knowing our lessons. Once I was slapped in the face for 
gazing out the window.” School rec ords of multiple runaway eff orts and attempted 
arsons further emphasize the students’ intense re sis tance and unhappiness.

Historians have greatly enhanced our understanding of how the Indian Offi  ce 
sought to disrupt Native families, and we know that the government’s goal of as-
similation failed in part because most Native children rejected the premise that 
Indian Ser vice employees could replace their ties of aff ection with their families. 
But we know much less about those colonial agents and how their needs and de-
sires infl uenced the implementation of the government’s policies. It is the stories of 
the men and women whom it hired that this chapter seeks to reveal. In their ac-
tions, we see the multiple ramifi cations for the government of using a strategy that 
relied on changing intimate relationships through personal infl uence and example. 
In par tic u lar, we see that the Indian Offi  ce made faulty assumptions about the 
willingness of employees to sacrifi ce their own families to the goals of the ser vice.
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H I R I NG M A R R I E D C OU PL E S

Th e familial imagery in government reports was not merely a rhetorical device; 
instead the very structure of the School Ser vice refl ected the emphasis on the fam-
ily. During the 1880s the Indian Offi  ce systematized its schools into three basic 
types: day schools, on- reservation boarding schools, and off - reservation board-
ing schools. Th e smallest and simplest units of the system  were the day schools, 
which students attended during the day before returning home to their families at 
night. Th ese schools usually employed only two people, a teacher and  house keeper. 
By the 1890s the Indian Offi  ce stated that an “endeavor is made to fi ll them with a 
man and his wife,” a trend that increased aft er the turn of the century. In 1889 the 
government ran 51 day schools, 7 of which  were staff ed by a spousal team. By 1900 
that number had increased to 128, and married employees taught in 64 of them. 
Employing couples reinforced both the idea of a family model and employees’ 
ability to demonstrate the ideal  house hold to their Native wards. Th e only task 
laid out for day school employees in the rules and regulations handbook, for ex-
ample, was “to make their cottage a practical demonstration to the Indians of a 
neat and attractive home in the midst of orderly surroundings.” Indeed, the di-
rective to have employees serve as object lessons of “civilized” homemaking was 
fundamental to their jobs and inseparable from their pedagogy.

Th e boarding schools also employed the family model, but it did so on a much 
larger scale. Th e superintendent, the offi  cial in charge, was most oft en a white man. 
He acted as a father fi gure to all of the schoolchildren as well as the employees. 
He was complemented by the matron, the symbolic school mother “responsible 
for the management of all the domestic aff airs of the school,” including “over-
sight of the dormitories.” In 1895 Dr. Hailmann, the superintendent of Indian 
schools, reported, “Th e matron is beginning to feel that . . .  she is a mother rather 
than a  house keeper; and she prides herself upon the title of ‘school mother’ and 
emphasizes that in her work.” Oft en the Indian Ser vice hired actual husbands 
and wives as superintendent and matron, thus making the image of federal fa-
thers and mothers even more explicit. In 1893, of the ninety- one boarding schools 
that reported, more than half had superintendents whose wives  were also em-
ployed at the schools.

Although the family model served as the Indian Offi  ce’s guiding principle in 
hiring a workforce, other considerations encouraged the agency to employ large 
numbers of Native people. Th ough the hiring of Native people began as an eff ort 
to instruct indigenous men about market participation, the importance of gender 
roles during the assimilation era resulted in the hiring of numerous Native women 
as well. During the 1880s and 1890s the government instituted special hiring poli-
cies such as exemption from competitive civil ser vice exams that theoretically 
gave Native employees an advantage over white applicants, who had to pass the 
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exams to qualify for positions. According to the policymakers, hiring former In-
dian students off ered an incentive to keep educated Indians from “returning to 
the blanket,” as there  were few other employment opportunities on most reserva-
tions. Offi  cials also stressed that these employees off ered good examples of “civi-
lized” living to their fellow Indians. Finally, hiring Indians also saved money, as 
the Indian Offi  ce oft en paid its Native employees less than whites.

As a result of these hiring policies, the percentage of Native employees in the 
Indian Ser vice climbed steadily. In 1888 the commissioner of Indian aff airs re-
ported that Indian employees constituted 15 percent of the School Ser vice, and by 
1895 that proportion had risen to 25 percent. In 1912 Commissioner Robert G. 
Valentine stated that Native employees made up almost 30 percent of the six 
thousand employees in both the school and agency ser vices. Although Native 
people  were employed in both permanent and temporary positions, this chapter 
focuses especially on those who held permanent, skilled, and oft en white- collar 
positions, such as teacher, clerk, and superintendent as well as matron, seam-
stress, and cook. Regular positions  were held on an annual basis and salaried. Th ey 
oft en required their holders to move across the reservation system and serve at 
multiple posts. Many of these permanent employees had been trained in the fed-
eral school system and oft en subscribed to ideas of class based on Anglo standards, 
a value system that diff ered from traditional ways of assessing status. As Devon 
Mihesuah has argued, these stances tended to fall out along phenotypical lines, 
and many, though not all, Native employees  were of mixed indigenous and white 
heritage. Nonetheless, the Indian Offi  ce regarded them all as “Indian” employees.

Th e outcome of these hiring priorities was a highly unusual colonial work-
force composed of married couples and women and men of both races. Th e num-
ber of married women, Native and white, employed by the Indian Ser vice greatly 
outdistanced their proportion in the national workforce. For example, in 1885 a 
third of white women  were married. Th e percentage of married Native women 
was slightly higher, at 36.7 percent. Nationally, by contrast, in 1890 only 14 per-
cent of the female labor force was married, and few of those women  were middle- 
class. Even in other federal positions the number of married women was also 
smaller and more controversial than it was in the Indian Ser vice. In her study of 
federal clerks in Washington, D.C., Cindy Aron found that two- thirds of the fe-
male clerks  were single and many others  were widowed. Struggling middle- class 
families, she argues, preferred to send their daughters out to work. Generally, 
only very desperate families would send a wife or mother to work for wages, as the 
non- wage- earning position of a woman in the home was the hallmark of middle- 
class respectability. Th ere  were also concerns that married women  were taking 
jobs from needier workers, and during the 1870s various federal departments 
prohibited the employment of more than one family member, though as a  whole 
the government did not specifi cally exclude married women from employment. 
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Signifi cantly, the one other federal agency that looked similar in terms of the 
marital status and racial makeup of its workforce was the United States Philip-
pine Ser vice, founded in 1900. Th e personnel of this agency— whose goals  were 
similarly colonial— mirrored that of the Indian Ser vice. Not only did it employ 
large numbers of Filipinos, but the Civil Ser vice Commission favored women 
married to employees over single women for positions. It is striking that both 
colonial branches of the federal government had such similar policies regarding 
personnel.

F E DE R A L FAT H E R S A N D MO T H E R S

As employees fi lled the ranks of the Indian Ser vice, the colonial theories under 
which they had been hired and their own motivations for taking employment 
oft en clashed. Employees placed the well- being of their own spouses, children, 
and family members ahead of the fi ctive kinship of assimilation theory. In many 
cases the Indian Offi  ce had to adjust its personnel policies in an eff ort to keep its 
programs functioning smoothly.

Initially, the government’s desire to hire married employees to staff  positions 
seemed benefi cial to both the Indian Offi  ce and applicants. Couples actively sought 
the positions, and many candidly mentioned the economic benefi ts of spousal em-
ployment. For example, a number of white men asked for joint appointments, indi-
cating that they approved of their spouses working. When Charles H. Groover of 
Leavenworth, Kansas, applied for a school superintendency in 1889, he added, 
“Should my application receive favorable consideration, I wish respectfully to sub-
mit the accompanying application of my wife Mrs. S[arah] H. Groover for the posi-
tion of Matron or Assistant teacher in the same school with me.”

Th e desire of couples for joint positions was so great that at times it contrib-
uted to the ser vice’s personnel problems of excessive transferring and declina-
tions of appointments as employees used their ability to accept or reject positions 
for leverage. In 1893 a reporter for the New York Eve ning Post investigated com-
plaints by the commissioner of Indian aff airs that the new civil ser vice rules had 
resulted in “delays and hitches” in the staffi  ng of the ser vice. Th e reporter found 
that the majority of people declining their positions  were women, particularly 
those appointed to matron positions (nineteen out of the forty- nine selected as 
eligible). He concluded, “Most of the cases where matrons have hesitated to ac-
cept have been where their husbands  were eligible for appointments as superin-
tendents, and had not yet been reached in the certifi cations. Th ese women natu-
rally desired to be assigned [to the] same schools with their husbands, and rather 
than be separated, declined their fi rst off ers with a view to a later certifi cation to 
a place to which both could go.” In response, the Indian Offi  ce sought to make 
it easier for wives to be hired.
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By 1903 the Indian Offi  ce had changed its appointment procedures to off er the 
wives of superintendents noncompetitive civil ser vice exams for appointment as 
teacher or matron. Th e Indian Offi  ce also used the inducement of spousal hir-
ing to fi ll the less desirable remote and isolated positions, such as day school 
teachers and instructional farmers. Both of these positions had as its counterpart 
a female  house keeper, whose job included domestic instruction. It was assumed 
that the farmer or teacher’s wife would serve as the  house keeper. For example, in 
1910 the commissioner of Indian aff airs wrote of one appointee that “in case the 
Farmer has no wife he is allowed to select some other member of the family” to 
serve in the position.

As the number of employed couples increased, the trope of the superintendent’s 
wife as troublemaker emerged in depictions of the ser vice. Oft en the account 
charged that the superintendent or his wife was trying to drive away an innocent 
employee so that she could fi ll the position. Th is dynamic established the founda-
tion for Minnie Braithwaite’s entire memoir. Th e superintendent’s wife, she wrote, 
“wanted my job and meant to get it. If one plan failed, she tried another. She always 
had another.” In 1917 the matron at the Chinle School in Arizona, Lucy Jobin 
(Chippewa/mixed), received a negative effi  ciency report from her superintendent 
that charged her with disloyalty. She fi red back with several charges of her own, 
including that Mr. Garber was prejudiced toward Indian employees, but in par tic-
u lar that he had targeted her because she didn’t “toady” to Mrs. Garber.

An accusation that a superintendent’s wife was behaving badly could also ad-
versely aff ect her husband’s position. David U. Betts, principal at the Yankton 
School, received negative reviews from both his superintendent and a special In-
dian agent sent to investigate the charges. Although most of the evidence re-
volved around Betts’s behavior, both men also blamed his wife for problems at 
the school. Th e special agent noted that the employees  were divided and pointed 
to the fact that “his wife is inclined to do much gossiping about the employees, 
and that adds fuel to the feeling.” Superintendent Estep complained, “If he stays 
I am going to eliminate Mrs. Betts from the equation. She puts him up to lots of 
the things he does and then comes to his defense most heroically. . . .  She weighs 
about 180 and is about 300  horse- power when it comes to talking . . .  but she 
seems to have been raised on goat’s milk and formed the habit of butting in on 
things that do not concern her.”

Women  were certainly involved in the internal battles of the Indian Ser vice, 
even the violent ones, but it is unclear if superintendents’ wives  were more 
likely to cause trouble than others. Perhaps this theme contained some grain 
of truth because of the hierarchical nature of the ser vice, or maybe superinten-
dents’ wives  were easy marks. What ever the case, the idea came to infl uence ad-
ministrators. For example, the offi  cial who in 1926 fi lled out the effi  ciency report 
of Jerdine Bonnin (Wyandot/mixed) commented positively that “Mrs. Bonnin 
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is the wife of Superintendent [Leo] Bonnin. . . .  She assumes no authority because 
of the fact that she is the Superintendent’s wife.”

R E SI S T I NG A S SI M I L AT ION

Although Native men rarely  rose to the position of superintendent, many in-
digenous couples did fi nd employment in the bureaucracy and oft en used their 
jobs to maintain and protect their family and communal ties in direct opposition 
to the federal government’s objective of breaking up tribal relations. Th e Indian 
Ser vice’s employment of Native people reveals the most intense confl ict between 
federal goals and the desires of employees. Almost all Native employees rejected 
the totalizing goal of complete assimilation even as they may have embraced 
some aspects of white culture and society. Th e available evidence suggests that 
their employment off ered them an economic survival strategy for adjusting to 
the changing world within which they lived.

Th e most basic reason Native people gave for their entrance into the Indian 
Ser vice was economic survival. Th eir employment choices both on and off  the 
reservation  were limited, and Indian Ser vice employment provided one of the 
few income sources on the reservations, which  were oft en poverty- stricken areas. 
Indeed, salaries from ser vice positions off ered people a means to remain with their 
communities, or at least in Indian country. Like white employees, Native people 
also oft en emphasized their families and a desire for spousal employment in 
their applications. For instance, in her request Selma Kane (Pottawatomie) wrote 
that her husband’s salary as engineer and blacksmith at the Shawnee Indian 
School was “small and we have quite a family to support.”

Because government policies sought to destroy indigenous family and com-
munity ties in the name of assimilation, keeping one’s family together— especially 
one’s extended family— carried greater po liti cal valence for Native employees 
than it did for white employees. Using the ser vice to maintain those ties under-
mined federal goals. Maude Peacore (Chippewa) requested a transfer to the Sen-
eca School in Oklahoma, explaining, “I have held the position  here at Tomah 
School [in Wisconsin] as assistant seamstress for several years. When I came 
 here my home was at Tomah, but now my relatives are in Oklahoma. I would like 
a position in an Indian school near their home.” Mrs. Harriet Chapman, a Native 
woman from northeastern California, responded that she would accept a trans-
fer only if her son could receive the position of disciplinarian at the same school, as 
she did not want to leave him. Many applicants indicated that they would accept 
positions in nearby states but refused to take those too far from their homes. For 
instance, Jessie Morago, a Native woman of mixed heritage from Lac du Flam-
beau, Wisconsin, asked, “Will you help me to get in some school in Wisconsin or 
as near the Wisconsin line in Minnesota?”
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Indigenous employees also used the fl exibility off ered by the civil ser vice rein-
statement policies to fulfi ll their kinship responsibilities and thus undermine 
assimilation policies. Civil ser vice protocol granted all employees a grace period 
aft er resignation in which they could apply for reinstatement. White employees 
had one year, but the period was indefi nite for Native employees. Indigenous 
personnel oft en took advantage of this policy, moving back and forth between 
work in the ser vice and their other obligations, especially to family members. 
Lavinia Cornelius (Oneida) resigned several times to care for her sick mother, 
dying sister, and ailing father. When Sarah Wyman’s (Anishinabe) mother’s 
health failed, she resigned and was reinstated twice. Naomi Dawson Pacheco 
(Wyandot) resigned in 1909, writing of “being needed at home.”

A number of Native women employed by the ser vice also became primary 
caregivers for nieces and nephews. It is possible that the women’s steady employ-
ment made them best able to care for their family members, many of whom had 
lost their parents, but it also indicates that they remained connected to their ex-
tended families. Th ese eff orts stood in direct contrast to the government’s goal of 
destroying Native kinship ties. And, as we will see next, Native employees also 
fought hard to protect their children.

T H E C H I L DR E N OF E M PL OY E E S

As the Indian Offi  ce began to fi ll its ranks with married couples both Indian and 
white, another issue  rose to prominence: the place of employees’ children. Par-
ents of both races wanted what was best for their off spring and manipulated their 
positions to help them. Although white parental ambition did cause some changes 
in federal policy, the actions of Native parents  were more politicized and con-
tested the raison d’être of federal Indian policy.

Th e offi  ce’s ideal workforce was composed of childless couples who would 
spend all of their time looking aft er their Indian wards. Th e Rules of the Indian 
School Ser vice demonstrates the expectation of full- time ser vice that the Indian 
Offi  ce had for its employees. In 1892 they specifi cally stated, “No person should 
off er himself for a position in this ser vice who is encumbered with the care of 
children.” A de cade later they reiterated, “Employees are expected to devote 
their  whole time and attention to the duties for which they are employed.” Yet 
the offi  ce was certainly aware that children might accompany employees, as it 
requested that job seekers list the number and age of the family members who 
would be with them at their posts.

It is clear that the Indian Ser vice only inconsistently followed its own rules 
regarding the employment of people with small children. Photographic evidence 
from the Indian schools also hints that many employees had their children with 
them. Native and white children appear in numerous staff  photographs, suggesting 
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that the white children had accompanied their parents to their post. Two dif-
ferent staff  portraits from the Albuquerque Indian School portray small chil-
dren, both white and nonwhite, sitting with the employees; the small number of 
children included in the photograph  here suggests that they had a special rela-
tionship to the adults in the picture (see fi gure 3.1). Other children appear in 
photographs with the entire student body but are set off  from the pupils by their 
clothing, placement in the images, or physical proximity to adults who are most 
likely their parents. Th e 1888 school picture from the Fort Simcoe School in 
Washington (fi gure 3.2) depicts several light- skinned children wearing refi ned 
clothing and sitting on the grass in front of the standing uniformed students. In 
a portrait featuring the 1909 Eastern Cherokee School community (not shown 
 here), several adults— most likely staff  members— are positioned on either side of 
the students, where they are tenderly caressing small children: a Native woman 
holds on her lap a small boy who, unlike the pupils, is not dressed in uniform, 
while on the other side another boy not in uniform stands in front of a Native 
man, and a white man rests his hand on the shoulder of a young, fashionably 
dressed girl.

For many Native parents, employment in the Indian Ser vice off ered not only 
a job but also a strategy for maintaining oversight of their children in opposition 
to the federal government’s eff orts to remove them. Th ey oft en requested posts 
where their children  were students or  were eligible to enroll, thus undermin-
ing the government’s ideas about separating Indian families. For example, Jessie 
Morago, from Lac du Flambeau, Wisconsin, requested a teaching position by 
saying, “I would like to get in a school where I could enroll my children; and yet 
not be a great ways from my home.” Th e widowed Lottie Smith Pattee (Eastern 
Band of Cherokee/mixed) hoped for a transfer from Chemawa School in Oregon 
to Haskell Institute in Kansas in order to enroll her son at the latter institution. 
Despite fond memories of her own experiences as a student at the boarding 
school in Hampton, Virginia, she had a diff erent vision for her children’s future. 
As she explained, “Th e time has come, when it is all I can do to discipline Fred. 
Perhaps there I could put him in school and yet be with him or near him so that 
my little family will not be entirely separated. Th at is what I dread.” In a second 
letter to the superintendent of Indian schools, Estelle Reel, Pattee reiterated her 
priority of keeping her family together, despite the ser vice’s rules about employ-
ees with small children: “Miss Folsom, she says for me to put Cora [her daughter] 
in some school and Fred too, as a great many Superintendents would not want 
employees with children. O! I  can’t think of giving up my little girls. . . .  I want to 
keep [Cora] in the same school with me and if possible to room with me. . . .  I feel 
like this: if I separate the two girls they will grow up strangers to each other. I 
think that I could watch over them better than a stranger.” In her statement, 
Lottie Smith Pattee rejected the premise of assimilation, insisting that she did 



Figure 3.1. Faculty of the Albuquerque Indian School, 1883. 
Numerous staff  photographs like this one include children whose 
small number suggest a closer relationship with the employees than 
a student/teacher relationship. Th e child in this image is most likely 
the son of one of the teachers in the photograph. Courtesy of 
National Archives, Denver Branch, no. NRG- 75- AISP- 17.
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not want her children to grow up without their family members, and that she, 
their mother, could raise them better than any surrogate stranger in a school.

Another employee, Sherman Norton (Hupa), also sought to use Indian Ser-
vice employment to keep his family together, to supervise his children, and to 
keep them involved in the traditions of their community. In 1912 Norton, a for-
mer Chemawa student, returned with his three children to the Hoopa Valley 
Reservation in northern California and took a job as carpenter at the reservation 
boarding school. During a dispute over his salary— Norton was being paid the 
“Indian” rate of $45 per month despite having previously served as temporary 
carpenter at the “white” rate of $60 per month— his superintendent described 
Norton as a man who held strong opinions about a wide range of reservation 
 issues, especially the treatment of his children at the school. Norton, Superinten-
dent Mortsolf wrote, had “interfered at times with the discipline in the school” 
and “complain[ed] considerably” about the treatment of his children. Moreover, 
he was “quite a talker, very critical of the management of the school,” and had a 
“tendency to mix in reservation aff airs.”

Figure 3.2. Yakima Indian employees and schoolchildren, Fort Simcoe, Washington, 
ca. 1888. Th e children sitting in front of the uniformed Native students are set off  by 
their casual poses and dress, suggesting that they are not pupils but the children of 
faculty or staff  members. Courtesy of University of Washington Libraries, Special 
Collections, NA4112.
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Like other superintendents who dealt with local “troublemakers,” Mortsolf 
suggested transferring Norton to another reservation where he had no personal— or, 
more importantly, tribal— stake in governance. For Norton, however, the abil-
ity to earn a living while remaining within his tribal community seems to have 
been precisely the benefi t of an Indian Ser vice job. He opposed a transfer for a 
number of compelling po liti cal, personal, and social reasons. Superintendent 
Mortsolf wrote, “Mr. Norton wants to be allotted at Hoopa, and is afraid if he 
goes away he will lose his rights.” Moreover, Norton’s wife, Ella, refused to leave 
her home in the valley. Also, his children  were receiving an education at the 
agency boarding school but  were able to attend Hupa cultural and religious 
events as well. In fact, the superintendent had complained that Norton had made 
a request to “take his oldest child, a girl about sixteen years of age, out [of school] 
to attend dances,” most likely the Hupa ceremonial dances.

Th e superintendent of Naomi Dawson Pacheco (Wyandot) tried to use her de-
sire to remain near her family to force the outspoken Pacheco out of the ser vice. 
He characterized the kindergarten teacher, whose husband worked as a baker at 
the Quapaw Agency in Oklahoma, as a good instructor, but claimed “her disposi-
tion to fi nd fault and to antagonize those in authority over her off set her school 
room work.” He disingenuously suggested a transfer, knowing, as he wrote to the 
commissioner, “Mrs. Pacheco’s people live about four miles from the school. . . .  It 
is probable that she would not accept a transfer to some other school.” Perma-
nent Native employees such as Norton and Pacheco who  were able to remain in 
their own communities  were few and far between because the Indian Offi  ce found 
that they oft en became “troublemakers,” using their language skills and bureau-
cratic knowledge to criticize administrators and stand up for their people. By 1912 
the School Ser vice’s “Indian Application for Employment” form specifi ed “it is 
not considered to be for the interest of the Ser vice or the applicants to assign him 
to a position among his own people. Th erefore the Indian Offi  ce looks with dis-
favor upon applications for appointment at home schools.” Even when Native 
employees  were unable to remain on their own reservations, managing to keep 
their families together was a triumph in the face of intense federal eff orts to disrupt 
the intimate ties between Native parents and children. Native employees main-
tained close contact with their children and had at least some supervision over the 
other employees when they worked in the same school.

Given that the stability of its workforce was one of the Indian Offi  ce’s major 
priorities, and that frequent transfers  were a signifi cant problem, the government 
attempted to accommodate the concerns of its white employees, especially re-
garding the education of their off spring. Th e children of Native employees  were 
oft en (though not always) eligible for enrollment in the schools at which their 
parents worked, but white children  were not allowed to enroll in Indian schools. 
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Th ose couples (and widows) who brought their progeny with them confronted 
the problem of their supervision during the day. Moreover, positions in the 
 Indian Ser vice demanded signifi cant amounts of time outside regular working 
hours. Policymakers expected that employees would devote all of their energy to 
their jobs to the point of serving as surrogate parents to the government’s Indian 
wards. Th eir own children  were not part of that familial model of assimilation.

Many female employees had to choose between fulfi lling their familial duties 
and employment obligations. Estelle Aubrey Brown, a single teacher at the Crow 
Creek Boarding School in South Dakota, contrasted the lot of two women at 
her school, one of whom was employed by the ser vice and one of whom was not: 
“White children  were not eligible to enter classrooms for Indian pupils. Mrs. 
Lake’s two sons  were pitiful. Her duties left  her little time for her own children, 
who shared her one small room in boys’ quarters.” Standing in contrast to Mrs. 
Lake’s experience was that of the superintendent’s wife, who did not work: “More 
than many of us, she [Mrs. Hillyard] managed to display an equable happy spirit, 
perhaps because she was not an employee, or perhaps because she had the solace 
of her small son of 8 years whom she taught at home.” According to Brown, the 
employees’ children ironically suff ered from a lack of education at the same time 
that their parents spent long hours teaching the Indian children.

Indian schools, which  were funded by either treaty stipulation, the proceeds 
of tribal land sales, or congressional appropriation,  were intended only for Native 
children. White employees found it off ensive that their children  were not allowed 
to attend the schools and that, for most, there  were few alternatives. For instance, 
Flora Gregg Iliff  and her husband Joe, who had met while working at the Havasupi 
Agency in Arizona, had three children when they transferred to the Chilocco 
Indian School in Oklahoma. It was, Iliff  wrote crossly in her memoir, “one of the 
largest in the U.S.  Here the children of White employees attended public school. 
Th e free schooling granted Indian children was not available to those of White 
blood.” But the Iliff s  were lucky in that there  were established public schools in 
their community. Many employees  were not so fortunate. A 1906 study by the 
Offi  ce of Indian Aff airs (OIA) noted that only thirty- two reservations had public 
schools close enough for students to attend and that most of those  were newly 
established. Employees had to get creative with their educational solutions. At 
the Rosebud Reservation Agency in South Dakota, Dr. Clark testifi ed that he 
built a private school for his children and those of the other employees, including 
Native employees. A teacher hired by the parents taught the fourteen pupils. 
Th ere  were some exceptions to the prohibition on employees enrolling their chil-
dren in the school at which they worked, but they  were oft en based on par tic u lar 
circumstances and likely the superintendent’s willingness to bend the rules as 
well. In 1900 a journalist reported that the Haskell Institute in Lawrence, Kansas, 
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had “501 Indian students, besides a dozen white children of offi  cers, admitted on 
suff erance but not regularly enrolled.”

Congress eventually passed legislation offi  cially allowing white children to 
enroll in Indian Schools: one law in 1907 applied to day schools and another in 
1909 involved boarding schools. In exchange, parents  were required to pay tuition 
fees that would reimburse the fund from which the schools  were maintained. 
Although that legislation addressed concerns about younger children, parents 
still faced hard choices with their high school– aged children. Many strongly be-
lieved in upward mobility through education, and the lack of public high schools 
near most reservations bred discontent. What this meant for the ser vice was a bar-
rage of transfer requests, rejections of appointments, and outright resignations. 
For example, when off ered a promotion to the position of day school inspector at 
Pine Ridge in 1916, William Blish hesitated, writing to the commissioner, “I was 
much in hopes that I might be so located that we might have our daughters at home 
until they had fi nished their high school.” He further explained:

I have three daughters, all of whom ought to be in school. Th ey are not yet ready for 
college, but are beyond the place where they can be taught at home to advantage. 
 Were I to go to Pine Ridge it would be necessary for me to send, at least, two of 
these girls away to school, just at the time when they most need the home, or of 
having my family live away from the reservation and being separated from them. 
Th e expense of either of these arrangements would be much more expensive than 
the increased salary could cover.

Employees’ concern for their children’s education continued to cause disrup-
tions in the work of assimilation. In 1928, Th e Problem of Indian Administration, 
the critical study of the Indian Ser vice, was released. Based on extensive research, 
including numerous interviews with ser vice personnel, the study concluded that 
family interests  were a primary reason for employees’ transfers or resignations. 
Summing up the section on personnel, it concluded, “To a certain type of em-
ployee, considerate of his wife and children, conditions of the home and access to 
schools mean even more than wages.”

E N D OF T H E E X PE R I M E N T

By the second de cade of the twentieth century, Indian Ser vice salaries had stag-
nated and the practice of hiring married couples started to shift  away from its 
ideological roots. Th is became even more pronounced aft er World War I, when 
appropriations for the OAI remained extremely low, making Indian Ser vice sala-
ries even smaller compared to nongovernmental positions. Under these condi-
tions, more administrators turned to spousal hiring to augment the male head of 
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 house hold’s salary. One commissioner noted, “Th e fact is the practice [of hiring 
wives] must be regarded largely as a means of paying the Farmers more.” Dis-
cussing the practicality of giving Frank Kyselka a raise, his superior off ered a 
solution: “It has occurred to me that as a man and wife occupy these positions we 
might meet the demands of justice to some extent by increasing her salary.”

Aft er World War I, the ideological reasoning behind this hiring practice seems 
to have been completely dropped by the Indian Offi  ce. Commissioner of Indian 
Aff airs Charles Burke, who served from 1921 to 1929, failed to recognize the pre-
vious ideological emphasis on couples and saw only an embarrassing policy with 
implications of nepotism, petty corruption, and fraud. Testifying before the con-
gressional appropriation committee in 1923, Burke’s assistant commissioner, Mr. 
E. B. Meritt, conceded that many positions fi lled by wives  were those that paid 
too little to be fi lled by other employees, but he added, “We are discouraging 
 superintendents employing their wives in the ser vice. We have found that it re-
sults in abuses.” Several congressmen agreed with him.

In 1925 Burke’s administration issued circular number 2148 to agents and super-
intendents. Th e circular urged the reining in of hiring the wives of employees. Ac-
cording to the commissioner, “Th e main purpose . . .  was to terminate the practice 
of employing temporarily the members of the family of the employee when such 
employment was not in the interest of the ser vice. . . .  Th is practice . . .  has caused a 
great deal of criticism both of the superintendent and the Offi  ce, and such employ-
ment must be restricted.” Th at same year Commissioner Burke further elaborated 
his opinion in response to Superintendent John Brown’s request that his spouse be 
appointed as seamstress at the Phoenix School. Ignoring the ideological hiring of 
the past, the commissioner implied that spousal hiring had arisen as a result of the 
personnel shortages during World War I. He also revealed his assumptions about 
the gendered construction of labor, according to which men should be given avail-
able positions and married women should rely on their husband’s salaries.

I have been giving some thought to the practice that has arisen, apparently under 
exceptional circumstances, of employing the wives of Superintendents. . . .  I should 
like to discontinue this practice. . . .  It is realized that the diffi  culty of securing suit-
able instruction in the regular way has been unusual for some years past, but the 
prospects are now much more favorable. Th ere should be no neglect of any oppor-
tunity to off er ser vice to the many capable people now unemployed. . . .  I doubt the 
wisdom of giving preference to dependents of those now employed at good salaries. 
Of course, this practice cannot be wholly discarded at once, and there may be in-
stances where little would be gained by attempting it, or where it should continue 
for a time on a temporary basis, but its elimination, I am convinced, will remove 
various embarrassing conditions and strengthen the Ser vice.

Commissioner Burke’s statements demonstrate that the Indian Offi  ce was mov-
ing away from a policy that it had endorsed for over four de cades and that had 
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contributed to the unique makeup of the Indian Offi  ce’s bureaucracy. Instead of 
emphasizing the importance of couples as object lessons for Indians to emulate, 
Burke focused on the “criticism” and “embarrassing conditions” that had resulted 
from spousal employment.

As policymakers developed federal Indian policy aft er the Civil War, they argued 
that Indian Ser vice personnel would play a key role in transforming Native people. 
More than mere employees, they would be fathers and mothers to their Indian 
wards. Th is familial language ultimately suff used assimilation programs: schools 
 were homes, employees  were parents, Indians  were children, and Washington, 
D.C., was the seat of the Great Father. Th is use of intimate colonialism with its 
ideological emphasis on social reproduction and gender roles set the stage for 
the creation of a unique federal bureaucracy full of women, Indians, and married 
couples.

Th e par tic u lar structure of the ser vice’s workforce holds major implications for 
our understanding of the development of the federal government, especially its 
administrative and ideological connections with other federal agencies. We need 
to consider, for example, whether the shape of the Indian Ser vice infl uenced the 
government’s administration of America’s overseas colonies in the Philippines. 
Moreover, we are compelled to revise our existing accounts of the emergence of 
what Linda Gordon and Th eda Skocpol, among others, have termed the “maternal-
ist welfare state.” De cades before the establishment of the federal Children’s Bureau 
(1912) and the Women’s Bureau (1920)— events that most scholars point to as the 
moments when women and women’s concerns entered the federal bureaucracy— 
the Indian Ser vice brought large numbers of women into the federal workforce.

But examining the everyday experiences of those employees also reveals the 
currents and shoals— the assumptions, aff ections, and animosities— embedded 
in the government’s hiring policies. As the Indian Offi  ce began to hire real people 
to fi t its theories, tensions began to appear. Although it had initially appeared as 
though hiring married couples would benefi t both the Indian Ser vice and appli-
cants, the couples’ eff orts to work together oft en undermined the ser vice’s goal of 
a stable workforce. White employees had taken positions in the Indian Ser vice 
expressly for the benefi t of themselves and their loved ones. While they hoped that 
the advancement of the Indians would parallel the good fortunes of their own 
kin, when circumstances forced them to choose between the two, their  house holds 
took top priority. Like their white counterparts, many Native employees who had 
children of school age  were deeply concerned about their educational prospects, 
and upward mobility through education was an important tenet. Indeed, many 
indigenous employees, especially those in permanent positions, did conform to 
the norms of the Anglo middle class, but they also tried to fuse those norms with 
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their own cultural traditions to create a modern tribal identity. Th eir Indian Ser-
vice positions off ered them one strategy for maintaining their family ties in the 
face of hostile federal policies and endowed their decisions with great po liti cal 
weight.

Th e actions of its employees forced the Indian Offi  ce to adjust its positions. In 
some cases it created new rules to accommodate its personnel’s concerns, such as 
changing the classifi cation requirements for the wives of school superintendents 
or allowing white children to enroll in Indian schools. In other cases it worked to 
stop employee action that it perceived as detrimental to its goals, such as discour-
aging the hiring of Indian people on their own reservations or moving away 
from spousal hiring in the face of backlash against the employment of super-
intendent’s wives. What this reminds us is that the actions of bureaucratic agents 
have a profound infl uence on the outcomes of their agencies, and in the Indian 
Ser vice it was precisely those qualities of kinship that the ser vice sought to incor-
porate that substantially interfered with its personnel’s ability to carry out the 
policy of assimilation.
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Senator Benjamin Davis Wilson’s hands shook as he opened a letter from his 
wife, Margaret. He dreaded the news those pages would hold, and indeed he 
wept on that December night in 1870 over reports of his son’s suicide in a down-
town Los Angeles hotel. John Bernardo Wilson, his Juanito, was dead at twenty- 
fi ve. Th ough his family had hired private tutors and sent him to fi ne Jesuit board-
ing schools, John never found a niche for himself in 1860s California. He worked 
in various Wilson family businesses, but, like many sons who bear too many ex-
pectations, he ran up debts and lost his family’s trust. His father’s business man-
agers reported that John drank to excess, got into fi ghts, and gambled away any 
money they gave him. Devastated by the loss of his son, Benjamin Wilson could 
only write as an epitaph, “Poor boy I loved him with all his faults.”

Other parents received similar crushing news about their sons. Some twenty- 
fi ve years earlier John McLoughlin, the powerful leader who headed up the entire 
Columbia district for the Hudson’s Bay Company, had to tell his wife, Margue-
rite, that their son had been murdered in 1842. Young John McLoughlin shared 
with young John Wilson a youthful history of bad behavior, trouble in school, 
drinking, and gambling. Another son, Charles Bent, distraught over the Sand 
Creek Massacre, ran away from his family, the Bents of Bent’s Fort and the Chey-
enne of southern Colorado. He joined the Dog Soldiers and spent a season burn-
ing forts and settlements on the central plains before his parents received word of 
his death at the hands of U.S. Army Scouts in 1867. Th ese scions of elite western 
families also shared the cultural fact of having parents from diff erent ancestral 
backgrounds. It was common practice in the nineteenth- century West for Euro- 
American men to marry into powerful local families and become part of many 
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generations of families who produced a world of mixed- race people in the Amer-
ican West. We have barely begun to see the outlines of this population and to 
understand its demographic power.

Several complex historical issues are illuminated by these stories of family 
tragedy: evolving attitudes toward race in the larger cultures around them that 
changed how mixed- race people  were perceived; a shift  in ideas about what fami-
lies  were and what role children should play in them; and a range of colonial 
practices imposed on people living in the post– Mexican War West. Th ese ideo-
logical shift s undermined family eff orts to protect children and legacies. Th e story 
gets more complex when we consider gender and geography. Daughters from 
mixed- race families fared better than sons, and some parts of North America 
remained easier for mixed- race people to navigate. Th is chapter fi rst suggests the 
scope of mixed- race families in the post- 1848 West, then explores four families to 
investigate strategies that parents used to acculturate and protect their mixed- 
race children. Finally, it assesses the impact of changing economies and harden-
ing racial ideologies on the families that frame this chapter.

T R A DE A N D FA M I LY:  BU I L DI NG E M PI R E S 
I N T H E NORT H A M E R IC A N W E S T

For centuries, North America operated as a contact zone between peoples as the 
exploration, trade, and conquest that characterized the long colonial era mingled 
cultural groups. In par tic u lar, two centuries of trade left  deep human traces along 
the rivers, mountains, and coasts. Looking carefully at the record we see that 
many— perhaps even most— male fur trappers, explorers, government agents, sol-
diers, and merchants who had dealings with Native Nations in the nineteenth 
century had relationships with women that resulted in children. Rather than 
treating these human connections as boys- will- be- boys frontier aberrations, we 
need to examine their long- term impact. Western couples gambled with these 
relationships and the children that came from them, as does every family that 
takes on the risk of reproducing. Scholars have tried to describe this risky racial 
frontier, but its signifi cance has been only dimly recognized, especially in the 
region that became the United States. Because of the transience of the fur and hide 
trade, the number of people who participated only briefl y or illegally, and the 
transborder nature of the business, estimating the number of people involved 
is tricky. Perhaps three thousand white men trapped and traded in the Rocky 
Mountains between 1810 and 1845. Th e Great Lakes, Mississippi River, and Mis-
souri River trades  were far larger in terms of the longevity of the trade and num-
ber of furs that came out of those regions, so we can assume the labor required 
amounted to tens of thousands of people. If we add in the Arkansas River trade, 
the buff alo hide trade, and the cattle industries of the Mexican north, we have 
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a  truly large number of people. Moving beyond participants to their partners, 
extended families, and children becomes a dangerous exercise in guessing, but 
we can say that a lot of people  were involved and that their presence marked 
the demographic profi le of the North American West. Th ough this isn’t news to 
people living in the region, scholars have just started to look, and mixed- race 
people appear everywhere— hidden in plain sight.

Twenty and thirty years ago, in separate projects, John Mack Faragher and 
William Swagerty used LeRoy Hafen’s compilation of mountain man biographies 
to analyze the families created by these men and their Native and mixed- race 
wives. Building on the work of Canadian historians who had examined the social 
history of the business that so dominated Canadian history, they wanted to see if 
those patterns held south of the Canadian border. Rather than the casual sex and 
brief marriages of con ve nience reputed to characterize this period in the trade, 
these two scholars found remarkable stability. Women and men of various eth-
nicities formed lasting relationships, had children, left  personal and economic 
legacies to support these children, and cared for and worried about them.

From the traders on the upper Missouri and Mississippi Rivers to the moun-
tain men of the Rocky Mountains to the government agents, merchants, and sol-
diers along the Arkansas, we see visceral proof of cultural mingling. And these 
people and their extended families didn’t just disappear. Th e traces they left  in 
government rec ords, business documents, and family letters and pictures, how-
ever, leave us with a lot of questions that Swagerty and Faragher encouraged others 
to ask.  Were these fathers deadbeat dads who left  their children behind, or was 
there a more complex range of relationships and family arrangements that came 
from such contact? How did communities incorporate mixed- race children and 
their families? What sort of challenges did these families face?  Were these choices 
any simpler for Mexican, New Mexican, or Californio women who married Anglo 
men? What about Anglo women who married Native, Hispanic, or mixed- race 
men? How  were their children perceived and received? Did girls have an easier 
time assimilating than boys? How did the evolving power of the North American 
state and new cultural ideas about race aff ect the choices people made in the fur 
trade world? Th e greatest challenge is learning how to see this West— a region 
long populated by Native and mixed- race people— as something more than an 
anomaly.

To examine such questions, this chapter focuses on the period between 1840 
and 1870, using the experiences of certain families to illuminate this mixed- race 
world we still barely see. Th e period was a complicated moment in several ways. 
Culture and the economy  were reshaping fundamental ideas about family and 
race, while families evolved from being  house holds with economic and po liti cal 
functions to being more emotionally focused “havens in a heartless world,” to use 
Christopher Lasch’s phrase. Th e families I describe  here— complicated, extended, 
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and built across cultures— were never simple nuclear families. Historians have 
learned over the past thirty years that looking for either progress or decline in 
how families operated in the past is treacherous and that there is no norm for 
what defi nes a family.

Another challenge is understanding parental ambitions. What did parents 
want for their children in this shift ing world? How did culture or gender shape 
these hopes? Ultimately, what parents want to pass on to their children are net-
works of human connection and some mea sure of material comfort, but how 
these might be defi ned or achieved varies enormously. Like so many Americans, 
these middling to elite parents in the West that I examine believed in the power 
of their own nurturing and a formal education to give their children the tools 
and polish to succeed. It turns out that race, gender, and location mattered more 
than careful educational choices.

Th is sort of analysis is fraught with diffi  culties because of the personal and 
intimate nature of the choices involved in marriage and parenthood. Attempting 
to understand why people form relationships in one’s own family is hard enough, 
much less discerning motive for people living at least 150 years ago. In 1853, in the 
waning years of the Canadian fur trade, Chief Trader Robert Campbell risked 
making a judgment about the foolishness of men who married Native women: 
“It is too well known fact that few indeed of those joined to the ebony and half- 
ebony damsels of the north are happy or anything like it.” He concluded with 
confi dence that “none of them have plea sure, comfort or satisfaction of their 
Families.” Although it is dangerous to make judgments about individuals’ hap-
piness, we can see that the people in our examples did derive plea sure and com-
fort from their mixed- race families, but they took on new and very personal 
worries as the nineteenth century progressed. One of those new worries was race, 
or at least what race might mean for their children. Unevenly, but insidiously, 
any heritage not read as “white” became a source of shame for these children of 
the trade world.

Children have enormous social and economic impact because they become 
both a long- term responsibility of families and communities and a crucial in-
vestment in the future. On frontiers and borders, children can take on the role 
of diplomatic markers as one group tries to make lasting connections with an-
other. My examples are four large extended families, all of which had connec-
tions to the fur and hide trades and which formed relationships with people 
across cultural and ethnic boundaries. Th ese people, quite diff erent from each 
other though all from elite backgrounds, certainly do not represent the experi-
ences of all mixed- race families, but their lives and choices reveal some patterns 
we should begin to trace. To help us examine the world that evolved out of the fur 
trade, we have Marguerite and John McLoughlin’s part Cree children and part 
Chinook grandchildren; Henry Schoolcraft  and Jane Johnston’s part Ojibwe 
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children; the complicated family of Benjamin Davis Wilson, Ramona Yorba, 
and Margaret Hereford; and, fi nally, William Bent and Owl Woman’s Anglo- 
American and Cheyenne children born along the Arkansas River.

Th ese families demonstrate the spread of a trading world that enabled people to 
make intimate connections across borders and cultures. Th ey also bring into sharp 
focus the risks parents took because of their entanglement in the “tense and tender 
ties” of colonial practice that suff used trade. Westerners in these years made deci-
sions about marriage partners, children’s names, educations, and playmates with 
the demands of imperial po liti cal economies insidiously guiding each “choice.”

Instead of seeing these families as racial oddities, I see them as typical of the 
founding families of many western communities. Th e found ers and leaders of 
western towns, territories, and states included people who came from this mixed- 
race world. Early governors of Michigan, Minnesota, New Mexico, Kansas, Mis-
souri, Illinois, Arkansas, and Wisconsin; the fi rst Anglo mayor of Los Angeles; 
and the found ers of Detroit, Chicago, Denver, St. Louis, Kansas City, Santa Fe, and 
Austin all had roots in the fur trade, and most had intimate family connections 
with Native and mixed- race people. In spite of this long heritage of “ethnic min-
gling,” as John Mack Faragher neatly describes it, by the mid- nineteenth century 
Anglo- American cultural ideals had created a settler culture that replaced the co-
lonial and imperial cultures that had previously characterized much of the West. 
Th is moment also involved a new calculus around race and what it meant, a change 
that had a great impact on mixed- race families as new western states and legisla-
tures passed antimiscegenation laws and upheld them in the courts.

Unraveling the experiences of these parents and children is challenging for 
several reasons. Gender mattered, as Sylvia Van Kirk reminds us in her study of 
fi ve fur trade families in Victoria, as “a complex interaction of gender and class 
dynamics . . .  enabled girls to transcend the racist climate of the colony more 
successfully than the boys.” Th e families in this chapter show these gendered 
diff erences, but we have to ask if we are imposing defi nitions of success that miss 
what these parents and children hoped for in this time and place.

Race led to another set of complications. Important diff erences characterize 
the way that Canada, the United States, and Mexico understood race and its rela-
tionship to marriage and families. Miscegenation was bad, but it could be for-
given with class and marriage more easily in Mexico and Canada than in the 
United States, with its complex racial baggage related to African chattel slavery. 
Recently, scholars of race have demonstrated that it took the full stretch of the 
nineteenth century for racialization to take on its meanest power. Until the end 
of the century, even in the United States, race had elasticity. Part of the problem 
 here is fi guring out whether nineteenth- century North America was a more or 
less racist place than twenty- fi rst century North America. We  can’t trust our own 
eyes to look at the past because of the ways we see race now.
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T H E MC L OUGH L I NS OF FORT VA NC OU V E R

For an example of the messiness of determining who counted as “Indian” and 
how that came to matter, it is worth examining John McLoughlin, a longtime 
power broker in the Hudson’s Bay Company’s Columbia district, and his family. 
McLoughlin lived with his mixed- race wife, Marguerite, and their blended fam-
ily of seven children at Fort Vancouver on the Columbia River. In 1846, aft er 
more than twenty years of ruling the region, the McLoughlins retired to settle on 
land in what had become the United States’ Oregon Territory. Aft er a very rocky 
start, during which his new Anglo- American neighbors denied him land and 
citizenship, John McLoughlin was forgiven for the transgressions of being Cath-
olic and foreign, and eventually he became known as the father of Oregon. Mar-
guerite McLoughlin, however, who was visibly Native, never became Oregon’s 
founding mother. In the late nineteenth century she  couldn’t be forgiven for be-
ing an Indian, and her children would lose the rights she had to own property 
and to hold a place in elite society.

Just how mixed this family was and how much that came to matter becomes 
evident in looking at what happened to John and Marguerite’s children. Th e 
couple expected much of their children, who had been born into an elite and 
powerful family in the fur trade world. Th ey shored up these expectations with 
careful and expensive education. Marguerite, who could not speak En glish and 
could not write in any language, insisted on literacy and a formal education for 
her children, who  were taught to read and write in French and En glish when they 
 were young. As adolescents, both the girls and boys attended boarding schools in 
Montreal, London, and Paris at enormous expense and family sacrifi ce. Sons re-
ceived professional training in engineering, medicine, and business, and daugh-
ters received convent educations in preparation for life in western North Amer-
ica. It seemed, however, that blood trumped education in the settler culture that 
emerged there in the 1850s.

Th e eldest, Th omas McKay, from Marguerite’s fi rst marriage, married a Chi-
nook woman named Timmee, the daughter of Concomely, a wealthy leader of 
the local Columbia River Chinooks, in 1824. She died in a malaria outbreak in 
the 1830s, but their son, William Cameron McKay, in theory the hereditary chief 
of the Chinooks, lived in Fort Vancouver with the McLoughlins until he went to 
school in New York in the 1840s. He received a medical degree from Willamette 
University in 1873 and served as a reservation doctor with the Umatilla people. 
Aft er Timmee’s death, Th omas McKay married a mixed- race woman named Isa-
belle Montour, daughter of a Fort Vancouver trapper. Th omas and Isabel had fi ve 
children. Th ose children served as translators and “Indian scouts” during the 
Oregon Indian Wars and the Modoc War in 1860. One son, Donald McKay, oper-
ated an Indian show in the 1870s that promised audiences they could see “the 
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Man Who Captured Captain Jack and his Murderous Bands of Modocs.” Th ese 
McKay sons stayed in the Pacifi c Northwest on the Umatilla, Warm Springs, and 
Colville Reservations and married Native women, if they married at all.

Th e male McLoughlin children had a diffi  cult time fi nding a place in the 
United States. Young John McLoughlin Jr. was killed by his own employees in a 

Figure 4.1. Donald McKay, Dr. William McKay, and son posed in a 
photograph designed to show the civility of Oregon Indians in the 
1870s. Th ey  were the grandsons of John and Marguerite McLoughlin 
and the sons of Th omas McKay and his Cree and Chinook wives. 
Even with their elite fur trade heritage, these mixed- blood sons 
struggled to fi nd love and steady work in race- conscious Oregon. 
Courtesy of Oregon Historical Society, no. OrHi83306.
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fi ght over Tlingit women at Fort Stickeen in 1842. In his account of the murder, 
H. H. Bancroft  editorialized about his own feeling about mixed- race people: “I 
would rather be cursed than to mimic this man, John McLoughlin[,] who had 
such a vile copy of himself in the ju nior version.” David McLoughlin, the youn-
gest child, trained for the foreign ser vice in Paris but ended up working at Fort 
Vancouver with his father as a clerk and shipping agent. Aft er his father’s death 
in 1857, David went to British Columbia in hopes of fi nding gold. Somewhere on 
his travels he met Annie Grizzly, a Kootenai woman, and he married her in 1866. 
Technically their marriage was illegal because antimiscegenation laws, aimed at 
blunting the cultural legacies of the fur trade, had passed in Washington Terri-
tory. Th ey had nine children, some of them named aft er McLoughlin family 
members: Margaret, Louisa, John, Angeline, and Eliza. David farmed on reser-
vation land controlled by his wife’s people and ran a store.

John and Marguerite’s daughters had diff erent experiences. In 1850 John and 
Marguerite’s youn gest daughter, Eloisa, married Daniel Harvey, formerly the 
manager of the Fort Vancouver farm but now her father’s business partner. Eloisa’s 
children went to Catholic schools in Oregon and California, and the girls mar-
ried into elite Portland mercantile families and helped to found the Oregon His-
torical Society, thus displaying evidence of their solid American status. Like the 
children of the fur trade aristocracy that Sylvia Van Kirk traced in British Co-
lumbia, the daughters in these families generally married white men— though 
some had French- Canadian last names, so their husbands may have been mixed 
race or connected to the racial mixing of the fur trade in ways not apparent to 
census takers. U.S. census forms between 1850 and 1880 had no category for mixed- 
race people of Native heritage: they  were counted as either Indian or white. Th e 
sons, however, either never married or married women labeled as “Indian” in the 
census. Which of these children was happiest or most successful is, of course, 
impossible to determine. Children like David McLoughlin’s off spring, who re-
mained well integrated in their Native family networks, may have received 
immea sur able benefi t and comfort from their families, while children who blended 
into white society in the Pacifi c Northwest may have suff ered from dislocation 
and not- so- subtle prejudice. We don’t know, but none of them had the future their 
parents envisioned.

JA N E A N D H E N RY:  T H E S C HO OL C R A F T S 
OF M IC H IG A N

Jane Johnston and Henry Schoolcraft  married on October 12, 1823, at Sault Ste. 
Marie in what is now the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Th eir story clearly dem-
onstrates the same tensions between parental ambitions and varying defi nitions 
of success that are described above. Living at a strategic site where Lake Superior 
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joins Lake Huron, Jane and Henry hoped that a marriage joining Ojibwe, Irish, 
and Anglo- American families would be as powerful as the water that rushed 
past. Th eir marriage refl ected a confi dence that evolved over several genera-
tions of mixed- race marriages in communities inhabited by Eu ro pe ans and Na-
tive Americans in the fur- rich Great Lakes region. Jane’s mother, Oshahgushko-
danaqua, came from an elite Ojibwe family. At fourteen she had a vision about 
sharing a life with a white man, and her father, a local headman named Waubo-
jeeg, arranged her marriage with an Irish trader named John Johnston, who had 
arrived at Lake Superior in 1791.

John and Oshahgushkodanaqua, renamed Susan by her husband, had four 
sons and four daughters, whom they raised in a bilingual  house hold. As devout 
Protestants and good Ojibwes, the children read Sir Walter Scott and learned to 
make moccasins and maple syrup. Th eir parents intended for them to take their 
place in elite fur trade society, where they could remain in the network of their 
mother’s Ojibwe kin and have the fi nancial security of employment in powerful 
fur trading companies. Th at ambition proved far more elusive than anyone would 
have imagined. Th e couple named their fi rst daughter, born in 1800, Obahmwewage- 
shegequay, or Th e Sound Stars Make When Rushing Th rough the Sky, and also 
Jane, for John’s much- loved older sister. While the sons in the family went to 
boarding school in Montreal to perfect their Latin and French, Jane studied at 
home with her father and then, at the age of nine, went to Ireland to be educated 
and supervised by her Irish aunts.

When poor but ambitious Henry Schoolcraft  arrived in Sault Ste. Marie in 
1820, Jane Johnston had become an accomplished writer and  house keeper, in 
both Anglo- American and Ojibwe eyes. Schoolcraft , a self- taught scientist and 
literary stylist, had failed completely in the glassmaking business and had left  his 
home in upstate New York in a state of frustration and humiliation— a “ruined 
man” at age twenty- fi ve. In grim economic times he hoped to fi nd stable employ-
ment with a government salary. Aft er a couple of trips to the Great Lakes, School-
craft  decided that his economic future lay in the Indian Ser vice and his literary 
ambitions in recording Native languages and stories. Like other Indian enthusi-
asts, he preferred Native people who spoke En glish and who lived in  houses with 
chairs, tables, and bookshelves.

John Johnston, lordly trader at Sault Ste. Marie, and his daughter Jane off ered 
the key to these ambitions. Henry later described his relief at discovering “the 
polished circle of [Johnston’s]  house hold,” where Schoolcraft  could study the 
“manners, and customs, and . . . curious philosophical traits of the Indian lan-
guage” in the comfort of a parlor with people who understood the demands of 
scholarship. He admitted that he had found it “intolerable to converse with In-
dian traders and interpreters  here, who have, for half their lives, been using a 
language without being able to identify with precision . . .  any of the fi rst laws of 



Figure 4.2. Jane Johnston Schoolcraft , 1800– 1842. Th is painted 
miniature of Jane Johnston captures the woman of Ojibwe and 
Irish heritage as a winsome young lady of great accomplishment 
as a linguist and writer. Th e daughter of John Johnston, an Irish 
trader who spent his life on the Great Lakes, and Oshahgushko-
danaqua, an elite Ojibwe, Jane would marry the Indian agent and 
scholar Henry Schoolcraft  and become his interpreter of Native 
life. Courtesy of Bentley Historical Library, University of 
Michigan, Johnston Family Collection.
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grammatical utterance.” In the Johnston family he found proof of his beliefs 
about assimilation in “their agreeable, easy manners and refi nement.”

Lewis Cass, then governor of Michigan Territory, decided that the Johnston 
trading post at Sault Ste. Marie would be an ideal site for an Indian agency, and 
Schoolcraft  managed to be appointed as the new agent. His dual career desires— 
government ser vice and a career in scholarship on Native languages and customs— 
seemed about to come to fruition. He wrote, almost giddily, in July of 1821, “I 
have in fact stumbled on the only family in North West America who could, in 
Indian lore, have acted as my guide, phi los o pher, and friend.”

Despite the fact they lived in the same  house and ate their meals together, 
Henry and Jane wrote achingly stilted love notes to each other in the winter of 
1822. Th eir prose demonstrated Jane’s schooling in etiquette and Henry’s pain-
fully cold personality. One day Jane wrote, “Miss Johnston presents her compli-
ments to Mr. Schoolcraft , & begs he will have the goodness to send her the sixth 
volume of Goldsmith.” She added demurely, “Miss Johnson is sorry to interrupt 
Mr. Schoolcraft  but hopes he will pardon the interruption.” A few months later 
we see how easily Henry took exception and how hard Jane had to work to avoid 
off ending him. Jane apologized for her “mean attempt at wit” and for “wounding 
the feelings of one to whose superior understanding I have always looked up with 
a kind of pleasing awe and admiration.” She also chided him a bit for his delicate 
ego and defended herself: “If you had listened, dearest Henry, to the explanation I 
was going to give you about the etiology of the word I put to you, you would have 
seen at once, that I could not have had the most distant idea of giving off ence.”

Henry clearly resented her wit and intelligence— and her ability to speak sev-
eral Native languages— even though these skills became a path to the success he 
so desperately desired. She tried to meet his never entirely articulated demands of 
piety, purity, domestic virtue, and intellectual attainment (as long as it never 
threatened his), but she never could. Schoolcraft  viewed his life as a personal cru-
sade to preserve Indian languages, to educate, convert, and civilize Indian people, 
and to demonstrate the potential of racial blending. His own family, both im-
mediate and extended, became an experiment in what he would come to call 
“amalgamation.”

Both parents worried about the challenges facing a mixed- race child aft er the 
birth of their fi rst, William Henry Schoolcraft . Th e Johnston family provided a 
model, but the entire Sault Ste. Marie community and the larger world of various 
Native Nations and French and En glish traders interspersed among them served 
as a warning. Generations of mixed- race people lived on the shores of the Great 
Lakes, working as the labor force for the fur trade but also supplementing that 
work with farming, gathering, sugar production, fi shing, and hunting. Many 
thousands of people lived in the mixed communities that characterized the Great 
Lakes and the river systems of the interior of North America, successfully raising 
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families and participating in local and global economies, a world few residents of 
the United States, then or now, knew existed.

Th e Johnston family represented the most elite group in this mingled world. 
Jane hoped that the wealth and skills of her Ojibwe family would sustain her own 
children. However, when Henry Schoolcraft  became part of the family, he rep-
resented the leading edge of a powerful settler society that would see even the 
Johnstons as shift less and barbaric. Even with their proud lineage, educations, 
and experiences, few of them succeeded on Anglo- American terms. Henry re-
mained optimistic that his own mixed- race children would have a diff erent re-
ception because of his own infl uence. Th ey would, in his view, be seen as exotic 
and capable, a “new American type,” as he wrote hopefully in 1823.

Aft er this promising moment, hopes turned to ashes with the death of little 
Willy. Henry took Willy’s death as “God’s chastening rod” that had appeared to 
punish his family for adoring a child too much, a common response to a child’s 
death in nineteenth- century America. Th ough Henry and Jane had two more 
children, Janee in 1827 and Johnny in 1830, Henry steeled himself against the dan-
gers of emotional connection. Jane suff ered enormously from losing Willy, espe-
cially when her father died soon aft er. To cope with the losses, she wrote verse that 
began and ended with these stanzas:

    Who was it nestled on my breast,
And on my cheek kisses prest,
And in whose smile I felt so blest,
    Sweet Willy . . .  
But soon my spirit will be free,
And I my lovely son shall see,
For God, I know did this decree.
        My Willy.

Henry published the poem in his memoirs, citing it as a “specimen of native 
composition” rather than remembering it as an emotional and personal response 
to his child’s death.

Henry’s career continued to move forward. His success demonstrates the im-
portance of his Ojibwe kinship networks, which would be equally important 
to his wife’s siblings and his own children. As Michigan became a territory, the 
Johnston family’s infl uence meant that John Johnston’s mixed- race sons oft en 
held public offi  ce and received government positions. Aft er his death, however, his 
children found it harder to make their way in the world. Susan Johnston contin-
ued to run the family business, but she also relied on her Ojibwe connections to 
fi shing, trading, and sugar making. Henry Schoolcraft , acting as head of the John-
ston family, ensured that his family made out handsomely when the United States 
government made land settlements with the Ojibwe in 1828, 1830, and 1835, and the 
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Johnstons received special compensation as “half- breeds” under other treaties. 
Schoolcraft  helped pay for Jane’s younger siblings’ educations and supervised 
their choices in schools. He also practiced what we would now describe as nepo-
tism, but deploying family connections was essential in the fur trade and the 
 Indian Ser vice in the nineteenth century. His brothers- in- law, George, William, 
and John Johnston, held numerous positions as subagents, traders, and carpenters 
at the Sault Ste. Marie and Mackinac agencies. His own brother, James School-
craft , arrived on their doorstep in 1830, married Jane’s youn gest sister, Anna 
Maria, and took up various paid government positions that Henry created.

In 1834 Jane and Henry moved to the larger community of Mackinac. He wrote 
to Jane that summer expressing his fears about the Mackinac schools, where their 
children would “come into contact with children of bad language and low man-
ners.” Even though his own career was proving satisfying and lucrative, as he  rose 
from agent to superintendent of all of Michigan’s Indians in 1836, Schoolcraft ’s 
anxiety over how to prepare his children for adult life emerged in a will he drew up 
in 1835. It stipulated that Janee should attend a female seminary “in the east” and 
that Johnny should attend college, where ideally he would study divinity.

Th e Johnston family’s dependence on Henry became a seriously liability when 
local and national po liti cal shift s made Henry’s sinecure in the Indian Ser vice vul-
nerable. His lax bookkeeping and his employment of his relatives made him a tar-
get for po liti cal  house cleaning, and in 1840 Henry found himself without a govern-
ment position for the fi rst time in two de cades. Th is setback came on top of a 
cataclysmic economic downturn in 1837. Henry had invested his personal savings, 
along with considerable cash settlements given to his Ojibwe Johnston relatives, in 
Detroit land schemes. Th ey all lost every penny. In response to these double losses, 
Henry and Jane decided to move permanently to New York, where Henry could 
pursue his literary career and they could oversee their children’s educations.

Henry’s white relatives, his brother James Schoolcraft  and his brother- in- law 
John Hulbert, who  were both married to Jane’s sisters, kept their appointed posi-
tions, but the mixed- race Johnstons did not. Th is  wasn’t just about race— much of 
it was related to settling very old po liti cal scores on the Michigan frontier— but 
the Johnstons, especially Jane’s brothers, never found good jobs aft er they  were 
dismissed from their Indian Ser vice positions. George Johnston, who described 
himself as “an Aborigine,” had alienated himself from much of the Mackinac 
community— both Native and white— because of his occasional drunken brawls 
and his general air of haughty superiority. Educated in Montreal and trained for 
military ser vice, he went into the family fur trade, but his career refl ected the 
huge changes that had come to the trade aft er two hundred years. Similar to the 
strategies used by the McLoughlin and McKay children in the Pacifi c Northwest, 
George tried to trade in de pen dently, but like his brothers William and John, he 
would move between lower management positions with the American Fur 
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Company and government appointments. He had married Louisa Raymond, the 
mixed- race daughter of a French- Canadian trapper, and they had three children 
before her death in 1832. When George lost the position that his brother- in- law 
had secured for him and the money he had gotten from land claims, he never re-
ally recovered. Susan Johnston, their Ojibwe grandmother, stepped in and raised 
his children until George could put his life back together.

Given this family turmoil, Jane had resisted the move to New York, and when 
Janee entered a female seminary in Philadelphia and Johnny (now called Johnston) 
was attending Round Hall School in Prince ton, New Jersey, Jane was miserable. 
Henry advised her to endure it for the sake of the children, and in a letter written in 
1839 he warned her that “without education, children grow up, like the beasts that 
perish.” He explained that they had a special parental responsibility because their 
children “were not simply of unmixed blood.” Obviously worried, Henry contin-
ued that his “hopes for their success in life, are essentially based, on that mixture of 
Anglo- Saxon blood which they derive from their father” and “the western mind 
strongly exemplifi ed in the Algic race” that was their mother’s contribution. He 
feared that without careful training, “the result is want of foresight, and fi rmness— 
two traits that man cannot spare and excel in the sterner duties of human life.”

Henry, who did excel in the sterner duties, found himself in a very diffi  cult situ-
ation when Jane died rather suddenly in 1842 while visiting her sister in Canada. 
Henry insisted on burying her in Canada, against the wishes of Susan, who desper-
ately wanted her daughter to rest at Sault Ste. Marie. Henry inscribed Jane’s mixed- 
race lineage on a large marble headstone, but he also wrote in stone that she was 
“carefully educated, of polished manners and true piety . . .  fi tted to adorn society.”

Aft er Jane’s death, her children rarely visited their Johnston family relatives, 
though George wrote encouraging letters to both children throughout their school 
years. Th e grandchildren of John Johnston and Oshahgushkodanaqua worked as 
teamsters, loggers, storekeepers, and servants in the world of the frontier Upper 
Midwest. Th e only land remaining in the family was Susan’s sugar maple tract, 
which remained in probate until 1855 and then was condemned by the state for a 
railroad right- of- way.

Henry Schoolcraft  wanted to leave his mixed- race children with something 
more than worthless land. He continued to educate them and to fi nd suitable 
employment and connections for them. In the end, Janee and Johnston may have 
done better had they been raised by their Ojibwe grandmother. Schoolcraft  
 remarried in 1847 to a racist southerner named Mary Howard, who loathed 
Henry’s children. Janee Schoolcraft  fi nished school and moved to Washington, 
D.C., where her father had settled while petitioning Congress to fund his latest 
scheme, a great compendium of Indian history that would survey the status of all 
the living Native people in the greatly expanded United States that had taken 
shape in 1848. Th e vast project was undertaken by three white men who had 
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mixed- race children: Henry Schoolcraft ; Seth Eastman, army offi  cer and artist of 
Indian America; and Henry Hopkins Sibley, who had once worked for Susan 
Johnston as a storekeeper and who was now governor of Minnesota.

While he worked on the great tomes, Schoolcraft  employed his entire family. 
Janee Schoolcraft , blonde and accomplished, worked as a copyist. She was briefl y 
engaged to an old friend of her father’s, the poet Charles Fenno Hoff man, be-
fore he was permanently institutionalized for depression. Th ough she may have 
dodged a bullet in this case, she never married. Johnston Schoolcraft , Henry’s 
“darker Algic son,” served as personal assistant on the Indian history project, 
which lasted through most of the 1850s, but he never found a job without the as-
sistance of his father and he never married. He eventually served in the  Union 
Army and died from wounds he received at Gettysburg. Schoolcraft  did get to 
spend his last years on a great literary project, but his lifetime experiment of racial 
mixing did not end as he had hoped.

T H E W I L S ON FA M I LY ’ S  L O S A NGE L E S

How did the experiences of elite mixed- race families who emerged out of the fur 
trade in the Great Lakes and Pacifi c Northwest compare to those who lived other 
places and who mixed diff erent races? Th e Wilson family of Los Angeles proved 
more successful than the McLoughlins or the Johnstons at protecting the for-
tunes they had created out of the fur and hide trade, land speculation, and mer-
cantile endeavors. Benjamin Davis (B. D.) Wilson, a former fur trader turned 
landowner, had arrived in southern California in 1841. Aft er the United States 
took California as part of the Mexican- American War and its treaty settlement 
in 1848, Wilson decided not to trust in the courts and the law to uphold his rights 
to a considerable amount of land granted to him by the Mexican government. 
Unlike many wealthy landowners, he would fare well in the courts, but he still 
invested in railroads and water companies to secure his investments. He hedged 
his bets in more intimate ways as well. Wilson had married into an old Califor-
nio family, the Yorbas, and took on the trappings of elite Mexican life. When his 
fi rst wife, Ramona Yorba Wilson, died in 1849 he married an American widow 
named Margaret Sale Hereford, who had con ve niently arrived on his doorstep. 
Financial success and remarriage, however, did not protect the Wilsons from the 
crises created by a changing world.

Like the McLoughlins and the Schoolcraft s, the Wilsons believed that educa-
tion would help their children develop the skills and personal connections to 
build lives in the new United States’ California. Margaret and B. D. hired tutors 
to supplement their children’s education in local schools that they founded and 
paid for. María de Jesus, Benjamin Davis Wilson’s daughter from his fi rst mar-
riage to Ramona Yorba, became Sue Wilson when she went to boarding school in 
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San Francisco. Even though she was pressured to become a Protestant by her new 
stepmother, Margaret Hereford Wilson, with the support of her Yorba relatives 
she remained a practicing Catholic. She married James DeBarth Shorb, a gold 
rush emigrant to California, and had eleven children. Shorb, also a Catholic, be-
came the son and partner that B. D. had always wanted, and he and his family 

Figure 4.3. John Bernardo Wilson, 1848– 1870. With a slightly 
crooked smile, young Juanito posed for a formal photograph. Born 
into a Californio family as the son of Benjamin Davis Wilson and 
Ramona Yorba, he would grow into an unhappy man who never 
found a place in Anglo California. He committed suicide in 1870, 
breaking his father’s heart. Courtesy of Huntington Library, San 
Marino, CA, PhotCL283.
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built a  house next door to B. D. and Margaret at Lake Vineyard. Sue, who looked 
“Mexican” (unlike her new Anglo stepfamily) but who spoke and wrote excellent 
En glish, seemed not to be burdened by racial markers. Her father’s status and her 
husband’s fi nancial success allowed Sue and her children to move easily into the 
upper- class world of wealthy southern Californians but also to retain their ties 
to the Californio Yorba family through naming and godparenting. Even though 
Sue managed to cross growing ethnic divides, marriage between Anglos and 
Mexican Californians grew ever more rare.

John Bernardo Wilson, later called Johnny, never seemed to fi nd a place for 
himself. Refusing to go to school in the 1850s because he was teased about his poor 
En glish, he was tutored at home, then attended a Jesuit college near San Francisco. 
Like so many sons we have seen  here, he ran up debts and lost his parents’ respect 
when entrusted with family business matters. Th is is more than a trope about rich 
men’s sons disappointing their families because of the ways in which new classifi -
cations involving race and gender aff ected cultural reception and self- perception. 
Aft er these failures Johnny moved back to Los Angeles, where he lived on and off  
with his Yorba cousins and uncles, perhaps feeling more at home in that world. 
Th en, in 1870, while B. D. was working on an appropriations bill in Washington, 
John killed himself in the Bella  Union Hotel in downtown Los Angeles, which 
had once been owned by his father. John was buried in the Yorba family ceme-
tery with his mother and his grandfather Bernardo, for whom he was named.

T H E BE N T FA M I LY OF S T.  L OU I S A N D C OL OR A D O

As Benjamin Davis Wilson worried about how to consolidate his fortune and to 
protect his family in Southern California, other families worried about the same 
issues. Th e oldest children in the Bent family, having been born and raised in 
their father’s great fort on the Arkansas River, about fi ft y miles east of the Rocky 
Mountains, headed east to school in 1854. Th ey  were the issue of a great diplo-
matic marriage between the Bent family of St. Louis and Santa Fe and the family 
of the greatest living Arrow Keeper of the Southern Cheyenne. William Bent 
built a great stockade on the banks of the Arkansas River and had conducted 
trade with many Native Nations in a free trade zone he had created with careful 
diplomacy and kin relations. He married Owl Woman in 1835 in a traditional 
Cheyenne ceremony and they had four children. Th e family lived both in her 
lodge in the Cheyenne camps and in the family quarters built in the fort. Bent’s 
business extended for thousands of miles south into Comanche territory and 
north into Arapaho, Pawnee, and even Sioux lands and was bisected by the Santa 
Fe Trail. Aft er Owl Woman died in 1847, her sister Yellow Woman or Island 
stepped into the role of Bent’s wife and the children’s mother, further extending 
the kinship network that supported the Bents’ business and Cheyenne trade.
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Aft er 1848, however, Bent and his Cheyenne kin recognized that their situa-
tion was rapidly changing. Th e gold rush of 1849 had brought a vast increase in 
traffi  c over the Santa Fe Trail as well as a terrible cholera epidemic. Th e Bent fam-
ily fl ed with their children, seeing the rotting bodies of relatives as they headed 
north. Aft er the family returned to the fort, Bent decided to move further up the 
river and blow up the old fort, which held so many memories. He also decided 
that his children needed a diff erent education to provide them with more options 
as adults. He and Yellow Woman sent them east to the Missouri border, where 
the old Missouri River posts had evolved into thriving towns with large mixed- 
race populations. Most of the region’s early found ers had been involved in the fur 
trade and had married Native and mixed- race women. Seth Ward, Nathan and 
Alfred Boone, Ceran St. Vrain, Cyprian Chouteau, William Guerrier, Andrew 
Drips, Jim Bridger, William Bent, and Th omas Fitzpatrick, to name a few of 
them, knew that the familiar world of the fur trade would no longer support their 
children. As they looked for alternatives, they concluded, as did many middle- 
class and elite parents in the mid- nineteenth century, that formal education 
off ered a ticket to mainstream success. Th eir children  were educated at local 
boarding schools and at mission schools at Fort Osage and at Shawnee Mission. 
Catholic colleges in St. Louis provided further education for elite mixed- race and 
Native children. Mary, George, and Robert attended Mr. Huff acre’s school for 
several years and boarded with the Alfred Boone family along with the mixed- 
race children of their father’s old friends, Th omas “Broken Hand” Fitzpatrick 
and Ceran St. Vrain. Th e boys then went to college in St. Louis, where they  were 
supervised by William’s Aunt Dorcas.

William Bent tried to provide his children with the materials for a prosperous 
future. He watched the brutal pro cess of creating reservations for the Plains Na-
tions and of keeping them there with military force. He settled onto a new ranch 
along the Purgatoire River while Bent’s Fort slowly eroded back into the mud 
from which it had been built. Yellow Woman left  Bent, moving permanently to 
the Cheyenne camps when her husband moved to the ranch. Even aft er his years 
as a successful trader and merchant, William died deeply in debt, leaving his 
children the Purgatoire ranch, its furnishings, some mules, and seventy- eight 
head of cattle. He also left  them, aft er his last and most personal negotiation with 
the U.S. government, land along the Arkansas River especially designated for 
mixed bloods as part of reparations for the Sand Creek Massacre.

William and Owl Woman’s children did not benefi t from their father’s eff ort 
to create legacies of land and money, nor did education prove to be their ticket to 
mainstream success. Th e female children, however, seemed to have more options 
than the males. Mary Bent married an Anglo named Robinson Moore in 1860 
and brought him to the Purgatoire ranch, where they spent their lives and raised 
a family. Th ough she was identifi ed in both the Missouri and Colorado censuses 
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as “Indian,” Mary never let her children visit the Cheyenne camps. She baptized 
them in the Episcopal Church, and they blended into the rural communities that 
characterized southern Colorado. Julia Bent, the youn gest daughter, married a 
mixed- race Cheyenne man, Ed Guerrier, who had served as an army interpreter. 
Th ey hoped to remain on the Arkansas River reserve that Julia’s father had nego-
tiated for them, but all those lands had been preempted by white emigrants in the 
1870s. Th ey settled in Indian Territory with the Cheyenne and worked as teachers 
in the reservation schools.

Even with the benefi ts of the Bent family name, land, and army ser vice, the 
Bent boys grew into troubled men. Like Mary, Robert Bent came back to the 
ranch, in his case aft er serving in the Civil War on the  Union side. He eventually 
married an Arapaho woman and moved to Indian Territory aft er his father 
died. George Bent, aft er fi ghting with the Confederates and with the Cheyenne, 
married a Cheyenne woman named Magpie, the daughter of the leader Black 
Kettle, who led his people during the Sand Creek Massacre. George sold his land 
on the half- breed tract along the Arkansas to John Prowers, a white settler with 
a Cheyenne spouse, who would build a huge cattle empire on land William Bent 
had intended for the Cheyenne. Aft er serving as a government interpreter and 
negotiator throughout the Plains Indian Wars, George and Magpie ended up on 
Cheyenne and Arapaho lands in Indian Territory. George married two other 
Cheyenne women, Standing Out Woman and Kiowa Woman, while living on the 
reservation, but drinking and gambling marred much of his adult life.

Th e youn gest Bent, Charles, became the family’s angry young man. He wit-
nessed the Sand Creek Massacre and vowed never to settle on a reservation or to 
see his white father again. Instead he became a famous Cheyenne Dog Soldier, 
raiding and burning settlements and military installations from Nebraska to Colo-
rado in the 1860s. Th e “mongrel son of William Bent” became a frightening name 
used in newspaper articles that described the violent chaos of those years. For 
Cheyenne men joining the Dog Soldiers was certainly an honorable choice, but it 
was dangerous: Charles was killed by Kaw government scouts in 1867. Whether 
the mixed- race Bents spoke En glish, went to college, owned land, or had infl uential 
friends didn’t matter. Th ey  were labeled and recognized as “Indian” and thus 
 couldn’t become “settlers” or “pioneers”— the same lesson the McLoughlin chil-
dren had learned in Oregon. Th ey had families, communities, and heritages in 
 Indian Territory, but they never enjoyed the same choices as their fathers and 
mothers about where to live, whom to marry, and how to name their children.

When B. D. Wilson and Ramona Yorba or Jane Johnston and Henry Schoolcraft  
chose to create families, they lived in times and places where mixed- race people 
had not yet been categorized. A generation later, however, marriages like theirs 
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became discouraged or even illegal because racial categories had been created 
and the project of enforcing them had become central in U.S. culture. A settler 
culture, with rigid rules intended to benefi t Anglo- American property holders, 
had replaced the more fl exible categories that characterized trade culture. We 
have only a hazy view of a world of mixed- race people who fi lled western com-
munities in the nineteenth century. We aren’t used to looking for them, and we 
need to learn how to see them. My depiction of some families and my claim that 
they represent a common model isn’t enough. Much work has been done on indi-
vidual people and families, but we have no good idea of the scale of this mingled 
world, which  couldn’t simply have disappeared with conquest. We need to stop 
sketching and to start counting and fi lling out a more accurate view. Th is isn’t 
easy, as the censuses and other government rec ords deliberately erased mixed- 
race people. Th e children of the fur trade, however, did not disappear. Th ey left  
important legacies in love and power that should shift  how we understand our 
past and present.
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Open the newspaper. Turn on the tele vi sion set. Listen to a radio broadcast just 
about any day of the week. What you will see and hear is a cacophony of voices 
telling us that increasingly the dominant way that residents in the American 
West think and talk about their most intimate relationships is in ge ne tic terms. 
Th e mapping of the genome, the development of targeted gene therapies, and the 
proliferation of technologies capable of detecting DNA links are rapidly chang-
ing how we view the human body, how we defi ne its relationship to others, and 
even how its disembodied traces in the form of saliva, hair strands, and fi nger-
nail clippings are tied to specifi c pasts and to par tic u lar presents. Recall, for a 
moment, how the veracity of former president Bill Clinton’s 1998 assertion that 
he had not consorted with Monica Lewinski was legally challenged through an 
analysis of the DNA that Clinton had spewed on her dress. Eugene Foster and a 
team of researchers in 1998 reported in the journal Nature that a genealogical 
relationship had been found between the descendants of Th omas Jeff erson and 
those of Eston Hemings, Sally Hemings’s youn gest son, based on a compara-
tive analysis of Y-chromosome polymorphisms. Project Innocence, an advocacy 
group for individuals who claim that they have been falsely imprisoned, has been 
assisting incarcerated women and men in proving their innocence by introduc-
ing DNA evidence as substantive parts of their legal appeals since 1992. Project 
Innocence boasts that it has freed 244 individuals, 17 of whom  were on death 
row, through the use of ge ne tic evidence.

African Americans, most of them direct descendants of slaves, have been par-
ticularly eager to establish ge ne tic connections to their remote African pasts. Slav-
ery ripped many of them from their ancestral kinship groups, and over time what 
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was left  was knowledge of the fi ctive relatives they forged in the Americas. What 
they now seek is a deeper “truth,” which they think genomic science holds. For 
almost a de cade now Harvard professor Henry Louis Gates Jr., director of that 
university’s W. E. B. Du Bois Institute for African and African American Re-
search, has been selling African Americans such hopes in the form of personal 
ge ne tic histories (PGH), promising to tell them where in Africa their ancestors are 
from. Much to Professor Gates’s dismay, his own PGH tests produced contradic-
tory results. One said he could trace his maternal ancestry to ethnic Nubians in 
Egypt some twenty to thirty thousand years ago, even before such ethnic catego-
ries could have existed. A second test confi rmed categorically that his DNA could 
be traced back to Eu rope and showed he is just as ge ne tically white as he is black. 
Of course, Henry Louis Gates Jr. is not the only biological fundamentalist trying 
to recuperate ancestry for individuals who have no memory or mnemonics to help 
chart their genealogical ties. Log onto the Internet and perform a Google search 
on “DNA testing.” You will fi nd an array of profi t- making companies— dnatribes.
com, gtlDNA.net, Ancestry .com, DNAAncestryProject .com— promising, for a 
heft y price, to tell you whether the man you call “dad” and the woman you call 
“mom” naturally deserve those titles and, perhaps more importantly, to tell you 
where your ancestors originated twenty thousand years ago.

Th is fi xation on the biological, with the singular importance placed upon na-
ture in determining relatedness, is but one of the methods that has been used to 
defi ne love and power over the centuries. Today we turn to science and ge ne tics 
for answers, but in early modern Eu rope and the Americas, blood was the mea-
sure of connection. Great emphasis was placed upon the lineages through which 
blood had fl owed historically, and this interest reached a par tic u lar obsession in 
the fi ft eenth century among the Spanish, who became intensely preoccupied 
with their limpieza de sangre, or their purity of blood. Th rough lengthy investi-
gations and declarations Spaniards sought to prove that they and their ancestors 
 were of pure blood, free of any ugly stain produced by mixing with heretics, 
Moors, Jews, and, in the New World, Indians. Elaborate genealogies and family 
trees  were only a few of the ways that blood’s history was remembered and charted, 
particularly by royals. Blood was the fl uid that culturally dictated how individuals 
so related should feel toward each other.

But blood is not the entire story. Intense emotional relationships between in-
dividuals not related by blood, such as between humans and animals and be-
tween humans and inanimate spirits, can be as potent. Today we refer to such 
relationships as “fi ctive,” because we presume that the “real” nature of relatedness 
is to be found in blood, the female egg, and semen. One only has to look at adop-
tion practices in our own culture to understand that relationships between par-
ents and adopted children are just as signifi cant and intense than those between 
parents and their natural progeny, and might be more so. Recall for a moment 
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the disappointment that Leona Helmsley inspired in 2008 when she announced 
that she was leaving a large portion of her estate, valued at fi ve to eight billion 
dollars, for the care of dogs; for her own dog she had established a twelve- 
million- dollar trust fund. Many pet lovers will undoubtedly agree that Helmsley, 
who was oft en called the “Queen of Mean” by employees at her New York City 
hotels, did a venerable if extravagant thing. Th e Pueblo Indians of New Mexico 
would have understood Ms. Helmsley well. In the past and continuing to the 
present they, too, routinely off ered food and prayers to the animals of their natu-
ral world, “adopted” them into their  house holds as family members, and even 
entered into intimate communion with them to assure that their spirits did not 
cause any harm.

What I propose  here is that “real” and “fi ctive” understandings of kinship 
have long interacted in complicated ways, and I off er a history of the family as it 
developed in Eu rope, Spain, and the Spanish borderlands as a way of delving into 
the complexity of social reckoning over the ages. Today, when we think about the 
family, or familia, we equate it with our immediate blood kin, with a domestic 
unit that somehow harbors the individuals gathered in its intimate space from 
the trials and tribulations of the outside world. Th at which is within the family is 
private, within the isolating walls of the home, and devoid of strangers. But if we 
focus carefully on the historical genealogy of the word familia and on its ancient 
meanings, we will see that it was tied neither to biological relationships nor to a 
specifi c space such as a  house hold or home. In classical Latin the word familia 
was used to refer to both persons and property. Historian David Herlihy has ar-
gued that ancient and medieval grammarians believed that the word entered 
Latin as a borrowing from Oscan, the language of a neighboring people. In 
Oscan famel meant “slave”; the Latin word for slave became famulus. “Fift een 
freemen make a people, fi ft een slaves make a family, and fi  fteen prisoners make 
a jail,” wrote Apuleius, the second- century novelist. Ulpian, the second- century 
Roman jurist, further stated, “We are accustomed to call staff s of slaves fami-
lies. . . .  [W]e call a family the several persons who by nature of law are placed 
under the authority of a single person.” What constituted familia was the rela-
tionship of authority that one person exercised over others; specifi cally, familia 
was the authority relationship that a master exercised over his slaves. Th e word 
family slowly evolved to describe the servants and staff  members of lay and ec-
clesiastical offi  cials. Th us as late as the nineteenth century the entourages of the 
popes of Rome, which included everyone from cooks to clerks to cardinals,  were 
referred to collectively as la famiglia pontífi ca, or the pontifi cal family.

Th e male who exercised authority over the familia was known as the pater 
(father), a role not associated with blood or ge ne tic connection. Th e paterfamilias 
exercised absolute authority over those under his command; those under such 
supervision  were a part of his patria potestas. Today we refer to a person’s male 
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biological parent as his or her father, though in Latin only the word genitor was 
used for this relationship. Gradually the meaning of the word familia extended to 
include not only slaves but also one’s wife, children, and strays. Philology helps to 
explain how this occurred.

Th e 1984 edition of the Spanish Royal Academy’s Diccionario de la lengua es-
pañola lists thirteen diff erent meanings and historical uses of the word familia. 
Family is:

1. A group of persons related to each other that live together under the authority 
of one. 2. Th e number of servants [criados] a person has, even if they do not live in 
his  house. 3. Th e group of ascendants, descendants, collaterals, and affi  nes in a 
lineage . . .  6. Th e body of an order or religion or considerable part of one. 7. One’s 
immediate kin . . .  9. A group of individuals who share a common condition. 
10.  A large group of persons . . .  13. (Biology and zoology) A taxonomic group 
that consists of several natural types that possess a large number of common 
characteristics.

Explaining the word’s usage, the Diccionario states that en familia (within fam-
ily) means “without strangers, in intimacy.” Th e defi nition of familia in the Dic-
cionario succinctly summarizes how it evolved from an authority relationship 
over slaves to an insular, tightly knit group based largely on biological kinship, 
then to a private domestic institution centered around a hearth, before expand-
ing its meaning as a capacious set of religious ties.

Many of the antique meanings of familia persisted into the seventeenth cen-
tury, undoubtedly because of the revival of Roman juridical thought in canon 
law and in the legal institutions of Iberia’s fi ft eenth- century kingdoms. Sebastián 
de Covarrubias’s 1611 dictionary, Tesoro de la lengua castellana o española, de-
fi ned familia as “the people that a lord sustains within his  house.” Covarrubias 
concurred that familia was of Oscan etymology and explained that “although 
previously it had only meant a person’s slaves,” at the current time the word’s 
meanings included the “the lord and his wife and the rest of the individuals un-
der his command, such as children, servants, and slaves.” Citing contemporary 
seventeenth- century usage, Covarrubias quoted the Siete Partidas, that legal 
code written by King Alfonso X of Castile in the later half of the thirteenth cen-
tury, which stipulated that “there is family when there are three persons gov-
erned by a lord.”

Th e 1732 Diccionario de le lengua castellana, prepared by the Spanish Royal 
Academy for King Philip V, reproduced Covarrubias’s defi nition of familia al-
most verbatim. Th e only additional meaning of the word referred to “the body 
of a religion or a considerable part of it.” As an example of its usage, it included 
the following: “Many are the Holy Families that occupy themselves seeking the 
salvation of souls.” Padre de familia (father of the family) was “the lord of the 
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 house, even though he may not have any children. He is so called because he is 
obliged to exercise the role of father for everyone who lives under his dominion.” 
Hijo de familia (child of a family) was that person “who has not taken the state [of 
marriage] and remains under the father’s authority.”

By the seventeenth century, both in Spain and in Spanish America, familia 
was a jural unit rooted in authority relationships born of servility and perpetu-
ated through marriage. Family was tied to a par tic u lar place, to the  house, or casa, 
in which the lord and his subordinates lived. Th e casa was a lord’s domestic king-
dom, much as the public realm was the king’s. Authority, kinship, and space 
defi ned family at the most fundamental level.

Th e centrality of the casa as familial space had important ramifi cations for 
family structure. Every census, every demographic report, every civil and crimi-
nal investigation took this dwelling as the basic unit of analysis and implicitly 
assumed a set of authority relations therein. In early modern Spain and New 
Spain casas  were large and small, rich and poor, nuclear and extended, but 
nonetheless equal in that everyone belonged to a  house hold through marriage, 
consanguinity, or what ever circumstances befell orphans, slaves, and strays.

Spanish legal and philosophical tracts from the seventeenth and early eigh-
teenth centuries equated kinship with consanguinity. Th e commingling of natu-
ral substance through procreation produced blood relations, which when con-
joined with the authority of the pater  were the cement that bound parents and 
their children as families in  house holds. Ties of affi  nity created through mar-
riage  were important as well, but they  were quite secondary in structuring the 
solidarities, obligations, and legal rights that family enjoyed.

Juxtaposed to this restrictive secular notion of family rooted in authority, 
blood, and coresidence was a much more expansive religious theory of family 
and relationship advocated by the Catholic Church. According to Christian the-
ology, every person had a body and soul and thus was both a natural and a spiri-
tual being. Th rough baptism, the sacrament of spiritual regeneration, one was 
given full jural standing in the Christian community. According to theologians, 
baptism rivaled physical procreation itself, for as Saint Th omas Aquinas explained 
in the Summa Th eologica, through baptism one is “born again a son of God as 
Father, and of the church as Mother.” Once a person was incorporated in the mys-
tical body of Christ through baptism, that person became a member of an exten-
sive global community linked by spiritual kinship.

Th ese two diametrically opposed theories of kinship, one restrictive and the 
other expansive, one secular and the other religious,  were at the center of much 
of the confl ict that characterized relations between families and the Catholic 
Church in Western Eu rope from the sixth to the seventeenth centuries. Indeed, 
similar controversies would play out anew in the Americas as the juridical status 
of Native peoples was defi ned. In the long history of these disputes, the increasing 
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power of families was what most bothered the church, undoubtedly refl ecting its 
own hegemonic aspirations in society. Th e church was suspicious of the absolute 
authority a father could exercise over members of his  house hold and thus con-
stantly tried to set limits to that power. Tightly integrated families and  house holds 
 were developing into mighty lineages, kingdoms, and protonations, threatening 
the universal community the Catholic Church sought to create and control.

To weaken the power families had developed through such exclusivist prac-
tices as inbreeding during the Middle Ages, the church defi ned and sought 
to enforce an expansive theory of spiritual kinship in all realms of life. Relation-
ships of the spirit, born of baptism, required Christians to act in certain ways; by 
getting individuals to behave in these prescribed ways, the church ultimately 
hoped to limit the power of fathers over their broods.

Marriage was the moment in the life cycle when a new family was created, 
thus ending a child’s unmediated submission to the family’s head. But matri-
mony, the ritual that socially sanctifi ed the creation of family, was exclusively in 
the hands of the Catholic Church. To weaken the power of families, the church 
purposefully defi ned an expansive set of impediments that prohibited certain 
classes of persons from being joined sacramentally.

Of greatest importance to the church was the prohibition of incest, or mar-
riage between close blood relatives. Starting at the Council of Elvira (ca. a.d. 300), 
the church began prohibiting marriage between persons related to the fourth 
degree of consanguinity (that is, three generations removed from the common 
ancestor). Th is prohibition was extended to the seventh degree of consanguinity 
at the Council of Rome (a.d. 1059). To understand how restrictive such a prohibi-
tion was, imagine a couple in each of six generations giving birth to two children. 
Th e consanguinity impediment eliminated 2,731 blood relatives of the same gen-
eration from choosing each other as mates. Th e church’s intention was clear. By 
defi ning incest so broadly, it forced families to seek marriages for their children 
among much a wider group of people, thus hopefully weakening the concentra-
tion of familial solidarity and power.

Th e power that fathers exercised within the family over wife, children, and 
slaves was itself a complex and contradictory issue for the church. Th e fourth 
commandment enjoined children to “honor thy father and mother,” a stricture 
Saint Paul’s Epistle to the Ephesians underscored when he urged Christians to 
obey God as wives, children, and slaves obeyed their masters: “Wives, submit 
yourselves unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord . . .  children, obey your 
parents in the Lord. . . .  Servants, be obedient to them that are your masters . . .  
with fear and trembling . . .  with good doing ser vice as to the Lord.” For Saint 
Paul, the kingdom of heaven was governed by rules identical to those that gov-
erned terrestrial kingdoms, or, as the Lord’s Prayer put it, “on earth as it is in 
heaven.” Nevertheless, the church simultaneously maintained a healthy skepticism 
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about the untrammeled exercise of patriarchal power and through its theory of 
spiritual kinship and impediment to marriage consistently tied to limit its exer-
cise. Parents  were simply the earthly custodians of God’s children, or so theolo-
gians and canon lawyers maintained.

Th e enforcement of an increasingly expansive set of incest impediments to 
marriage tempered secular solidarities rooted in kinship and naturally increased 
the church’s power. Th e church also subverted parental and seignorial power 
from the Middle Ages to the present by maintaining that for a marriage to be 
legitimate its partners had to enter this sacramental state of their own volition, 
freely consenting, without fear or coercion. On this point canon law simply em-
braced the Roman legal maxim that consensus facit nuptias, or that consent con-
stitutes the nuptial.

Before the Council of Trent (1545– 63), all that was theoretically necessary for 
two individuals to be joined validly was consent and conjugation. Canon lawyers 
maintained that because marriage was a natural bond, tangible evidence of a 
marital contract existed if there had been a mutual expression of consent signi-
fi ed by sexual intercourse and/or the exchange of gift s. Just as a person could be 
incorporated into the mystical body of Christ through a covert baptism to avoid 
persecution, so a man and a woman might similarly be secretly joined in mar-
riage through consent and consort. But for such marriages to be considered 
 legitimate in the eyes of the church, they also had to be ritually blessed and wit-
nessed by a priest.

Th e Council of Trent further elaborated ecclesiastical law by pronouncing 
that for a marriage to be valid and legitimate the ritual had to be performed by 
a  priest who had to ascertain whether the partners  were freely consenting. Since 
many marriages in early modern Eu rope and the Americas  were arranged solely 
for the expansion and consolidation of family fortune,  here was another mecha-
nism by which the church could, and oft en did, undermine the exercise of pater-
nal and seignorial control over children, servants, and slaves. If two individuals 
truly wanted to marry, what ever the parental objections, the church would marry 
them, just as it repeatedly refused to unite individuals it suspected  were being 
forced against their will.

SPA N I SH A M E R IC A

All of the concerns that had locked the church and families in struggle from the 
tenth century to the seventeenth in Iberia— the limits of paternal authority, the 
intensity of blood relations, the establishment and consolidation of families 
through marriage— were played out anew in Spain’s colonial empire and renego-
tiated under diff erent terms in the Americas with new colonial subjects. Th e na-
ture of the contestation between patriarchs and priests was radically diff erent in 
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Spanish America because the Catholic Church was juridically subordinated to 
the Spanish state as a result of a series of papal bulls collectively known as the 
Real Patronato (royal patronage). Dating from the fi nal years of the Spanish 
reconquest of the Iberian Peninsula from the Moors, the Spanish crown pro-
claimed Catholicism the one and only true religion in the realm and promised to 
convert infi dels in newly conquered territories, for which the pope granted to 
Spain’s kings far- reaching rights over the regulation of the church. What the Real 
Patronato concretely meant for the regulation of family and marriage in Spanish 
America was that no separate form of civil law developed until the end of the 
eigh teenth century. Family law was church law, a fact that persisted until the 
1770s, when the “enlightened” Bourbon monarch, King Charles III, moved ag-
gressively to secularize society and to limit the power of the Catholic Church in 
the regulation of everyday life.

Th e conquest of the Americas and the extension of Iberian juridical forms 
into Spain’s colonies presented the monarchy with new issues that would be re-
solved through the extension of antique principles. Perhaps the most nettlesome 
of all was the juridical status of the Indian. Did the Indians have souls?  Were 
they born into a natural state of slavery? If so, did the authority a lord exercised 
over members of his  house hold extend to those Indians who  were awarded to the 
fi rst conquistadores in tributary grants of entrustment known as encomienda?

Flowing from the juridical defi nition of the Indian  were other equally com-
plex issues. Should Indians be allowed to establish families through marriage? If 
so, who  were and  were not appropriate partners? Should preconquest Native 
mating rites be deemed valid marriages? Would the church recognize them? Was 
the indigenous domestic hearth a moral terrain equivalent to the Spanish  house?

Spanish theologians and jurists concluded that the Indians defi nitely had 
souls and, as newly conquered subjects, had to be baptized and incorporated into 
the faith. Indians could not be bought and sold as chattel, nor could they be in-
corporated into the  house hold of an encomendero (the holder of an encomienda). 
Only indigenous peoples who already had been pressed into slavery by other pa-
gans could be kept under its yoke. Indians who had resisted Christian advances 
and had been captured as prisoners of a putatively “just war” could likewise be 
enslaved, but only for a period of twenty years.

Th e nature of the relationship between an encomendero and the Indians “en-
trusted” to him produced long legal disquisitions. According to Spanish law Indi-
ans  were considered free vassals who  were under the age of majority. As “children,” 
Indians required special protection and tutelage. Accordingly, indigenous towns 
and villages  were entrusted to the Spanish conquistadores for Christianization and 
defense, for which Indians had to reciprocate with tribute payments in the form of 
foodstuff , hides and cloth, and oft en, though illegally, personal labor.
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In Spanish America encomiendas  were brutally exploitative tributary rela-
tionships that quickly decimated the hemi sphere’s Native peoples. Stirred by the 
debates about the genocidal treatment of the Indians that Francisco de Victoria, 
Bartolomé de las Casas, and others provoked in Eu rope, the crown’s conscience 
was moved. In 1542 it outlawed the distribution of new encomiendas and limited 
the number of generations extant ones could be inherited. Th ese New Laws, as 
the legislation of 1542 was called, immediately sparked rebellions in Peru and 
other parts of the empire, slowing the law’s enforcement and ultimately leading 
to the awarding of new encomiendas for the conquest of very peripheral, resource- 
poor areas such as the Amazon, Chile, Paraguay, and New Mexico. In 1721 the 
institution was fi nally abolished, replaced by a rotational labor levy known in 
New Spain as the repartimiento.

Because Indians  were considered children before the law, their marriages 
proved to be a complex issue. Since marriage was the sacrament through which 
families  were formed, the church consistently proclaimed the right of Indians to 
marry freely and held that the canons of the Council of Trent would regulate 
their  unions as well. It should be noted that the Council of Trent declared that 
mystical marriage and spiritual  union with God was the highest form of love. 
Th e council’s fi rst marriage canon unequivocally stated that “whoever shall af-
fi rm that the conjugal state is to be preferred to a life of virginity or celibacy, and 
that it is not better and more conducive to happiness to remain in virginity or 
celibacy than to be married, let them be excommunicated.” Matrimony, the coun-
cil explained, had been instituted by Christ as a remedium peccati, a remedy for 
the sinfulness of lust, as a means of reproducing the species and educating chil-
dren, and as an indissoluble state that conferred on a couple sanctifying grace so 
that they could endure the rigors of conjugal life.

In the initial years of the conquest, before single Spanish women began arriv-
ing in the Americas in numbers that approximated those of single Eu ro pe an 
men, marriage between Spaniards and Indians was encouraged by the church as 
the way to stem concubinage and the proliferation of defamed illegitimate 
mixed- blood children. By the 1550s, as the number of eligible Eu ro pe an brides in 
central places increased, the incidence of Spanish- Indian marriages decreased, 
particularly among those elites who wanted their aristocratic privileges affi  rmed 
by legally proving their limpieza de sangre, or that their blood was pure of any 
ugly stain produced by mixing with Moors, Jews, heretics, or Indians.

One of the most interesting problems the Spaniards had to adjudicate was the 
legal status of those  unions established by Indians prior to their conversion to 
Catholicism. Polygamy was widely practiced in the Americas, particularly by the 
Native nobility. Which of a man’s several wives would be deemed the Christian 
one? Pope Paul III (1534– 49) quickly resolved the issue by proclaiming that by 
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natural law the fi rst woman who had intimate sexual contact with a husband had 
to be recognized as the legal wife. But if a man did not remember which of his 
several wives had been his fi rst, he was free to choose the one with whom he would 
be sacramentally united in a lifelong monogamous  union. Th is man then had to 
separate himself from the other women he had lived with, to dower them and any 
children they had produced, and to seek good husbands for his previous wives.

An equally complex problem for clerics was defi ning the indigenous residen-
tial unit that would be morally valorized as the familial home. Before the con-
quest the indigenous peoples of the Americas lived in a variety of domestic ar-
rangements that  were largely based on the gendered division of labor. Spaniards 
 were accustomed to imagining the familial casa as the residential unit in which 
the biological ties of kinship  were formed and in which feeding, socialization, 
sleeping, sexual activity, and ancestral rituals occurred. But indigenous peoples 
did not defi ne the relationship between these functions and space in similar 
ways. Feeding, sleeping, sexual activity, and ancestral rites could occur in the 
same space but did not always. More oft en than not they took place in diff erent 
sites. For example, among the nomadic Apache, for whom animal skins and 
natural vegetation provided their portable shelters, it was not uncommon for 
camps to have men’s and women’s huts and for a communal campfi re or hearth 
to be used jointly by the women to cook and to feed both themselves and the 
men. Men spent large amounts of their time together on hunts, as did women, 
who would forage for seeds and plants. When men returned to their camps with 
meat, the foodstuff s  were shared among all residents, sleeping quarters  were seg-
regated, and sexual rights to a wife  were exercised in matrilocal space. Joaquín 
Rivaya- Martínez’s chapter in this volume describes the complexity of the Co-
manche camps and the sexual division of labor and space within them.

Similar arrangements existed among sedentary agriculturalists such as the 
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico and Arizona.  Houses  were owned by women, and 
within their walls resided grandmothers, mothers, and daughters. Sons and hus-
bands provided these  house holds with labor and meat but did not reside or sleep 
in them. Adult men lived in their own lodge  houses known as kivas, in which 
they also ate when women delivered prepared food. Men who enjoyed sexual 
rights to one or several women would enter that woman’s maternal  house to en-
joy such prerogatives at night, but by daybreak they returned to the men’s lodge.

One of the goals of Spanish colonization was to Christianize and Hispanicize 
the Indians, to restructure their societies to conform to Spanish familial and 
marital ideals. Church and state offi  cials repeatedly congregated nomadic hunters 
and gathers with fl uid housing arrangements into villages known as reducciones 
or congregaciones formed around nuclear  house holds; indeed, habitation in du-
rable  houses was deemed a sign that Native peoples  were civilized or  were on the 
road to civilization. Whereas  houses and huts previously had been segregated by 
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sex, husbands  were now forced to live with a wife under a common roof, thus 
fundamentally transforming the indigenous spatialization of kinship, residence, 
and sexual rights, and thus the fundamental structures of power.

Nomads, of course, vigorously resisted such attempts to congregate them as 
sedentary farmers dependent on imported Eu ro pe an crops. Th e missions of New 
Mexico and Texas that ministered to the Utes, Navajos, Apaches, and Coman-
ches failed miserably during the seventeenth and eigh teenth centuries. Th e mis-
sions of Alta and Baja California devoted to the Christianization of nomadic 
 Indians  were ultimately more “successful” largely because of the extensive and 
sustained use of military force to curtail indigenous movement and apostasy, 
prompting Native American militants in the late twentieth century to refer to 
these missions as “concentration camps.” Christianity was an urban religion 
that fl ourished best in towns, and so it was relatively more successful among 
sedentary Indian groups who had been settled in town for several hundred years. 
Nevertheless, in those places where indigenous women had rights to property, 
under colonial rule these  were systematically taken away and vested in men in-
stead, quickly leading to the transformation of matrilineal forms of descent into 
patrilineal and patriarchal ones. In his book Th e Origin of the Family, Private 
Property and the State, Friedrich Engels called this the historic overthrow of 
mother right by father right.

SPI R I T UA L FA M I LY

Th e Catholic Church had long been suspicious of the strong blood ties that 
tightly bound elite families together and constantly militated to weaken them 
using its regulation of marriage and incest impediments as their bluntest instru-
ments. Simultaneously the church also propagated its own superior theory of 
spiritual family through two institutions, compadrazgo and cofradías.

Compadrazgo
Unlike the natural family that was concerned with worldly authority, patrimo-
nies, and bloodlines, spiritual family concerned itself primarily with the salva-
tion of souls. Compadrazgo emerged in every part of the Spanish empire during 
the colonial period and continues to this day. Compadrazgo, oft en referred to in 
En glish as godparenthood or spiritual coparenthood, dictated that any Christian 
receiving the sacraments of baptism, confi rmation, or matrimony had to be spon-
sored in these rites of incorporations into the Christian community by a set of 
godparents or coparents. Compadrazgo required three roles— parent (padre/madre, 
or father/mother), child (hijo/hija, or son/daughter), and godparents  (padrino/
madrina, or godfather/godmother)— and created three sets of relationships: a 
natural kinship tie between a parent and child and two spiritual relationships, 
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one between the child and his or her godparents and the other between the par-
ents and the godparents. Th e godchild, depending on its sex, was referred to as 
an ahijado (male) or ahijada (female) by his or her padrino and madrina. Th e 
parents and godparents referred to each other as compadres, or coparents.

Compadrazgo was rooted in a cultural conception of the person as both a 
natural and a spiritual being. Such dualistic notions of personhood  were by no 
means unique to Spanish America. What was unique, maintains anthropologist 
Stephen Gudeman, was the belief that these two aspects of a person  were quite 
distinct and as such had to “be entrusted to diff erent sets of persons: the natural 
and the spiritual parents.” Th e profane secular world of kinship, that realm of 
existence deemed created through blood and substance and rooted in material 
life, belonged to the natural family. But before a person could enter into the 
Christian moral community, he or she had to be baptized. Th rough baptism a 
person attained juridical standing in the eyes of the church. Indeed, baptism 
prefi gured the very death and resurrection of Christ, for through this sacrament 
one died to the world of nature and was reborn as a spiritual child of God as 
 father and of the church as mother.

In the New Testament, Saint John articulated the foundation for this meaning 
of baptism through a set of questions Nicodemus posed to Christ.

Jesus answered, and said to him: Amen, amen I say to thee, unless a man be born 
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God. Nicodemus saith to him: How can a man 
be born when he is old? Can he enter a second time into his mother’s womb, and be 
born again? Jesus answered: Amen, amen I say to thee, unless a man be born again 
of water and the Holy Ghost, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God. Th at which 
is born of fl esh, is fl esh; and that which is born of Spirit, is spirit. (John 3:3– 6)

Th e obligations of compadrazgo  were initially primarily moral, but in time 
they also became material. Godparents  were supposed to counsel and guide their 
godchildren, leading them to eternal salvation and God by ensuring that they 
complied with the laws of the church. Relationships between compadres  were to 
be based on trust, tempering and displacing the values of the profane world 
marked by envy, greed, lust, suspicion, and war. But godparenthood could also 
entail material succor. If one’s parents died, for example, it was the godparents’ 
responsibility to care for the orphaned child. In times of economic distress or if 
there  were a stark economic in e qual ity between the godparents and their god-
child, it was common for godparents to assist their coparents with resources, to 
guarantee loans, and to off er introductions, social connections, and even the 
marriage- validating gift s necessary for their godchild to marry well.

Th e dual defi nition of personhood as both spiritual and natural during the 
colonial period is clearly demonstrated in the baptism of captured indigenous 
slaves who  were pressed into domestic servitude. In colonial New Mexico, for 
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example, 3,294 Indian slaves  were baptized between 1693 and 1849. In 280 of 
these baptisms the offi  ciating priest recorded the names of the godparents and 
their exact relationship to the slave. Only 14 percent of the slaves also had their 
own ers listed as their padrinos. A master/nonmaster combination served as god-
parents in 20 percent of these christenings, but in the majority of cases— 65 per-
cent, to be exact— no apparent relationship existed between the slave’s godpar-
ents and their masters. A more striking pattern emerges in the godparenthood 
information on children born to slaves. Only in one out of 113 baptisms  were the 
child’s godparents also his or her parents’ masters. Seven master/nonmaster 
combinations acted as godparents. In 92 percent of these baptisms, the child’s 
padrinos  were totally unrelated to the slave’s master.

Why  were masters not preferred as baptismal godparents? Gudeman and Stu-
art B. Schwartz have proposed that the answer lies in the ideological clash be-
tween baptism and slavery. In Christian theology a person is made of body and 
soul. Baptismal sponsorship creates a spiritual bond between the baptized per-
son and the godparents that entails obligations of protection, instruction, and 
succor. Unlike slavery, a bond of domination over human volition expressed as 
control over another person’s body and signifi ed through servility, baptism be-
spoke an equality born of participation in the mystical body of Christ. When the 
church insisted that captives be baptized, two rather incompatible states— spiritual 
freedom and physical bondage— were brought together. Th e contradiction was 
resolved by the selection of a sponsor other than the slave master to witness the 
baptized person’s liberation from original sin and rebirth into Christ’s salvation. 
Masters themselves may have refused to serve as godparents, fearing that to do so 
would abrogate some of their temporal powers over the slave. And when slaves 
chose padrinos for their children, they invariably avoided selecting their own er 
to participate in their children’s spiritual salvation.

Th e elaborate role that compadrazgo played in the Christianization of Alta 
California’s Native peoples between 1769 and 1848 is excellently explored in 
 Erika Pérez’s chapter in this volume. When Indians  were baptized or married at 
the Alta California missions they  were not allowed to choose their own padrinos. 
Instead, the local mission father assigned them one from among the resident 
Spanish colonials. Th e duty of these godparents was to hasten the Christianiza-
tion of the Indians, to lead them to moral lives, and to off er assistance in times of 
duress. In 1774, for example, Fray Junípero Serra reported that “out of the presi-
dio [Monterey, California] come great heaps of tortillas sent by godfathers for 
their godsons, and even though each day a mighty cauldron of pozole is fi lled 
and emptied three times over, these poor little fellows still have a corner for the 
tortillas their godfathers send them.” Th e formal duties of spiritual coparent-
ing   were oft en at odds with colonial desires to extract Native wealth from the 
godchildren they imaged as inferior and uncivilized. Indeed, Pérez shows how 
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compadrazgo created unequal relations between Indian godchildren and the 
Spanish/Mexican godparents. Native Americans  were never allowed to serve as 
godparents for the Spanish colonists, and once Christianized Indians from Baja 
California  were dispatched to Alta California to assist in the Christianization, 
these Indians began serving as godparents for locals and the assignment of Span-
ish colonial godparents all but ceased.

Several permutations of the ecclesiastical core of compadrazgo evolved in the 
Spanish borderlands of New Spain over time. Such modifi cations  were frequently 
the result of the secularization of public life and the deeply rooted inequalities 
that marked relations between status and ethnic groups. At the end of the eigh-
teenth century it was not uncommon for godparents to be selected to sponsor a 
variety of public community events. It was from among a town’s elites that padri-
nos  were frequently selected to serve as patrons for the celebrations associated 
with the town’s foundation and the veneration of its patron saint. To this day, 
when cities such as Santa Fe, San Antonio, and Los Angeles celebrate the feast of 
their patron saint and their town’s establishment, padrinos are chosen to bear the 
brunt of its costs. Similarly, starting in the nineteenth century, when a person 
made, purchased, or was given an unconsecrated religious icon, godparents  were 
chosen to sponsor the image’s consecration, thus creating spiritual ties of trust 
and reciprocity. And undoubtedly to further similar aims in the present, 
throughout the Hispanic world parents still oft en select a set of compadres to 
underwrite a child’s fi rst haircut.

Cofradías
Cofradías (confraternities or brotherhoods)  were a second institution or ga nized 
by the Catholic Church in Eu rope and the Americas to deepen the importance of 
spiritual kinship and to temper the power of blood. Th e word confraternity and 
its Spanish equivalent, cofradía, derive from the Latin word confrater (cobrother). 
Th e idea behind the confraternity was that persons unrelated by blood should 
live together like brothers with a strong moral code of conduct guiding their 
daily aff airs. Confraternities under ecclesiastical governance originated in 
 Eu rope during the twelft h century as voluntary associations of the Christian 
faithful committed to acts of charity. In an era before social ser vices  were pro-
vided by the state, pressing social needs accelerated their formation. Victims of 
catastrophe, disease, or unemployment found succor through the works of mercy 
the confraternities performed, and by performing such acts members gained 
grace and indulgences, considered sure routes to personal sanctity and eternal 
salvation.

Ecclesiastical law dictated that a confraternity was a group of men and women 
dedicated to the promotion of devotions to Christ, the Virgin Mary, the saints, 
and the poor souls in purgatory. Cofradías required episcopal sanction and  were 
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governed by statutes that described their rituals, membership and dues, required 
works of piety and mortifi cation, and festival days of observance. Despite great 
diff erences in devotional practices, the common thread that bound most brother-
hoods was their obligation to lead model lives of Christian virtue, to care for the 
physical welfare of the area’s needy, to bury the dead, and to pray for the salva-
tion of departed souls.

Th e familial language that cofradías employed made them fi tting outlets for 
the expression of broad- based social affi  nities. As equal members of the mystical 
body of Christ joined in spiritual brotherhood, residents of a community could, 
through acts of solidarity, put aside, if only momentarily, those enmities that 
typically marked the interactions among families,  house holds, and clans in Eu-
rope and the Americas.

In Florida, New Mexico, Texas, and California, membership in one or more 
confraternities was oft en an essential part of the religious identity of every ex-
plorer, conquistador, colonist, and slave. As soon as a church was constructed 
and Mass was celebrated at any location, the establishment of confraternities 
soon followed. Although the form of Roman Catholic confraternities was re-
markably uniform throughout the world, their meaning and signifi cance  were 
apparent only at the parish level, in the relationships confraternities had with 
each other.

Two types of cofradías— vertical and horizontal— existed side by side in most 
towns of any size. Vertical confraternities integrated a town’s social groups, join-
ing rich and poor, Spaniards and Indians, slaves and the free. By emphasizing 
mutual aid and ritually obliterating local status distinctions, these confraterni-
ties diff used underlying social tensions into less dangerous forms. In place of 
overt social antagonisms, parish confraternities squabbled over displays of mate-
rial wealth, the splendor of their respective celebrations, and the pre ce dence due 
a par tic u lar cofradía because of the sumptuousness of its rituals and the putative 
piety of its members.

In Santa Fe, New Mexico, in Saint Augustine, Florida, and in San Antonio, 
Texas, vertical confraternities  were formed shortly aft er these towns  were estab-
lished. Santa Fe, for example, had four such confraternities in 1729 dedicated to 
the devotion of the Blessed Sacrament, the Poor Souls in Purgatory, Our Lady 
of the Rosary, and Saint Michael. Fray Atanasio Domínguez reported in 1776 that 
the Santa Fe members of the Confraternity of Our Lady of the Rosary (also 
known as Our Lady of the Conquest) included soldiers, peasants, and aristocrats 
who communally celebrated the defeat of the forces of evil through the subjuga-
tion of the Pueblo Indians. On the feast days that commemorated the Virgin’s 
conception, purifi cation, nativity, and assumption, devotees carried her bejeweled 
and fi nely dressed statue through Santa Fe’s streets while the royal garrison fi red 
salvos. Th e celebration ended with dances, dramas, and bullfi ghts.
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If vertical brotherhoods integrated disparate classes and social groups, hori-
zontal confraternities mirrored a locale’s inequalities based on race, honor, and 
property own ership. Th e social supremacy of the Spanish gentry was expressed 
through its opulent confraternity rituals. Dominated groups, such as Indians 
and slaves, equally expressed their dignity and collective identities with acts of 
piety that attempted to rival those of their oppressors.

For example, in Santa Fe during the eigh teenth century a symbolic opposition 
existed between the Confraternity of Our Lady of the Light and the Confrater-
nity of Our Lord Jesus Nazarene, also popularly known as the Brothers of Dark-
ness. Governor Francisco Marín del Valle founded the former in 1760. Th e 
confraternity owned a private chapel, which was the most ornate in town, with 
sumptuous furnishings, rich vestments for worship, and a large endowment of 
land and livestock. Its membership, which consisted of Santa Fe’s elite Spanish 
families, numbered 236 in 1776. Th e brotherhood provided the local gentry with 
an institutional mechanism for negotiating confl ict, or ga niz ing rituals that cele-
brated their spiritual bonds with celestial beings and more earthly ones, and 
with a way of avoiding contact with the town’s lower classes during religious 
ser vices.

Th e Confraternity of Our Lord Jesus Nazarene, on the other hand, was com-
posed primarily of genízaros, or detribalized Indian slaves. Bound by their 
veneration of the passion and death of Jesus Christ, the Brothers of Darkness 
displayed their piety through acts of self- mortifi cation, including fl agellation 
and cross bearing, culminating each Good Friday with the mock crucifi xion of 
one of its members. “Th e body of this Order is composed of members so dry that 
all its juice consists chiefl y of misfortunes,” wrote Fray Atanasio Domínguez, 
describing the poverty of the confraternity in 1776. It had no membership rec-
ords, accounts, or endowments. Indeed, it had to borrow ceremonial parapher-
nalia from other confraternities to stage its prescribed rites.

Cofradías  were initially formed in Spanish America as a response to individ-
ual and collective needs for physical and spiritual succor. Th ough indigents  were 
sometimes given meat from illegally slaughtered livestock and widows of soldiers 
killed in Indian warfare  were regularly paid royal stipends, the church and state 
provided little  else to indigents. Th e need to care for the poor, the sick, and the 
el der ly gave rise to the confraternities of the Spanish borderlands. Cofradía stat-
utes enjoined brothers to provide mutual aid in the form of charitable acts, reli-
gious instruction, and the burying of the dead. Given the high rates of mortality 
on the northern frontiers of New Spain and the limited access to the sacramental 
rituals of the Catholic Church, cofradía membership guaranteed at least a Chris-
tian burial. One of the greatest communal acts of brotherhood a member could 
perform was to participate in constructing a casket for a deceased cobrother, dig-
ging his grave, and praying for eternal peace for his soul.
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SE C U L A R I Z AT ION OF M A R R I AGE A N D T H E FA M I LY

From 1492 until the middle of the eigh teenth century, marriage and the defi ni-
tion of a family  were strictly regulated by the Catholic Church, whose goal was 
tempering the secular, exclusivist kinship practices of biological families and 
extending what it considered to be its own superior notions of spiritual related-
ness. Th ough there  were several monarchical attempts to whittle away the church’s 
power over family formation and marital regulation, those attempts proved 
 minor and insignifi cant.

Not until the ascendancy of King Charles III to Spain’s throne in 1759 did a 
civil law of family and marriage start to take form. Charles III initiated a far- 
reaching set of administrative, social, po liti cal, and economic reforms, collec-
tively known as the Bourbon reforms. One of the monarchy’s central objectives 
was to limit the power of entrenched interest groups, including the nobility, 
church, and guilds. King Charles III thus moved rapidly to end the church’s mo-
nopoly over the regulation of private life. To accomplish this the crown began 
secularizing the missions throughout the Spanish empire, removing the Indians 
from ecclesiastical tutelage, declaring them fi t to become in de pen dent Hispanic 
citizens, and transforming their communally owned land into private property, 
which quickly resulted in their transformation into a landless peasantry. Th e 
number of missionaries funded from the king’s coff ers to proselytize in Mexico, 
Peru, and their respective borderlands was sharply reduced, resulting in the for-
mation of secular settlements without priests instead. Th e amount of land owned 
by the church and cultivated with unpaid Indian labor shrank signifi cantly, as 
the crown strictly ordered clerics to justly compensate Indians for what ever work 
they performed. In 1776 a royal pragmatic on marriage was issued that required 
all children, under the pain of disinheritance, to obtain explicit parental consent 
to marry, thus curtailing the exercise of free will, which the church had long 
maintained as the requisite for the sacrament. Th e state increasingly expanded 
its role in marital formation, especially over its contractual and property aspects, 
limiting the church to the supervision of its ritual form and forcing clerics to 
serve simply as witnesses of the state’s ultimate authority to regulate marriage.

Th e Bourbon reforms represented King Charles III’s attempt to articulate an 
absolutist monarchy with clear lines of power, and accordingly to structure the 
family as a domestic monarchy in which a father’s authority and power over the 
domestic hearth  were comparable to the king’s. Th e state’s explicit aim was to 
deprive the church of its far- reaching powers in familial aff airs and ultimately to 
subordinate the church to state power.

Th e result of the Bourbon reforms on family aff airs and marriage in the Span-
ish borderlands was soon evident. By removing missionaries and by seculariz-
ing both the missions and society at large, the reforms reaffi  rmed the power of 
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patriarchs as domestic lords. Th e authority exercised by the king was reproduced 
within the  house hold. With the disappearance of the missionaries, too, the regu-
lation of spiritual life increasingly fell to the community through its cofradías 
and compadrazgo. For example, today if one visits the Sanctuario de Chimayo in 
northern central New Mexico, about twenty miles north of Santa Fe, one will 
fi nd that most of the rituals conducted at this shrine are performed by members 
of the Confraternity of Our Lord Jesus Nazarene, who venerate a statue of the 
crucifi ed Christ known as Nuestro Señor de Esquipulas. At this shrine, the most 
frequently visited pilgrimage site in the United States and oft en called the 
“Lourdes of America,” there is little ecclesiastical supervision of its public reli-
gious rituals. In fact, until 1929 the chapel was privately owned. Today pilgrims 
from around the world come there, as did Native Americans in prehistoric times, 
to seek a spiritual connection and a personal relationship with the gods.

We can also very clearly chart the impact of secularization on confraternities. 
Th e Confraternity of Our Lord Jesus Nazarene, for example, started as a religious 
association but eventually became a secular po liti cal or ga ni za tion. Th e fi rst ob-
servable change was a redefi nition of the confraternity’s sacral topography. Re-
porting on the condition of New Mexico’s missions in 1776, Fray Atanasio Domín-
guez noted that the Confraternity of Our Lord Jesus Nazarene had separate altars 
in the churches of Santa Fe, Santa Cruz de la Cañada, Albuquerque, Tomé, and 
Abiquiu. By 1814 the altar to Jesus Nazarene inside Santa Fe’s parish church had 
been replaced by a freestanding chapel in the church’s courtyard, and by 1821 
this chapel had been moved off  church land and established as an in de pen dent 
morada, or chapel, on private property. Th e confraternity maintained its own 
moradas without any form of ecclesiastical supervision, which itself became quite 
a bone of contention between the confraternity and the episcopal see.

Starting in 1836, the bishop of Durango, Mexico, who was in charge of New 
Mexico until 1848, continually tried to assert his authority over the confraternity 
by imposing the rule of the Th ird Order of Saint Francis. He failed to do so, 
claimed the bishop, because the confraternity’s members  were indiff erent to the 
authority of his dictates. In 1830 José de la Peña expressed succinctly why the 
church hierarchy found the Confraternity of Our Lord Jesus Nazarene so subver-
sive. Peña wrote, “Th ey have a constitution somewhat resembling that of the 
Th ird Order [of Saint Francis], but entirely suited to their own po liti cal views. In 
fact, they have but self- constituted superiors and as a group do as they please.” 
Fift y years later, in 1888, Archbishop Jean Baptiste Salpointe of Santa Fe similarly 
observed, “Th is society, though perhaps legitimate and religious in its beginning, 
has so greatly degenerated many years ago that it has no longer fi xed rules, but is 
governed in everything according to the plea sure of the director of every locality; 
and in many cases it is nothing  else but a po liti cal society.” Salpointe was in-
deed correct, for with the secularization of the missions the confraternities of the 
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Spanish and Mexican borderlands slowly began morphing into fraternal lodges, 
labor  unions, mutual aid societies, livestock and irrigation associations, local 
cooperatives dedicated to various activities, and, ultimately, civil rights groups.

Historical scholarship tells us that between the seventeenth century and the 
middle of the twentieth, marriages went from being arranged by kin, primarily 
to advance property and social alliances, to being governed by individual desires 
or love. Extended  house holds governed by a paterfamilias and encompassing 
several generations gave way to the nuclear family headed by a husband and 
composed of a wife and children. Families shrank in size, and attention was 
 increasingly focused on children. In earlier times the el der ly lived with their 
children, divorce was rare, unmarried women infrequently gave birth, and patri-
archal authority reigned supreme, but that is no longer so. Scholars locate most 
of these changes in the evolution of the or ga ni za tion of work, in the nature of 
industrialization and the sanitary revolution, and in changes in the devolution of 
property, particularly of family farms, which themselves accounted for rural- 
urban migration and changes in the sexual division of labor.

In this chapter I have tried to show how malleable an institution the family 
has been and how contestations over its form, its function, and its locale have 
been struggles over the power to regulate the formation and transmission of au-
thority and wealth. When powerful Spanish families vied with the church over 
the latter’s defi nition of incest, when the church elaborated alternative spiritual 
kinship structures in the form of compadrazgo and cofradías to weaken family 
blood ties, and when missionaries dictated how conquered indigenous people 
would live and love, what was at stake was how human reproduction would be 
harnessed for material gain. In ancient Rome familia was about slave labor. In 
the Spanish borderlands of the seventeenth and eigh teenth centuries, as well as 
in what became the American West in the nineteenth century, family, too, was 
about the or ga ni za tion and reproduction of labor, both slave and free.
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On October 19, 1850, with the assistance of a scribe, elite ranchero Antonio Ygna-
cio Ávila prepared his last will and testament. In earlier days, it might have been 
remarkable only that Ávila was not on his deathbed when he executed his will. 
But fall 1850 marked a time of signifi cant legal change and uncertainty in the 
new State of California. Th e inaugural legislature offi  cially established California 
as a common law jurisdiction, the American conquest having already weakened 
the force of Mexican civil law in practice. Although the state constitution guar-
anteed protection of community property rights, providing some stability to 
married Californios such as Ávila, there was no telling how an Anglo- dominated 
legislature would eff ect that mandate. Th us, as the scribe recorded Ávila’s testa-
mentary wishes, even the basics  were in fl ux. If Ávila had been relying on Mexi-
can social and legal structures to guarantee a smooth transference and mainte-
nance of his family’s wealth, he would be sorely disappointed. Just one month 
into California’s statehood, American probate law was unsettled, so Ávila could 
not know how his will would be interpreted, or even what property would be 
considered part of his estate. But Ávila’s window of testamentary capacity was 
probably closing quickly, and at stake was a 22,500- acre rancho and thousands of 
head of cattle to pass down to a wife and numerous children and grandchildren.

Certainly it was never Ávila’s wish that his family lose its legacy. He had estab-
lished and operated Rancho Sausal Redondo in an era of patriarchal authority and 
family unity, and the various Spanish/Mexican social structures— religious, eco-
nomic, legal, and governmental— supported that arrangement. But the next gen-
eration found a way to escape their fathers’ hold through the secularization of 
mission lands, which allowed self- interested agendas to replace collective goals. 
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Figure 6.1. Painting of Antonio Ygnacio Ávila by Henri Penelon. Courtesy of Seaver 
Center for Western History Research, Los Angeles County Museum of Natural 
History.
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When the American era ushered in an even more fundamental individuality, re-
fl ected throughout society and especially in the law, it proved irresistible to Cali-
fornios. Now freer to pursue their own interests, some embraced the American 
system of law and legal pro cesses, perhaps without appreciating its potentially 
destructive force. For the Ávilas, the years surrounding Antonio Ygnacio’s death 
in 1858  were the occasion of the perfect storm, leaving them particularly vulnera-
ble to the eff ects of the Americanization of law and society. In a culture in which 
Californio status hinged on a family’s landholdings and American status was tied 
to individual economic wealth, the Ávilas’ loss of Rancho Sausal Redondo marked 
the swift  decline of one of the most elite families of Los Angeles.

T H E ÁV I L A FA M I LY

In the early 1780s Don Antonio Ygnacio Ávila was born in Mexico into what be-
came one of the founding families of the pueblo of Los Angeles. His life in Alta 
California was shaped by the needs of imperial Spain—Ávila apprenticed as a 
blacksmith, served in the military, and held local government positions. With the 
demand for artisans decreasing and land rights expanding aft er Mexican in de-
pen dence, Ávila devoted himself to ranching and continued to serve as a govern-
ment offi  cial. In return, Spain and then Mexico gave him permission to graze his 
cattle on land known as Rancho Sausal Redondo, an area encompassing today’s 
Los Angeles International Airport. In 1826 he built an adobe and stocked the ran-
cho with about three thousand head of cattle. Th e Mexican government con-
fi rmed 22,500 acres to him in 1837, awarding him own ership rights to the land.

In 1803 Antonio Ygnacio married Rosa Ruiz, from another founding family, 
who gave birth to upward of a dozen children. Five daughters and four sons lived 
into adulthood: Francisca, Ascención, Juan, José Martín, Rafaela, Concepción, Pe-
dro, Pedro Antonio, and Marta. Among elite Californios, large families  were 
considered a fulfi llment of duty to church and nation and thus  were a mark of sta-
tus. Th ese families existed within a patriarchal structure par tic u lar to and deeply 
embedded within the Spanish/Mexican culture. Mexican Californian patriar-
chy included a set of values known as the “honor/shame complex,” according to 
which, historian Louise Pubols notes, “male honor ideally rested on a set of positive 
accomplishments— the ability to show force of will and command over others, the 
ability to protect and provide for one’s dependents, and respect for the rank of 
other powerful men— whereas female virtue depended on a more passive ability to 
show submission to husbands, fathers, and elders, strict adherence to sexual pro-
priety, and respect for social decorum.” But also, in this dynamic of father- elder 
dominance, “ one’s generation . . .  [was] at least as important as one’s gender in de-
termining relationships of rights, obligation, and dependence,” such that “at every 
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level of society, a person’s age and stage in the life cycle further ranked him or her 
in family and community hierarchies of deference and authority.”

Although the contours of patriarchy  were always under negotiation within 
families, its framework was based in the ancient concept of patria potestas (pa-
ternal authority), whereby male heads of  house hold exercised complete authority 
over dependents, and obligations of parental respect and obedience prevailed 
into children’s adulthood. Both age and marital status determined the nature 
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and extent of children’s in de pen dence. Single daughters and sons, no matter 
their age, remained subject to their father’s authority during his lifetime except 
under certain conditions such as emancipation or the father’s incapacitation. Th e 
legal regime supported the patria potestas requirement that children under the 
age of majority, twenty- fi ve, gain their father’s consent to marry or risk being 
disinherited. Once married, however, children  were released from some paternal 
authority, no matter their age.

In Mexican Californian society, hierarchically defi ned by landholdings and 
the distinction between gente de razón (people of reason, i.e., Californios) and 
gente sin razón (people without reason, i.e., Indian peoples), the doctrine of pa-
tria potestas ensured that children’s marriages  were not disruptive of family 
unity, and arranged marriages  were the norm. Spanish concerns about marriages 
between unequals  were expanded in the Americas to include concerns about 
wealth, and landed fathers focused on creating  unions that would bolster kinship 
networks and increase the family’s economic position. In addition, Pubols notes, 
“fathers claimed a special interest in controlling the marriages and sexuality of 
girls because . . .  a father’s masculine honor . . .  depended on his ability to protect 
his wife and daughters from sexual dishonor.” On the other hand, the Catholic 
Church’s sacramental approach to marriage required consent by both parties, at 
least theoretically protecting children from being forced into unwanted  unions.

Under Mexican law, property might nominally be owned jointly by married 
couples or by individual members of a family, but the patriarchal structure guar-
anteed that family members would act predictably and in unison and not com-
pete against each other. Ranchos  were operated under a single manager, father or 
brother, “enabling the extended kin network to consolidate its holdings and di-
rect management from a single source, and thus to increase its economic power.” 
Culture and economy thus dictated that married children, both sons and daugh-
ters, remain on the rancho under the watchful guise of the patriarch.

As each of his children matured, Antonio Ygnacio found his ability to exercise 
his paternal prerogative shift ing. His fi rst two daughters, Francisca and Ascenc-
ión, married in a double ceremony in 1825, when Antonio Ygnacio’s patriarchal 
authority and his status in the community  were rising, and he chose well. Each 
wed into founding families of Los Angeles, the Sepúlveda and Sánchez families, 
whose patriarchs, similar to Ávila, engaged in ranching and held various govern-
mental posts. Seven years later Antonio Ygnacio’s eldest son wed into the Yorba 
family, which held one of the largest and earliest Spanish land concessions. 
Th rough these marriages, Antonio Ygnacio’s children demonstrated a strong com-
mitment to strengthening the family kinship network and economy. Upon these 
and subsequent weddings, Antonio Ygnacio presented each child with a gift  of 
cattle, no doubt assuming that the stock would continue to graze on his land, 
further integrating his now- emancipated children in the family economy. In the 
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mid- 1830s the married Juan and his unemancipated, unmarried brothers, Pedro 
and Pedro Antonio,  were working Rancho Sausal Redondo alongside their father, 
aided by a new brother- in- law.

Around the time that Juan married, however, a tension inherent in patriarchal 
authority threatened to disrupt the Californio family economy. As adults, 
second- generation native sons yearned to escape their fathers’ control, establish 
themselves as patriarchs, and gain the honor that would come with the position. 
A change in inheritance law aft er in de pen dence, however, left  eldest sons vulner-
able. No longer would they be the sole benefi ciary of their fathers’ land; now, 
property would descend equally to all children in the family. Any rebellion by 
this next generation was thus dangerous to the family economy. “When a son 
came of age and struggled to become an in de pen dent patriarch,” Pubols argues, 
a “family could split apart at that moment, and the careful webs of alliances and 
obligations unravel.”

Th e secularization of the missions from 1829 to 1846 provided an opportunity 
for the younger generation to free themselves from the restrictions of patriarchal 
authority and economy without rejecting the system altogether. When the terri-
torial legislature ordered so- called vacant mission lands to be granted according 
to Mexican colonization laws, notwithstanding earlier mandates to provide mis-
sion lands to Indians, “the fl oodgates opened, and scores of new grants, carved 
from mission estates, transferred to the hands of the native sons each year there-
aft er.” Th us the second generation was released from the strictures of patriarchy 
and gained the prerogatives of patriarchy at the same time.

Ironically, native sons gained this in de pen dence through family ties to the 
commissioners appointed to administer the mission lands, and the Ávila family’s 
pattern of marriage and land acquisition in the 1830s refl ected this new reality. 
Francisca’s father- in- law, Francisco Sepúlveda, was appointed one of the com-
missioners of the deteriorating Mission San Juan Capistrano, sixty miles to the 
south of Los Angeles, and he was extremely generous to those connected to his 
family. Juan, who was newly married, and Francisca’s husband, José Sepúlveda, 
received permission to graze their cattle on the mission lands in the early 1830s. 
A few years later Francisco opened the door to offi  cial grants, which accelerated 
once the Mexican government established a new pueblo in the early 1840s. José 
received his fi rst grant in 1837 and added to that in 1842 to create the 49,000- acre 
Rancho San Joaquin. Th at same year Juan, along with his now- widowed sister 
Ascención, gained the 13,000- acre Rancho Niguel.

As opportunities opened up for the second generation, the ability of patriarchs 
to use their children’s marriages to bolster the family economy declined. Th e next 
few marriages connected the Ávilas with other founding families, but ones that 
 were landless and thus less elite. Perhaps Antonio Ygnacio was most concerned 
with adding hands to work Sausal Redondo, yet the outcomes of these  unions 
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 were less predictable, and later ones highlighted the social disruption that was 
creeping into Californio society. Rafaela married Emidgio Vejar around 1835, 
but her new husband quickly moved from working Antonio Ygnacio’s rancho to 
joining his brothers- in- law in the new pueblo. He gained one of the last land 
grants, to the 6,600- acre Rancho Boca de la Playa, before the American conquest 
in 1846.

It was the wedding of sixteen- year- old daughter Concepción in 1836 that 
seemed to set the family on an unfortunate path. Concepción was married to her 
fi rst cousin, Servulo Varelas, whose landless family had spiraled downward aft er 
the death of his mother, Antonio Ygnacio’s sister, when he was very young. Ser-
vulo’s father was subsequently unable to control the sexuality of his two mother-
less daughters, who went on to have more than a dozen out- of- wedlock children 
between them. One was even publicly branded mala vida (living a bad life) just 
prior to Servulo’s marriage. Antonio Ygnacio most likely was acting out of a 
sense of patriarchal responsibility to provide a better life for his nephew, who had 
yet to adopt a profession, yet it is hard to believe that Concepción would have any 
enthusiasm for sacrifi cing her virtue in the face of the shameful status of the Va-
relas family.

Th e Ávilas would soon become connected through marriage with another 
equally notorious family. Widower José Martín remarried in the early 1840s to a 
widow who also traced her roots to early settlers, but her family had been shamed 
in 1836, when her sister was executed by vigilantes for having abetted her lover in 
killing her elite ranchero husband. Perhaps by this point Antonio Ygnacio had 
given up on fi nding honorable spouses among the local population. Pedro wed 
an outsider from Monterey in 1841, but he, too, could not escape social disorder. 
He fathered an illegitimate child in 1845, and the marriage appeared to be over by 
the American period.

By the mid- 1840s, Antonio Ygnacio’s children who had wed well  were living a 
day’s  ride from Rancho Sausal Redondo. Pedro and José Martín  were the only 
married children connected to the rancho, their life circumstances leaving few 
options but to remain reliant on their father. Unmarried Pedro Antonio and 
Marta, still under the age of majority, also resided with their parents, although 
Pedro Antonio may have been emancipated by then. Most likely, Concepción 
and her husband  were also tied to the rancho.

At some point in the later 1840s, Antonio Ygnacio’s mental and physical ca-
pacities began to diminish, probably due to a stroke. It appears that in 1848 he 
ceased engaging in business transactions and resigned as juez de campo, by then 
unable even to mount a  horse. Tenets of patria potestas dictated that Marta, as 
the only unmarried daughter, would become her father’s caretaker. Although 
Marta’s marriageable years ticked by, no doubt her father would have opposed 
any  union that interfered with her fi lial duties. Marta’s life changed dramatically, 
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however, soon aft er her father executed his will in 1850. By early March 1851, An-
tonio Ygnacio, Rosa, and Pedro Antonio  were residing with Juan in San Juan 
Capistrano. Marta, now past the age of majority under Mexican law, married the 
month before at the nearby rancho of her cousin.

Over the next seven to eight years, Antonio Ygnacio’s health declined but the 
fortunes of the Ávila family improved. In 1851, her marriage apparently having 
ended, Concepción off ered her fourteen- year- old daughter Ysabel in marriage to 
Ygnacio del Valle, son of the own er of the 48,000- acre Rancho San Francisco and 
Los Angeles’ last alcalde. He was twenty- eight years Ysabel’s se nior. Th is  union, 
perhaps born out of desperation, subsequently provided a home for Concep-
ción, Antonio Ygnacio, and Rosa. Pedro continued operating Rancho Sausal 
Redondo, acting as his father’s de facto agent in matters involving own ership of 
the land. Th e cattle boon brought on by the gold rush provided a considerable 
economic cushion, no doubt allowing the family to ignore the factors that  were 
pushing it apart. Antonio Ygnacio passed away in 1858 at del Valle’s Los Angeles 
Plaza adobe at age seventy- fi ve, leaving what seemed to be a signifi cant estate.

T H E W I L L C ON T E S T

Rosa presented her husband’s will to the Los Angeles County Probate Court and 
petitioned to be appointed coexecutor along with sons Juan and Pedro Antonio. 
Gone  were the days of “the civil- law easy- going, not judicially supervised, set-
tlement of the aff airs of a decedent” during the Mexican period. Th e State of 
California had established an estate administration pro cess based on “the Anglo- 
American concept of fi duciary management under a close judicial supervision.” 
Th e new system not only decreased the executors’ control, but it also allowed for 
individual interests to trump those of the family.

Exploiting a contradiction in the law’s notice requirement, Marta delayed the 
proceedings long enough to formulate a challenge to the validity of the will. Dur-
ing the Mexican period, Californianas had a long history of seeking judicial res-
olution of disputes through procedures that respected Californio social and fam-
ily hierarchy. If Marta believed that resort to Anglo- American legal pro cess 
would result in a similar experience, then she sorely underestimated the bite of 
the adversarial system.

Marta’s claims centered on a lifetime gift  of cattle to her brother Juan, which 
was memorialized in the will. Antonio Ygnacio recounted entrusting eight hun-
dred head to Juan in 1842, praised him for increasing the herd to two thousand 
over the next eight years, and declared that any further increase in the herd dur-
ing his lifetime would belong to Juan. With a cattle market focused on hides 
and tallow and Antonio Ygnacio in failing health, the gift  may have seemed rea-
sonable at the time. However, the 1850s  were boon years for southern California 
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rancheros, as the gold rush set off  an unpre ce dented market for beef soon aft er 
the will was executed. Moreover, Antonio Ygnacio survived an additional eight 
years. From the vantage point of 1858, Antonio Ygnacio’s gift  to Juan now looked 
scandalously generous, and even detrimental to the family’s interest.

It may have been the gift ’s violation of Californio family economy norms that 
motivated Marta to seek its avoidance, but she had to present her arguments in 
the context of American legal culture and doctrine. Nineteenth- century Ameri-
can law was increasingly individualistic; it cared little about family cohesion and 
fi lial respect once children reached adulthood, and the doctrine of patria potes-
tas was irrelevant. In the American law of estates, the mea sure of the validity of 
a gift  or a testamentary bequest was not its accordance with family interests. In-
stead the focus was on the mental capacity and the state of mind of the individual 
donor.

Having closely witnessed her father’s declining health, Marta contended that 
the lifetime gift  to Juan was void, either because by 1850 her father lacked the 
capacity to make the gift  or because Juan procured the gift  through fraud. In ad-
dition, Marta argued that the will itself was void due to lack of testamentary ca-
pacity or Juan’s fraud and undue infl uence. According to Marta, by 1850 Antonio 
Ygnacio had already been “incompetent by reason of mental imbecility and un-
soundness of mind to transact any business or to make said will” for several years. 
She acknowledged that Juan had become his father’s agent some time before the 
will was executed, but she argued that this arrangement resulted from Antonio 
Ygnacio’s diminished capacities rather than any agreement between the two. If 
so, American law might provide Juan with the value of his ser vices, but that 
fi gure would not be tied to the increasing value of the cattle.

Alternatively, Marta contended that Juan had committed fraud by underre-
porting by 2,500 head the number of Antonio Ygnacio’s cattle that had been born 
on Rancho Niguel between 1842 and 1850, prior to the gift . Such an under-
reporting would allow Juan to lay claim to signifi cantly more cattle and profi ts 
between 1850 and 1858 than he otherwise would be entitled to. Should Marta 
prevail, the excess cattle and profi ts would become a part of her father’s probate 
estate, to be divided among her and her siblings. Marta’s focus on this personal 
property, in the context of the vast real property included in this estate, refl ected 
both the culture and economy. Unlike Anglos, Californios had not commodifi ed 
their land, and livestock was seen as families’ source of wealth. Even so, it is hard 
to imagine that this lawsuit was really about additional cattle.

Evidence of fraud on Juan’s part was circumstantial at best. Th e day before his 
father died, Juan sought and received a conservatorship over Antonio Ygnacio. 
Perhaps he suspected that his sister was prepared to contest his handling of their 
father’s aff airs and worried that his informal management would not withstand 
American judicial scrutiny. And certain provisions in the will looked questionable. 
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For example, the unequal treatment of the siblings was explained as “justice in fa-
vor of those who have been most meritorious,” a statement certain to exacerbate 
rather than temper hard feelings. Moreover, in imploring the siblings not to cause 
trouble over the uneven treatment, the will made a pointed reference to Juan: “I 
wish, and it is my will that no one disturb him for reason of the increase [in the 
herd] nor for other cause whatsoever, since I am satisfi ed that he has conducted 
himself very well.” According to Marta, these provisions  were Juan’s idea, “the bet-
ter to conceal his frauds . . .  and to protect himself,” and adopted by Antonio Ygna-
cio only because of his “imbecility” and vulnerability to Juan’s infl uence.

Juan Ávila was probably the last Californio his countrymen would expect to 
be accused, by a younger sister no less, of dishonorable behavior. By 1858 he was 
one of the most elite and wealthy members of San Juan Capistrano. If anyone 
exemplifi ed a gente de razón, it was Juan, who had a reputation as a man of rea-
son, a man of his word. Elite Californios embraced a sense of reciprocity and 
obligation, where wealth was merely the means to act honorably. Acting in a self- 
interested, acquisitive way was unacceptable.

It would be diffi  cult to explain Marta’s radical step of suing her eldest brother 
if there had not been some sort of estrangement in the family, including a break-
down in the patriarchal structure so crucial to Californio culture and economy. 
Certainly, the decampment to San Juan Capistrano in the mid- 1830s of those 
siblings who wed well, the series of odd and even shame- ridden marriages of 
other siblings beginning around the same time, and Antonio Ygnacio’s declining 
health in the 1840s indicate that the family had ceased operating as a patriarchal 
unit long ago, the dysfunction perhaps temporarily masked by a booming cattle 
market in the 1850s. Th e gift  to Juan may have simply been the breaking point, 
while Marta’s marriage, coming so soon aft er the execution of Antonio Ygnacio’s 
will, may hold other clues.

Perhaps Marta had married against her family’s wishes and, unable to stop 
the wedding, they responded by ostracizing her. Marta’s husband, Juan Nepo-
muceno Padilla, was essentially an outlaw. Having emigrated from Mexico to 
San Francisco in the mid- 1840s, he became embroiled in the Bear Flag Revolt in 
1846. When two Americans  were killed and mutilated under his command, Pa-
dilla fl ed for his life to southern California. He hid out for two years, returned 
north in 1848 to sell his interests in two ranchos, and headed south again in 1850 
fl ush from the land sales, marrying Marta soon aft erward.

If Marta had hoped to marry Padilla during his fi rst stay in Los Angeles, An-
tonio Ygnacio may have had the power to block the wedding, and at least he 
could have threatened her with disinheritance. But by 1851 there was little the 
patriarch could do. First, with the institution of American law, including civil 
marriage and a lower age of majority, Marta would have met the qualifi cations to 
marry without parental consent. Second, although American law would not have 
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stopped Antonio Ygnacio from disinheriting his daughter, he probably lacked 
the mental capacity to alter his will aft er its execution. More to the point, Anto-
nio Ygnacio’s incapacitation prevented him from exercising any authority over 
Marta’s choice of spouse.

Yet, under the dictates of patria potestas, Marta would not have been left  to her 
own devices once her father became disabled. Instead, eldest son Juan would have 
stepped into the shoes of his father, and Juan Padilla might not have been his fi rst 
choice of spouse for his youn gest sister. Notwithstanding his elite status, Juan 
Ávila was known for his lack of involvement in the po liti cal and military skir-
mishes that marked the nineteenth- century history of Alta California, which po-
sitioned him to deliver the “fl ag of truce” to the American military headquarters 
in Los Angeles. Simply put, Juan Ávila and Juan Padilla  were on opposite sides of 
a determinative issue.

Surprisingly, however, Juan and his wife, Soledad, served as witnesses to the 
Ávila- Padilla wedding. Perhaps the family was relieved that Marta could fi nd 
any spouse at such an advanced age and thus was willing to overlook Padilla’s 
pedigree. But worth considering is a darker possibility: that this marriage was 
actually arranged by the eldest son over his sister’s objections. Perhaps Juan was 
worried that his sister would remain eco nom ical ly dependent on the family, but 
more likely he was ner vous that the social and legal changes wrought by the 
American conquest had left  this par tic u lar family ill equipped to guard the sexu-
ality of an unmarried, legally emancipated adult daughter. Aft er all, he had only 
to look at his deceased aunt’s family, the Varelases, to see the manifestations of a 
lack of parental control over daughters.

On the one hand, Marta’s choice to sue her brother can be explained by the 
Americanization of law and society in post- statehood Los Angeles. Mexican law 
gave wives as much of an identity before the law as husbands, and women  were 
not shy about defending their rights, but the law had not permitted family mem-
bers to sue each other. Th ese women thus may have been uniquely positioned to 
take advantage of the individualistic nature of American law in order to act on a 
modern sense of rights contrary to the Californio tradition of family unity. Such 
an explanation situates Marta’s lawsuit as an attempt not only to gain a better 
deal for herself (and her siblings) than if she had she kept quiet, but also as an at-
tempt to undermine her brother’s public reputation and eliminate his ability to 
control the administration of the estate.

But the work of historian Miroslava Chávez- García off ers another explana-
tion. Californio patriarchy was not marked merely by a daughter’s obedience to 
her father. It was also defi ned by a reciprocity of obligations insisted upon by 
Californianas not afraid to resort to offi  cial enforcement. As Chávez- García notes, 
daughters seeking to hold their fathers accountable  were attempting not to over-
throw the system of patriarchy, but instead “to challenge patriarchal authority 
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fi gures who had failed to behave according to the gender and social roles pre-
scribed for them.” Perhaps this lawsuit, then, was not only an action against 
a dishonorable, self- interested brother but also a move against a father who had 
fallen down in his duties to his youn gest daughter. But if Marta saw herself as 
acting out of fi lial duty, it is worth noting that she received no assistance from 
her other siblings.

Only niece and nephew Juana and Guadalupe Sánchez, heirs of their deceased 
mother, Ascención, joined in the will contest. Perhaps they, too,  were motivated to 
expose Juan as a fraud. Although their mother had been listed as a cograntee of 
Rancho Niguel, it is unclear whether Juan ever considered his sister a true joint 
own er. Circumstances instead point to his having used Ascención to gain a double 
allocation of mission lands. Although thwarted, he may have kept her on as a 
coapplicant in order to cover up the plan. In any event, there is no indication that 
any share of Rancho Niguel devolved to Ascención’s children, notwithstanding 
that the eldest son, Tomás, served as administrator of the estate. Th is lawsuit may 
have been Juana’s and Guadalupe’s fi rst opportunity to challenge their uncle’s 
failure during the Mexican period to recognize their rights in Rancho Niguel.

Yet even if Marta was motivated by Californianas’ traditional use of the courts, 
her case was facilitated by changes in the law a few years aft er statehood that gave 
children an individualized present interest in their father’s estate. Th e new order 
provided a greater incentive to contest a parent’s will and allowed children to do 
so during the lifetime of their widowed mother. Meanwhile, the will challenge 
would take place not in the conciliatory setting of the Mexican dispute resolution 
pro cess but in the adversarial setting of the Anglo- American legal system, which 
cared little about the cost of a lawsuit— fi nancial, emotional, or otherwise. Marta 
probably had no idea what she was getting into when she hired an American law-
yer to represent her interests in an American court.

Th e will contest would be tried before a jury in District Court. In the end, the 
battle over jury instructions proved determinative. Marta focused primarily on 
the issue of whether her father lacked testamentary capacity, almost ignoring the 
more incendiary charge that Juan had engaged in dishonest behavior. She sug-
gested that her father lacked capacity if he did not fully understand “the  whole of 
said will in all its parts and the results” that would fl ow from its provisions. Juan 
countered that Antonio Ygnacio would have had to have been “totally deprived 
of reason” and that “embecility of mind” was not suffi  cient cause for voiding the 
testament. Juan’s position allowed him to ignore just how disabled his father had 
become by 1850. Perhaps Juan sought a shred of pride for the old man, grasping 
for any outcome that would preserve his father’s memory as the hero Juan be-
lieved him to be. Even twenty years aft er his death, he reverently remembered his 
father as a good  horse back rider, implausibly asserting that it was “a faculty 
which he did not lose up to the last moment of his life.”
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Occupying the bench was Judge Benjamin Hayes, who would choose the in-
structions to be submitted to the jury. Hayes accepted Juan’s suggestion over 
Marta’s, even though Marta’s represented the more common standard of testa-
mentary capacity. Nonetheless, the fi rst jury deadlocked in late 1858. Aft er a sec-
ond trial, before an all- Anglo jury, a verdict was reached the following April. Th e 
jury found that in fact Antonio Ygnacio was of “sound and disposing mind” 
when he executed his will, and that he did not do so “under undue infl uence or 
restraint” or “under fraudulent repre sen ta tion.” But perhaps there was more to 
this verdict than the jury simply applying law favorable to Juan. Given that fi lial 
obligations and a sense of a family economy  were less central to the American 
experience, American jurors might have seen the cattle gift  as an appropriate re-
ward for Juan going above and beyond what would be required of an American 
son.

Tragically, the cattle that  were so valuable at the start of the will contest dis-
appeared at the same time that the contest itself saddled the estate with ever in-
creasing legal bills. As the demand for beef increased in the 1850s, Californios 
had responded by increasing the size of their herds. Disaster ensued when Mid-
western producers tapped into the California market, breaking the Californios’ 
monopoly, and then a disastrous two- season drought in 1863– 64 caused a mass 
starvation of cattle. Meanwhile, although he was wealthy enough to bear the cost 
of defending himself against the lawsuit, Juan had his lawyers bill the estate for 
$1,200. In a cash- poor economy, debts for estate administration would eat away 
at the estate itself, requiring the sale of assets. To avoid this result, the executors 
obtained an order that Marta, her niece, and her nephew cover the estate’s legal 
costs. In the California Supreme Court, the contestants unsuccessfully appealed 
the jury verdict but successfully challenged the order to pay costs. Th ese actions 
further drove up the costs of administration and established a pattern that was to 
haunt the estate until the end.

A L E G AC Y L O S T

Th at Marta stood nearly alone in the will contest while Juan prevailed might 
have cemented his role as the family’s new patriarch. Instead, Juan distanced 
himself from his mother and siblings aft erward, the contest appearing to have 
exacted a signifi cant psychic toll. Once the will was admitted to probate, Juan 
declined to serve as an executor because it would be “incon ve nient” and he sold 
off  his interest in the estate to Rafaela’s husband. Although his life in San Juan 
Capistrano had all the trappings of a Californio ranchero and Juan became known 
as one of the wealthiest in the community, his sense of family seemed to become 
Americanized, focused primarily on his wife and children. Th ere’s no indica-
tion that he cared about the fate of Rancho Sausal Redondo.
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Meanwhile, Marta, who might have been ostracized for suing her eldest 
brother, re united with her sister Concepción upon being widowed, relying on 
Concepción’s ties to the del Valle family. Although other Californios suff ered ir-
recoverable ranching losses in the mid- 1860s, Ygnacio del Valle consolidated his 
land holdings and moved his family from the pueblo to Rancho Camulos, where 
he became a hugely successful citrus farmer. Concepción and Marta  were ab-
sorbed into that  house hold along with Pedro’s daughter, Susana.

Yet Marta, too, sold her interest in her father’s estate just aft er the will contest 
concluded. Unlike her brother, however, she sold to an outsider, Scotsman Robert 
Burnett. When he purchased the adjacent rancho the following year, a plan dan-
gerous to the Ávila family’s interests emerged. Under Mexican law, Burnett would 
have had no incentive or opportunity to buy into the Ávila estate. Mexican law 
discouraged the alienability of granted land in order to keep the ranchos intact 
and in the family. Th e land could pass only through inheritance to family mem-
bers, typically the children. Once the land became co- owned, further restric-
tions kept the grant intact. Th e widow, who took her share as common property, 
was given a use right in the children’s share. No matter their age, children had to 
wait until their mother’s death to assert any legal control over their share. And 
joint own ers could assert only an undivided interest; they had no claim to par tic-
u lar acreage. Nor would there be any motivation to make a claim. In a grazing 
economy where land was plentiful, it was more important to assert own ership 
over a par tic u lar animal.

By the time of Antonio Ygnacio’s death, the California legislature had up-
ended this scheme. Th e law eliminated the widow’s use rights and now permitted 
actions for partition, allowing one co- owner to seek a par tic u lar piece of the land 
or to ask the court to sell the property and divide the proceeds. Only the inability 
to divide or sell the property would stop a partition, an unlikely circumstance 
with unimproved acreage. Th at the property may have been more valuable if kept 
intact was irrelevant. Th ese changes in the law severely undermined the unity of 
family interest that permeated Californio culture. Now, individual interests in 
a rancho  were more marketable, to more people, earlier in an heir’s lifetime. Th e 
law thus facilitated heirs such as Marta and Juan in distancing themselves from 
their families and from what could be an arduous probate pro cess, even if doing 
so was not in the best interests of the family.

Th e threat of a Burnett partition action now hovered over the estate, but Bur-
nett appeared to value more the legal right of standing, which allowed any inter-
est holder, no matter how insignifi cant, to invoke the oversight of the court in an 
estate’s administration. Each time this oversight was invoked, the costs of ad-
ministering the estate would rise. Th e power of the court to order cash payments 
for legal fees was magnifi ed in the cash- poor economy of southern California, 
and Californios had to sell assets of the estate to pay these costs. Consequently, 
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for a relatively modest sum, Burnett was able to buy his way into a position where 
he could aff ect the devolution of the entire rancho.

Th e costs of the will contest bore down on the estate just as the cattle market 
began collapsing in the early 1860s. To meet these obligations, Pedro Antonio 
fi rst sold livestock, which brought in less than the appraised value. Th is pressure 
only increased once his mother died the following year. In 1865, he began selling 
off  real property in order to cover the additional expenses of administering her 
estate. Th is move required an order of sale from the court. Any stakeholder could 
oppose the sale, further increasing the costs of administration. Indeed, Burnett 
contested Pedro Antonio’s petition, relying on ambiguities in Antonio Ygnacio’s 
will that  were born of the uncertainty surrounding American adoption and im-
plementation of the Mexican- based marital property law. His arguments went 
nowhere in the probate court, but his appeal to the California Supreme Court 
succeeded in stopping a piecemeal sale.

Th e court’s reasoning, while faulty, provided only a temporary roadblock to 
the sale, which was all that Burnett needed. His actions drove the costs of admin-
istration even higher, and the estate’s debts now amounted to nearly $8,400. Pe-
dro Antonio had no choice but to liquidate all of the real estate, and he fi led yet 
another petition for order of sale in January 1868. Hearing no opposition, the 
court ordered the sale of “all that certain lot or parcel of land known as the Sausal 
Redondo rancho,” these cryptic words not even beginning to capture the Ávila 
family’s loss. On the appointed day, April 18, 1868, Burnett, living on the adjoin-
ing rancho, was ready to purchase all 22,500 acres, which he did for $29,550.

A few years aft er Burnett purchased Rancho Sausal Redondo, Antonio Ygnacio’s 
grandson hatched a plan to return the property to the family. Tomás Sánchez, 
Ascención’s son, had been elected sheriff  of Los Angeles County from 1860 to 1867, 
one of fewer and fewer Californios to hold a government position in the rapidly 
anglicizing Los Angeles. Adopting Ávila as his middle name, he became the face 
of his family’s interests, notwithstanding that his uncles  were still alive. Th e 
terms of patriarchy  were now being negotiated on an American stage, where gen-
erational status mattered less and positions of public leadership and honor would 
be claimed by those garnering the most votes. Aft er convincing his aunts, uncles, 
siblings, and cousins to quitclaim to him their interests in the rancho, he fi led 
suit against Burnett, alleging a fraudulent conspiracy between him and Pedro 
Antonio to run up expenses of administration in order to trigger a sale of Sausal 
Redondo. Th e lawsuit failed.

In pursuing his claim, Sánchez ignored the fact that the fi rst step down the 
path to losing the land was not an outsider’s wrongdoing, but rather a daughter’s 
unwillingness to swallow what she perceived as an injustice inside her own family. 
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Whether she perceived the injustice as to her, her father, or her family generally, 
we will never know. However, had Sánchez recognized Marta’s role, he would 
have had to admit that, years before Antonio Ygnacio’s death, his family had 
 already experienced a fatal weakening of the patriarchy, honor, and devotion to 
unity so crucial to holding the rancho enterprise together.

Antonio Ygnacio could claim his patriarchal prerogative handily in the 1820s, 
at a time when his position in the community was rising and his children’s chances 
 were tied to their father’s status and wealth. By the 1830s, however, native sons 
hungering for their own land and in de pen dence and unwilling to wait for their 
parents’ deaths found conspirators in government offi  cials seeking to wrest con-
trol of mission lands from the Catholic Church. Th e result was not only a signifi -
cant weakening of paternal authority but also a devaluing of honor, especially as it 
related to the common good. Acquisitiveness, greed, and duplicity marked the 
land grab at San Juan Capistrano, instilling a new sense of individuality.

Looking forward from his grandfather’s death, Tomás Sánchez would have 
seen how vulnerable his family was to further erosion, now by the Americaniza-
tion of law and society, which explicitly supported a system in which individual 
interests trumped collective goals. Although his Aunt Marta may have hoped to 
use the American legal system to restore family unity by ousting a dishonorable 
brother, it proved to be too blunt an instrument to save Rancho Sausal Redondo.

By 1868 modern American social forces had eroded the meaning that Califor-
nios attached to their land. It was, instead, a commodity, and a grandson’s nos-
talgic yearning was not enough to keep the cause of Sausal Redondo alive. Th ose 
family members who had struck out on their own had done well. Th ose who had 
put their eff orts toward the common good, meanwhile,  were left  with little more 
than the few dollars doled out from the sale of the Ávila legacy, their position in 
society auctioned off  to the highest bidder.
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In 1929, Ruby Jane Simmons, adult home economics instructor at the Smelter 
Vocational School in El Paso, Texas, wrote an article extolling the virtues of 
the school. She framed the advantages of vocational training by emphasizing the 
critical role that mothers play in the maintenance and functioning of the home. 
“Who has a greater job than a mother,” wrote Simmons, “who cares for her chil-
dren day and night every day?” More important, Simmons noted the dire conse-
quences that resulted when mothers failed in their missions: “If [the children] 
are sick, if they get dirty, if they do not eat at the appropriate time the adequate 
and necessary foods, if the boys are ill- behaved and the girls not very good, if 
they do not have success in their life and they are unhappy in love . . .  the fault 
lies with the mother more than anyone  else” (emphasis added). Simmons’s words 
 were entirely consistent with the prevailing attitudes at the heart of Progressive- 
era reform that, among many other things, urged the Americanization of mil-
lions of seemingly inassimilable immigrants arriving in urban centers across 
the country. Although Simmons’s ideas  were not uncommon for that time, 
perhaps the publication in which they  were printed was. Simmons’s article ap-
peared on the pages of the Hoja Parroquial de Smelter, the Spanish- language 
newsletter distributed weekly to the working- class parishioners of the San José del 
Rio Catholic Church in the Mexican barrio of Smeltertown. By the time the ar-
ticle was published, the Hoja Parroquial had become a source of parish and com-
munity information for the largely Catholic barrio and emerged as an important 
tool by which the parish priest— a Spaniard named Father Lourdes Costa— 
exerted considerable infl uence over his parishioners. Th e article encouraged 
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women to enroll in classes and other activities sponsored by the  vocational 
school, which he described as “the best in the territory of our Smelter parish.”

Th e publication of Simmons’s article in the Spanish- language weekly suggests 
that teaching Mexican women how to be “good mothers” was of vital concern to 
various groups in El Paso in the early twentieth century. Anglo and Mexican re-
formers, middle- and upper- class writers and columnists, and medical experts 
focused on teaching Mexican mothers in the border city childcare and child 
rearing techniques and time- saving homemaking skills. Th ese lessons also con-
tained important messages about appropriate gender roles, moral values, notions 
of respectability, and racial and class boundaries. Drawing from writings by 
American educators and reformers and women’s advice columns in local Spanish- 
language newspapers and vocational journals, this chapter illuminates the mul-
tivocal discourse surrounding Mexican motherhood in the border city. More 
important, it contends that El Paso represented a crossroads of maternal dis-
course and that these various writings  were fundamentally infl uenced by parallel 
national projects that placed women and mothers at the center of defi ning citi-
zenship in both the United States and Mexico.

In this period women in both countries came under greater scrutiny, as fed-
eral, state, and local agencies launched broad campaigns to reduce infant mor-
tality and implement the techniques of scientifi c motherhood, contributing 
to  what historian Alexandra M. Stern calls the “nationalization of women.” 
Anglo and Mexican writers and reformers played key roles. Both sought to pro-
vide information regarding children’s health and nutrition as well as general 
advice on  house keeping and home economics. For Anglo instructors, improv-
ing the Mexican home through its mothers also reinforced the image of Mexi-
can woman as domestic laborer. Local ethnic Mexican newspapers and jour-
nals aimed their messages at a larger working- and middle- class readership 
and highlighted similar themes of scientifi c motherhood and the careful man-
agement of the home in ser vice to the nation. Like middle- class U.S. writers, 
their advice columns (including translated versions of U.S. women’s columns) 
also cultivated notions of domesticity and respectability directed at Mexican 
mothers and  house wives. Th e advice promised a middle- class ideal that was, 
for many working Mexican mothers, a mere illusion. Yet they also promised to 
elevate the image of Mexican families in the face of racial discrimination in 
U.S. cities. In the end, these writers reveal how motherhood defi ned the racial, 
class, and gender boundaries of Mexicanness and Americanness, even as they 
left  Mexican women to make sense of deeply confl icting messages about how to 
be a “good” mother.
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MO T H E R HO OD A N D T H E S TAT E 
I N T H E B OR DE R L A N D S

Motherhood is more than a private, intimate relationship; it is an important site 
wherein the very meanings of nation and citizenship are defi ned. Familial and 
gender relations served as models against and through which the United States 
imagined itself as a nation, thereby placing women and families at the center of 
nation building, class formation, and determining the boundaries of civic inclu-
sion. Th e early nineteenth- century concept of “true womanhood” defi ned wom-
en’s ultimate personal and civic role as the submissive guardian of the domestic 
realm; by the end of the century, it served to justify women’s public activism. 
Spanning the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Progressive era 
represented a concerted eff ort by reformers at the local, state, and national levels 
to bring about sweeping po liti cal, social, and economic change in American 
 society. Rapid industrialization, urban growth, rising immigration rates, and 
the related problems of deplorable working and living conditions and poverty 
emerged as important targets. Drawing upon their accepted roles as mothers and 
nurturers, and infl uenced by their racial and class privilege, maternalist reform-
ers directed their energies toward helping to alleviate these societal ills, creating 
what one historian has called a “female dominion in the mostly male empire of 
policymaking.” Some women, guided by the desire to improve the social and 
moral welfare of immigrant communities, worked as Protestant missionaries 
and Americanization instructors to transform immigrant families into Ameri-
can ones, targeting women in general, and mothers and wives in par tic u lar. 
Others worked to place the mission to save mothers and babies on the national 
agenda. Th eir eff orts represented a legitimate concern about the health and wel-
fare of women and infants. However, they also carried implicit (and sometimes 
explicit) assumptions about the normative American family. Th e ideal family 
was one in which mothers exhibited total devotion to their children and homes 
while remaining eco nom ical ly dependent on the wages of the male breadwinner. 
As a result, African American, Native American, and immigrant mothers— who 
faced a variety of class and racial barriers to full citizenship— were deemed un-
suitable and “un- American” by comparison.

Maternal and infant well- being was more than an act of kindness; it was a 
 vital state interest. In making good mothers, clean homes, and healthy children, 
reformers  were making good Americans, too, thereby setting the bar for deter-
mining civic belonging. In the intercultural West, the pro cess of making good 
American mothers and families was far from painless. As historian Margaret 
Jacobs has shown, Indian child removal policies aimed at “fi xing” indigenous 
families asserted and enforced the authority of the federal government “not only 
in the halls of governance or on fi elds of battle, but also in the most intimate 
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spaces of homes, schools, and missions where colonialism’s power and hierarchies 
 were constituted and reproduced.” Th e chapters in this volume by Cathleen D. 
Cahill and Pablo Mitchell also show how the state (in the form of federal Indian 
schools and the court system, respectively) transformed, monitored, and im-
posed order on families of color in ways that reifi ed social and racial hierarchies. 
Intervention into Mexican households— from federally funded child- health cam-
paigns and statistics reporting to county- supported vocational schools— also re-
veals how Mexican families came under the scrutiny of the state on both sides of 
the Rio Grande. Th e motivations behind these eff orts reveal how motherhood 
rested at the border of maternal love and state power, and they suggest the wider 
implications of events unfolding in El Paso in the early de cades of the twentieth 
century.

Perhaps nowhere is the project of defi ning national boundaries and belonging 
more apparent than at the border, a place where what is “American” and what is 
“Mexican” are continually defi ned and redefi ned in practical and personal ways. 
 Here, Mexican women— in their labor, domestic activities, and reproductive 
capacities— have historically served to set the boundaries of national belonging 
and exclusion. In the past and continuing into the present, Mexican women have 
been viewed with suspicion, either as a class “likely to become a public charge,” 
in the parlance of early twentieth- century immigration laws, or as “hyper- fertile 
baby machines” that constitute a perceived social crisis in recent times. Mexi-
can mothers— and discourses about their mothering abilities or lack thereof— 
further illuminate national anxieties about race, labor politics, and citizenship. 
As Linda Gordon revealed in her account of the placement of Irish foundling 
children in Mexican homes in Arizona in 1904, poverty, race, and labor confl ict 
undermined the suitability of Mexican women as adoptive mothers to “white” 
children. At the same time, the family has also been viewed as one of the most 
basic sources of support and sustenance among people of Mexican origin in the 
United States, thus making motherhood central to defi ning the contours of com-
munity life. A fl ourishing scholarship on Chicanas has revealed how women 
transformed “traditional” roles as wives, mothers, and daughters to create po liti-
cal, social, and economic spaces for themselves and their families. In selectively 
choosing from the lessons and public and educational ser vices intended to re-
make their families, Mexican mothers challenged the notion that their families 
 were defi cient, unhealthy, and, ultimately, un- American.

In order to fully understand the multiple meanings of Mexican motherhood 
in the borderlands, it is critical to take a broader view. Anglo reformers  were not 
the only ones concerned with motherhood in this period. As Ann S. Blum has 
argued, in Mexico, family and childhood served as important categories through 
which class boundaries  were imagined, but they  were also models for shaping the 
postrevolution state. Children “carried the family forward, representing optimism 
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and regeneration,” she writes, and the concept of family provided “po liti cal le-
gitimacy” and continuity to the government. Th roughout the 1920s and 1930s, 
following a nearly decade- long revolution, the Mexican government launched 
a sweeping nationalist project aimed at modernization and unifi cation. Central 
to this monumental task was the “rationalization of domesticity” and the creation 
of government- sponsored educational and public health programs designed to 
teach impoverished (and largely indigenous) mothers how to “produce healthy, 
effi  cient, patriotic citizen workers” for the ser vice of Mexico. Th e rise of the eu-
genics and puericulture movements in Mexico culminated in the creation of 
state agencies, federal legislation, and medical organizations designed to pro-
mote “responsible motherhood” and involved “rescripting the behavior of moth-
ers on behalf of the post- revolutionary state.” While the Mexican medical and 
educational communities reformulated what motherhood meant to the Mexican 
nation, a po liti cally situated and vocal middle- class and exile population living 
in El Paso also worried about what Mexican motherhood meant in the lives of 
Mexicans living on the U.S. side of the border. Th ough a strong current of conde-
scension sometimes shaped their views, Mexicans of the so- called better classes 
possessed a sense of duty to improve the lives of the less advantaged and to pre-
serve a sense of Mexican national identity and affi  nity among a population under 
the strong infl uence of Americanization in the public schools, on the job, and 
through pop u lar culture. Like their American counterparts, Mexican writers and 
reformers viewed mothers as key to promoting nationalistic ideals and, over time, 
asserting rights and respectability. On both sides of the border, then, reformers 
and writers operated according to the premise that good mothers  were not born, 
they  were made through careful instruction. Th is chapter thus attempts to exam-
ine the overlapping and intersecting interests that sought to defi ne the image of 
Mexican motherhood in a border city.

A M E R IC A N MO T H E R S ,  M E X IC A N WOR K E R S

Largely Anglo and middle- class, Progressive- era maternalists used the language 
of motherhood not only to justify their own participation in the po liti cal arena, 
but also to press for solutions to the problems aff ecting women and children. 
One area of special concern was mother and infant care. According to a 1912 re-
port, as many as a quarter of a million infants in the United States died before the 
age of one every year, and complications from childbirth  were the second leading 
cause of death among women between the ages of fi ft een and forty- fi ve. In deal-
ing with the problem of infant mortality, solutions that addressed the deeper 
environmental and social conditions that aff ected the welfare of children soon 
gave way to more narrowly conceived solutions that saw mothers as the root of 
the problem and pointed specifi cally to the pathology of poor, urban families 
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who  were oft en immigrants. Th e emergence of pediatrics as a medical specialty, 
the growing popularity of the scientifi c management of childbirth and child 
rearing, and the proliferation of advice columns related to such topics refl ected 
the general trend toward “scientifi c motherhood” in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. Equating “good mothering” and scientifi c management 
of the home, activists, doctors, social workers, and teachers advocated the educa-
tion of mothers in modern maternity practices and infant care as vitally neces-
sary “to both women’s sense of dignity and to the well- being of the nation.”

Th e Act for the Promotion of the Welfare and Hygiene of Maternity and In-
fancy (the Sheppard- Towner Act) epitomized this approach. Passed in 1921 and 
administered by the Children’s Bureau, the Sheppard- Towner Act coordinated 
eff orts between federal and state governments to provide funding and programs 
in infant and maternity care. An annual appropriation of more than $1.2 million 
was given in grants to states to or ga nize child health care conferences, provide 
prenatal counseling and advice to mothers, establish prenatal and infant health 
care centers, and provide home visits and demonstrations on infant care by certi-
fi ed nurses and health practitioners. In some states, nutritionists gave women 
instruction on proper diet during pregnancy as well as the importance of breast-
feeding to babies’ health. For women not reached through the conferences, 
health offi  cials sent out monthly prenatal letters to expecting mothers. In ad-
dition to providing much- needed preventative and prenatal care, education, and 
hands- on instruction, the Sheppard- Towner Act also attempted to standardize 
maternity practices and focused on the training and regulation of midwives. 
Th ough severely underfunded from the start, the Sheppard- Towner Act estab-
lished the role of the state in promoting better motherhood, as well as the right of 
its paid agents to intrude into the homes and lives of the recipients of its benefi ts. 
Framed within the prevailing discourse of scientifi c management and profes-
sionalization, as well as the class and racial assumptions of its administrators, 
the Sheppard- Towner Act had as its main objective fi ghting infant mortality and 
ignorance through education, not charity, one mother at a time.

Th e Sheppard- Towner Act also emphasized instruction for mothers and young 
women as a means of preventing disease and creating a better class of mothers 
more generally. Various states instituted “mothers’ clubs” and classes, as well as 
“little mother’s clubs” for girls as young as ten, led by nurses and other health 
practitioners. Th e purpose of these clubs and classes was clear— to teach young 
girls the scientifi c techniques of mothering at an early age in the hopes of better-
ing the nation’s mothers. “Th e course usually covers the routine care of the baby 
and the pre- school child,” explained one report. Th e classes covered topics such as 
“the bathing, dressing and feeding of the baby; regulation of his habits; methods 
of preparing formulas; diet of the preschool child; and prevention of children’s 
diseases.” Reformers also pushed for the inclusion of similar courses in public 
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schools, for they argued that they “should show results 5 or 10 years hence not only 
in lowered infant mortality rates but in better physical condition of little chil-
dren.” Women and girls learned to prepare layettes, properly bathe babies, and 
make suitable cribs out of boxes or baskets. Nutrition and preventative care  were 
also priorities. Local parent- teacher associations also coordinated their eff orts 
with state health boards to implement “Get Ready for School Campaigns,” which 
included health exams for children entering school and follow- up appointments 
with parents. Passed in Texas in 1923 with the support of groups such as the 
Women’s Legislative Council, the Texas Congress of Mothers and Parent- Teacher 
Associations, the Texas League of Women Voters, and the Texas Woman’s Chris-
tian Temperance  Union, the Sheppard- Towner Act managed to reach mothers in 
nearly every corner of the vast state. By the end of the 1926 fi scal year, the state 
had conducted more than fi ve hundred child health conferences and eighty pre-
natal conferences and had established 135 child health centers and thirteen prena-
tal centers. More than four thousand girls participated in little mothers’ classes, 
and more than a thousand women enrolled in similar mothers’ classes. Home vis-
its exceeded eight thousand, and almost six hundred midwives enrolled in classes, 
with 162 completing a ten- lesson course, thereby improving “the midwife situa-
tion” across the state. Guided by the belief that “the health of the mother and the 
child spells the source of our nation,” the Sheppard- Towner Act made great strides 
in the improvement of infant care. It also set into play wide- ranging programs 
that defi ned the role of motherhood in the United States and connected “good 
mothers” to the building of a stronger nation, attempting to stamp out not only 
disease and mortality but also bad mothering practices in the pro cess.

Long before the passage of the Sheppard- Towner Act, local reformers and city 
health offi  cials in El Paso focused on mothers as a means of addressing public 
health. Th e infl ux of thousands of Mexicans in the 1910s taxed the city’s already 
overcrowded barrios, which received few ser vices. Infectious diseases  were of 
par tic u lar concern, as the city’s boosters had carefully cultivated El Paso’s image 
as a health oasis. Eff orts to curb the spread of contagion took many forms, but 
before long, public health concerns became entwined with pop u lar anxieties 
about the Mexican population. As in other cities, poverty and poor health came 
to be deeply entwined with notions of racial diff erence and marked entire com-
munities as unworthy of civic inclusion. In par tic u lar, El Paso’s infant and child 
mortality rates  were among the worst in the nation (close to three times the na-
tional rate) and  were especially high in the barrios. Mexican mothers and their 
supposed lack of proper training became targets of eff orts to reduce infant and 
child death rates. Th e Woman’s Charity Association, a private philanthropic or-
ga ni za tion of middle- class women, launched the Save the Babies campaign in 
1910. Under the guidance of H. Grace Franklin, a graduate of the New York 
Training School for Nurses and a veteran of similar maternalist eff orts on New 
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York’s Lower East Side, the El Paso Save the Babies campaign grew to encompass 
the School for Mothers, home nurse visits, and the distribution of clean milk and 
other much- needed items. Aft er establishing roots in El Paso’s Mexican barrios 
in the early 1900s, Methodist missionary women opened the  Rose Gregory 
Houchen Settlement  House in 1912, providing classes in domestic arts, a kinder-
garten, and showers for residents in their eff orts to eff ect “Christian American-
ization.” In 1920 they opened the Freeman Clinic, the fi rst permanent clinic to 
off er prenatal, infant, and child health care ser vices in the barrio. In order to 
reach the children, ser vices such as the School for Mothers and Houchen and its 
clinic had to reach the mothers fi rst.

In June 1910, Franklin, director of the School for Mothers, made a clear con-
nection between infant mortality and Mexican mothers’ defi ciencies. According 
to Franklin, by stressing follow- up visits and preventative care, the School for 
Mothers provided an essential ser vice to poor infants “at the mercy of ignorant 
mothers.” “Oft en a mother becomes careless,” she explained, “and only by close 
watching is it possible to keep the babies well and strong.” Although the work of 
the school had increased the number of return visits at the county dispensary 
and reduced the rate of infant deaths, one of the greatest benefi ts was the work 
done with the women. “More important than the actual saving in baby lives, is 
the teaching of mothers how to adjust their homes and incomes to the needs of 
the children,” she explained. Th e school sponsored “house wives’ clubs” for both 
girls and women that trained Mexican women in  house hold management and 
child care techniques. Franklin’s request for donations of  house hold items such 
as kitchenware, bathtubs, toothpaste and toothbrushes, soap, baby clothing, and 
large dolls for demonstrations suggests that the School for Mothers provided 
hands- on training in almost every aspect of domestic life.

Franklin was certainly worried about infant and public health, but her com-
ments also reveal a larger concern about Mexican mothers. To be fair, Franklin 
cited poverty, poor sanitation, and the lack of ventilation in tenement apart-
ments as sources of unhealthy barrio conditions. At the same time, however, she 
claimed that “ignorant” Mexicans presented a very real peril to American health. 
She argued that “the Mexicans coming into the United States, ignorant of all 
sanitation and hygiene, are a menace to any community and it is up to that com-
munity to educate them while young, so that the next generation will be a cleaner, 
healthier race.” Th e fact that her article mentions only women and girls, not 
men or boys, refl ects the central role that present and future mothers played in 
ensuring public health, in her estimation. Th e “menace” of uneducated Mexican 
mothers was a real threat to American homes. Disease- carrying fl ies from open 
sewers in barrios spread germs to the food eaten “by these people,” and then 
made their way from the barrios to the tables in Anglo  house holds. A problem 
faced by Mexican mothers thus became a problem for the entire city. “El Paso 
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must face her problem, she cannot shift  the burden with a shrug of her shoul-
ders,” Franklin warned. Franklin saw her job as so vital to the welfare of the 
city that she took to wearing a police badge to get her message across, despite the 
fact that she was not a public safety offi  cial. Th at Franklin recognized the power 
of police authority to persuade her charges speaks to how some viewed mother-
hood as falling within the purview of state control.

Training Mexican women in child rearing and  house hold duties also had eco-
nomic value, underscoring the fundamental contradiction between the ideal of 
middle- class domesticity and the realities of a border labor system. Although 
good middle- class Anglo mothers  were expected to remain devoted to the home, 
good Mexican mothers  were also being prepared for the wage labor force. In a city 
that by the early 1900s had already come to rely on Mexican women as domestic 
laborers, training Mexican women in “American” ways of  house keeping in their 
own homes had the added benefi t of preparing Mexican women to enter the labor 
force as maids and nannies in private homes. By the early 1900s, domestic labor in 
the border city had become fi rmly identifi ed as Mexican women’s work. Accord-
ing to one historian, more than 1,500 women with Spanish surnames worked as 
domestics in 1920. In 1930, the number of Mexican women employed as servants, 
 house keepers, and laundresses in the city’s many professional laundries had 
grown to nearly 3,300. Of all female workers in occupations categorized as “do-
mestic and personal ser vice” (a group that included hairdressers, waitresses, 
nurses, and hotel keepers), Mexican women constituted a full 78 percent. One 
contemporary observer recalled just how common Mexican maids  were in El 
Paso in the early part of the century. “Owing to the large Mexican majority . . .  
almost every Anglo- American family had at least one, sometimes two or three 
servants: a maid and laundress, and perhaps a nursemaid or yardmen [sic]. Th e 
maid came in aft er breakfast and cleaned up the breakfast dishes, and very likely 
last night’s supper dishes as well; did the routine cleaning, washing and ironing, 
and aft er the family dinner in the middle of the day, washed dishes again, and 
then went home to perform similar ser vice in her own home.” As both the num-
bers and memories suggest, training Mexican mothers did more than address the 
city’s public health. It ensured the economic health of the border economy as well.

Th is economic benefi t was certainly not lost on reformers, who looked to 
Mexican women not only to turn their sons and husbands into good, clean 
American workers but to become workers themselves as well. Recognizing the 
reality of the El Paso economy, Franklin noted that “if El Paso wishes to improve 
her servant class, she must improve the homes from which this class comes.” 
Houchen’s courses in cooking, sewing, and maintaining a clean  house hold im-
proved the daily lives of Mexican families, but they also made for more effi  cient 
workers in Anglo homes as well. Women at the Smelter Vocational School in El 
Paso, which established a girl’s school and women’s programs in 1924, received 
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education in “house hold ser vice, dressmaking, parental training, nursing, per-
sonal hygiene, cooking,  house hold care and clothing.” Th eir education had im-
mediate economic benefi ts. “Training in cooking and ser vice to the community 
are combined,” explained the Vocational News, as young women in the cooking 
classes prepared lunch for the two hundred students at the local elementary 
school. Moreover, classes at the girls’ school  were conducted in a  house “fi tted 
up like a model home,” where the students gained practical training in “how to 
cook a meal, how to make beds, [and] how to take care of a baby,” while others 
received lessons in dressmaking. Good mothers  were not born, they had to be 
made, and thus instruction such as that imparted at Houchen and the Smelter 
Vocational School and at other schools across the Southwest intended to train 
modern American mothers. More important, by teaching Mexican mothers and 
girls how to set a proper table, to make nutritious American meals, and to care 
for the home and children in the “American” way, they guaranteed a pool of la-
bor to fi ll a specifi c economic niche, as well as a permanent domestic labor force 
skilled in the methods Anglo  house holds found desirable.

M E X IC A N MO T H E R HO OD : A V I E W F ROM 
T H E SPA N I SH L A NGUAGE PR E S S

Following the end of the revolution in 1920, Mexico turned to the task of reunit-
ing a divided nation. One of the objectives of this nationalist project was to 
 incorporate the rural indigenous population into the national body through edu-
cational programs that stressed modernity, national unity, and mestizaje. Con-
sistent with the responses to urban conditions and public health in Eu rope and 
the United States and the general shift  toward modernization, Mexico also fo-
cused on health and sanitation, immunization programs, improving the nation’s 
food and milk supply, and the creation of a new department of public health. As 
in the United States, women and families  were both targets and agents of change. 
As early as 1915 the governor of Yucatán implemented reforms that included the 
fi rst compulsory coeducational schools in the region among the Maya to pro-
mote literacy, to educate them on the goals of the revolution, and to transform 
them into “productive” citizens. Young women educated in the United States 
worked in rural schools, as well as in vocational schools in Mérida and Mexico 
City. Like their counterparts in the United States, these schools “prepare[d] women 
for the home so that they could comply with their ‘elevated mission’ of mother in 
a ‘rational and scientifi c manner.’ ” Following the revolution, Mexican eugeni-
cists played an important role in rebuilding a healthy nation, literally and fi gu-
ratively, extending the reach of the state into the private lives and homes of 
Mexico’s citizens. Enforcing “responsible motherhood” encompassed everything 
from sending visiting nurses into homes, encouraging doctor- supervised births 
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and the removal of midwives, the passage of laws requiring medical examina-
tions before marriage to prevent the spread of venereal disease and the passing of 
defective traits, and, in extreme cases, forced sterilization of “unfi t” mothers. 
In addition to or ga niz ing “sanitary brigades,” which conducted outreach work 
with mothers and children in Mexico City, the School Hygiene Ser vice published 
instructional guides on the cleanliness of one’s person and home and used radio 
broadcasts to reach the masses. Consistent with the emphasis on medicine, 
President Lázaro Cárdenas (1934– 40) launched an educational campaign to end 
poverty that favored scientifi c management of the family over charity, challeng-
ing the authority long held by the Catholic Church. In brief, the modernization 
of Mexico not only involved the subordination of the family and all its members 
to the interests of the nation, but it also gave women a discrete role to play in the 
making of those modern citizens.

Developments in Mexico shaped how borderlands residents viewed mothers 
and motherhood. Th is infl uence can be found on the pages of Spanish- language 
press, which played a vital role among Mexicans living in U.S. cities. According to 
Nicolás Kanellos, the press “assumed an importance parallel to that of the church 
and the mutualist society in providing leadership, solidifying the community, 
protecting it and furthering its cultural survival.” Furthermore, the press acted 
as “purveyors of education, culture and entertainment.” Owned and operated by 
po liti cally and eco nom ical ly advantaged Mexican exiles and members of the 
Mexican American middle class, these newspapers oft en betrayed their class 
sensibilities. Th is self- described group of gente decente (literally, “decent people”) 
viewed their working- class compatriots through the prism of a fl uid class- and 
race- based social hierarchy that separated those with education, good manners, 
respectability, and, in the case of women, domesticity from the crude, uncultured 
gente corriente (common people). Writers in the Spanish- language press used 
their columns and editorial pages, as well as short stories called crónicas, to sati-
rize the declining cultural integrity and nationalism among Mexicans living in 
the United States. Th ey saw a population that was increasingly falling victim to 
American pop u lar culture, giving up the proper Spanish language for tacky bor-
der slang and turning away from their Catholic faith. Th ough they oft en looked 
down on their working- class compatriots with disdain, they also provided critical 
leadership, defending all Mexicans against discrimination encountered in U.S. 
cities. Elite and middle- class Mexican women, for example, or ga nized clubs to 
address the needs of poor families, guided by the principles of traditional female 
benevolence, cultural redemption, and moral uplift . With readerships that ex-
tended beyond class boundaries, Mexican newspapers became a critical voice of, 
and for, Mexicans living in the United States.

Tapping into the discourse of scientifi c motherhood prevalent in both Mexico 
and the United States, articles in Spanish- language newspapers and journals 
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focused on training young women in basic infant care. Like the lessons from U.S. 
women’s programs and schools, these writings presumed a basic lack of knowl-
edge among poor women and refl ected a general Progressive trend. In fact, they 
oft en came from similar sources. One lengthy article titled “Advice for Mothers” 
appeared in El Hogar, a journal published by an agricultural and vocational col-
lege in Ciudad Juárez, just across the border from El Paso. Th e practical advice 
ranged from how to put a baby down to sleep, to appropriate schedules for 
breastfeeding, to the dangers of overfeeding. Th e article also prescribed a care-
fully calculated daily schedule for feedings and bathing, basic rules about sani-
tizing baby bottles and spoons, suggestions for avoiding diaper rash, and rules 
about required immunizations. El Hogar also published articles by doctors 
from the Mexican Department of Public Health on the prevention of contagious 
diseases such as whooping cough, precautions against food- borne diseases, and 
advice for families on how to rid their homes of common pests. In the same way 
that American schools stressed modern child- rearing practices, the Juárez voca-
tional school targeted the mother as a key weapon in the fi ght against childhood 
diseases and infant mortality, and, by extension, as a means of reinforcing the 
nation through raising healthy Mexican citizens.

Readers of the regular women’s column in El Continental, “Buzón femenino,” 
also received information on basic child and maternity care. Sometimes these 
columns  were translated versions of ones that had previously been published in 
En glish. Hertha Chessire’s piece published in July 1936 off ered advice to conva-
lescing mothers. Describing the period aft er the birth of her own “Juanito,” 
Chessire emphasized the importance of nutrition for the mother to regain her 
strength aft er childbirth, and also for the ultimate health of the infant. Other 
advice came from Mexican medical professionals. An article by Dr. Oscar O. 
Carrera cautioned expectant mothers to “consider the doctor as her best friend 
and her only advisor.” Like public health offi  cials in the United States and Mex-
ico, Carrera criticized midwives for their “rudimentary knowledge and dirty 
hands” and urged women instead to turn to a medical doctor to oversee her preg-
nancy. Importantly, both articles place high importance on professional mater-
nity care. In describing her experience at what was likely a hospital, Chessire 
detailed the instruction and care provided by nurses, who helped prepare her to 
care for her baby at home. Each morning the nurse prepared the baby’s bath, 
carefully laying out his clothing and checking the temperature of the water. 
“With enthusiasm I followed all the nurse’s movements [and] she promised me 
that when I was strong enough, she would let me bathe him myself and in that 
way practice for the time when I took him home,” Chessire elaborated. Her com-
ments suggest that this kind of careful infant care— such as the basic act of prepar-
ing and bathing one’s child— was not something a woman simply knew how to 
do. Such knowledge could only come from highly trained professionals. Likewise, 
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Carrera is highly critical of the untrained midwives pop u lar throughout Mexico, 
across diff erent regions and socioeconomic classes; a good mother, he argues, 
gets quality prenatal care from a medical doctor.

Th e lessons in mothering appearing in the Spanish- language press also dealt 
with a variety of child- rearing dilemmas and suggest how mothers  were consid-
ered responsible for imparting a sense of respectability to their families. Th e im-
plicit messages about the social meaning of Mexican motherhood are especially 
illuminating. Perhaps most important, teaching cleanliness was considered of 
paramount importance to raising a respectable family. Personal hygiene was a fa-
vorite theme among Americanization agents, who assumed that Mexicans lacked 
knowledge of basic cleanliness. Spanish- language writers, however, focused on 
the impression that unkempt children refl ected upon their family’s respectability. 
In the regular column “Th e Cultivation of Beauty,” author Mme Qui Vive pro-
vided women with general beauty tips and advice. In one piece she addressed the 
importance of raising clean children. “When we see a little girl of four or fi ve years 
of age, with dirty fi ngernails, we do not have a good impression of her mother,” 
she writes. To this end, she reminded mothers that children of this age are fully 
capable of dressing themselves and keeping their nails and hands clean if taught 
properly. Th e point  here is not just a critique of young girls “who do not even 
know how to put on their own socks,” but a more pointed criticism of the mother 
who spoils or coddles her children. More than teaching personal care, the mother 
is imparting critical lessons in self- respect and confi dence, she adds. “[Children] 
should be taught from infancy, and from the time they are children they will learn 
to abhor fi lth.” Mme Qui Vive goes so far as to recommend keeping a space in the 
bathroom that the child can access easily (admittedly a problem in the poorest 
barrios, where out houses prevailed). In that space the child could keep her per-
sonal items, as well as little gift s such as a bottle of lotion or tins of cream and 
powder, which would inspire her to focus on her personal pre sen ta tion.

Clean  house holds  were also of vital importance, and once again mothers 
played a key role in this eff ort. Th e column “For the  House wife” was fi lled with 
handy  house hold tips on maintaining an orderly home. Advice included recipes 
and cooking tips, home remedies, and other  house hold hints. Nearly every col-
umn contained suggestions to make the homemaker’s cleaning duties easier. 
Readers  were instructed, for example, that water and vinegar was the best solu-
tion for cleaning glass, crystal, and even furniture. Th ey also learned the best 
methods for polishing brass, silver, and pewter, for stretching the  house hold dol-
lar by repairing tablecloths, curtains, and even aluminum cookware, and for 
keeping linens crisp and white. Epsom salt could prevent colors from running in 
the laundry, and a little salt could keep the coff ee percolator fresh and help with 
dreaded caked- on stains on casserole dishes. Lavender and a carbolic solution 
helped keep ants away. In a similar fashion, America Bustillos’s report of a 
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Cornell University study that linked  house work to women’s health and beauty 
focused on the side benefi ts of maintaining a clean home. If done properly, 
many everyday  house hold tasks such as sweeping, mopping and polishing fl oors, 
making beds, and fl uffi  ng cushions not only contributed to a proper and clean 
 house hold but also had the added benefi t of strengthening the waist, improving 
fl exibility, slimming the hips, and maintaining joint fl exibility and health.

Th e wisdom imparted through these articles can be read on numerous levels. 
At the very least, they suggest the importance placed on maintaining a clean home 
and the duty that fell on the shoulders of mothers and  house wives in the border 
city. Th e articles certainly provided a set of valuable tips that probably did make 
 house hold duties easier to accomplish. Advice on how to stretch a dollar was likely 
welcome in all families, especially as the Great Depression wore on and econo-
mizing became a necessity. Th e question of audience and purpose can be ex-
tended further. El Paso’s Mexican elite and middle class  were certainly aware of 
the economic character of the city in which they lived, and it is quite possible that 
they, too, made use of a Mexican maid or two in their own homes. Perhaps these 
columns also, like the vocational programs at El Paso’s schools, functioned to 
train a pool of domestic workers that consisted of their working- class readership 
and to maintain a class divide even as they aimed to provide education and uplift . 
And what of the women who read these columns? Such time- saving tips may have 
also helped Mexican domestics fi nish their jobs quickly, so they could return to 
their own families and domestic duties. Perhaps adopting the  house hold tips and 
advice on creating an ideal home allowed working women the opportunity to 
make their homes into replicas of middle- class domesticity. Th is was admittedly 
a diffi  cult task given the meager incomes on which Mexican families subsisted. 
Freshly pressed white linens and fi nely polished silverware, well- behaved and 
clean children, and stylish meals even on a bud get held out the promise of respect-
ability to many Mexican mothers just trying to get by.

B OR DE R L A N D S R E SP ONSE S

Anglo and Mexican reformers and writers developed an idealized notion of 
Mexican motherhood, clearly demonstrating that they viewed Mexican mothers 
as not only the root of myriad problems but also the source of change. Th e degree 
to which Mexican women accepted these lessons and the ideology behind them 
is much harder to mea sure. On the one hand, maternalist eff orts in El Paso likely 
contributed to the decline of infant and child mortality rates (although El Paso’s 
rates still surpassed national averages). Mexican women made use of the medical 
ser vices these various organizations provided. By 1920, the number of patients seen 
at the clinic  housed at the county court house doubled, and within a de cade there 
 were several new clinics throughout the county and city providing healthcare 
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and information for Mexican mothers (albeit on a segregated basis). Th e Free-
man Clinic proved so successful that in 1930 it added a six- bed maternity ward; 
in 1937, construction began on the much- expanded Newark Methodist Maternity 
Hospital, which continued to provide free immunizations, pregnancy tests, and 
prenatal instruction for women in the barrio. Mexican women also enrolled in 
courses at the Smelter Vocational School and Houchen, but how they used their 
training is not known. Although it is possible that the new recipes and  house keeping 
techniques taught at these institutions replaced older ones in use by Mexican 
women, it is more likely that women incorporated the lessons they deemed use-
ful in their daily lives and dismissed those that seemed impractical or unappeal-
ing. Some Mexican mothers took advantage of the health and educational ser-
vices at Houchen but forbade their children from playing on the new playground 
there as a means of rejecting the center’s proselytizing message. In other cases 
Mexican women questioned intrusions into their bodies and families. In Los 
Angeles throughout the 1920s, Mexican women remained wary of birthing op-
tions off ered at county health clinics and hospitals, and they continued to use the 
ser vices of midwives. Although observers had much to say about what Mexican 
mothers should do, these women chose to act in ways that made sense in their 
own lives. Mexican mothers transformed the meanings of these prescriptive 
lessons.

A closer reading of themes in Spanish- language articles also suggests that the 
emphasis on clean and respectable Mexican families perhaps served as a border-
lands response to prevailing racial discrimination in El Paso. Th e large numbers 
of Mexican immigrants entering El Paso in the early twentieth century long 
represented a Mexican “problem” to city leaders, the medical community, and 
reformers. By the 1930s the crisis had reached a fevered pitch. Mexicans, once 
welcomed as cheap labor, had now come to be viewed as foreigners stealing jobs 
from “real” Americans and as liabilities on already- taxed relief rolls. Th e Immi-
gration and Naturalization Ser vice raided barrios in cities with signifi cant Mexi-
can populations, rounding up hundreds of individuals who simply appeared to 
be Mexican. By 1933 and 1934, these deportation dragnets had spread to cities 
across the country. A combination of formal deportations and pop u lar pressure 
forced anywhere from 365,000 to 600,000 Mexicans and Mexican Americans 
voluntarily and involuntarily to “repatriate” to Mexico during the Great Depres-
sion. Once the busiest port of entry into the United States, El Paso had earned 
the distinction of being one of the main points of departure for repatriates by the 
1930s. For Mexicans who stayed in El Paso, the economic conditions facing 
Mexican workers created even greater challenges. Th e city’s business, labor, and 
city leaders advocated stronger border regulations, pushed for the dismissal of 
Mexicans from jobs that could go to unemployed American workers, and argued 
for the exclusion of Mexicans from relief rolls.
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In 1936 racial tensions  were further infl amed when the El Paso city registrar 
and city health offi  cer— following the lead of the U.S. Census Bureau and other 
Texas cities— attempted to reclassify Mexicans as “colored” for the purpose of 
reporting infant mortality rates. Such a move was a statistical sleight of hand; 
by removing the extremely large number of Mexican deaths from the tally, the 
city’s overall infant mortality rate “improved” radically. Mexican and Mexican 
American activists, including the editor of El Continental, protested the action as 
an aff ront not only to Mexicans’ racial status but also to international relations. 
In the end, city offi  cials wrote the incident off  as a misunderstanding, asserting 
that doctors and midwives, not the health department, made determinations 
about reporting race on birth and death rec ords. Still, poor mothering skills 
labeled Mexicans as racially and socially “other.” Repatriation and reclassifi ca-
tion eff orts threatened Mexicans’ already tenuous position in the border city. 
In a world where everything Mexican was devalued and Mexicans  were deemed 
unworthy of civic inclusion (and could be forcibly removed from the nation re-
gardless of citizenship status), being able to claim a place in society mattered in 
practical ways. Having clean homes and clean children may, on some level, have 
proved that Mexican families  were not unlike American ones.

L O S T I N T R A NSL AT ION

As strong as the lure of domestic respectability may have been, economic neces-
sity weighed heavily on the minds of Mexican mothers and was also refl ected in 
the opinions of prominent columnists. In December 1935 El Continental ran a 
translated version of prominent advice columnist Dorothy Dix’s latest column, 
which recounted the story of Ernesto and Lucia. Th e young couple was so in-
tensely in love that they ignored their family’s warnings about the diffi  culties of 
marriage, especially during the economic downturn, and eloped. At fi rst they 
 were happy, but soon Ernesto lost his job as a result of the depression, and Lucia, 
who became pregnant, had to leave hers as well. Ernesto, “a strong young man, 
full of energy and ambition,” worked in what ever job he could fi nd to bring 
money home to his wife and child, but he could fi nd no steady work. At last he 
was off ered a job, but it required him to leave some earnest money as a deposit. 
Because the family found themselves in such dire economic straits, he begged his 
wife Lucia to return to work so they could earn the money for the deposit. Lucia 
refused. In her mind, her duties as a mother  were clear. “She allege[d] that she 
could not leave her child in a stranger’s hands, and that she could not remotely 
dream of leaving her daughter with a wet nurse,” Dix wrote. Lucia argued that 
“she could hurt herself, or they might give her inadequate food, or she could con-
tract a contagious disease, or only God knows what dangers she could be ex-
posed to. And to add the last grain of dust in the barrel, she tells [Ernesto] that 
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her primary duty is to tend to her baby and that the duty of the husband is to 
support the home and the wife’s to keep it.”

It would appear that Lucia had learned her lessons about motherhood well, as 
she placed the care of her child and of the  house hold fi rst. She worried about her 
baby’s health and nutrition, as both American and Mexican medical profession-
als advised, and she also subscribed to the notion that a mother’s most important 
duty was to maintain the home. Dix, however, advised otherwise. “It is our 
par tic u lar opinion,” she wrote, “that Ernesto is right.” Lucia’s obligation, Dix 
reasoned, was to help Ernesto, even if it meant working outside the home and 
leaving the baby in a stranger’s hands. Given the conditions wrought upon fami-
lies across the country during the Great Depression, it probably comes as no sur-
prise that an advice columnist such as Dorothy Dix would advise women to enter 
the labor force. By temporarily supporting her husband, Lucia would allow him to 
fi nd permanent labor and thereby retain his role as the breadwinner of the fam-
ily. Yet the meaning of the column is transformed in translation. To a Mexican 
audience, Dix’s advice sent a mixed message about the role that Mexican mothers 
needed to play. Sadly, the dream of middle- class respectability was just within 
their reach, but at the end of the day, Mexican mothers  were necessary workers in 
their families and in a border economy.

In the fi rst de cades of the twentieth century, Mexican motherhood proved to be 
a hotly contested topic in the U.S.- Mexico borderlands. In El Paso, the defi ni-
tion of a “good” Mexican mother depended upon one’s perspective. For Anglo 
reformers, city leaders, and Americanization agents, Mexican mothers alter-
nately represented a menace to American health and society and a potential 
source of labor. From a Mexican perspective, Mexican motherhood needed 
molding, but it also presented a way to claim inclusion at a time when the posi-
tion of Mexicans in American society was especially fragile and under question. 
In this way, Mexican motherhood became a contentious site where ideas about 
nation, belonging, and citizenship  were debated in personal ways. Far from be-
ing isolated, ideas about the quality and importance of Mexican motherhood on 
both sides of the border  were deeply interconnected. Th e United Sates and 
Mexico engaged in national projects that increasingly placed women and moth-
ers at the center of defi ning a healthy citizenry, and the state— from federal leg-
islators down to the local schools— took notice of the critical role that mothers 
play. Much research remains to be done to further tease out the connections 
between these pro cesses and examine how Mexican motherhood mattered in a 
borderlands milieu. In the end, however, it is clear that although there  were dis-
agreements about the particulars, many voices in this border city agreed that no 
one had a greater job than a mother.
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Two de cades ago Gloria Anzaldúa published Borderlands / La Frontera: Th e 
New Mestiza. A foundational text in borderlands studies, Anzaldúa’s master-
ful work combines prose and poetry in its exploration of intersecting forms of 
oppression along the U.S.- Mexico border. In her poem “To live in the Border-
lands means you . . . ,” Anzaldúa identifi es multiple dimensions of violence and 
dispossession in the Southwest. On one level are “border disputes,” confl icts 
between nation- states, and the work of agents of the state such as immigration 
offi  cials, who produce a region where living on the borderlands is, in Anzaldúa’s 
words, “to be stopped by la migra at the border checkpoints.” Colonialism oc-
cupies a similar plane, stretching broadly in time and space to encompass the 
lives of the “hispana india negra española,” as well as “the india in you, betrayed 
for 500 years.”

Betrayals and state- inspired violence and exclusion are matched in the poem 
by assaults infl icted on a more domestic, familial scale. Anzaldúa sees the family 
as a source of terror analogous to state and colonial rule. At home, she writes, is 
“the mill with razor white teeth.” “Enemies are kin to each other,” she continues, 
“you are at home, a stranger.” Even making bread, a task so oft en invoked as nur-
turing and safe, is transformed as traumatic: “pound you pinch you roll you 
out / smelling like white bread but dead.” And yet, in the poem, the borderlands 
are also a place of hope, creativity, and transformation. “To live in the border-
lands,” Anzaldúa suggests, “means to put chile in the borscht, eat  whole wheat 
tortillas, speak Tex- Mex with a Brooklyn accent.” Re sis tance, in both the poem 
and the book, is thus deeply rooted in the borderlands, as are the traumas of the 
state, of colonialism, and of the family.
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Writing in the late twentieth century, Anzaldúa highlighted themes pertinent 
to a previous era as well. In the early twentieth century, Anglo elites targeted Mexi-
can communities, and Mexican families, from multiple perches. Th e denigration 
of Mexican families was, in fact, an integral feature of an Anglo colonial order 
that had persisted in the Southwest since the mid- nineteenth century. So, too, did 
Mexican families during the period contain many of the inequities, especially in 
terms of gender and sex, that Anzaldúa would note de cades later. Although Mexi-
cans  were stalwart defenders of their families in the face of Anglo attacks, their 
responses to such critiques by Anglos  were not unrelated to the asymmetries of 
power dividing and pervading Mexicans’ families. Th is chapter will argue, in other 
words, that Mexicans’ counterhegemonic claims of family respectability and de-
cency  were grounded in a form of heteropatriarchy that privileged female inferior-
ity and subservience, marital reproduction, and fraternal order.

I will explore such contestations over domestic space through the use of crim-
inal appeals cases involving Mexicans in the early twentieth- century Southwest. 
Between 1900 and 1930, the ethnic Mexican population of the United States grew 
from 400,000 to 1.4 million. Every year, tens of thousands of Mexicans left  their 
hometowns and villages and made the arduous journey across the U.S.- Mexico 
border. Decades- long modernization eff orts led by Mexican president Porfi rio 
Díaz, bolstered by the ample support of American politicians and business lead-
ers, had wreaked havoc on the Mexican countryside. Subsistence agriculture was 
increasingly unsustainable during the Díaz presidency, and Mexican rural in-
habitants found migration, whether to cities within Mexico or to foreign lands, 
to be the best option in hard times.

Th e same forces of modernization that sought to undermine subsistence ag-
riculture, of course, also enabled Mexican villagers to travel far from their 
homelands, as Mexican migrants took advantage of newly constructed, oft en 
American- fi nanced, railroad lines within Mexico to make the journey to the 
north and to the United States. Mexican migrants also fl ed the violence and 
chaos of civil war in Mexico aft er a series of armed uprisings eventually toppled 
the Díaz regime and the country suff ered through years of turmoil and disloca-
tion. Drawing Mexicans to the United States was the promise of jobs. Th e bor-
derlands economy boomed in the early twentieth century, especially in the areas 
of agriculture, led by California and Texas, and railroad construction. Mexican 
communities subsequently expanded in big cities and small towns stretching 
from the border states to the industrial Midwest.

Although Mexicans, whether newcomers or natives to the region, faced mul-
tiple hardships in the Southwest (including racialized wage scales, vicious anti- 
immigrant attacks from newspapers, politicians, and the broader Anglo public, 
inferior housing, and segregated schools), they nonetheless possessed important 
advantages as well. In the early twentieth century Mexicans  were designated by 
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the U.S. census as members of the “white” race and could own land, vote, testify 
against Anglos in courts, and marry other “whites.” As appeals cases suggest, 
Mexicans also claimed important rights as citizens in Anglo- dominated court-
rooms, namely the right to appeal criminal convictions or unfavorable decisions 
in civil trials to higher courts.

Mexicans convicted of a variety of crimes, ranging in severity from murder, 
assault, and rape to minor theft  and possession of liquor, initiated appeals cases 
across the region in the early twentieth century (see table 8.1). Many of the cases 
involved crimes against other Mexicans, but a signifi cant number of the appeals, 
including some successful ones, involved Anglo victims. In 1904, for instance, 
Aniceto Guerrero, who was originally convicted of stealing a hog from an Anglo 
neighbor, appealed his conviction on theft  charges to the Texas Court of Criminal 
Appeals and won his case. In the 1920s in Los Angeles, Marina Torres, though 
unsuccessful in her appeals pro cess, asked the California higher courts to review 
her conviction on the charge of enticing Dorothy Hall, a sixteen- year- old “Ameri-
can” girl, into prostitution. Especially notable in this respect  were the successful 
appeals of their assault convictions by Pedro Barstado, Saturina Garza, and Blazeo 
Pedro in Texas in 1905. Th e three men  were convicted of severely beating their 
former employer, Tom Gallamore, aft er Gallamore fi rst refused to pay the men 
and then shot Barstado outside a Taylor County drugstore. Th e three men suc-
cessfully appealed their convictions and  were granted new trials.

Regardless of the identity of the victim, however, the context of the appeals is 
signifi cant. Mexicans appealed convictions within a period of widespread hostility 
to immigrants in general, and Mexicans in par tic u lar. In the midst of anti- 
immigrant legislation such as the 1924 National Origins Act, antilabor crusades 
targeting “foreigners,” specifi c (and oft en violent) anti- Mexican campaigns such as 
the forcible removal of Mexican miners from Bisbee, Arizona, in 1917, the Anglo 
terror infl icted on south Texas Mexicans in the 1910s, and the repatriation cam-
paigns of the late 1920s and 1930s, signifi cant numbers of ordinary Mexicans 

Table 8.1 Spanish- surnamed defendants appealing criminal convictions to 
higher courts, 1900– 1930

Cases with 
Spanish- surnamed appellants

Total criminal 
appeals

California Supreme Court  
California Court of Appeals (– )  ,
Arizona Supreme Court  
New Mexico Supreme Court  
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals  ,

Source: LexisNexis Legal Database, accessed December 2009 to November 2010.
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turned to the Anglo- dominated American legal system with a reasonable expecta-
tion of success. Whether convicted of murdering another Mexican, illegally selling 
liquor, enticing an Anglo “girl” into prostitution, or severely beating an Anglo 
employer, Mexican appellants turned to the appeals pro cess because at a funda-
mental level they believed— not inaccurately— that it was their right to do so.

Such cases off er vivid and revealing accounts of Mexicans’ engagement with 
the American legal system. Th is is especially true when the case fi les include the 
transcripts of trials, which can oft en extend over one hundred of pages of witness 
testimony. In such trials, Mexican witnesses for both the defense and the pros-
ecution spoke publicly, and oft en quite assertively, before an audience of jury 
members, lawyers, judges, and courtroom observers. Th ey described their fami-
lies and homes, their work experiences, their journeys to and within the United 
States, and their neighborhoods and communities. Although oft en deferential 
and submissive on the witness stand, Mexican witnesses could also openly spar 
with attorneys, refusing especially to concede to negative depictions of their 
homes and their families. In doing so in the Anglo- dominated space of court-
rooms, Mexican women and men further asserted rights and status associated 
with citizenship and American belonging.

I will suggest that such claims of rights resulted at least in part from Mexi-
cans’ peculiar status as American colonial subjects. American colonial rule in 
the Southwest is pronounced: it is evidenced in the appropriation and exploita-
tion of Mexican and Native American property and resources, the enduring U.S. 
military presence, the resettling, with ample government help, of Anglo families 
into new homes within this newly occupied land, and the dependence on the eas-
ily exploitable labor of subjugated and impoverished colonial subjects. For Mexi-
cans specifi cally, American settler colonialism was underway in Texas, New 
Mexico, and California well before the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, and 
Mexican loss of land accelerated throughout the remainder of the nineteenth 
century, as did the reliance on the labor of Mexican women and men in the ex-
panding agricultural, ranching, and industrial economies of the West. Exploita-
tion and subordination did not cease with increased immigration from Mexico 
in the early twentieth century. In fact, historians have used terms such as “im-
ported colonialism” and “colonized labor” to describe Mexican immigration to 
the United States over the course of the past century.

In asserting their rights in the American legal system, Mexicans exposed a 
critical tension within the American colonial endeavor: dispossession and the 
many traumas of occupation  were accompanied by the promise of citizenship 
and eventual, though distantly imagined, civic inclusion. American colonial 
 order, that is, though committed to vast seizures of land, the overthrow of Native 
economies and cultures, and the supremacy of Anglo America, nonetheless also 
promoted itself as inclusionary. Turn- of- the- twentieth- century American colonial 
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subjects (Native Americans, Hawaiians, Puerto Ricans, Filipinos, Mexicans) 
 were depicted by a range of colonial elites as potentially achieving citizenship as 
long as they cultivated an assortment of correctly managed attributes, including 
civilized demeanor, deference to Anglo- American superiority, and proper gen-
der and sexual comportment.

Families and domestic life  were especially important in this respect. Assess-
ing families and domesticity— determining proper sexual behavior, gender roles, 
reproduction, and parenting— was, in fact, at the heart of colonial rule. Th e racial 
taxonomies that sustained colonial projects depended on highlighting the proper 
heteropatriarchal families of colonial elites and disparaging the home lives of 
colonial subjects. Colonial reports from a range of settings  were fi lled with colo-
nizers’ accounts of the improperly, even dangerously, constituted living arrange-
ments and family relations of colonial subjects. And yet the proper families of 
par tic u lar colonial subjects, most frequently defi ned as controlled by men and 
based on church- or government- sanctioned marriage, could be described by co-
lonial elites in positive terms and at times celebrated as examples of the civilizing 
potential of colonial rule. Competing portrayals of Mexican families (whether 
disparaging accounts by Anglos or the occasional spirited defense of one’s home 
by a Mexican witness) thus must be understood as developing within a context of 
American colonial rule.

Th is chapter will begin by off ering examples of the negative portrayals of 
Mexican families by Anglos. Next it will turn to more positive depictions of 
families by Mexican trial participants, followed by an examination of the exclu-
sions and inequities, largely in terms of gender and sex, embedded in such claims 
of respectability. Th e chapter will conclude by suggesting that both Mexicans’ 
use of the American legal system to defend their rights and the trial participants’ 
frequent emphasis on extending patriarchy and sexual propriety have roots in 
the persisting American colonial domination of the borderlands.

C R I T IQU E S OF M E X IC A N HOM E S

Criticism of Mexican homes and families could take many forms in the court-
room. Trials oft en depicted a sharp divide between Anglo and Mexican homes. 
During Alma Carrillo’s trial for murdering her husband in rural California in 
1929, an Anglo witness was asked to describe the home of the Carrillo family. 
“Kind of a shack of a  house?” the prosecutor asked Mrs. E. W. Leininger, a neigh-
bor of the Carrillos. “Well, yes,” she answered. “Dilapidated in places?” the pros-
ecutor asked. “Yes, quite dilapidated now,” Mrs. Leininger answered. “Th ese people 
had all the resemblance of being very poor people?” the prosecutor continued. 
“Well, yes,” she answered. In turning down Alvino Méndez’s appeal of a murder 
conviction in the beating death of Mike Farnesaro in California’s Imperial Valley 
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in 1923, the opinion fi led by the California supreme court repeatedly diff erentiated 
between the “ranch” of the unfortunate Farnesaro family, as well as the nearby 
“ranch  house” of the Sample family, from the “shacks” occupied by Mexican work-
ers. At the time of the attack, the court noted, “sixteen Mexicans  were occupying 
a shack upon the Farnesaro ranch a quarter mile north of the place where the de-
cedent [Farnesaro] was living and  were employed upon the Sample ranch.” Criti-
cisms of Mexican homes could extend to entire neighborhoods as well. Samuel 
Ginsberg, a merchant testifying in defense of Cruz Vicuña during his trial for 
murder in Los Angeles in 1930, described Vicuña in a positive light, as a “law- 
abiding citizen,” yet at the same time perpetuated a common image of Mexican 
neighborhoods as overcrowded and unfamiliar. Asked if he knew any of Vicuña’s 
neighbors, Ginsberg answered, “I know several of them” and identifi ed one man, 
a “Mr. Espinoza.” “Anybody  else?” the prosecutor asked. “Well,” Ginsberg paused, 
“a lot of Mexicans live together down there.” “I know a few,” he continued, “I don’t 
know them all.” Acquainted to a certain extent with Mexican communities (“I 
understand Spanish,” he told the court), Ginsberg nonetheless accentuated racial 
diff erence in his testimony, portraying large numbers of anonymous Mexicans 
clustered together in congested living quarters.

Anglo trial participants also tended to dwell on the nonnuclear domestic ar-
rangements of Mexican families, highlighting the presence and residence of step-
brothers and stepsisters, stepfathers, cousins, aunts and uncles, and grandparents 
in the home. During the 1911 trial of Frank Ramírez for raping the fourteen- year- 
old sister of his wife in Stockton, California, witnesses  were repeatedly asked to 
enumerate the occupants of the  house, which included Ramírez, his wife, their 
two children, and her sister (Carmelita Salazar, the victim of the attack), as well 
as several other members of the extended family. Ramírez’s wife described the 
 house hold as consisting of her “three brothers, and my sister, my mother and my 
stepmother and me and my husband.” Th e defense, anxious to suggest that some-
one other than Ramírez had raped Carmelita Salazar, further cast aspersions 
upon the reputation of the home by asking Ramírez’s wife if she had ever seen 
“a  prostitute at [the home] associating with Carmelita?” It is not surprising, 
of course, that sex crime trials, especially those involving attacks in the home, 
would tend to focus on members of the  house hold, or that the defense would look 
for possible attackers other than the defendant. Nonetheless, such depictions of 
Mexican homes as ramshackle abodes fi lled with extended kin refl ected a broader 
Anglo current of thought about the inferior state of Mexican domesticity in the 
region.

Among the prominent Anglo critiques  were those of Progressive- era reform-
ers, largely Anglo women, who sought to remake Mexican homes in Anglo images 
through numerous settlement- house- style programs across the region. Historian 
María Cristina García has described the establishment of the Rusk Settlement 
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 House in Houston, which in 1907 began to off er “cooking classes, sewing classes, 
recreational activities for children and teenagers, and a social club for young 
women” to an increasingly ethnic Mexican population in the city. Th ough she 
acknowledges that the exclusively Anglo staff  (“Mexican Americans,” she notes, 
“did not join the staff  until the 1950s”) provided much- needed ser vices to the 
impoverished Mexican community, García is clear that a primary, and per sis tent, 
goal of the program was to transform— and, in the eyes of Anglos, improve— the 
homes of Mexican families. Other historians have noted similar sets of initiatives 
targeting Mexican domesticity throughout the region during the period.

DE F E N DI NG M E X IC A N HOM E S

Just as Mexicans throughout the Southwest struggled mightily to defend them-
selves and their families against such interventions, critiques of Mexican fami-
lies did not go unchallenged in courtrooms. Mexican witnesses, for instance, de-
scribed multiple occasions on which extended kin networks provided important 
sources of support during times of special need. During the trial of Eulogio Cas-
tro, who was accused of raping the goddaughter of his wife, Elvira Salazar, in San 
Bernardino, California, in 1899, the accuser’s aunt described how diff erent family 
members had helped to raise her niece aft er the death of the girl’s mother seven 
years earlier. “I was present at her birth,” Manuela Quintana, the sister of the girl’s 
dead mother, told the court; “she was born at Yucaipa.” According to Quintana, 
aft er her mother’s death, the girl “went to live at Castro’s because Mrs. Castro is 
her godmother and when Mrs. Salazar died they took her to raise.” Elvira Salazar 
lived with her godmother and her husband for seven years, until she became preg-
nant, allegedly aft er being forced to have sex with the husband of her godmother, 
Eulogio Castro, and fl ed the home. Aft er leaving the Castro home, Elvira Salazar 
took up residence at the home of her aunt, Manuela Quintana.

At times, Mexicans’ claims of family respectability proved persuasive to the 
American courts. In 1920, for instance, Tomás Gutiérrez fi led a petition asking 
that his two daughters, aged one and three, be returned to him. According to the 
higher court’s opinion, “the mother is dead, and the children had for some time 
been in the immediate care of the maternal grandmother, with the father’s con-
sent, and under an arrangement whereby he paid for their upkeep.” Aft er a dis-
pute between Tomás Gutiérrez and the girls’ grandmother, Gutiérrez assumed 
custody of his daughters: “He at fi rst kept them at his home, with the help of a 
woman he employed, but later sent for and paid the transportation of a brother 
and his family, who lived in New Mexico, to come to San Diego and live with him 
and make a home for himself and the children.” Th e juvenile court in San Diego, 
however, ordered that the children be taken from Gutiérrez and declared wards 
of the state. Th e court “place[d] them in the custody of the probation offi  cer under 
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the immediate care of the grandmother.” Gutiérrez subsequently appealed the 
order to California’s Court of Appeal.

In its decision in favor of Gutiérrez and reversing the lower court, the higher 
court lauded Gutiérrez as “an industrious man, earning good wages, aff ectionate 
with the children, spending his money freely to provide for them, and able and 
willing to care for them.” While the court agreed with the judge in the lower court 
that the grandmother provided the children “better attention and more  wholesome 
surroundings” than the newly constituted  house hold of their father— suggesting 
that nonnuclear families  were frowned upon by the courts— there was nothing in 
the case, according to the judge in the higher court, to “justify depriving the father 
of the custody of his children.” Th e court added a sharp note in conclusion: “Th e 
juvenile court law certainly does not contemplate the taking of children from their 
parents and breaking up family ties merely because, in the estimation of probation 
offi  cers and courts, the children can be better provided for and more wisely trained 
as wards of the state. Probably from the mere consideration of healthful and hy-
gienic living and systemic education and training this would be true in the cases of 
thousands of families of wealth and respectability.” Th ough clearly diff erentiated 
from “families of wealth and respectability,” members of the Gutiérrez family  were 
nonetheless portrayed by the California higher court as similar to a broader group 
of Americans and deserving of the right to raise their own children.

Mexican witnesses also described their homes, in contrast to Anglo depic-
tions, as clean and properly ordered. During a 1906 rape trial in California, Alta-
gracia Enríquez, whose niece had been attacked in the home, resisted eff orts to 
portray her  house hold as unseemly and unkempt. When the defense attorney 
asked her at one point about the bed in her family’s home, Enríquez was adamant 
in her response. “Your bed there in the cabin,” the lawyer asked, “do you use 
sheets on it or is it just quilts or blankets, or do you use sheets on your bed?” He 
had prefaced the question by stating that he did not “want to harass [her] or an-
noy [her] at all, or refl ect on [her] condition,” but that his question had “a pur-
pose in it.” Enríquez answered fl atly, “We have two sheets and two pillows and [a] 
quilt on top.” “Th is man,” she added, referring disdainfully to the defendant, 
“didn’t even consider or respect the fact that it was the couch of a married cou-
ple.” In Enríquez’s clever response, she contrasts the decency of her own home 
(appropriate bedding, appropriate marital condition) to the actions of the defen-
dant and his attorney, both of whom— literally, in the case of the defendant, by 
attacking her niece in her home; fi guratively, in the case of his lawyer, by im-
pugning her home’s propriety— sullied her  house hold.

In another case, from Texas in 1922, a Mexican witness who was defending 
her brother against a charge of attempted rape described their home as more 
American than Mexican. Celia Castañeda testifi ed that her brother, Domingo 
Brown, had been at the family home the entire eve ning of December 19, 1919, the 
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night he was accused of sneaking into the bedroom of a neighbor and attacking 
her in her bed. Th at night, according to Castañeda, “we  were making some cakes 
and fi xing things for Christmas time.” “My brother was there too,” she said. “He 
went to bed at 11  o’clock and then me and my sister, my young[er] sister, went to 
bed at one  o’clock.” “My family always cooked up things to celebrate Christmas,” 
she added. “We celebrate like you all do  here, we do not celebrate like they do in 
Mexico.” In her testimony Castañeda did more than simply provide an alibi for 
her brother. She presented herself and her sister as properly domestic in cooking 
for the family in preparation for a holiday. Signifi cantly, she placed this domes-
ticity in national terms. Rather than following Mexican traditions and practices, 
she affi  liates herself and her family with American customs.

R E I N FORC I NG H E T E ROPAT R I A RC H Y

By claiming to have properly ordered families and domestic spaces, Mexicans 
challenged one of the foundations of colonial rule in the Southwest: the notion 
that Anglo families  were superior to Mexican and other non- Anglo families. At 
the same time, family was also a critical site in the maintenance of social divi-
sions within Mexican communities. Hierarchies based on gender  were among 
the most per sis tent of such divisions. Th e subordination of women was especially 
visible in matters related to sex. Trial transcripts suggest the existence of a pow-
erful sexual double standard whereby the sexual practices and desires of women 
and girls  were carefully monitored while male sexuality was left  relatively un-
supervised and unfettered.

Take, for instance, the practice of female chaperonage, the escorting, oft en by 
male family members such as uncles, brothers, or cousins, of young, unmarried 
women to events outside the home. Th roughout the region, Mexicans turned to 
the family to cushion themselves against the pervasive inequities of Anglo rule. 
Chaperonage was one such attempt to shield vulnerable members from perceived 
social dangers. As Vicki Ruíz and others have maintained, female chaperonage 
could also mask imbalances of power within Mexican communities, especially 
inequities of gender. On a basic level, Mexican men and boys  were not supervised 
by other men, or by women, when they left  the home. Female chaperonage thus 
obviously constrained the sexual freedom of mexicanas. But it also, under the 
guise of protection from sexual danger, severely limited their geographic move-
ment and underscored the notion that the proper place for women was in the 
home. Finally, chaperonage allowed parents and guardians some control over 
the courtship and marriage partners of young women, helping them to screen 
out unacceptable candidates and reinforce their power over marital decisions.

Mexican trial participants recounted practicing forms of chaperonage and 
overseeing the behavior of young women and girls during visits to the homes of 
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other families and outings to nearby movie theaters and dances. Take, for ex-
ample, the trial of Rudolfo Rodríguez in Texas in the early 1920s. Rodríguez was 
convicted of raping his fourteen- year- old daughter, Natalia Rodríguez, and was 
sentenced to fi ve years in the Texas state penitentiary. According to the trial 
transcript, several months aft er the original attack Natalia Rodríguez married 
José Mata, and six months later she gave birth to a child. At that point Rodríguez 
accused her father of raping her some thirteen months earlier. Although Natalia 
Rodríguez asserted that her father was the father of the child, the defense claimed 
that Rodríguez and her eventual husband had had sex before their marriage and 
that Mata was the father.

Testimony on both sides of the aisle explored notions of proper courtship 
and chaperonage. Natalia Rodríguez told jurors that she had only met José Mata 
in person on a handful of occasions and had communicated with him largely 
through letters left  for each other in the hollow trunk of an oak tree. Even when 
the couple met in person, Rodríguez testifi ed, they  were never alone with each 
other. Although on one occasion Rodríguez and Mata met at a fence along the 
road outside her home, “my sisters could see where I was,” Rodríguez stated. “I 
did not go anyplace where they could not see me.”

Rudolfo Rodríguez, on the other hand, told jurors that he had discovered his 
daughter and José Mata “close to the  house, about ten yards, he was on the outside 
of the wire fence, and she was on the inside.” “I don’t know what they  were doing,” 
he continued, “probably talking as they  were close together.” Rodríguez admon-
ished Mata for not coming directly to the  house but instead leaving his  horse on a 
nearby road and walking across a pasture to meet the young woman. “I told him 
these actions of his  were dishonoring my home,” Rodríguez recalled. “I told him,” 
he continued, “if that was the way he was going to do toward that young lady, that he 
would not make a good husband for her, that he was trying to dishonor her, that if 
he wanted to speak to her, for him to come by way of the road and come to the 
 house, and if I was there he could talk to her, but if I was not there, no.” Rodríguez 
added that he told his daughter “that any time I would catch either of the grown 
girls talking to any one out in the pasture, I would not permit them to be in the 
 house any longer.” Although the opposing sides of the case  were divided over the 
origins of Rodríguez’s pregnancy, both shared an understanding of female chaper-
onage and its role in limiting the sexual freedom and mobility of Mexican women.

Closely related to the subordination of women through practices such as 
chaperonage was the fraternal bonding of men. Although Mexican women could 
be accorded respect on the witness stand, laudatory comments  were largely re-
served for men. In the predominantly male courtroom— populated with male 
judges, lawyers, and police offi  cers and usually male jurors— men oft en saluted, 
and  were saluted by, other men. Further hierarchically dividing Mexican men 
and women was the occasional formation of interracial bonds between Mexican 
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and Anglo men. One such bond, of course, was a result of the legal pro cess itself, 
as almost exclusively Anglo lawyers collaborated with Mexican male defendants 
in developing a legal strategy. Another bond linked Anglo and Mexican civic 
elites in locations where Mexicans exerted suffi  cient authority and po liti cal and 
economic power. In New Mexico v. Juan Lujan, for instance, a seduction trial 
from northern New Mexico in 1916, several of the Mexican witnesses  were in-
troduced as “Don,” a title suggesting considerable deference and respect. In his 
opening statement to the jury, W. G. Ward, the district attorney representing the 
prosecution, noted that Juan Lujan and Josefi ta Martínez  were cousins and had 
lived in the same  house for several years during their childhood. Th e  house, he 
added, was “the  house of the grandfather— Don Ramón Martínez.” “Don,” as a 
signal of respect and deference, was used oft en during the trial to identify Ramon 
Martínez and other high- status Mexican men.

Th is system of patriarchy, whereby older elite men, Anglo and Mexican alike, 
assumed the authority to make decisions about important aspects of women’s 
lives, rendered Mexican women like Josefi ta Martínez, the woman who brought 
the seduction charges against Juan Lujan, marginal. During his opening state-
ment, the attorney, Ward, likely referred to Martínez as “Don Martínez” in an at-
tempt to compensate for the shortcomings in the reputation of Josefi ta Martínez, 
Martínez’s granddaughter and the state’s main witness. “We will show to you by 
evidence that we believe to be entirely credible, the evidence of the young woman 
herself,” Ward continued, “that the seduction was accomplished as a result of a 
promise of the defendant to marry this young lady.” Ward fi nished outlining the 
state’s case against Juan Lujan and then made a curious admission. “Th ere will be 
a great deal of detail,” he told the jury, “and there will no doubt be some contradic-
tions, which appear in almost every case.” In other words, Ward found the evi-
dence of Josefi ta Martínez to be “entirely credible” but acknowledged to the jury 
the existence of contrary accounts. Contradictions notwithstanding, Ward ap-
pealed to the men of the jury, “I know you gentlemen will pay, as you have done in 
other cases, the most careful attention to the evidence.” In other words, jurors 
may fi nd reasons to doubt the full story put forth by Josefi ta Martínez, but as 
“gentlemen” they would decide the case correctly. Although the high status and 
respect accorded Mexican families like the Martínezes and Lujans was clearly 
exceptional in the early twentieth- century Southwest, the extent to which such 
families adhered to heteropatriarchal norms (fraternal bonds, diminution of 
women) is instructive. In the same fl eeting moments when Mexicans did manage 
to garner respect and dignity, much of the weight of those claims of sexual propri-
ety rested on a vision of social order and hierarchy that favored men over women.

Discussions of normal and abnormal sex off ered Mexican witnesses another 
opportunity to present themselves as members of decent families. In 1891, Juan 
Mesa was accused of attempting to rape Alice Westfall one summer eve ning in 
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southern California. Mesa and Westfall  were neighbors and had been, according 
to Mesa and others, romantically involved. Th at night the couple was on a walk 
together when, according to Westfall, Mesa pushed her into the bushes and tore 
off  her clothes before she managed to escape and summon the police. During the 
subsequent trial, Dolores de Valenzuela, Mesa’s mother, was the second witness 
called by the defense. Valenzuela’s distaste for both Westfall and her mother was 
barely concealed as she recounted a conversation between the families one eve-
ning before the attack. “Mrs. Westfall said it was good for them to marry,” she re-
called. “I told my son,” she testifi ed, “it was better for us to go home.” But Valen-
zuela was not opposed to marriage in general; she was opposed to her son 
marrying Alice Westfall. She remembered telling her son, “Th is lady wants you to 
marry her daughter and you are a poor Californian, and I don’t want you to marry 
her because she goes out nights and goes around; that is all I have to say.” Th ough 
the transcript does not indicate if Valenzuela testifi ed in Spanish, “Californian” 
was likely the En glish translation of the Spanish californio, the term identifying 
native Californians of Mexican, or Spanish Mexican, descent. Th rough much of the 
nineteenth century in California, daughters of elite Mexican families had married 
male Anglo newcomers, forming family alliances and facilitating the transfer of 
land and wealth into the hands of Anglo men. Referring to her son as a “poor Cali-
fornian” tidily reverses the scenario so that the family seeking an alliance for their 
daughter is Anglo and the prospective groom is Mexican.

Of far greater concern for Valenzuela than cross- cultural romance is the sex-
ual comportment of her potential daughter- in- law. Valenzuela tells her son that 
she objects to his marriage to Westfall “because she goes out nights and goes 
around.” Westfall was sexually intemperate, in other words, refusing to stay at 
home at night with her family, and she was promiscuous, in space as well as sex, 
“going around” to various locations and, presumably in Valenzuela’s estimation, 
to various men besides her son. Of course Valenzuela, who seemed to love her son 
and want to defend him, had a considerable stake in portraying Alice Westfall 
as  sexually profl igate. Namely, challenging Westfall’s sexual reputation could 
 undermine her rape accusation against Valenzuela’s son. Still, Valenzuela actively 
upholds a sexual double standard that views female sexual freedom with special 
disdain. It is notable that the mother of a “poor Californian” would present herself 
and her family as sexually respectable (especially by accentuating the value of 
marital reproductive sex) and an Anglo like Alice Westfall as sexually aberrant.

Similar denunciations of nonnormative sex occurred in the case of California 
v. Jesse Martínez. In 1919 in Oakdale, California, Jesse Martínez was convicted of 
raping his neighbor, twelve- year- old Catharine Medina. During the trial, Catha-
rine’s stepmother, Evaline Medina, who had adopted the girl ten years earlier, 
contradicted her stepdaughter’s account and testifi ed in support of Martínez’s 
innocence. According to Evaline, her stepdaughter had tried to hide her clothes 
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from her parents and when confronted with the soiled laundry, “just soaked 
from head to foot with puss [sic],” had claimed that a man named Joe Paris had 
assaulted her. Evaline then asked the girl whether Jesse Martínez had attacked 
her. According to Evaline, Catharine replied, “No, honest to God Lena, he never 
did.” Evaline went on to testify that the girl frequently lied to others and was in 
general “a very bad girl.”

Evaline also testifi ed in some detail about Catharine’s acts of masturbation 
dating back a full de cade. “She was always abusing herself,” Evaline told the court. 
Barely a week aft er she joined the Medina family, the three- year- old girl was dis-
covered “abusing herself” with “a stick.” She supposedly continued the practice 
for years to come. Asked whether she attempted to prevent the girl’s masturba-
tion, Evaline answered, “I sent for the doctor at one time.” Prosecutors, undoubt-
edly concerned that the victim’s stepmother so forcefully contradicted their case 
against Jesse Martínez, in turn implied that Evaline herself was romantically in-
volved with Martínez, suggesting that her aff ection for him prompted her to 
 accuse her stepdaughter of fabricating the rape charges.

More striking is Medina’s condemnation of her stepdaughter’s supposed sex-
ual excesses. Th is rare example in the court record of Mexican female desire is 
multiply demonized in the trial. Female masturbation is associated with lies and 
deception, rendered pathological and medically unhealthy (“I sent for the doctor 
at one time”), and placed in direct opposition to heterosexual sexual intimacy. In 
addition to denouncing so vividly female masturbation and its suggestion that 
female sexual plea sure and desire could exist outside the boundaries of hetero-
sexual coupling, the trial reveals once again the unequal status of Mexican 
women and girls. Somebody, aft er all, sexually assaulted twelve- year- old Catha-
rine Medina, and her family proved unable, or unwilling, to protect her.

T E X A S V.  TA N IS C A BA NA

As the criminal cases I’ve briefl y discussed suggest, the multiple dimensions of 
heteropatriarchy  were closely related and oft en overlapped and intersected over 
the course of an individual trial. Such was the case in the 1927 trial of Tanis Ca-
bana. Cabana, a Mexican tenant farmer from rural Texas, was accused of statu-
tory rape for sexually assaulting his thirteen- year- old neighbor, Luisa Estraca. 
During the subsequent trial, Estraca testifi ed that Cabana had cornered her on 
repeated occasions in buildings outside her home and forced her to have sex with 
him. Estraca had become pregnant and stated unequivocally that Cabana was the 
father. Cabana repeatedly denied his guilt, claiming that he had never attacked 
her. In fact, he said, an accident years earlier had rendered him incapable of hav-
ing sex with anyone, including his wife of many years. Th e jury, however, did not 
seem to be persuaded by Cabana’s case and found him guilty of statutory rape. 
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Cabana subsequently appealed his conviction, arguing that the trial judge had 
disallowed important testimony in his defense, and the Texas Court of Criminal 
Appeals ultimately ruled in Cabana’s favor and awarded him a new trial.

Th e transcript of the trial suggests that Mexicans in Texas, as those elsewhere 
in the Southwest,  were clearly subjects of Anglo rule. Lawyers and judges during 
the trial proceedings and subsequent appeal  were exclusively Anglo, and, al-
though the jury list from the trial is unavailable, it is almost certain that all 
twelve jury members  were also Anglo. Anglo witnesses moreover consistently 
highlighted the racial diff erences separating Anglos from Mexicans and made 
clear that Mexicans  were inferior members of Anglo- ruled Texas. Emblematic 
was testimony that occurred near the end of the trial. Dr. H. LaForge, a practic-
ing physician in the area, had been asked to attest to Tanis Cabana’s sexual ca-
pacity, since Cabana had argued in his defense that a years- old accident had 
rendered him impotent and thus incapable of sexually assaulting Luisa Estraca. 
LaForge was also asked to testify to the general health of Cabana as well as his 
wife. Th e defense attorney asked LaForge to speculate as to the age of Cabana’s 
wife. LaForge’s answer is revealing, both in its offh  and racism and in the extent 
to which no one in the courtroom refuted or challenged his remarks. “I would 
judge that this woman that I examined night before last was somewhere in the 
neighborhood of between forty- fi ve and fi ft y,” he said, “just judging from her 
looks.” “You  can’t tell a thing on earth about a Mexican’s age just from looking at 
one of them,” he added, “but I would judge her to have been between forty- fi ve 
and fi ft y.” Dr. LaForge was not the only infl uential Anglo to draw a sharp dis-
tinction between “Mexicans” and “Americans” during either the trial or the 
subsequent appeals pro cess, but his comment was certainly the trial’s most vivid, 
and most biting, example of Mexican otherness and racial distinctiveness.

At the same time, the trial record reveals that Mexicans  were not entirely pow-
erless within the American legal system and could on occasion turn the law to 
their own advantage. Luisa Estraca and her grandparents, who  were her guard-
ians, clearly considered it well within their rights to bring criminal charges against 
Tanis Cabana. Estraca was a prominent witness during the trial and showed few 
signs of being intimidated by the Anglo- dominated court atmosphere. Th e same 
was true of her uncle and grandparents, all of whom appeared confi dent and com-
posed when they took the witness stand during the trial. For his part, Tanis Ca-
bana maintained his innocence throughout the trial and refused to accept the 
 jury’s guilty verdict. Although he was clearly a man of limited means, he managed 
to cobble together enough money to fi nance a successful appeals pro cess, and 
ultimately he convinced a higher court to grant him a new trial.

Th e testimony of Luisa Estraca refl ects Mexicans’ ability occasionally to re-
ceive concessions and decent treatment in American courts. Estraca, who testi-
fi ed with one of her two children, allegedly fathered by Tanis Cabana, sitting on 
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her lap, began her testimony by describing the details of the attack. When asked 
next about the date of the attack, she answered, “Th is happened during cotton 
chopping time, the last cotton chopping time.” Luisa’s direct testimony ended 
with her assertion that she had never had sexual intercourse with her uncle, Flo-
rentino Estraca, or two other men, identifi ed as Eusebio Zapata, who lived with 
the family for a period, and her neighbor, Faustino Ramírez. “No one has ever 
had intercourse with me except Tanis Cabana,” she stated.

Luisa Estraca’s cross- examination by defense attorney Sid Malone was rela-
tively short. She was fi rst asked to identify the doctor that she had seen during 
her pregnancy. Her testimony next turned to the matter of the clothes that she 
wore during grand jury proceedings and her uncle Florentino’s refusal to allow 
her clothes to be entered into evidence. Malone also asked Estraca to identify the 
individuals who accompanied her to the Mathis movie theater. In his cross- 
examination of the prosecution’s star witness, the district attorney therefore 
seems to have limited his questions to the clothes Estraca wore in court, the doc-
tor who attended her pregnancy, and a list of fellow moviegoers.

What is especially signifi cant about Estraca’s testimony is what she was not 
asked to describe. Missing is any mention of Tanis Cabana or attention to Estra-
ca’s own account of the attack. Th e defense, in fact, apparently chose not to chal-
lenge Estraca’s accusation of rape in any substantive way. Th ey may have concluded 
that Estraca was a compelling and sympathetic witness and judged an attack on 
her sexual reputation to be less than judicious, even though it would take place in 
an Anglo- dominated courtroom. What ever their reasoning, the defense seems to 
have approached Estraca with a degree of caution and care that was oft en reserved 
for privileged white women on the witness stand. Th e defense strategy is, of 
course, hard to discern in detail; however, there was clearly a reluctance to chal-
lenge in a straightforward manner Luisa Estraca’s sexual propriety. Given the 
broad association of Mexicans with excessive and untoward sexuality, such reluc-
tance speaks to the uneasy balance in the trial between denunciations of Mexi-
cans on the one hand, and their limited civic ac cep tance on the other.

Th at Luisa Estraca emerged relatively unscathed from her cross- examination 
and was deemed credible, as evidenced by her attacker’s subsequent conviction, 
may refl ect her and her family’s broader adherence to norms of heteropatriarchy. 
Recall that Estraca appeared on the witness stand with one of her children on her 
lap, demonstrating to the court her nurturing qualities and her commitment to 
motherhood. Likewise, witnesses from the family repeatedly sought to describe 
their home as proper and respectable. Like their counterparts throughout the 
region, the Estraca family relied on extended kin networks for much- needed 
support during trying times. Th e trial’s second witness, for example, was the 
seventy- six- year- old grandmother and guardian of Luisa Estraca, also named Lu-
isa Estraca. In En glish, apparently without the use of a translator, the grandmother 
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described the arrival of their granddaughter (the daughter of their son, Santiago 
Estraca) into the family. “She was a year and two months and a half old when she 
came to me,” she said, “and was very little and nursing at the time.” “Her mother 
died,” she continued, “and when her mother died, why, they gave her to me.” “She 
is my daughter by raising,” she added. Estraca also told the court that her grand-
daughter seldom strayed far from family and home. “My granddaughter,” she 
said, “never visited anybody but the neighbors there close.” “She did not attend 
dances,” she testifi ed, though “sometimes she would go with her father when he 
would go to town.” “By her father,” she clarifi ed, “I mean Fermín, my husband.” 
Estraca thus defended her family as supportive in times of need and committed 
to practices, such as chaperonage, that curtailed the sexual agency and freedom 
of young women.

A related theme, the fraternal bonding between Mexican and Anglo men— 
and the implied, if not overt, subordination of Mexican women— was also ex-
pressed during the trial proceedings. Arthur Coffi  n, Dean Miller, and W. V. 
Wright all testifi ed in defense of Tanis Cabana. Coffi  n told the jury that he con-
sidered Tanis Cabana to be “truthful” and to have a “good reputation.” “I am a 
man of family,” the next witness, Dean Miller, said, “and so is Mr. Coffi  n.” “We 
both have little girls in our family,” he continued, before describing his relation-
ship with Tanis Cabana. “I have known this defendant since 1890,” he said, “ever 
since I was about eight years old.” “I know his reputation,” he added, “and that 
reputation is good.” W. V. Wright, a butcher and part- time farmer, next testifi ed 
that he had known Cabana for nearly three de cades and considered him to be a 
man of good reputation. Under cross- examination by the defense, Wright de-
scribed also knowing Fermín Estraca, Luisa Estraca’s grandfather. “I have known 
old man Fermín Estraca ever since 1911 or 1912,” he said, continuing, “I think he 
is a pretty good old man.” Th e testimony of prominent Anglo men, whether they 
 were attesting to the character of Tanis Cabana or that of Fermín Estraca, evoked 
an interracial setting of jointly laboring Anglo and Mexican men, a setting that 
served to bolster the reputation of Mexican men.

Dean Miller’s seemingly offh  and comment about himself and Arthur Coffi  n—
“we both have little girls in our family”— is worth noting as well. Th e suggestion, of 
course, is that as fathers of daughters, the men  were especially attuned to the vul-
nerability of girls to sexual assault and the need to provide sexual protection. By 
testifying in support of Tanis Cabana, the Anglo men demonstrated a shared (by 
themselves, as well as by Cabana) patriarchal duty to oversee and protect girls and 
women. Missing from the historical record is Estraca’s reaction to such posturing 
about the protection of girls. Despite her family’s attempts at protection, in fact, 
Estraca suff ered the greatest trauma of any of those involved in the trial, fi rst in the 
reported sexual assaults by Tanis Cabana and second in the public description of 
the assaults she was compelled to provide on the witness stand. Even if Cabana was 
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indeed innocent of the charges against him, it is clear that some man— her grand-
father, her uncle, or a neighbor— committed statutory rape against Estraca.

Mexican challenges in the courtroom to denigrations of their homes and fami-
lies  were thus laced with heteropatriarchy— claims of female inferiority, cross- 
cultural fraternal bonds, the privileging of marital reproductive sex, and disdain 
for nonnormative sex. Th is chapter has argued that a signifi cant number of 
Mexicans in the early twentieth- century Southwest (including those involved in 
trials for sexual crimes) considered themselves fully entitled to rights and privi-
leges within the American judicial system. But why? Why did Mexicans place 
such faith and material resources in the law (appealing a conviction required 
enough money to hire lawyers and create a transcript of the trial, as well as pay 
other expenses)? How did members of a group so reviled throughout the re-
gion— in Anglo newspapers, government reports, and po liti cal diatribes— testify 
with such confi dence and aplomb in the courts? Some taking such liberties  were 
also, of course, convicted sexual criminals, a demonized group of convicted 
child rapists, prostitutes, and committers of sodomy, seduction, and incest.

It may be fruitful to view such Mexican claims to rights and citizenship through 
the lens of colonialism and American empire. Th at otherwise ordinary Mexicans 
(nonelite, working- class, and of limited po liti cal infl uence) would affi  liate them-
selves with the courts and demand the rights and respect accorded full citizens 
points to a wider colonial tradition of disenfranchised and subordinate groups 
turning to the courts to address grievances and inequalities. Margaret Jacobs, 
quoting Ann Laura Stoler, has identifi ed a critical dynamic in colonial relationships. 
Th ere is, she says, “a common ‘tension of empire’ between ‘a form of authority si-
multaneously predicated on incorporation and distancing.’ ” In her study of the 
removal of indigenous children from their homes in Australia and the United 
States, Jacobs highlights a movement from “the ‘inclusionary impulses’ of benevo-
lent humanitarian rhetoric to the ‘exclusionary practices’ of segregating indigenous 
peoples and declaring them a menace.” Th is tension between inclusion and incor-
poration, on the one hand, and exclusion and distancing, on the other, is readily 
apparent in the lives of Mexicans in the Southwest in the early twentieth century.

Here, sex, family, and domesticity are critical. One of the premises of many 
forms of colonialism is that sexual propriety— as judged, of course, by colonial 
offi  cials and their emissaries— is a central component of ac cep tance into citizen-
ship. Th ose demonstrating such propriety by following and upholding heteropa-
triarchal norms can move signifi cantly closer to full civic inclusion. I suggest 
that this expectation— that sexual decency in the home would translate to dig-
nity and respect in the courts and possibly beyond— is refl ected in the testimony 
of many of the Mexican trial participants discussed in this chapter. During the 
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Cabana trial, for example, the Estraca family, especially the grandmother, Luisa 
Estraca, was adamant in defense of the family’s sexual propriety. Others sup-
ported the family’s claims to sexual decency; Eusebio Zapata, for example, testi-
fi ed that, despite the fact that they slept on the fl oor together, nothing improper 
occurred between Florentino Estraca and his niece. Th e Estraca family in turn 
expected to be treated with dignity in the courts. And, to an extent, that expecta-
tion was fulfi lled. Recall, for instance, the younger Luisa Estraca’s respectful 
treatment while on the witness stand. In similar cases throughout the region, 
Mexicans reinforced their claims to citizenship by highlighting their commit-
ment to heteropatriarchal norms.

Recognizing the per sis tence of colonial rule in the Southwest, as well as the 
salience of heteropatriarchal norms in Mexican claims to citizenship, opens some 
important new vistas in both Latina/o history and broader U.S. history. In terms 
of Latina/o history, the enduring reality of colonial rule in the Southwest raises an 
obvious point of comparison with other American colonial enterprises, especially 
those elsewhere in Latin America. Historians have oft en explained Mexicans’ 
relative privileges within Anglo- dominated racial hierarchies in the Southwest 
(they  were exempt from laws banning marriages with “whites” and allowed to own 
land, to become citizens, to vote, to run for offi  ce, and to testify against Anglos) by 
pointing to their relative whiteness. Other scholars, however, have emphasized 
the role of colonialism in the lives of Latina/o groups in the United States. Frances 
Aparicio, for instance, describes “analogous colonialism” as a potential bridge 
between groups as distinct as Central Americans, Puerto Ricans, Cuban Ameri-
cans, and ethnic Mexicans in the United States. Underscoring Mexicans’ status as 
colonial subjects off ers a much- needed point of historical comparison, juxtapos-
ing the colonial experience of Mexicans in the early twentieth century with the 
more widely understood intensifi cation and formalization of American empire in 
the aft ermath of the Spanish American War of 1898.

Besides suggesting a critical link between ethnic Mexicans and Puerto Ricans 
and other Latina/o groups in the United States, this perspective can also help ex-
plore an important question in America in the twentieth, and twenty- fi rst, centu-
ries: how is social in e qual ity maintained in a regime of legal equality? Like Puerto 
Ricans elsewhere in the country, who became U.S. citizens in 1917, Mexicans in the 
early twentieth- century Southwest (widely reviled elsewhere, yet compelling a rela-
tive degree of respect in the court house) derived their vexed position from the 
disjuncture between their legal citizenship and their cultural marginalization. Th e 
status of Mexicans diff ered in this respect from that of African Americans, who 
suff ered through much of the twentieth century from dual disenfranchisement, 
both legal and cultural. When the African American freedom struggle of the mid- 
twentieth century fi nally succeeded in abolishing many forms of legal in e qual ity, 
the status of African Americans came to bear a striking resemblance to that of 
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other American colonial subjects such as Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, Filipinos, and 
even Native Americans: legally equal, yet culturally inferior to Anglo- Americans.

As I have argued in this chapter, Mexican trial participants oft en extolled 
their own adherence to heteropatriarchal norms in their struggle for recognition 
as full citizens. According to this strategy, when sexual norms  were assiduously 
maintained and performed, legal equality could potentially be paired with social 
equality. Sexual normativity, that is, could become an avenue to social equality. 
In closing, I’d like to suggest that such a deeply colonial process— especially the 
reifi cation of heteropatriarchal families as key to eventual civic inclusion— may 
be as relevant to the American present as it is to the American past. Perhaps 
American colonialism has expanded as much inward (domestically, as it  were) as 
outward in the last half century. Sexual normativity, that is, especially in terms 
of the celebration of heteropatriarchal families, long one of the principal requi-
sites for the inclusion of colonial subjects into positions of status and authority, 
has in recent de cades become no less critical to the overcoming of racial barriers 
to citizenship and the claims by non- Anglos to inclusion in the Anglo- dominated 
American body politic. Th e post– civil rights era in America, in other words, may 
have opened a door to new, expanding forms of colonial order and domination, 
occurring as much within the nation as in foreign and distant lands.

Stranded on the periphery of this pro cess, of course, are those defi ned as— or 
who defi ne themselves as— sexually aberrant, the border dwellers, in Gloria 
Anzaldúa’s famous phrase, “the squint- eyed, the perverse, the troublesome, the 
mongrel, the mulato, the half- breed, the half dead.” Following the beacon of 
heteropatriarchy certainly off ered rewards to Mexican communities, but these 
rewards  were not distributed equally. Anzaldúa describes the eff ects of these in-
equities in the poem quoted at the beginning of this chapter. Th e hundreds of 
Mexicans who appealed convictions to higher courts in the early twentieth- 
century in the Southwest are important examples of the depth and per sis tence of 
Mexican challenges to Anglo dominance in the region. Th e trial record is also, 
however, a stark reminder of the failings inherent in claims of citizenship that 
seek distance from nonpatriarchal, nonnormative, queer forms of sexuality. De-
cades before Anzaldúa’s poem was written, Mexican women and men described 
these failings— of love, of protection, of family, of the home— with a poignant 
(and pointed) clarity.
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Th e New Mexican pueblo of Cochiti was rocked by a shocking and unusual mur-
der in the spring of 1773. On the morning of April 16, María Francisca and her 
mother, María Josefa, asked María Francisca’s husband, Agustín, to accompany 
them on a trip to the mountains outside Cochiti. Th e Jemez Mountains, which sit 
just northwest of the pueblo, have long been visited by residents of Cochiti, who 
gather plants for “food, medicine, raw materials for basketry, dyes, and other pur-
poses” there. On this day, the women told Agustín that they  were making the trip 
to search for roots with which to dye clothing. Although root gathering was not 
a task typically performed by males in Pueblo communities, the two women con-
vinced Agustín to accompany them by telling him they needed assistance in 
carry ing the plants they planned to collect. Perhaps Agustín also agreed to go 
because he wished to protect his wife and mother- in- law from being kidnapped or 
killed by Navajo or Comanche raiders— a common fear at Cochiti in the 1770s.

What ever his motivation for accompanying the women, the trio started out for 
the mountains early in the morning, “sneaking away” while everyone  else in the 
pueblo was cleaning the acequia. Once in the mountains, Agustín asked his wife 
to delouse him. He put his head in her lap, in the folds of her skirt, and quickly fell 
asleep. It was at this point that María Francisca took the tie with which her hus-
band had fastened his braid and placed it around his neck. She took one end of the 
hair tie, her mother took the other end, and the two women proceeded to strangle 
Agustín. María Josefa then took a large knife and stabbed him in the neck and 
side. It was in this moment that love and violence  were strangely juxtaposed.

To explain the disappearance of Agustín, María Francisca told Cochiti au-
thorities that they had gone to the mountains on Friday, April 16, but that Agustín 
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had not returned with them. Upon hearing this, the captain of war ordered local 
resident Lorenzo Chayu to search for Agustín. Chayu soon located Agustín’s 
body; he did not touch the body, but returned to the pueblo to report what he had 
found. Eventually, the body was brought to the father of the church at the pueblo, 
and both María Francisca and her mother  were questioned about what had 
happened.

In numerous declarations to the alcalde mayor taken aft er Agustín’s body had 
been found, María Francisca admitted that she had planned her husband’s mur-
der with her mother, and she provided a motive for the crime. She explained that 
aft er marrying Agustín in the church at Nambé on January 26, she was “brought 
to”— or forced to take up residence at— Tesuque. Th is violated the promise her 
husband had made to her when they married that he would not remove her from 
her home community. Agustín’s home pueblo, Tesuque was across the Rio Grande 
from María Francisca’s home, and its people spoke a diff erent language from the 
people of Cochiti. María Francisca was clearly afraid that she would be forced to 
live there aft er her marriage, a fear that apparently was founded despite Agustín’s 
promise to her.

Agustín had also promised to love her and treat her with tenderness, but, ac-
cording to María Francisca, “in all of this he had failed.” Th is failure was sym-
bolized by his inability or unwillingness to provide for her materially. Prior to 
the murder, María Josefa asked her daughter if “her husband had given her shawls, 
belts and shoes.” When María Francisca replied that he had not, her mother sym-
pathized with her, saying, “You poor little thing, he has given you nothing.” 
María Francisca stressed in her declarations that her husband had left  her “with-
out aid or shelter” and that, due to this cruelty and her mother’s growing anger 
over her treatment, she decided to murder him. Aft er initially telling her not to 
do it, her mother agreed to assist her with the murder. Aft er the declarations 
 were taken, and with the permission of the father of the church, the alcalde 
mayor and his assistants had Agustín’s body disinterred to determine his exact 
cause of death. Th e offi  cials determined that his stab wounds  were serious enough 
to cause his death.

Th is case is unusual for a number of reasons. It is one of only a few murder 
cases involving Pueblo people for which there is documentation, and it is the 
only one that involves Pueblo women as perpetrators of the crime. It is also un-
usual in that it gives rare insight into changing Pueblo perceptions of coupling 
and uncoupling (the “marital tie”), kinship, and the rights, responsibilities, and 
duties that men and women assumed when they formed consensual  unions with 
one another. By the eigh teenth century, a complex mix of both traditional and 
imposed kinship systems and beliefs concerning marriage and the family struc-
tured family life in Pueblo communities of New Mexico. Th ese beliefs and sys-
tems of descent shaped perceptions of how families  were to operate and what 
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character intimate relations between men and women  were supposed to assume. 
In the case that is the center of analysis in this chapter, María Francisca, from the 
matrilineal pueblo of Cochiti, married Agustín, from the bilateral pueblo of Tes-
uque. Both had to some degree adopted Spanish beliefs concerning kinship, mar-
riage, and the family. Th is, then, was an intercultural or mixed marriage, one 
that crossed the boundaries of three separate kinship systems (Spanish and those 
systems found at Cochiti and Tesuque) and two diff erent cultures (Pueblo and 
Spanish). Because of the diff ering expectations created by the kinship systems 
and cultural traditions at play in these mixed marriages, confl ict and violence was 
a clear possibility, as I demonstrate below.

Th is analysis of Pueblo kinship, intimate relations, and family practices not 
only demonstrates that family life in what was to become the American West was 
“intercultural” in character even in the eigh teenth century; it also reveals that 
Indian peoples  were forced to negotiate numerous structures of social and po liti-
cal power whose purpose was to regulate intimate relations. In the case of Pueblo 
people in par tic u lar, kinship, intimate ties, and the family form  were of course 
regulated by the traditions of their home communities, but Pueblo people  were 
also under compulsion to adopt Spanish beliefs concerning these matters. Span-
ish authorities clearly saw the altering of Pueblo kinship and marriage practices 
as central to their mission to “civilize” Pueblo people, to make them as “Spanish” 
as possible, and to incorporate them into the state as vassals of the crown and 
members of the Catholic Church. Pueblo people in mixed marriages thus found 
themselves negotiating a tricky terrain of competing structures of power (Span-
ish and Pueblo) and altered defi nitions of family, intimate relations, and kinship. 
In the fi nal section of this chapter, I argue that such intercultural relationships 
 were not uncommon in colonial New Mexico. Clearly, María Francisca and 
Agustín  were not alone in struggling to bridge the diff ering cultural forces in 
their lives and in their marriage.

Th e vast majority of women in unhappy marriages in colonial New Mexico 
did not murder their husbands to end their relationships. Th ere may have been 
other factors infl uencing María Francisca than the ones presented  here: she 
may simply have been disturbed or afraid to face the sanctions— shaming, 
public gossip, or even corporal punishment— that a separation or divorce might 
have brought about. Unfortunately, there is no evidence in the record of the 
case to suggest what factors other than kinship practices  were operating in 
María’s life to shape her perception of her marriage and her options for ending 
it. What I am suggesting  here is not that the kinship practices of the Spanish 
and the two pueblos in question  were the only factors underwriting María’s 
behavior, only that kinship was one of those factors. Because there are so few 
facts in the case to work with, other interpretations of María Francisca’s behavior 
are possible.
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T H E R E GU L AT ION OF PU E BL O 
I N T I M AT E R E L AT IONS

Th at instilling a commitment to Christian marriage was important to even the 
earliest of Spanish residents is made clear by Fray Alonso de Benavides’s com-
ments on the matter. His memorial concerning his missionizing eff orts in New 
Mexico was fi rst published in 1630 and revised in 1634. In it, he told a story about 
an old Taos woman who attempted to pollute the minds of young women who 
 were living with their husbands as the church dictated.

In par tic u lar, she sought to pervert certain good Christian women who lived alone 
with their husbands, as our holy mother church commands. In order to pervert 
them to her will she invited them to go out to the country and both on going and 
returning, all day long, she preached her loathsome ideas to them. But the good 
Christian women never wanted to agree with her, and while returning to the 
pueblo in the aft ernoon, the sky being clear and calm, a bolt of lightning from the 
heavens struck and killed her in the midst of the good Christians whom she was 
trying to corrupt and teach such bad doctrine.

Aft er her death, according to Benavides, everyone fl ocked to the church, where the 
father taught about the sacrament of holy matrimony. Th e result: “Th ose who  were 
living in secret concubinage got married.” Whether this story is true or simply a 
fantasy concocted by the father in order to make the missionary enterprise in New 
Mexico look more successful than it actually was, it does show that the marital prac-
tices of Pueblo peoples  were of concern to Spanish authorities in New Mexico.

Aft er the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 and the Spanish reconquest of New Mexico in 
1692, Spanish civil authorities and Franciscan friars tried to impress upon the 
Pueblos how important it was for them to marry in the church or to return to the 
people they had married before the 1680 revolt. Friars noted that there was very 
little interest in marriage in the pueblos, and that few who had separated from 
their spouses  were inclined to re unite with them. In 1694, Fray Miguel de Trizio 
reported that in Santo Domingo, “neither voluntarily nor aft er my having spoken 
to them many times in the church have any of them come to me to request the 
holy sacrament of matrimony and thereby leave their evil condition.” Other 
friars had little better news to report in that year. At Zia and Santa Ana, Fray 
Juan Alpuente reported that although a few inhabitants had asked to be married, 
and a few who had been living with women other than their wives had returned 
to their wives, “there are others who neither leave their present condition nor 
marry, no matter how much the father tells them to do so, and that is the largest 
portion of them.” Friars thus complained in 1696 that the Pueblos continued 
“in their depraved concubinage.” Th ose that did agree to marry  were typically 
Pueblo offi  cials, who, according to the friar at Pecos,  were “men who would likely 
attempt to ingratiate themselves with the Spanish authorities.”
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Eff orts to put an end to Pueblo cohabitation continued into the eigh teenth cen-
tury. In 1706, members of the Santa Fe town council (cabildo) wrote a letter of 
support for Governor Cuervo y Valdés in which they said that he “dealt with pub-
lic sin eff ectively”— especially cases of cohabitation, some of which  were seven, 
nine, or even eleven years old. Governor Flores Mogollón issued a detailed order 
concerning marriage in Pueblo communities in April of 1714. Th e governor was 
upset to discover that many married Pueblo couples lived separately aft er being 
married in the church. Th is would not do: couples  were supposed to live in the 
same  house. Th e husband was supposed to “feed and maintain” his wife and assist 
her in her work. Th e wife was supposed to care for her husband and the  house. 
Flores Mogollón ordered the missionary fathers to unite all couples living apart 
and his alcaldes mayores to announce the order in their jurisdictions. Th e penalty 
for not following this order was fi ft y lashes in the pillory and two months in prison 
for the fi rst off ense; for the second, the person would be sent to a workshop (obraje) 
for four years of hard labor. At the end of the document are notations from the 
governor’s alcaldes mayores that this order was indeed read at the Tewa pueblos, at 
Taos and Picuris, at Isleta, Laguna, Acoma, and Halona (Zuni), and, fi nally, at San 
Felipe, Santo Domingo, and Cochiti.

Th e governor’s assistants, such as the alcaldes mayores, also policed Pueblo 
communities to try to stop cohabitation. Ramón García Jurado functioned as 
alcalde mayor for the Keres jurisdiction (Zia, Santa Ana, and Jemez pueblos) be-
tween 1727 and 1732. His willingness to police Pueblo intimate relationships is 
evidenced by the fact that he investigated Juan Galvan and Juana Hurtado for 
cohabitation in 1727 at Zia, and he patrolled the pueblos in his jurisdiction to 
prevent that practice. He was still patrolling pueblos for cohabitation in 1732. In 
an investigation into his labor abuses, Governor Cruzat y Góngora’s assistant, 
Antonio de Uribarrí, prepared an interrogatory that included a question that 
asked whether or not García Jurado had punished “public sin.” In the actual 
interviews, Uribarrí reworded the question to ask specifi cally if García Jurado 
had investigated whether people  were cohabitating. Numerous Pueblo declarants 
verifi ed that García Jurado had patrolled their pueblos to try to catch people co-
habitating outside marriage and to punish them.

One year aft er García Jurado was investigated for labor abuses in the Keres 
jurisdiction, Bernabe Baca, the alcalde mayor of Acoma and Laguna, was inves-
tigated for the same issue. As in the García Jurado investigation, several declar-
ants  were asked if Baca had administered justice in the pueblos and if he had 
prosecuted “public sin.” Th e cacique (town chief) of Acoma complained that 
Baca was not fulfi lling his duties because not only had he failed to assist the father 
of the mission in directing them toward “the road to heaven” so that they would 
not “lose their souls,” but he had also failed to punish those living in “concubi-
nage.” Baca retorted in his written statement that the charges that the people of 
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Acoma and Laguna made  were false and that they lied about him precisely be-
cause he did punish some of them for living together outside marriage, and he 
even made a few of them marry.

Th us, although there is some evidence that Spanish authorities attempted to 
regulate Pueblo intimate relations, that evidence is spotty. Th e spotty nature of 
the evidence, however, does not necessarily refl ect a disinterest in Pueblo marital 
practices and beliefs by the Spanish authorities. Much documentation is missing 
from the colonial archive of New Mexico, and evidence of regulation may have 
been more complete at some point in the past. Th is regulation was carried out by 
those Spanish authorities that had most contact with Pueblo people: the gover-
nor’s alcaldes mayores, the local face of secular authority, and missionaries, who 
lived in Pueblo communities. I would argue, however, that this regulation waxed 
and waned based upon the strength of the personal commitment of individual 
governors and missionaries to wipe out practices such as cohabitation. For exam-
ple, Governor López de Mendizábal (1659– 61) refused to punish Pueblo  people 
who  were living together outside marriage. His eff orts must be compared to 
those of someone like Fray Benavides, who was keenly interested in eradicating 
“concubinage” from Pueblo communities. Th e result was that the amount of 
regulation of Pueblo kinship and marital practices and beliefs and family life 
 rose and fell across the eigh teenth century, depending upon the proclivities of 
those Spanish offi  cials and missionaries that  were in power.

Even with a strong personal commitment to eradicating practices such as co-
habitation, however, Spanish authorities and missionaries lacked the resources to 
carry out full- scale morality campaigns. Th e province of New Mexico was located 
on the far northern frontier of New Spain, thousands of miles from any center of 
Spanish power or resources. Spanish government in New Mexico was thus skele-
tal at best: it consisted of the governor and his assistants, who worked with very 
little fi nancial support or bureaucratic assistance. Th e same can be said of the 
missionary enterprise in New Mexico: it was run with a skeletal bureaucracy and 
little fi nancial support. Th is made the consistent regulation and monitoring of 
Pueblo social life diffi  cult at best. Th us, Pueblo ability to successfully resist the 
imposition of Spanish norms concerning marriage was in part due to the fact that 
state power was weak in colonial New Mexico, making it diffi  cult for Spanish of-
fi cials to impose beliefs and force social change in Pueblo communities.

M A R I T IC I DE AT C O C H I T I

Despite the discontinuous nature of Spanish regulation of Pueblo family life, 
there is evidence that such eff orts had begun to shape Pueblo perceptions of inti-
mate relations by the late eigh teenth century. Understandings of kinship, post-
marital residence, and the expectations of the rights and duties of spouses in 
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marriage all show evidence of the impact of Spanish ideologies in the investiga-
tion of Agustín’s death.

Kinship and the Marital Tie in Pueblo Communities
In order to understand why María Francisca murdered her husband Agustín, it is 
necessary to discuss the intercultural character of their marriage. Two kinship 
systems existed in Pueblo communities at the time of Agustín’s murder in 1773. Th e 
western New Mexican Pueblo communities of Hopi, Zuni, Acoma, and Laguna, 
and the Keresan communities (including Cochiti, María Francisca’s home) in east-
ern New Mexico  were matrilineal and matrilocal; descent was calculated through 
the female line and couples  were expected to live with the wife’s family aft er mar-
riage. However, the eastern Tanoan Pueblo communities (including Tesuque, 
Agustín’s home)  were bilateral and bilocal— that is, men and women in those 
pueblos calculated their descent through both their mothers and fathers and 
couples could choose to live with either the wife’s or the husband’s family aft er 
marriage. Language determined where bilaterality as opposed to matrilineality 
was practiced in the eastern pueblos: the Keresan- speaking communities  were 
matrilineal, whereas the Tano communities  were bilateral. In short, in 1773 Pueblo 
communities  were not united either by language or by common kinship systems.

María Francisca and Agustín came from two diff erent pueblos that did not 
share the same language or practice the same system of descent. Th e fact that 
Agustín and María Francisca’s marriage was a “mixed” one was one of the sources 
of their diffi  culties. In matrilineal and matrilocal pueblos such as María Francis-
ca’s home pueblo of Cochiti, marriage or partnership was not “necessarily in-
tended to last for life.” Th is was refl ected by the ease with which men and women 
formed and broke up their partnerships. According to early Spanish observers at 
Zuni, a western matrilineal pueblo, “when a man wished to marry, arrangements 
 were made by those who governed. Men indicated whom they wanted to marry by 
weaving a blanket and placing it in front of the woman. Th is made her his wife.” 
According to another observer in New Mexico in 1601, if a man liked a woman, he 
spoke with her and gave her some blankets. She then took him to her  house, “for 
the women own the  houses,” and they lived together for several months. If she got 
pregnant, then they might stay together for life. If not, the couple broke up and she 
made her availability known by wearing several roses in her hair.

Both men and women seemed to have been free to dissolve such arrange-
ments; in fact, Spaniards noted that “if a woman no longer wished to be married, 
she [simply] piled her husband’s belongings outside the home and he returned 
to his parents’ dwelling.” Th e explanation for the ease with which such  unions 
 were formed or broken up lies with the fact that the marital tie itself was not 
strong in matrilineal communities like Cochiti. Marital ties are typically weak in 
matrilineal and matrilocal societies, because descent is traced through the mother. 
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Th is means that in a marriage the father does not have a strong claim to children, 
for children belong to the wife and the wife’s family; in fact, “strong ties between 
husbands and children” threaten kinship groups or ga nized via matrilineal de-
scent. So, too, do strong ties between husbands and wives.

Since husbands have weak status and paternity is not an issue in matrilineal 
groups, there is no need to “tie a woman permanently in marriage to a man.” 
Women living in matrilineal groups are typically free to enter and leave marital 
 unions, and their sexuality is generally less controlled than, for example, in patri-
lineal societies, in which paternity of children is an issue. Th ere is not much to tie 
a husband to a wife either. With no claim to children and no status in the family 
that he marries into, men, too, are free to enter and leave such marital  unions. 
Th at this was true for matrilineal Pueblo communities even into the twentieth 
century is made clear by ethnographers familiar with their kinship practices. Fred 
Eggan notes that, in mid- twentieth- century Hopi communities, “the relations 
between spouses are nonreciprocal, tenuous, and brittle, in contrast to the endur-
ing relations between relatives by blood.”

Matrilocal residence also weakens marital ties. In communities with matrilo-
cal residence, a husband moves in with his wife’s family. If the marriage does not 
take, it is the husband who leaves and typically returns to his mother’s home. Ac-
cording to Ramón Gutiérrez “[Pueblo] men moved from  house to  house accord-
ing to their stage of life. During childhood boys lived with their mothers, and at 
adolescence they moved into a kiva to learn male magical lore. When they had 
mastered these skills, and  were deemed worthy of marriage by their kin, they took 
up residence in their wife’s home. A man nonetheless remained tied to his mater-
nal home throughout his life. For important ceremonial events, men returned to 
their maternal  house holds.” As a result of men’s close, lifelong link to the mater-
nal  house hold, some Spanish observers argued that “the Pueblo Indians had . . .  
no home life”— in other words, husbands and wives did not share strong marital 
ties within a jointly managed home. Th eir orientation was always toward their 
mothers’  house holds, not toward the tie that existed between them. Th e fact that 
males had heavy ceremonial duties outside the  house hold only further weakened 
their ties to their wife and her family: “Th e men lived somewhat apart and con-
centrated their activities in their respective kivas, from which the women  were 
more or less banned.” Males had strong positions in their mother’s  house hold 
due to their descent from them, but in their wife’s  house hold, where the tie was 
strictly a marital tie, not blood tie, husbands held a weaker status.

Matrilineal  house holds are typically described as being “female- dominated,” 
so it is no surprise to fi nd such a characterization in the literature concerning the 
historic Pueblos. According to Gutiérrez, the matrilineal  house hold in Pueblo 
communities such as Cochiti was “preeminently a female domain of love and 
ritual.” Because these communities  were matrilineal, women “owned the do-
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mestic hearth, exercised authority over those that lived within it, and at death 
passed on the edifi ce to their daughters. Th e female  house hold head was custo-
dian of its rights and possessions: the agricultural plots their husbands and sons 
worked, all food and seed reserves, and the sacred fetishes and ritual objects of 
the clan.” Spaniards noticed this dominance over the  house hold by women. Span-
iards that accompanied Juan de Oñate to New Mexico in 1598 noted that Pueblo 
men “did not reach any decision without consulting the women and getting their 
opinion.” Fray Alonso de Benavides noted in 1634 that the woman “always com-
mands and is the mistress of the  house, and not the husband.”

Late nineteenth- century observations of Cochiti do not contradict the early 
postcontact descriptions given by Spaniards concerning the ways in which matri-
lineality and matrilocality structured Pueblo life in matrilineal communities. In 
1897 Frederick Starr, an observer of late nineteenth- century Cochiti life, wrote, 
“Among the Cochitis, the woman is boss. Th e high offi  ces are held by men, but in 
the  house hold and in the councils of clans, woman is supreme. . . .  She has been 
the arbiter of destinies of the tribe for centuries.” According to Charles Lange, 
women  were still infl uential in mid- twentieth- century Cochiti society. “In refer-
ence to one specifi c inquiry as to whether it would be permissible to do some-
thing, several men— council members, at that— stated without hesitation that 
they saw no reason for not doing it. ‘But don’t let that old lady see you,’ they 
warned, pointing with their lips at a par tic u lar home. Th e implication was quite 
clear that if this woman had raised an objection, these offi  cials would have been 
forced to rescind their permission.”

Postmarital Residence in Pueblo Communities
During the 1773 investigation into the death of Agustín, it became clear that one 
of the reasons that María Francisca was unhappy was because she was forced to 
move to Tesuque aft er her marriage to Agustín. Th at María Francisca had left  
Cochiti to live with her husband at Tesuque indicates that the couple did not have 
a “typical” Cochiti marriage. If they had, Agustín would have moved to Cochiti to 
take up residence with María Francisca and her mother. Instead, María Francisca 
complained in her declarations that she had been “brought” to Tesuque aft er her 
marriage to Agustín, despite the fact that her husband had promised not to do 
so. She explained that “when Agustín had sought to marry her, he promised that 
he would not remove her from her pueblo.” To make matters worse, Cochiti of-
fi cials also pressured her to live in Tesuque: both she and Agustín  were told to 
leave the pueblo and return to Tesuque by April 18. Th us, she explained, she had 
killed Agustín so that “she would not have to return to Tesuque.” María Josefa, 
María Francisca’s mother and accomplice in the murder, gave the same reason 
for killing Agustín: when asked what was her motive for the crime, she replied, 
“because he wanted to take her daughter to Tesuque.” Th e implication of this 
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testimony is that Agustín had to promise María Francisca that he would not re-
move her from her pueblo to get her to agree to marry him. Agustín must have 
understood that it was Cochiti tradition for a newly married couple to live with 
the wife’s family, and he appears to have promised his wife that they would fol-
low that tradition.

Although the fact that María Francisca came from a matrilocal pueblo ex-
plains why she was distressed at having to move to Tesuque aft er her marriage, it 
does not explain why Agustín broke his promise to her. Th ere was a rigidity to 
his actions that is not explained by an adherence to Tesuque practices alone, es-
pecially since postmarital residence was fl exible at Tesuque. Why did he feel the 
need to force his wife to move to Tesuque, when he could see that she did not 
want to, and when the postmarital residence rules of his own community allowed 
for matrilocality? Although Cochiti offi  cials appear to have played some role in 
forcing María Francisca to stay in Tesuque aft er her marriage, both daughter and 
mother made it clear in their declarations that it was Agustín who had initially 
forced María Francisca to move. He, not Cochiti offi  cials, was the focus of their 
anger. It is likely that Agustín was motivated to behave in the way that he did for 
a number of reasons. I would argue that his “strong- arming” María Francisca 
into moving to Tesuque was due in part to the infl uence of Spanish patriarchal, 
patrilineal norms concerning family formation and marital ties. Whether it was 
intentional or not, the actions of Cochiti offi  cials appear to have reinforced these 
norms.

Spaniards calculated descent bilaterally, as did the Tano pueblos such as Tes-
uque. Unlike Tesuque, however, there was a strong patrilineal bias to this calcu-
lation within the families of colonial Spanish New Mexican society. Children 
calculated their descent through both their mothers and fathers, and females as 
well as males inherited property from both of their parents. But male children, 
especially male children of the upper class,  were favored in terms of inheritance 
and property. In other words, bilateral descent calculation was enshrined in law, 
but in everyday life Spaniards practiced patrilineality: male children received 
land, property, and other forms of wealth at the expense of female children be-
cause it was believed that they carried on the family line.

Furthermore, Spanish families  were patriarchal in character: paternal author-
ity governed them. In colonial New Mexico, as in Latin American more gener-
ally, Spanish law made it clear that both women and children  were under the 
guardianship of the father in families. Both male and female children  were le-
gally under the control of their fathers as long as they  were single and lived under 
their roof, no matter what their age. Th e only way a father’s control was rescinded 
was by legal emancipation via marriage or voluntary or court- ordered emancipa-
tion. As far as wives  were concerned, “in return for the support, protection, and 
guidance her husband was legally required to provide, a wife owed him nearly 
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total obedience. Compelled to reside with him, she became subject to his author-
ity over every aspect of her life, relinquishing sovereignty over most of her legal 
transactions, property, and earnings, and even her domestic activities.” Th is 
does not mean that all women in Spanish society  were subject to this paternal 
authority at all times in their lives. Widows, for example,  were sometimes able to 
escape this authority: aft er their husbands died they exercised “complete sover-
eignty over their legal acts.” If they  were wealthy because they used or con-
trolled community property from their marriage or valuable dowries, they might 
be quite powerful in Spanish society.

Very little is known about how bilaterality functioned in Pueblo 
communities— much less than is known about matrilineality. In general, how-
ever, there is little archaeological or documentary evidence to suggest a strong 
commitment to an ideology of male dominance in Pueblo families before Spanish 
contact. As I have already discussed, many communities  were matrilineal and 
matrilocal in orientation; in those communities, women (and children)  were not 
under the control of husbands or fathers. Although there is no colonial- period 
eyewitness testimony regarding how bilateral descent functioned in the eastern 
pueblos, there is no evidence to suggest a strong ethic of male control in bilateral 
families either. Th us, although both the pueblo of Tesuque and Spanish society 
in New Mexico  were bilateral in the calculation of descent, they did not share the 
strong bias toward male inheritance and leadership in families found in Spanish 
society. Bilaterality allowed fl exibility in postmarital residence and thus alone 
would not have caused Agustín to force María Francisca to live at Tesuque. Bilat-
erality with some commitment to an ideology of male dominance and control, 
however, might.

Agustín’s insistence that his wife live with him at Tesuque bespeaks a particu-
larly patriarchal attitude, a commitment to the idea of a husband’s power over his 
wife. He wanted to live in his home community. Since wives  were compelled to 
live with their husbands in patriarchal families, it may be that Agustín felt justi-
fi ed in forcing María Francisca to do as he wanted. Th is commitment to male 
dominance may have resulted in part from his adoption of Spanish attitudes 
concerning the proper roles of men and women in marriages and families, since 
there was no such tradition of male control at Tesuque or in other Pueblo com-
munities. Adopting such Spanish attitudes would have been easy for Agustín 
because he lived in Tesuque, a pueblo that had “become more accepting of the 
colonists’ patrilineal and patrilocal ways” due to its close geographic proximity 
to Santa Fe. Although it is impossible to reconstruct exactly who lived or spent 
time in Tesuque in the early 1770s due to scant archival evidence, it is clear that 
he was infl uenced by Spanish practices and beliefs because he married in the 
Catholic Church. He, like María, was a convert to Christianity. Because Tesuque 
was close to Santa Fe, there clearly would have been Spaniards living near or 
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passing through the community on a regular basis. At the very least, Agustín 
would have had regular contact with the priest from Nambé, of which Tesuque 
was a visiting station, and he could have learned Spanish modes of authority 
from him. Both Agustín and María Francisca, then, felt the infl uence of a third 
system of descent in their already “mixed” or intercultural marriage.

Material Support in Pueblo Intimate Relations
Analyzing the second cause of María Francisca’s unhappiness— Agustín’s inabil-
ity or unwillingness to materially provide for her— illustrates that Agustín was 
not the only person in the marriage to adopt Spanish attitudes about intimate 
relations and family to a degree. Th ere is no evidence that in matrilineal Cochiti 
society husbands  were expected to provide materially for their wives as an indi-
cation of their love and respect for them. Fred Eggan described long- standing 
attitudes toward material support of family members at Hopi, a matrilineal 
pueblo, in the mid- twentieth century: “In Hopi . . .  the women own the  houses 
and the crops. A husband has the economic obligation of helping to support not 
only his wife but the  whole  house hold, and, as such, his eff orts are oft en criti-
cized, with resultant separations.” If a separation happens, both the husband 
and wife have their mother’s family to fall back on: the husband can simply re-
turn to his family, and the wife (and children, if there are any) “can fall back on 
the larger family for economic support until remarriage.” Th e only time that this 
might not be the case is if, for some reason, the wife has no male relatives on the 
mother’s side to rely upon (for example, brothers or coresident brothers- in- law); 
then, the wife might fi nd herself eco nom ical ly dependent upon her husband. 
although this rarely seems to be the case for Hopi women.

Early Spanish observers of Pueblo life commented that men cultivated corn to 
support their wives and children. But because wives in matrilineal communities 
 were fi rmly ensconced in their mothers’ families, they did not need to rely solely 
on their husbands for such support. In other words, a husband’s material support 
of his wife was deemphasized in matrilineal pueblos. It does not make much 
sense, then, to argue that such support was the (or even a) symbol of the husband’s 
respect and love for his wife in matrilineal pueblos. In these communities, love 
and respect must have been mea sured in diff erent terms, if they  were mea sured 
at all. Yet María Francisca complained that Agustín had failed to provide her 
with “aid and shelter,” and specifi cally he had not given her shawls, belts, and 
shoes. Th is issue was important enough to be a topic of discussion between María 
Francisca and her mother. María Josefa specifi cally asked her daughter if Agustín 
had indeed provided these things, and upon fi nding out that he had not, María 
Josefa expressed sympathy. Th us, according to her lawyer’s statement, María 
Francisca “found herself without aid or shelter, and due to this cruelty . . .  she did 
the only thing she could.”
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Not providing shawls, belts, and shoes seems a trivial complaint; however, it 
was most likely meant to be a meta phor for Agustín’s inability to provide for her 
more generally. Th is attitude about material support refl ects the orientation of 
someone who had acclimated at least somewhat to Spanish New Mexican society, 
not someone who adhered strictly to an ethic of matrilineality. Women in Span-
ish New Mexican society  were essentially the wards of their husbands; as such, 
they  were dependent upon their husbands for material support. It was the duty of 
the patriarch to provide for his family, including his wife. María Francisca clearly 
looked to Agustín as her provider, as did women in Spanish families of the 
 period. She seems to have taken to heart the idea expressed in proclamations such 
as the one Flores Mogollón issued in 1714 and read aloud in Pueblo communities: 
that it was the husband’s duty to “feed and maintain” his wife. It is not clear why 
Agustín failed to provide materially for María Francisca. Nonetheless, it is clear 
that María Francisca expected Agustín to support her and was extremely un-
happy when he did not.

Th e fact that María Francisca did, ultimately, move to Tesuque points to an ac-
climation to Spanish beliefs and practices concerning marriage and family life 
as well. In Spanish New Mexican society the wife owed her husband “nearly total 
obedience” in return for material support. As I discussed above, women  were 
not the wards of husbands in Pueblo matrilineal society, nor is there any evidence 
to indicate that they  were wards of their husbands in bilateral society either. María 
Francisca, however, appears to have believed that she lived under these conditions. 
As a good and “obedient” wife, she felt compelled to move to Tesuque even though 
she did not wish to do so.

Murder in Matrilineal Societies
María Francisca’s desire for material goods and her “obedience” to Agustín are 
not the only evidence that suggests that she had assimilated Spanish beliefs 
about marriage. Given the way in which matrilineality and matrilocality struc-
tured the marital tie between men and women at Cochiti during the colonial 
period, María Francisca’s solution to the problems in her marriage— the mur-
der of her husband— also refl ects this acclimation. If María Francisca  were 
operating according to the belief that the marital tie between she and Agustín 
could easily be broken, as was typical in matrilineal and matrilocal societies, 
she would not have needed to murder her husband to put an end to their rela-
tionship. Obviously María Francisca must have been very unhappy to have 
committed such an act, but, more than this, she must have felt that she had no 
other way to end the relationship. Such a feeling about marriage would not be 
logical in a matrilineal society, in which it was easy to end intimate relationships. 
It is not too diffi  cult to understand, however, how a woman might feel trapped in 
a relationship in a patriarchal, Catholic society, where there was no way to legally 
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or morally end an unhappy marriage. In other words, María Francisca’s ac-
tions and feelings appear to refl ect a perception of marriage that more closely 
 resembled a Spanish, Catholic  union than a  union created in a matrilineal and 
matrilocal society. When Agustín forced her to move to Tesuque and then 
failed to fulfi ll his duties toward her, she killed him in order to terminate the 
relationship.

Th is, of course, was an extreme action to take. As was acknowledged at the 
beginning of this chapter, other factors may have motivated María Francisca to 
make the choices that she did.  Were the case richer in detail, a more complete 
picture of what happened might be painted. However, more information would 
not, I believe, negate the importance that perceptions of kinship, marriage, and 
family played in shaping María Francisca’s behavior. Such perceptions formed, 
I would argue, a “background script” to her thought pro cesses: she was not al-
ways consciously aware of them, yet they shaped her daily actions and thinking 
nonetheless.

In January of 1779 both María Francisca and her mother  were shot and then 
hung in the gallows of Santa Fe aft er spending almost six years in prison while 
lawyers debated the proper sentence for their crime. María Francisca and 
Agustín’s actions and beliefs reveal the diffi  culties inherent in intercultural 
marriages in eighteenth- century Pueblo communities. Agustín’s forcibly mov-
ing María Francisca to Tesuque and her begrudging obedience in this matter, 
María Francisca’s complaints that Agustín did not provide properly for her de-
spite the fact that husbands did not traditionally do so at Cochiti, and her deci-
sion to murder Agustín to end the unhappy marriage when divorce was typically 
an easy aff air all refl ect two individuals trying to navigate the diffi  cult terrain of 
a marriage structured by competing and confl icting beliefs concerning kinship, 
intimate relations, and family life. Th ree systems of descent— matrilineality, bilat-
erality, and bilaterality with a “patrilineal twist”— all operated within the mar-
riage. Spanish and Pueblo beliefs and practices concerning intimate relations 
and family life also infl uenced María Francisca and Agustín. Given this compli-
cated mix of beliefs and practices, it is not surprising that confl ict arose. Diff er-
ent and confl icting systems of descent and cultural traditions structured their 
perceptions of what a proper marriage was supposed to be. Due to their inability 
to reasonably resolve the confl icts that arose, María Francisca decided to murder 
her husband with the help of her mother.

PU E BL O M A R R I AGE R AT E S I N 
T H E E IGH  T E E N T H C E N T U RY

I conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of Pueblo marriage rates in the 
Catholic Church as well as the incidence of other types of intimate relation-
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ships formed by Pueblos to give some sense of the degree to which mixed mar-
riages and family forms— as evidenced in María Francisca and Agustín’s 
relationship— might have existed in Pueblo communities. By examining these 
intimate relationships it becomes clear that the experience of María Fran-
cisca and Agustín was not anomalous in colonial Pueblo society and that many 
couples faced similar diffi  culties in forming and maintaining intercultural 
relationships.

Th e most obvious place to look for evidence of intercultural relationships 
is the marriage registers of the local parishes that served Pueblo communities. 
 Here one might fi nd evidence of Pueblos who had to some degree assimilated 
Spanish beliefs and practices concerning kinship, marriage, and the family into 
their lives and  were thus faced with challenges similar to those confronted by 
María Francisca and Agustín. Th e diffi  culty with this argument is that research 
into the Archdiocese of Santa Fe’s marriage registers indicates that only a few 
Pueblos married in the Catholic Church in the eigh teenth century. Certainly, 
there was re sis tance in Pueblo communities to the adoption of Spanish norms 
concerning family, kinship, and marriage, which resulted in low marriage rates 
in the Catholic Church. Furthermore, racism prevented a vast majority of Span-
iards from considering Pueblo people as acceptable marriage partners, making 
Spanish- Pueblo marriage an extremely rare event in colonial New Mexico. As 
Gutiérrez notes, marriage in colonial New Mexico was generally “isogamic— like 
married like.” Spanish New Mexicans  were generally very status conscious. 
Marrying a Pueblo Indian— a person of a “lower” race— had deleterious eff ects 
on an individual’s social standing in the Spanish communities of New Mexico. 
Th e very small number of Spanish- Pueblo marriages in the Archives of the Arch-
diocese of Santa Fe marriage registers refl ects this fact.

Th is does not, however, mean that few Pueblos  were “Catholic” or had ac-
cepted Spanish beliefs concerning marriage, the family, and kinship to at least 
some degree. Informal intimate relationships between Spaniards and Pueblos 
 were far more common in colonial New Mexico than church- sanctioned mar-
riages and could be vectors for the adoption of Spanish beliefs. I noted at the 
beginning of this chapter that missionaries found that few Pueblo people wished 
to return to marriage or get married aft er the reconquest of New Mexico in 
1692. Th ings did not change as the century progressed. In 1760 Fray Sanz de 
Lezaún reported that cohabitation was very common among Pueblo peoples. 
Kessell, citing an entry from the baptismal register from Pecos in 1804, writes 
that Fray Diego Martínez Arellano complained that “all the Indians . . .  live 
publicly in concubinage because the offi  cials, both Spaniards and Indians, toler-
ate it.” In 1820 Fray Guevara made the same complaint when he wrote that, 
even at this late date, Pueblo men  were in “commerce with many women.” 
Some of these relationships inevitably involved Pueblos and Spaniards. Th is is 
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clear given the large number of people of Spanish and Pueblo descent that re-
sided in New Mexico aft er conquest. Pueblo individuals could adopt Spanish 
ideas concerning kinship and family, even if their relationships with Spaniards 
 were never formalized within the Catholic Church. Low marriage rates thus 
cannot simply be interpreted as meaning that few Pueblos adopted Spanish 
norms, because Pueblos who had adopted these norms did not, for the most 
part, marry in the church.

Many Pueblo  unions  were intercultural even if they lacked the element of 
Spanish infl uence. Th e case of María Francisca and Agustín demonstrates that 
Pueblos who married persons residing outside their home communities might 
also face competing ideas and practices concerning intimate relations, kinship, 
and family life. Even if María Francisca and Agustín had not married in the 
Catholic Church and  were not infl uenced by Spanish norms concerning mar-
riage, family, and kinship, they still came from communities that did not share 
the same system of descent or language. Some Pueblos also married non- Pueblo 
Indians (Navajo, Apache, Ute, or Comanche) who resided either inside or outside 
their communities. Th ese types of intercultural marriages— between individuals 
of diff erent Pueblo communities or even diff erent Indian groups— appear with 
some regularity in the Archdiocese of Santa Fe marriage registers. Of course, 
just as with Spanish- Pueblo marriages, there  were intimate  unions between indi-
viduals of diff erent pueblos or diff erent Indian groups that  were formed outside 
the Catholic Church and are therefore not accounted for in the Archdiocese 
marriage registers.

Spanish observers of Pueblo community life thus  were correct to complain 
throughout the colonial period that Christian marriage rates  were low while co-
habitation rates  were high. However, as I have demonstrated  here, although rates 
of formal marriage in the church can give some indication of the number of in-
tercultural marriages and families that existed in Pueblo communities in the 
eigh teenth century, such statistics do not tell the  whole story. Th ere are any num-
ber of ways a marriage or a  union could have been mixed, and not all of the 
 unions between “Hispanicized” or acculturated Pueblos, Pueblos of diff erent 
communities, or even diff erent Indian groups can be accounted for with statisti-
cal data based on the archdiocese’s marriage registers. Th us, although no overall, 
concrete statistic of the incidence of Pueblo mixed marriages and  unions in the 
eigh teenth century can be off ered, it appears from the available data that they 
 were not uncommon. Th is means that many Pueblo couples found themselves 
negotiating the same or similar rocky terrain of competing value systems that 
María Francisca and Agustín faced. Love, power, and the daily struggle to nego-
tiate the competing po liti cal and social structures that regulated intimate rela-
tionships  were common themes in the lives of Pueblo people. What sets the case 
of María Francisca and Agustín apart is not that they formed a mixed  union, but 
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that María Francisca chose to resolve the diffi  culties inherent in such  unions in 
an atypical way.

Th e complex mix of practices and beliefs concerning kinship, marriage, and 
family life that existed in Agustín and María Francisca’s relationship, and the 
relationships of many other Pueblo couples, arose in part as a result of Spanish 
colonization. Aft er 1539 Pueblos had to negotiate numerous structures of po liti-
cal and social power that sought to regulate intimate relations and family life in 
their communities. Because Spanish authorities  were never able to eradicate and 
replace Pueblo traditions completely, Pueblo and Spanish practices and beliefs 
intersected in Pueblo communities and individuals. As the Cochiti murder in-
vestigation reveals, individuals such as Agustín and María Francisca adopted 
some Spanish beliefs concerning marriage, kinship, and family life as a result of 
the Spanish authorities’ eff orts to eradicate “concubinage,” but that did not mean 
they simply disregarded Pueblo traditions. Pueblos of the eigh teenth century led 
syncretic lives and lived in diverse, even “cosmopolitan,” communities, in addi-
tion to creating intercultural marriages and families. In the case of Agustín and 
María Francisca, Pueblo and Spanish beliefs and practices did not mesh well, 
and the resultant clash of ideas ultimately led to murder. If María Francisca had 
chosen to resolve her unhappiness with her marriage to Agustín according to the 
norms of her own community, such an extreme action would not have been 
necessary.
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On August 30, 1778, Antonio Cota, a San Diego presidio soldier from Villa del 
Fuente, Sinaloa, married María Bernarda Chigila, an Indian woman from the 
ranchería Puituida. Th e couple exchanged their vows at Mission San Juan Cap-
istrano before Guillermo Carrillo, captain of the mission guard, Joseph Antonio 
Peña, a soldier, Pedro Ompsil, a mission Indian, and other neophytes. By July of 
1780, the couple’s daughter, María Antonia Marcela, had been sponsored for bap-
tism by soldier Francisco Lopes and Feliciana Arballa. Th e Cotas produced two 
more children, María Gregoria Matilde Cota and Nabor Antonio Cota, baptized 
in 1785 and 1787, respectively, at Mission San Diego. Spanish Mexican soldiers 
and settlers— known as gente de razón (people of reason), a designation that ap-
plied to Spanish Mexicans but not California Indians— served as the children’s 
godparents. Antonio and María Cota’s mixed off spring themselves sponsored local 
Indian converts for sacraments, and this continued exposure to both their mother’s 
Indian community and their father’s Spanish network aided in their development 
of a mestizo (Spanish Indian) identity.

Th roughout the Mexican and early American periods, the Cota family’s as-
sociation with Indians continued. Antonio Cota’s grandson, José María Uribes, 
later repeated the pattern of his grandparents by marrying an Indian named 
María Clara at Mission San Juan Capistrano on February 24, 1851. Antonio Co-
ta’s niece, María Ignacia Jacinta Cota, daughter of Roque Jacinto Cota and his 
wife, Juana María Verdugo, married an Indian soldier from Mexico City, Fran-
cisco Bruno Garcia, at Mission San Gabriel on August 22, 1793. Although some 
Cota family members comfortably associated with Indian neophytes, others  were 
far less accepting of intimate connections with Native peoples. Despite having 
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cousins and relatives who intermarried with and sponsored local Indians, soldier 
Valentín Cota was the catalyst of the Chumash Revolt of 1824 aft er he ordered the 
whipping of an Indian from Mission La Purísima Concepción. Chumash peoples 
responded to their mistreatment by revolting at three missions, including Mis-
sion San Buenaventura, where Valentin’s great- uncle, Pablo Antonio Cota, served 
in the mission guard and as padrino (godfather) to fourteen converts from 1782 
to 1787.

Th e Cota family’s intimate ties with Indian peoples reveal that interethnic 
contact was fraught with confl icting emotions and uncertain outcomes. Even 
the existence of compadrazgo relationships between Spanish Mexican god-
parents and Indian godchildren did not always guarantee kind treatment by 
members of the same family, or, more broadly, by Spanish Mexican society. By 
the Mexican period social and economic gaps had widened, further dividing the 
gente de razón and Indians. Although the Cota family’s intermarriage with and 
sponsorship of Indians refl ect the fl uidity that existed in the early Spanish pe-
riod, Valentín Cota’s violence and other incidents of hostility by Spanish Mexi-
cans point to lost opportunities for mutual understanding. Nevertheless, more 
congenial encounters reveal the potential of kinship and compadrazgo to stabi-
lize interethnic relations. Th e linking of kinship and evangelization in Alta Cali-
fornia also accelerated the development of new indigenous- Catholic communities. 
Catholic godparenting practices and Indian puberty rituals shared commonalities 
that bound communities and families closer together. However, converted Indians 
who shaped and reproduced compadrazgo networks  were not wholly assimilated, 
nor  were their traditions completely annihilated. Compadrazgo, as a socioreligious 
institution, embodied contradictions, accelerating conquest and Hispanicization 
while also providing narrow openings for continuity in Native kinship practices 
and gender roles.

My analysis of kinship led me to examine subjugated peoples and their nego-
tiations with colonial power from the bottom up. For example, Baja Indian god-
parents  were both cultural brokers and agents of “cycles of conquest” in Alta Cali-
fornia. Baja Indians functioned as servants, catechists, interpreters, and godparents, 
channeling invaluable information to Franciscan missionaries to better frame their 
spiritual agenda. However, their deployment was fraught with inconsistency as 
they  were relegated to an inferior social status at the same time that they modeled 
the benefi ts of Christianity. Ironically, the presence of Baja Christian Indians 
and their social stigmatization may have reifi ed their own sense of indigeneity and 
that of local neophytes. As Baja Indians married, reproduced, and sponsored Alta 
Californians, they augmented and melded into existing indigenous communities, 
contributing to the diversity of indigenous California.

Iberian godparenting traditions, which involved enlisting a padrino (god-
father) and a madrina (godmother) from blood relations or close family friends, 
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 were tested in Alta California through the establishment of compadrazgo ties 
between Spanish Mexicans and Indians who previously held no aff ective con-
nections. Customarily, a padrino or madrina spiritually guided their godchild 
and might rear the child in the event of the biological parents’ death. Biological 
parents and spiritual coparents memorialized their bond through Catholic rit-
ual, during which they acknowledged each other as “compadres.” Spanish Mexi-
can soldiers, artisans, and female kin sponsored Alta California Indians for 
Catholic sacraments and helped indoctrinate them. However, the relationships 
of social equality and familiarity typical of Iberian compadrazgo did not exist 
between Spanish Mexicans and neophytes.

As becoming a godparent did not require literacy, being a man, or belonging 
to a par tic u lar racial or ethnic group, the infl uence of godparentage reached dif-
ferent segments of society. In Alta California this spiritual role demanded only a 
rudimentary knowledge of Catholic doctrine, and the majority of individuals in 
newly established Catholic communities either served as godparents or had god-
parents. However, the constant rotation of Spanish soldiers and artisans through-
out Alta California might have undermined the infl uence of Spanish Mexican 
padrinos in the daily lives of their Indian godchildren. Despite the tenuousness 
of interethnic godparentage, compadrazgo entailed new expressions of obliga-
tion on the part of Spanish Mexican godparents who, in exchange for material 
incentives and spiritual knowledge imparted to neophytes, received social defer-
ence from their Native godchildren. Th is relationship of reciprocity and obliga-
tion was a colonizing tactic essential for replacing other traumatic memories of 
Spanish violence, specifi cally the rape and murder of Native Californians, which 
limited the success of spiritual and military conquest.

Th e historic fl exibility in defi nitions of the family, as Ramón Gutiérrez de-
scribes in his chapter in this volume, legitimizes kinship studies in the Spanish 
borderlands, which requires an understanding of regional variations among Na-
tive populations, diff erences in missionary groups and evangelization tech-
niques, and the reach of colonial domination and control. To understand changes 
and continuity in Native kinship in Alta California over time, some background 
in pre- and early contact cultural traditions is needed.

PR E C ON TAC T M A R R I AGE A N D K I NSH I P 
I N NAT I V E C A L I FOR N I A

Th e intimate lives of Native peoples in Alta California embodied a multitude of 
relational expressions that  were validated through rituals and cultural practices. 
Marriage was shaped by factors such as socioeconomic status, clan identifi cation, 
and kinship taboos. Among the Juaneños, Luiseños, Serranos, and Gabrielinos, a 
man indicated his interest in a woman, either personally or through his family, by 
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providing ritual gift s such as deer meat and perhaps his labor to her family. Off er-
ings varied, but lavish gift s  were not a prerequisite for marriage. Diegueño and 
Gabrielino parents informed their daughter of a suitor’s interest; if she rejected a 
viable suitor, her family might encourage her to accept his proposal. Families oc-
casionally prearranged marriages. Some Juaneño, Serrano, and Gabrielino chil-
dren, for example,  were promised to each other at birth or in their infancy by their 
parents, who raised them to have frequent contact, thus facilitating familiarity 
and ac cep tance of the marriage arrangement. Occasionally marriages  were also 
arranged by village elders or intermediaries entrusted with this task.

Native family units among the Cahuilla, Serrano, and Diegueño  were typi-
cally nuclear, patrilineal (tracing descent through the father’s line), and patrilo-
cal (residing among the husband’s family). Southern Californians oft en bestowed 
upon their children names from a collection common to the father’s family line. 
Although the majority of Native couples in southern California lived near the 
husband’s family aft er marriage, Native practices allowed for some fl exibility, 
including matrilocal residency (living among the bride’s family). Chumash com-
moners and some Diegueños practiced matrilocal residency, while Chumash 
elites remained patrilocal. Family units varied but oft en consisted of an adult 
couple, with a male as head of  house hold, their unmarried off spring, and possi-
bly a son with his wife and children. Other families consisted of two brothers, 
their wives and off spring, or an adult couple, their unmarried children, and a 
husband’s el der ly parents or unmarried siblings.

Flexibility in marital expressions, including sororal polygyny (marriage of a 
man to sisters) and levirate  unions (marriage of a widow to her dead husband’s 
brother), facilitated the sharing of resources and preserved kinship obligations. 
Th is continuity was especially important following the death of a spouse, an event 
that could potentially disrupt or sever existing kinship ties. Among the Serrano, 
for example, polygyny was also allowed in special circumstances stemming from 
infertility in a fi rst marriage. Marriage variations also refl ected po liti cal func-
tions. Elites and tribal leaders among the Gabrielinos and the Chumash relied 
upon polygyny to solidify po liti cal connections with other groups. Intermarriage 
involving sisters from a diff erent clan or tribe fostered mutual obligations strength-
ened by familial bonds. Plural marriages yielded access to the productive labor of 
multiple females, which enhanced the prestige of elite males, who  were responsible 
for the distribution of goods and foods during ceremonies. As these examples il-
lustrate, the preservation of kinship obligations and procreation  were core values 
among the peoples of southern California, and marital expressions  were change-
able according to demographic stresses and po liti cal considerations.

Exogamy (marriage outside one’s own group) was common among most 
southern California groups, with the possible exception of the Serranos, who 
married within their clan or lineage group. Th ose Luiseños, Cahuillas, Cupeños, 
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Serranos, and Diegueños who belonged to the same clan, such as the Wild Cat or 
Coyote clan, addressed each other with terms that suggested fi lial ties, such as 
“cousin” or “sister.” Membership in the same clan was considered as legitimate as 
immediate blood ties, and it was believed that clan membership indicated some 
prior blood connection to even the remotest of clan members.

Native kinship and family identifi cations  were adjustable when internal ten-
sions and demographic obstacles developed. In extreme circumstances, lineage 
rules shift ed to allow individuals or family groups to claim new lineage identi-
ties. Although it was rare, individuals could reject patrilineal association and 
identify with their mother’s lineage. Individuals and small family groups might 
claim new ancestral associations in reaction to intracommunity hostilities. Clans 
might also dissolve over time due to exogamic marriage rules that introduced 
new lineages into a family or community and possibly diluted the original clan. 
As these examples illustrate, Native peoples severed and forged aff ective ties, re-
lying upon fl exible kinship practices to regenerate and reconstitute families and 
communities. Following the arrival of Spanish Mexican invaders, Native peoples 
relied upon this survival skill to sustain and create familial relationships in the 
face of new challenges.

C OM PA DR A Z G O,  P OW E R ,  A N D PA R A L L E L S

In the late eigh teenth century, the Spanish crown established a mission system 
and presidios (military garrisons) along the Pacifi c coast of Alta California to 
establish a settler buff er zone. Th is buff er would protect valuable silver mining 
settlements in northern New Spain and possibly discourage the imperial designs 
of Rus sia, France, and En gland. Aft er the fi rst mission was established in San 
Diego in 1769, Franciscan missionaries began enticing and coercing indigenous 
peoples into the missions and introducing them to the Catholic faith. Francis-
cans targeted young children in par tic u lar, as they presented fewer challenges for 
spiritual indoctrination and cultural reform than adults. Infants and young chil-
dren  were baptized immediately, while the baptism of adolescents and adults was 
delayed until they received training in the basic tenets of the Catholic faith.

Catholic sacraments such as baptism and marriage relied upon the sponsor-
ship of godparents, who would instruct Indian neophytes in the faith and help 
found new Catholic communities. Although spiritual coparents  were usually blood 
relatives or close family friends, in the earliest stages of the missions’ founding in 
Alta California, godparents  were primarily drawn from a pool of Spanish Mexi-
can soldiers and their wives residing at presidios, missions, and pueblos. Gradu-
ally, Indians participated in compadrazgo in greater numbers and began to help 
interpret the faith to newer members of mission communities. Because unhealthy 
conditions resulted in high death rates in these communities, compadrazgo took 
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on greater importance by serving as a potential safety net for orphaned godchil-
dren, who by custom  were adopted by blood relatives or godparents. Godparent-
age, according to Catholic doctrine, was as signifi cant as blood ties, and marriage 
taboos excluded godparents as potential mates, as clan and lineage taboos gov-
erned the marriages of Native Californians.

Despite the potential of compadrazgo to forge a sense of community, the in-
stitution refl ected colonial imposition in Alta California; more plainly, it was a 

Figure 10.1. Photograph of a baptismal font from the Mission 
San Luís Obispo in the early 1900s. Baptismal fonts such as this 
one symbolized both a threat to culture and community through 
conquest and a new tool for ritual ceremonialism and the 
regeneration of kinship ties. Courtesy of Braun Research Library 
Collection, Autry National Center, P.26983A.
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“social barometer” for interethnic encounters. Prior violent acts by the Span-
iards undoubtedly coerced Native responses to compadrazgo and their adoption 
of Catholic kinship practices. Similarly, some Spanish Mexican inhabitants who 
feared displeasing the missionaries  were persuaded to take on the sponsorship of 
Indians. Th ese gente de razón, themselves racially mixed and ambitious for upward 
mobility, instituted social distance from California Indians and did not appear to 
view Native peoples as true compadres or comadres, terms of aff ection that memo-
rialized the compadrazgo relationship. If the parents of someone baptized  were 
unconverted, the potential for cultural convergence between Indian and Spanish 
Mexican compadres remained limited. Since Indian neophytes  were perpetually 
developing their knowledge of Catholic doctrine, Christianized Indians never 
served as godparents for gente de razón. Interethnic compadrazgo bonds allowed 
power to fl ow along a vertical social plane in Alta California by joining those of 
disparate class and ethnic backgrounds rather than those of the same social or 
class standing.

Although social disparity existed in early compadrazgo relationships between 
Indians and Spanish Mexicans in Alta California, the institution off ered advan-
tages for those on the lower rung of the relationship. Parents sometimes sought 
out godparents of higher socioeconomic standing to secure material benefi ts for 
their children. In Mexico, slaves of African ancestry tried to enlist wealthy god-
parents, hoping to gain emancipation for their off spring. Similarly, in Califor-
nia, Indian parents sometimes realized benefi ts aft er baptizing their children. 
“Out from the presidio come great heaps of tortillas sent by godfathers for their 
godsons,” reported Franciscan Junípero Serra to Father Guardian Francisco Pan-
gua in 1774. “And even though each day a mighty cauldron of pozole is fi lled and 
emptied three times over [at the mission], these poor little fellows still have a cor-
ner for the tortillas their godfathers send them,” he continued. Indian parents 
realized that goods or food might be funneled through padrinos and madrinas and 
could be shared by the godchild with the rest of the family. A year later, Father 
Serra reported to Viceroy Bucareli that “heaps of remnants given in exchange, or as 
gift s by godfathers to their spiritual sons,”  were a welcome aspect of compadrazgo, 
and that sometimes godchildren received fresh clothing for baptism.

Ritual aspects of compadrazgo and sponsorship for Catholic sacraments res-
onated for Native peoples of both sexes. Ceremonial participation by Native 
peoples in southern California was common, and women  were more actively in-
volved in tribal ceremonies than their counterparts in northern and central 
California. Traditional sponsorship rituals of adolescent initiates existed among 
indigenous peoples before the arrival of Spanish colonizers. During puberty 
rites, for example, men and women supported individuals of the same sex and 
guided them through an initiation pro cess, imparting gender- specifi c ayelkwi 
(sacred knowledge and power) to prepare adolescents for adult responsibilities.
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One sponsored practice among southern Californian Indians involved the 
imbibing of hallucinogenic beverages. Th e toloache ceremony (known as Mani 
among the Luiseño), which required initiates to drink a jimsonweed concoction, 
was an important milestone in a Luiseño’s life. Men from the community as-
sisted the boys through the practice, which induced visions. Luiseño elders 
taught the toloache initiates songs of their god, Chungichnish, and both boys and 
girls  were subjected to lengthy orations. Among the Gabrielinos, the maanet 
(datura) ceremony (known as the pem- pa- wvan kiksawal ceremony among the 
Cahuilla) also required the participation of older community members who 
 supervised physical tests and shared with inductees their knowledge of rituals, 
songs, and other practices.

Diegueño, Luiseño, Cahuilla, and Gabrielino girls  were also subjected to elab-
orate puberty ceremonies that required the oversight of sponsors. Among the 
fi rst three indigenous groups, adult men and women performed special dances to 
commemorate young girls reaching the age of maturity, usually considered to be 
the onset of menarche. Gabrielino girls also underwent a ceremony aft er reach-
ing puberty, during which their torsos  were buried under heated sand. Later they 
 were sung to by older women, who supervised a dance in their honor. Cahuilla 
in for mant Ruby Modesto, a pul (medicine woman), reported that girls in her tribe 
occasionally underwent the kikisulem ceremony, stating, “It was unusual, but 
sometimes a girl would go through this initiation with the boys. She would be 
 accompanied by a lady relative who would guide the young shamaness.”

Th e implementation of sacred religious artifacts in Catholic rituals was also fa-
miliar to Native Californians. Colorful vestments, silver chalices, and oils lent Cath-
olic rituals a ceremonial quality that was not dissimilar to the blessed feathers, deer 
hooves, and sand paintings used by Native spiritual leaders. Catholics held baptis-
mal ceremonies in front of families and neighbors and assigned those baptized a 
new Christian name, sometimes in honor of a saint. Th is mirrored the Chumash 
naming ceremonies, which relied upon a group of older men called the ‘alchuklash 
to determine a child’s name based on the timing of birth and the lunar calendar. 
Bestowed soon aft er birth and in front of relatives, Chumash names acknowledged 
reverence for the child’s birth planet. Gabrielino grandparents named newborns of 
the same sex and also factored astrological indicators in the selection.

Despite cultural parallels between Spanish and Native practices, sustained 
contact between unconverted and missionized Indians discouraged the latter’s 
complete assimilation. Missionaries reporting about San Diego neophytes in 
1814 claimed, “Th ey fi nd it diffi  cult to learn to speak Spanish at this mission, 
since each year pagans arrive to become Christians and the greater number of 
these are old people.” New converts reintroduced indigenous languages and tra-
ditional practices to their mission community, and Alta Californians such as the 
Diegueños remained “devoted to the preservation of the customs of their ances-
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tors.” Consequently, Catholic Indian participation and the reproduction of com-
padrazgo networks probably combined Hispanic and indigenous elements to 
maintain precontact kinship ties. Native cultural practices that coexisted with 
Spanish norms  were more protected from the power of the missionary gaze and 
reform than those that opposed them.

Native perspectives on compadrazgo are diffi  cult to discern because of the 
lack of Native- authored sources and oral histories indicating their impressions 
of godparentage. Missionaries and observers frequently remarked upon Native 
re sis tance to certain Hispanic cultural practices and the Natives’ attachment to 
premarital sex, polygyny, Indian divorce, traditional healing practices, and 
dances. However, among the six volumes of correspondence from mission presi-
dents Junípero Serra and Fermín Francisco de Lasuén, other missionary- authored 
texts, one Native- authored text by Pablo Tac, and oral histories from Native wit-
nesses that I consulted, I did not come across a single reference to compadrazgo 
as unwelcome or rejected among converts. Th at compadrazgo generated no record 
of confl ict lends credence to the theory that it was accepted by some indigenous 
peoples as a new vehicle for familial expression.

California Indians transported their precontact kinship bonds to the mis-
sions, despite missionary eff orts to eradicate what they perceived as deviant 
practices such as polygyny. On May 23, 1811, Lucio Cuinasum, a forty- two- year- 
old man from Pimicha, and his thirty- eight- year- old wife, Lucia Sunabam, pre-
sented themselves for baptism at Mission San Gabriel. Th e couple had a son 
named Luís Judaibit, age eleven, baptized that same day. Luisa Minadbam, of 
ranchería Jonomonai, was noted in the mission register as “la mujer segunda” 
(the second woman or wife) of Lucio prior to conversion. She, too, was baptized 
on May 23, along with the couple’s children, Luís Nemainit and Flora Toyabam, 
the latter of whom was baptized alongside her husband, Flor Mole. Notably, the 
family was recorded in the mission register in sequence, with the three parents 
and all their off spring intermingled as a family cluster. Also, all  were sponsored 
by the same Gabrielino godmother, María Manuela of Juyubit. Although mis-
sionaries viewed the conversion of a patriarch and his selection of one wife for 
Catholic marriage as a success in eliminating polygyny, indigenous families used 
baptism to honor and preserve extended families intact. Signifi cantly, the bap-
tism of Lucio and his family was not an isolated example. Other polygynous 
family baptisms in southern California reveal the desire of Native peoples to 
sanctify preexisting bonds through the use of a Catholic custom.

Ironically, the mission system, which required the ongoing presence of Native 
peoples, created conditions that led to its own demise. Disease, declining fecun-
dity, and high mortality rates coupled with the psychological trauma of mission-
ization and forced cultural reform devastated mission communities and discour-
aged other Natives from converting. Consequently, from 1813 onward, Franciscans 
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utilized military campaigns to capture runaways and unconverted people from 
the interior. Although missionization always raised the specter of violence, Fran-
ciscan eff orts to persuade non- Christians to convert voluntarily gave way to 
force. Th is transition undoubtedly shaped how new arrivals viewed Catholic 
practices such as compadrazgo and their implementation.

As evidenced by family baptisms, indigenous peoples resisted complete as-
similation by viewing Catholic practices through their own lenses and investing 
Catholic ritual with meanings that may have countered missionary goals of spiri-
tual indoctrination and Hispanicization. Paradoxically, symbols of spiritual con-
version such as baptism and godparentage held the potential to carve out narrow 
spaces for Native cultural per sis tence; simultaneously, Catholic rituals such as 
compadrazgo fulfi lled some of the emotional, psychological, and ceremonial needs 
of neophytes coping with Spanish Mexican domination.

NAT I V E PE OPL E S A N D G ODPA R E N T I NG PAT T E R NS

Catholic missionaries idealized the spiritual family as consisting of a father, a 
mother, and a child, an imitation of the biblical family of Mary, Joseph, and the 
baby Jesus. However, on- the- ground factors such as skewed sex ratios among the 
gente de razón during the early Spanish period (with men outnumbering women), 
a mission’s proximity to a neighboring pueblo, and the demographic instability 
of a mission Indian community infl uenced a mission’s ability to adhere to the 
compadrazgo ideal. Baptism rec ords from Mission San Gabriel for the period of 
1771 to 1821 reveal a tendency for godparent assignments to be based on the gen-
der of the neophyte. In my sampling for this mission in the years 1771– 74, 1780– 
81, and 1790– 91, male Indian neophytes  were predominantly assigned padrinos. 
Among female Indian neophytes, godfathers  were prominent in the mission’s 
founding period, but ten years later, in 1780– 81, madrinas made up 95 percent of 
their sponsors, and they accounted for 80 percent in 1790– 91. By the end of the 
eigh teenth century, godfathers formed an almost negligible percentage of 
sponsors of female Indian neophytes. Franciscan appointments of a same- sex 
godparent thus paralleled the assignment of sponsors for Native puberty rites, 
with sponsors in both practices off ering cultural instruction in gender roles to 
adolescents.

During the transition from Spanish to Mexican control, intimate interactions 
between gente de razón and Native peoples continued through godparenting. 
Mission San Gabriel refl ected a shift  away from same- sex sponsorship to the 
Catholic ideal of dual sponsorship, one godmother and one godfather, oft en a 
married couple or unmarried individuals related to each other by blood. Th is trend 
was most evident for male Gabrielinos, who  were assigned two godparents at a rate 
of 61.5 percent in 1830– 31 and 57.5 percent in 1840– 41, while females reached rates of 
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36.5 percent and 40 percent. Th is contrasts markedly with Gabrielinos of both 
sexes during the Spanish era, who received two godparents at a peak of only 4.5 
percent of the baptisms that I sampled. One explanation for this shift  in god-
parenting at San Gabriel was the demographic stability attained by the gente de 
razón population at the neighboring pueblo of Los Angeles by 1815. Th e equaliz-
ing of sex ratios allowed these men and women to participate in godparenting 
more equally. By comparison, the closest gente de razón neighbors to Mission 
San Juan Capistrano  were a good twenty leagues away at the San Diego presidio. 
Consequently, missionaries there relied primarily upon Native sponsors for 
Catholic sacraments, and these converts probably achieved greater success in 
retaining their culture than those at other southern California missions. Th ese 
divergent patterns among southern California missions reveal that nuances in 
godparenting  were shaped by a multitude of factors.

At the turn of the nineteenth century, southern California missions experi-
enced a virulent period of disease, death, and infertility. In 1798 Mission San Luís 
Obispo’s hospital was fi lled with diseased neophytes, while Mission San Bue-
naventura was quarantined in response to a smallpox threat aft er the arrival of 
an infected ship upon the shores of Chumash territory. Two years later Mission 
San Gabriel Indians complained of devastating affl  ictions such as side pains and 
pneumonia. One missionary sadly recorded, “Th e epidemic continues at San 
Gabriel. From the beginning of November up to the twentieth of this month 
there have been one hundred and twenty deaths.” Further south, Mission San 
Juan Capistrano experienced the loss of 115 souls in 1800 alone, and in 1806 the 
death rate nearly doubled, with 213 perishing. In 1812, missionaries reported to 
the Spanish government that no natural population increases occurred at San 
Gabriel, stating that “the number of dead persons is duplicated to that of the 
born,” while at San Diego “deaths exceeded baptisms” between 1810 and 1814, 
with 118 deaths and 75 baptisms recorded for 1814 alone.

Th is spike in mortality rates aff ected sponsorship patterns and led to a rise in 
deathbed baptisms. Usually these baptisms  were of individuals who had incom-
plete spiritual training. Oft en these people lived in the outlying rancherías and 
summoned a missionary or catechist to administer last rites and baptism before 
taking their fi nal breath. Such occasions did not allow for a full ceremony to be 
performed, as was typical of church baptisms. During the years 1800 and1801, 
Mission San Gabriel experienced a signifi cant jump in deathbed baptisms, as 
evidenced by the fact that the baptisms of one out of every three Indian males 
 were recorded without godparents. Th is number is startling when compared to 
sample clusters from the same mission shortly before and aft er those lethal years: 
in 1790– 91, 13 percent of male baptisms  were deathbed, while only 0.5 percent of 
male baptisms  were similarly administered in 1810– 11. Among neophyte women, 
11.5 percent  were baptized in danger of death in 1790– 91 and 1 percent in 1810– 11, 
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a drastic reduction from a rate of 41 percent baptized on their deathbed in 1800– 
1801. As the data for the early 1800s reveals, Gabrielino women  were more likely 
to die younger and at a greater rate than Indian men; women  were especially 
vulnerable to complications arising from venereal diseases such as syphilis. 
Compadrazgo statistics such as those presented  here are more than just abstract 
numbers; they provide texture to the names listed in mission registers and point 
to the fears that existed within the mission walls and in neighboring villages. 
Kinship analysis traces the eff ects of demographic annihilation brought on by 
ecological and microbial revolutions and the willingness of Native peoples to 
undergo baptism, hoping to survive by accessing missionary power or out of fear 
that they would not go on to the aft erworld without it.

Following early conquest, as conversions increased, new community roles 
emerged for Native peoples. Neophyte catechists, interpreters, and godparents 
represented new Catholic religious and social functions that provided respect 
and visibility. As catechists instructed unconverted Indians in their native 
tongues about Catholic doctrine, godparents sponsored fellow Indians for Cath-
olic sacraments. Frequently, precontact indigenous leaders retained prominence 
aft er missionization. Fray Fermín Francisco de Lasuén, mission president in 
the late eigh teenth and early nineteenth centuries, commended José María, a 
chief of the Chumash at Mission Santa Bárbara, for facilitating the Chumash’s 
integration into the missions, stating, “He collaborates in bringing about the 
subjection, pacifi cation, and education of those who are Christians, and the con-
version of the pagans. He is beloved by the  whole nation.” At San Juan Capist-
rano one missionary reported that “instruction was given [to neophytes] in their 
own language by a blind prayer- leader from San Juan Capistrano Mission, a na-
tive of this place.” Native women as well as men participated as spiritual guides 
in keeping with traditionally gendered leadership roles.

Th e existence of Native female clan or village leaders among southern Cali-
fornia societies was commonly reported. One Chumash woman, Encarnación, 
oversaw four channel islands and exercised authority over male captains. As late 
as 1869, a woman named Pomposa became the wot, or village chief, among the 
Chumash. Th e daughter of Chief Luís Francisco of the S’apwi ranchería, Pom-
posa ascended to power through her lineage. Among the Cahuilla, some women 
became puls, or medicine women, though it was far more common for men to fi ll 
this role. Female shamans existed among the Luiseños, but whether this practice 
traces from the precontact era or was a response to demographic pressures asso-
ciated with missionization is unclear. Luiseño in for mant Albaña revealed that 
her great aunt was a shaman, probably during the late mission era. Just as de-
mographic or special circumstances elevated Native women to positions of power 
in their respective societies, historical shift s likewise contoured godparenting 
patterns in Native communities in Alta California.
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Tenuous health conditions and high mortality rates at missions led to the oc-
casional feminization of godparentage during Spanish rule. At Mission San Bue-
naventura, for example, disease and the resulting deaths led to godmothers repre-
senting 63 percent of all sponsors for Indian males during the years 1797– 99. Th is 
signifi ed a considerable jump from ten years earlier, when godmothers sponsored 
only 5 percent of male neophyte baptisms. One explanation for this trend was a 
temporary higher ratio of Chumash women to men over the age of twenty- fi ve 
among neophytes from the Santa Bárbara Channel Islands. Th is ran contrary to 
patterns exhibited for the mission system as a  whole, which witnessed greater 
mortality among young Indian women. In addition to the greater number of 
women and high disease and mortality rates, traditional respect for female au-
thority among the Chumash also contributed to this spike in female participation 
in compadrazgo. Finally, these statistical patterns applied to a signifi cant num-
ber of Chumash people and represented at least one- fourth of the total missions in 
Alta California.

Because of the fl ux that resulted from high disease and mortality rates, revered 
Native sponsors served as spiritual parents to a large number of their people and 
increased their arenas of authority from the precontact era. From 1808 to 1815 one 
madrina from the Jautbit ranchería, Ana María, served her Mission San Gabriel 
community by sponsoring 202 neophytes. Sponsoring another 178 converts at the 
same mission from 1802 to 1821 was Benito José, originally from Yabit. Farther 
south at Mission San Diego, Indian Th omas Locau was a spiritual guide to more 
than sixty converts between 1786 and 1804. Finally, María Serafi na Hilachap, the 
wife of Indian captain Francisco Canuch, was godmother to twenty- four San Di-
ego converts in the 1780s and 1790s. As Canuch’s wife, this madrina achieved a 
degree of esteem among her people prior to Eu ro pe an contact and was among the 
earliest elites to convert at this locale. María Serafi na’s visibility as a godmother of 
Kumeyaay and other Diegueño peoples, even aft er her husband’s death, signifi es a 
continued respect for female authority in community functions aft er missioniza-
tion. However, the elevation of ordinary men and women such as Ana María and 
Th omas Locau to the role of godparent refl ected new openings for commoners in 
mission communities that subverted old class delineations.

Although baptismal rec ords reveal feminization trends in godparenting, mar-
riage sponsorship during the Spanish and Mexican periods appears to have been 
dominated by men. In the mission registers of southern California, named mari-
tal investigation witnesses who contributed information on betrothed couples and 
listed as ceremony witnesses  were exclusively male in my samplings and general 
review of rec ords. Th is is consistent with patterns exhibited in colonial Mexico in 
the eigh teenth century, when women experienced marginalization as witnesses 
in marriage matters, including their own betrothals. Mirroring this trend, at 
Mission San Juan Capistrano, Pedro Ompsil from the Captivit ranchería and two 
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male Baja Indians, Remigio and Saturnino, witnessed dozens of marriages be-
tween 1777 and 1800. Native women  were noticeably absent as named witnesses in 
the San Juan Capistrano and San Diego marriage rec ords. Th e pervasiveness of 
male witnesses implies that this activity conferred a degree of po liti cal authority 
that only men retained within the mission system. In all likelihood, women at-
tended marriage ceremonies but did not participate as prenuptial investigation 
witnesses. Even if women provided information relevant to marriage matters, 
Franciscan recordings of women’s presence at marriage ceremonies varied con-
siderably across the missions in southern California.

Distinctions in female and male participation in baptismal and marriage 
sponsorship in mission- era communities fell along gendered lines similar to 
those that existed in Native puberty sponsorship, diplomatic marriage negotia-
tions, and child- rearing responsibilities. Because Native women  were associated 
with child rearing while men arranged po liti cal negotiations, including marriage 
alliances, these Native gender roles corresponded with the cultural assumptions 
of Franciscans and  were not targeted for reform. In their adoption of Catholic 
sponsorship practices, Native peoples participated in the oversight of their inti-
mate relationships, but this oversight resulted in little change with respect to the 
division of certain community functions by sex. Despite colonial subjugation 
and intrusion in other areas of the intimate lives of Natives, converts incorpo-
rated Catholic cultural attributes that supported their own values. Th is selective 
pro cess was a useful strategy for survival. What Alta Californians did not antici-
pate, however, was the need to incorporate new groups of Indians into existing 
families, communities, and kinship networks.

C ON V E R SION F ROM BE L OW ? BAJA I N DI A NS A S 
C U LT U R A L M E DI ATOR S I N C A L I FOR N I A

On September 30, 1768, an expedition headed by Captain Fernando de Rivera y 
Moncada, the Loreto presidio commander, set out for Alta California with a 
group of “25 soldiers, three mule drivers and a goodly number of Indians [forty- 
four] on foot,” the latter entrusted with the care of the  horses and other animals 
being transported to the new mission stations. Th e group rested at Mission San 
Fernando de Velicatá in northern Baja and waited for provisions before resuming 
their journey on March 24, 1769. Th irty of the forty- four Baja Indians deserted 
the expedition, deciding to remain near their ancestral homelands. A second over-
land expedition consisting of Junípero Serra, Don Gaspar de Portolá, settlers, sol-
diers, and forty- two Baja California Natives set out from San Fernando de Veli-
catá on May 15, 1769. Out of this group, another thirty Baja Indians deserted 
before arriving in San Diego on July 1, 1769. In total, twenty- six Baja neophytes 
eventually migrated northward to Alta California.
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Following their arrival in San Diego, a party that included fi ft een Baja Indians 
departed to establish a foothold in Monterey. Remaining in San Diego was another 
group that included eleven Baja Indians. Th ese Cochimí- speaking assistants, 
predominantly from Missions San Francisco de Borja Adac, Santa Gertrudis de 
Cadacamán, and Santa Rosalia de Mulegé, had barely experienced conversion 
themselves. Missions Santa Gertrudis and San Borja  were established in 1751 and 
1762, respectively, shortly before the Jesuit expulsion from the Spanish colonies and 
only a few years before the journey to Alta California. Realizing the sacrifi ces 
made by his Native contingent that had left  their kin and ancestral homeland, 
Junípero Serra believed that they should receive rewards for their contributions 
to the colonizing eff orts in Alta California. Serra maintained that “those families 
and unmarried Indians who, with so much trouble on my part, have been brought 
from California, to set up this Mission of San Diego, and to work in it . . .  should 
be given, for their encouragement, an allotment of the provisions, however small 
it may be; or that they should be returned to their former missions.” Although 
some of the Baja Indians ghosted away, a good many chose to remain. It is unclear 
if they expected to remain in Alta California for life or planned eventually to re-
turn to their homeland. Orphan boys such Fabián, Gaspar, José, and Saturnino 
probably assumed that they would remain in the care of the Franciscan fathers. 
Families such as José and his wife, Sinforosa; Esteban and his wife, Clara, and 
daughter, Brígida; Nicolás and his wife, Gertrudis; Antonio and his wife, María 
Salomé; and José Borgino and his wife, Gertrudis,  were convinced that better con-
ditions existed in Alta California than in their homeland of Baja California and 
 were rotated throughout the upper missions, where they sponsored Alta California 
Natives, occasionally remarried to local Indians, and expanded their families.

Th e presence of Cochimí- speaking peoples in late eighteenth- and early 
nineteenth- century southern California was multifaceted. Although these Indi-
ans achieved an elevated status superior to that of new converts because of their 
prior conversion, these Christians also embodied Hispanic cultural mores such as 
monogamy and consecrated marriage. Baja Indians  were utilized to alleviate in-
terethnic tensions and suspicions that arose between the Spanish and indigenous 
Alta Californians. In a lengthy letter to Viceroy Antonio María de Bucareli y Ur-
sua dated March 13, 1773, Father Junípero Serra outlined his vision for Baja Chris-
tians. He wrote, “Two purposes will be accomplished. Th e fi rst will be that there 
will be an additional two or three Indians for work. Th e second, and the one I 
have most in mind, is that the [Alta Californian] Indians may realize that, till 
now, they have been much mistaken when they saw all men, and no women, 
among us; that there are marriages, also among Christians.” As Serra indicated, 
transferring Christianized married couples from Baja California was not only 
inspired by labor needs in Alta California but was also a symbolic gesture to con-
vince Native Alta Californians of their benevolent intentions.
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In the Spanish era, Baja Indians, more commonly referred to as Californios or 
Yndios Californios,  were assigned by Franciscans to sponsor the early baptisms 
and nuptials of their neophyte neighbors. Th ese Native Christians sustained con-
stant intimate contact with new converts, especially since many chose to remain 
in Alta California for the remainder of their lives. Ironically, interethnic contact 
between Baja and Alta California Indians through marriage, sexual intimacy, and 
godparenting forged new family ties that arguably reinforced a sense of indigene-
ity. Consequently, Baja Indian reinforcement of Spanish power juxtaposes their 
assistance in regenerating Native communities, underscoring the contradictory 
ramifi cations of colonization.

Th e ac cep tance of the Cochimí among Alta Californians is diffi  cult to assess, 
but there is some indication that Baja Indians  were better received than the 
Spaniards. According to Serra’s reporting at Mission San Diego in 1773, “there 
was quite a commotion among the new Christians, and even among the gentiles; 
they did not know what to make of these [Baja] families, so great was their de-
light. Just to see these families was a lesson as useful to them as was their happi-
ness at their arrival.” Whether the San Diego neophytes and unconverted peo-
ples of that region  were truly “delighted” or “happy” about the presence of Baja 
Indians or simply curious is unclear. Nevertheless, the presence of a new indige-
nous group certainly caused a degree of excitement and possibly alleviated some 
of the concerns among those contemplating baptism.

Th e potential impact of Baja Christians on conversion eff orts was shaped by 
their communication with Alta Californians. From outward appearances, the di-
versity of Alta Californians presented a barrier to their ac cep tance of Baja people. 
Th e Chumash alone maintained at least six dialects, while the Cahuilla developed 
regionally varied dialects depending on their residence in the mountain, pass, or 
desert areas. Th e Alta and Baja groups, however, shared some cultural similarities. 
Like the Alta California women, Cochimí women  were responsible for the majority 
of food production and child rearing and had access to leadership roles. Cochimí 
men  were hunters, and Baja people  were generally patrilineal and patrilocal, as 
 were the Alta Californians. Finally, the Cochimí or ga nized themselves in small 
bands or villages, like Alta Californians, and engaged in ceremonial exchanges and 
trade with other groups.

In the precontact and postmission eras, large interethnic and intervillage fi es-
tas connected an array of southern California lineage groups and societies to 
commemorate the naming of a new leader, births, deaths, marriages, and other 
events. Ceremonies included diverse groups from neighboring and distant re-
gions. Cahuillas, Luiseños, Serranos, and Gabrielinos, for example, ritually dis-
tributed shell money, demonstrating the expansive potential of ceremonial ex-
changes to cross linguistic, cultural, and geographic distances. Th ese exchanges 
required a basic degree of communication and mutual understanding of ritual 
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protocol. Th is pro cess and existing cultural commonalities facilitated the incor-
poration of the Cochimí, who held kinship ties with fellow Yuman speakers, in-
cluding the Diegueños, Kumeyaay (Kamia or Kamiai), Pa- ipai, and Tipai peoples 
of lower southern California.

Intimate interactions between Baja and Alta California Indians extended to 
include their mixed off spring. At least eigh teen children of Alta and Baja Indian 
parentage  were baptized in southern California missions. Th e fl ow of aff ection 
and kinship extended horizontally, as Gabrielinos, Diegueños, Chumash, and 
Juaneños linked themselves to Baja Indians. In 1781, for example, Nicolás José, a 
respected leader and local convert at Mission San Gabriel, became a godfather to 
the son of his own padrino, José María Borjino. In 1786 Indian leader Guillermo 
Paat of Mission San Juan Capistrano sponsored for baptism María Estefania, the 
daughter of Saturnino and Brigida of Mission San Borja. Unfortunately, María 
Estefania fell victim to the diffi  cult conditions of mission life and died at the age 
of seven, further connecting Alta and Baja people in their shared grief.

Despite their status as Christians and their work on behalf of the Franciscans, 
Baja Indians endured socioeconomic marginalization by the gente de razón. Fa-
ther Lasuén lamented this state of aff airs in a letter dated August 3, 1775, to the 
father guardian of the San Francisco College, Fray Francisco Pangua. In the let-
ter he related the mistreatment of the Baja Indians: “By reason of their love for 
me, they became exiles from their own land. . . .  [T]o their toil is due if not all, at 
least the greater part, of what the mission produces and what it needs for its sus-
tenance. Despite all this, they are treated like stepchildren. Not only do they fail 
to receive the big returns that  were promised when they  were recruited, but they 
work much harder and receive less in return than in their own country.” As 
Lasuén pointed out, not only  were Baja Christians made material promises that 
remained unfulfi lled, but they  were treated worse than the new Christians de-
spite years of ser vice to the missions. Lasuén further remarked, “Th eir discon-
tent, I think, will not be so great if they can be spared the discovery that there are 
some missionaries who fi nd it diffi  cult to extend to them the same treatment and 
to show them the same aff ection that they give to the natives of their own mis-
sions.” Th e Cochimí, having established long- standing relationships with the 
original founding missionaries of the Baja peninsula, the Jesuits, found the atti-
tudes of their new spiritual guardians in Alta California less accepting.

Just as Baja Indians who had arrived in Alta California in the eigh teenth cen-
tury participated in community formation, so did their countrymen who arrived 
subsequently, from the 1810s through the 1840s. Th ese Christians originated 
from Cochimí strongholds such as Missions San Miguel Arcangel, San Joseph, 
and San Fernando de Velicatá, situated in the northernmost reaches of the pen-
insula. Regardless of the timing of their arrival, Baja Indians intermarried with 
Alta Californian Christians, overcoming diff erences in language and indigenous 
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practices. María del Carmen Chica from Mission San Miguel in Baja married her 
beloved, Juan María Dominguez, a local Indian from the Qulugat ranchería, on 
May 8, 1825, at San Gabriel. On the eve of the American invasion, Baja Indians 
continued to forge aff ective ties with Alta Californians. Widow Natividad of Mis-
sion San Miguel remarried Eleuterio, a Chumash man, at Santa Inés on May 3, 
1843. Eleuterio’s parents, residents of Mission La Purísima Concepción, had died 
previously, and their mutual loss may have bonded Natividad and Eleuterio, who 
recognized such events as a common reality of mission life. Th e two forged a 
family unit in the hope of creating new loved ones and a brighter future.

Despite their station as spiritual guides to new converts, Baja Indians found 
adhering to Hispanic ideals such as monogamy to be a challenge. Th e married 
Indio Californio Saturnino had an illegitimate son, Simpliciano, in March 1786 by 
a San Juan Capistrano woman named Catharina Anapua. Catharina may have 
turned to Saturnino during an emotional time aft er suff ering the loss of her hus-
band. Sadly, Simpliciano survived only seven months, dying in October 1786. 
Saturnino and his Baja wife, Brigida, baptized their daughter, María Estefana, on 
December 26, 1785, so Brigida and Catharina  were pregnant by Saturnino at the 
same time. Four years later, a then- widowed Saturnino fathered another child, a 
daughter named María Petra, by a Juaneño woman. Saturnino must have termi-
nated his relationship with Catharina, as he and María Purifi cación Albeque  were 
indicated as the legitimate parents of María Petra, suggesting that they  were mar-
ried at the time of her birth. Within an eight- year span, Saturnino lost his son, his 
wife, and then his daughter María Petra. Saturnino’s per sis tence in marrying 
and fathering children despite these experiences shows his determination to en-
dure life’s sorrows and to continue seeking intimate connections with others.

As mission rec ords suggest, Christianized Indians from Baja participated in 
Spanish eff orts to convert and acculturate Alta Californians. However, their inabil-
ity to integrate with gente de razón, despite years of Christianization, illustrated to 
new converts that full spiritual and social equality remained unattainable. Th eir 
social marginalization probably compelled Baja neophytes to retain their Indian 
identities because of a greater affi  nity with Alta Californian practices and their ac-
cep tance by local Indians. Baja Christians integrated into local Native networks 
through intimate relations with local peoples and helped new indigenous kin adapt 
to changing realities. Th e precontact fl exibility of Native kinship structures al-
lowed for the inclusion and ac cep tance of the Cochimí, who, along with Alta 
Californians, found new meanings of family, community, and love.

Kinship in Spanish and Mexican southern California was shaped by both colo-
nizers and the colonized. Despite compadrazgo’s potential as a tool of domination 
and control, Indians  were also incentivized to adopt it to further their survival. 
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Godparentage touched a number of Catholic Californians, Indian and Spanish 
Mexican alike, and their participation crossed gender, class, ethnic, and racial 
lines. Compadrazgo was a paradox, a tool of power and love, but always adaptive 
and enduring. Th is practice was molded by the hands and hearts of women as well 
as men, but it remains a mystery in many respects. Nevertheless, the value of kin-
ship as an analytical tool for historical analysis opens up innovative possibilities 
for exploring the intersection of intimacy, colonial authority, and interethnic rela-
tions in other areas of the Spanish borderlands.
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Borderlands families have never had it easy, and the second half of the nineteenth 
century was no exception. In an act of love and power, American and Hispano 
families reached out to Indian women and children to ease their borderlands bur-
dens. Lieutenant Col o nel King S. Woolsey left  his central Arizona ranch in 1864 to 
kill Apaches and claim land; he returned from his campaign with a ten- year- old 
Yaqui girl as his personal consort. Lucía Martínez bore the Col o nel’s children and 
harassment until his death in 1879. Th e territorial patriarch left  his illegitimate 
children no inheritance, but he had indentured them, ironically making them eli-
gible for $1,000 from his estate. Woolsey’s compatriot Jack Swilling had bran-
dished a gun to uphold slavery, claim Western lands, and make “good Indians,” 
but when his Mexican, American, and  O’odham friends staged the Camp Grant 
Massacre in the spring of 1871, he stayed home with his Mexican wife, four Ameri-
can children, and four Apache wards. Swilling indentured one of these Indian 
minors, but he most likely did so to protect him from his neighbors’ anti- Apache 
sentiments. Josefína and Miguel Gonzales Roca indentured three- year- old Teutí-
lla in 1869. Of elite families in Mexico and Chile, the Rocas had been nursed and 
cared for by criadas—mestizo servants— and they wanted the same for their chil-
dren. When they indentured the Apache toddler, they both continued a longtime 
Hispanic tradition of dependence upon racially inferior domestics and secured a 
future of white privilege for their new family.

Th is chapter focuses on intercultural  house holds to examine linkages be-
tween bonds of indenture and ties of aff ection, between exploitative labor and 
love, and between questionable paternity and patronage. Th ough Woolsey, Swill-
ing, and Roca have been chronicled as Arizona’s territorial fathers, the profi les 
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off ered  here emphasize their participation in the indenture system and their 
roles as heads of hierarchical  house holds. By constructing histories from the evi-
dence that others have ignored or obscured, this chapter addresses not only ter-
ritorial Arizonans’ intimate dependence on racial others but also the legacies of 
those intimacies in the state’s historiography.

Between 1864, when Arizonans held their fi rst legislative session, and 1894, 
when Phoenix Indian School administrators initiated a southwestern model of 
the “outing system,” citizens used the indenture of American Indian children to 
strengthen their tenuous claims to the contested borderland territory. Legislators 
regulated domestic sites through the Howell Code, the body of law passed in 1864 
that governed intercultural  house holds. Th e Howell Code privileged white patri-
archs, though not all Arizona heads of  house hold claimed their racial and sexual 
privileges equally. Home to Mexicans, Eu ro pe ans, Americans, Confederates, 
free blacks, Chinese, and Indians, the territory fostered racial ambiguities that 
senators sought to clarify in the Howell Code. Citizens’ dependence on non-
white labor complicated offi  cial eff orts to discourage intercultural intimacies. 
Working together oft en meant living together, which usually led people to share 
stories and secrets, germs and jokes. Th e three  house holds analyzed  here demon-
strate that where there was exploitation, there was also aff ection— sometimes 
mutual, sometimes not— and that the indenture of minor Indians was merely 
one phase in a long history of labor and intimacy in the Southwest.

Arizona’s territorial senators did not create a coercive Indian labor market; 
rather, they formalized what had been an extralegal trade that featured interra-
cial intimacies. Th e southwestern slave market connected Comanches and Seris, 
Utes and Pueblos, Mormons and Catholics; it predated the Arizona legislature 
and continued nearly into the twentieth century. Americans, Indians, and Mexi-
cans who participated in this market targeted women and children for their re-
productive and acculturative capacities, even as they murdered captives’ male 
relatives in the struggle for frontier dominance. Slavers took advantage of racial 
ambiguity and sold Mexicans as Indians, redeemed Indians as white Mexicans, 
and tattooed Indianness onto white slaves. Th ough tribes oft en enslaved enemy 
tribal members, they sometimes incorporated them into their own families, link-
ing exploitative labor and fi ctive kinship, as shown in Joaquín Rivaya- Martínez’s 
study of Comanche enslavement in this volume. Hispanos did the same, drawing 
indigenous slaves into a complex caste system where they intermarried with free 
laborers and served elites as criados. As long as this system remained extralegal, 
American offi  cials struggled to deter intercultural bonds that oft en formed as a 
result of the slave trade. Such widespread mestizaje made it diffi  cult to distin-
guish citizen from subject, patriarch from peon, respectable from rogue. In an 
unregulated market, territorial Arizonans bought laborers for companionship as 
well as for apprenticeship; they bought children to replace those who had died; 
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they bought their way into an intercultural network that blurred the bonds of 
aff ection and indenture.

In July of 1864, Lucía Martínez escaped Apache slavers. Just ten years old, the 
Yaqui girl outwitted her captors and began the more than two- hundred- mile 
trek from the central Arizona highlands to her southern Sonora home. Only a 
few miles into her escape, however, Lucía encountered Alabama- native Lieuten-
ant Col o nel King Woolsey leading an anti- Apache expedition along the Black 
River. Th e Col o nel claimed the child for himself and took her back to his ranch, 
Agua Fria, near the territorial capital of Prescott. When he returned from his 
violent campaign, Woolsey’s neighbors elected him to serve in the territory’s fi rst 
legislative session.

On November 10, 1864, King Woolsey and his fellow senators approved a 
nearly fi ve- hundred- page legal code addressing the civil and criminal conduct of 
all men and women, minors and adults, citizens and subjects. Known as the 
Howell Code, it defi ned deviant and acceptable behaviors and put into place the 
rules that made public the private details of territorial Arizonans’ lives. Th e fed-
eral government had withheld citizenship status from Native peoples, but Wool-
sey and his peers constructed a broad range of laws to circumscribe the daily in-
teractions between indigenous and newcomer westerners. Th e Howell Code 
codifi ed racial and gender hierarchies that  were widely contested throughout 
the ethnically diverse and demographically imbalanced territory, so that Arizona 
might become recognizable as a modern state ruled by respectable white men. 
When Woolsey signed the Howell Code, he affi  rmed his claims to young Lucía 
Martínez’s body and labor.

William T. Howell, appointed territorial Arizona justice, draft ed a set of laws in 
anticipation of the 1863 Organic Act making the region a United States territory. 
Howell found the laws of California suitable to the social customs and racial hier-
archies endorsed by Arizona’s Anglo elites, so he adopted most of the neighboring 
state’s legal code. Its peonage and indenture laws off ered little protection to non- 
Anglos, but California law favored white women’s property and marital rights. 
Howell continued the trend away from coverture but off ered women few po liti cal 
rights, and overall the code upheld white male supremacy in the application of 
criminal and civil law, particularly where women’s bodies  were concerned.

Arizona legislators, like many of their western and southern counterparts, 
fi xed the age of sexual consent for all females at ten years, defi ning girls as poten-
tially sexually active prior to menarche, but they set girls’ marriageable age at 
sixteen. Females over ten years old who withheld consent had to prove sexual 
assault through evidence of physical injury, could not deny their husbands sex-
ual access, and faced a prison term of at least fi ve years if they terminated a preg-
nancy. Between 1864 and 1871, the span of years Lucía spent under Woolsey’s 
custody, nonwhite Arizonans could not testify in criminal cases against white 
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men, rendering nonwhite sexual assault victims silent if their attackers  were 
white. Aft er 1871, legislators granted all residents the right to testify in criminal 
trials, though no indigenous woman testifi ed against a white defendant until 1913 
and nonwhites remained barred from testimony in civil trials until 1912.

Arizona’s pioneer fathers continued to have sex on their mind when they 
passed a provision banning mixed- race marriages. Th ough Indians, Mexicans, 
and Anglos lived in close proximity, legislators ensured that sexual relations 
among these groups would remain illicit. Indigenous women could not use the 
courts to uphold the spousal rights that American women enjoyed, and Mexican 
women depended upon judges’ discretion to enjoy white marital privileges since 
they might easily be seen as Indian. Importantly, the miscegenation law did not 
make interracial intercourse criminal: the code simply put the burden of illegiti-
mate progeny on the mother, deviating from the common- law presumption of 
patrilineality. Th is seemingly race- neutral move, very familiar to legislators from 
slaveholding families, kept property in the hands of white fathers who practiced 
procreative sex with racially ambiguous and socially vulnerable women.

Legislators’ concerns regarding miscegenation in the territory stemmed from 
their exposure to mestizaje under the intertribal slave trade in the southwestern 
borderlands. Th e fi rst territorial governor recognized that citizens’ dependence 
upon Indian labor could foster interracial promiscuity. In his 1864 address to the 
legislature, Governor John Noble Goodwin advised Woolsey and other politi-
cians to regulate such relations as he simultaneously linked Indian servitude to 
the ongoing Apache wars. “In the fi erce confl icts for life waged . . .  with the . . .  
Apaches, some young persons have been captured, and . . .  placed in families as 
servants. . . .  I can suggest no better enactment . . .  than a system of apprentice-
ship similar to that existing in most of the states.” Th e territorial indenture 
system, then, constituted a pivotal shift  between an extralegal slave trade and 
institutionalized unfree labor while also serving to discourage interracial bonds 
of aff ection. As the Woolsey, Swilling, and Roca  house holds illustrate, however, 
not all Arizonans used indenture to distance themselves from minor Indians or 
to discontinue pre- American labor systems.

Elected offi  cials wrote a provision entitled “Of the Support of Minor Indians” in 
response to Governor Goodwin’s concern for young Apaches. Th e law declared that 
“any person into whose care or custody shall come any captive Indian child of a 
hostile tribe, or any minor Indian child of other than hostile tribes, shall, within 
twenty days thereaft er, produce such child before the judge of probate or a justice of 
the peace . . .  and may apply to . . .  have such Indian child bound to him until he 
shall arrive at the age of twenty- one years; and if a female, at the age of eigh teen 
years.” Th e “Minor Indian” law did little to protect the welfare of indigent children, 
as did other western laws regulating minors, indenture, and guardianship. Just a 
year aft er the Emancipation Proclamation had freed black slaves and the California 
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legislature had dismantled its own Native indenture system, Arizona lawmakers 
institutionalized the region’s tribal slave trade by legalizing the abduction and 
forced labor of minor Native Americans. Between 1864 and 1873, legislators barred 
citizens from adopting Indian children and required that heads of  house holds with 
Indian minors in their custody apply for a bond of indenture within twenty days of 
taking custody. When they wrote an adoption law in 1873, the legislature failed to 
mention indigenous children at all and upheld the “Minor Indian” law for fourteen 
more years, suggesting that they believed white minors should be adopted while Na-
tive wards should be indentured. Th e law granted local justices of the peace the au-
thority to place Indian children in non- Indian  house holds until the age of majority 
(eigh teen for females and twenty- one for males) in exchange for good treatment, 
food, and clothing. Despite the governor’s suggestion to borrow apprenticeship 
models from other states, the code did not make basic education or occupational 
training a component of indenture, leaving it to  house hold heads to determine 
the most suitable work for young Native Americans.

Th at Arizona citizens  were at war with the indigenous population during the 
indenture period of 1864 to 1887 explains why Indian children  were so widely 
available to settler- colonists and indicates that the statute regarding minor Indi-
ans was part of an extermination campaign waged against Native families. Wool-
sey captured Lucía while hunting Native Americans, Swilling described his 
 orphans as children of “a tribe hostile to the Territory,” and the Rocas called 
Teutílla a “captive Apache,” making the children suitable subjects for servitude 
and linking indenture to anti- Indian sentiments. Geronimo’s 1886 surrender 
marked an offi  cial end to the Indian wars in the territory, and when the 1887 Al-
lotment Act held out the promise of citizenship to Native people, the territorial 
legislature repealed the indenture clause. Victoria Smith’s study shows, however, 
that citizen families continued to capture indigenous children aft er 1887 without 
formally adopting them, indicating a continued interest in nonwhite child labor 
aft er the legislative assembly proscribed the practice.

Arizonans could also use the Howell Code’s statute on minor Indians to ex-
ploit Native women’s reproductive and productive labor and continue an ante-
bellum legacy of white men’s sexual access to laboring women. Reproductive 
labor included domestic management of the  house hold: food preparation, child 
care, material maintenance, and emotional support. Some masters also de-
manded sexual ser vices. Having silenced indigenous voices through the witness 
exclusion provision and having legally defi ned Indian girls over ten as sexually 
available, the Col o nel and his colleagues ensured that  house hold heads enjoyed 
relatively free access to their servants’ bodies with no concern for the support of 
illegitimate and mixed- race descendants. Th e law upheld white men’s demands 
on subordinates’ bodies and then required women to bear children that would 
likely become servants rather than heirs.
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Perhaps because he had a hand in draft ing the Howell Code, King S. Woolsey 
applied most exactingly the aspects of the law that allowed him to exploit Lucía 
Martínez and their daughters’ labors. Th e westering man made his wealth farm-
ing on Akimel  O’odham lands, convinced his neighbors of his  Union loyalties by 
supplying the U.S. military with foodstuff s during the Civil War, and earned his 
rank of lieutenant col o nel by murdering Native Americans. He served as senator 
on and off  between 1864 and 1877 before losing an 1878 bid to become a territorial 
delegate to Congress. Known to his servants as “Mr. King” and to his admirers 
as “the Col o nel” or “the Honorable Mr. Woolsey,” the southern frontiersman re-
mains fondly remembered among Arizona history enthusiasts.

From the age of ten to eigh teen, Lucía Martínez served her master and his 
guests, who described Woolsey’s ranch, Agua Fria, as a “little frontier establish-
ment” that was or ga nized according to the plantation model that Woolsey im-
ported from the South. Woolsey’s staff  cook described the racialized table he and 
Lucía prepared each day: “First, there’s the black men, i.e., Mexicans, the herders; 
then there’s the white men, i.e. the carpenters, masons,  etc.; then there’s Mr. 
King, i.e. Woolsey and his friends; and last, I and . . .  the Indian girl, an Apache 
captive . . .  , and the dogs.”

Bound to serve the needs of male and female guests legally and socially desig-
nated as her racial superiors, Lucía Martínez found herself in the midst of the 
southwestern peonage market despite her escape from the Apaches. Th e Col o-
nel’s  house hold bore strong resemblance to a southern plantation in a border-
lands context, and he might have had no qualms about enjoying both the sexual 
and servile labors he expected of his Yaqui servant if he had grown up among 
men who fathered slaves. Indeed, the laws he signed into place defi ned Lucía as 
sexually available and silenced her re sis tance to sexual advances. She gave birth 
to her fi rst daughter at age twelve or thirteen, her second at fi ft een, and she bore 
a son at seventeen. Th e Maricopa, Mexican, and  O’odham men working for the 
Col o nel may have recognized Lucía’s subordinate and sexually vulnerable status 
as a component of the peonage and slave market, which relied heavily on wom-
en’s reproductivity to forcibly cement kinship alliances. As Joaquín Rivaya- 
Martínez and Victoria Smith have found, female slaves who became mothers 
rarely escaped. Th e full range of the Yaqui girl’s experience may be diffi  cult for 
historians to ascertain, but certainly the men she lived with made signifi cant 
claims on her productive and reproductive labor.

By the summer of 1871 Lucía could bear no more. She had just given birth to 
a lame son when the Col o nel married Mary H. Taylor of Georgia, thus ensuring 
his access to yet another woman’s domestic and bodily ser vices. Martínez fl ed the 
ranch for Yuma a month aft er Woolsey and Taylor’s wedding. Th e founding 
father detained their three- and fi ve- year- old daughters but allowed her to take 
their infant son, Robert. Th e girls’ mother fought for her children, fi ling a suit of 
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habeas corpus for their custody through a Yuma proxy. Probate Justice John T. 
Alsop agreed that Clara and Johanna  were too young to leave their mother, but 
he approved the Col o nel’s application for indenture and guaranteed the girls 
would serve their father once they reached a “suitable age.”

In January 1879, when Johanna was thirteen and Clara ten, Woolsey visited 
Yuma and put his daughters— but not his son— into the orphanage at St. Joseph’s 
Church. Th e Col o nel had recently lost his campaign for territorial delegate and 
was now preparing to plant two thousand acres of wheat. Such a venture required 
that Woolsey increase his labor crew and domestic staff  at his new Agua Caliente 
ranch southwest of modern- day Phoenix. Rather than putting his indentured 
daughters to valuable reproductive labor, as he had Lucía, the patriarch took the 
girls away from their Yaqui mother and put them under the care of the Catholic 
Church, using indenture as a way to sever the bond of aff ection between mother 
and children. He would not bring them into the home he shared with his wife, 
but neither would he allow his illegitimate family to remain together in Yuma. 
Almost fi ft een years aft er he had abducted Lucía and just six months aft er he had 
taken her daughters from her, the Col o nel suddenly died of apparent heart trouble. 
Soon the women he had mastered would face each other in probate court.

Th e girls remained at St. Joseph’s Catholic Church near Yuma, but Lucía once 
again fought for her daughters’ few rights under the Howell Code. Woolsey’s death 
constituted a forfeit of the $1,000 indenture bond he had signed in 1871 that re-
quired him to provide for the girls’ sustenance while they  were under his custody. 
Th ough the senator had not taken direct custody of his daughters, he had assumed 
responsibility for them once he put them in St. Joseph’s, and he remained fi nan-
cially accountable for their care up to $1,000. Th e promise of payment on the bond, 
of course, helped Lucía fi nd lawyers willing to assist her. Th e former legislator’s 
widow challenged her husband’s illegitimate family but lost because they made no 
inheritance claims. Th e nuns who cared for Clara and Johanna also sued Woolsey’s 
estate for expenses incurred on his daughters’ behalf, and the rancher’s widow paid 
them what was owed “with the proviso that no ac know ledg ment of the legitimacy 
or adoption of any children [was] intended” by her payment.

As she fi nessed Arizona’s legal system to serve her daughters’ interests, Lucía, 
now twenty- six, showed the same fortitude that she had displayed at ten years 
old, when she had escaped her Apache captors. Th ough the probate judge granted 
guardianship of Woolsey’s daughters to the Sisters of St. Joseph’s Church, Lucía 
managed to regain custody of them within a year. When the 1880 census agent 
came to her door in Yuma, the Yaqui woman claimed Mexican ethnicity for her-
self and her children, ensuring that none of them would be bound under the 
Howell Code statute on minor Indians again and that they would be listed as 
white on the census. She also claimed that she was a widow, and the Martínez 
family was again intact and looked remarkably ordinary on paper.
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Th ough Woolsey’s biographers have romanticized or obscured his relation-
ship to Lucía and his children, the Col o nel’s contemporaries criticized his treat-
ment of them. When he ran for territorial delegate in 1878, a scathing editorial 
published in Yuma’s Arizona Sentinel denounced Woolsey for abandoning Lucía, 
Clara, Johanna, and Robert to the “charity of strangers” while he amassed his 
own fortune on the backs of others. When he died in 1879, the frontier hero’s 
mourners acknowledged the surviving children but implied that they  were the 
product of Woolsey’s childless marriage to Mary Taylor— an implication that 
must have made her blood boil, since she had fought so hard to deny them in 
court. Such editorializing illustrates nineteenth- century Arizonans’ ambiva-
lence toward the exploitative nature of the Col o nel’s relationship to his children. 
He had clearly used indenture to keep minor Indians close to him rather than to 
deter interracial intimacy. When Clara died in 1947, an obituary declared simply 
that she was born on “February 4, 1867, at the Woolsey ranch north of Prescott 
and was the daughter of the late Lt. Col. King Sam Woolsey.” Eighty years aft er 
her birth, Clara Martínez had transformed from an Indian servant girl to a fondly 
remembered pioneer descendant.

Th e media’s treatment of the senator and his children shows that many 
nineteenth- century Arizonans endorsed the racial and sexual hierarchies codi-
fi ed in the Howell Code but remembered ties of aff ection rather than bonds of 
indenture. Woolsey’s reputation as a pioneer father was protected by twentieth- 
century Arizonans who preferred to interpret the settlement collected by Clara 
and Johanna as an inheritance rather than a hard- fought indenture payment, and 
the laws that barred Woolsey’s daughters from claiming an inheritance  were easily 
forgotten by those who romanticized the bonds between Lucía and Woolsey as ties 
of love rather than power. Th ese accounts suggest not only that the pioneer from 
Alabama wanted to marry Lucía and was tragically thwarted by the miscegena-
tion law, but also that the courts upheld his daughters’ claims to Woolsey’s estate 
as heirs. Both interpretations fail to note that the territorial legislator voted in 
support of the miscegenation and indenture laws and that his children made 
claims against his estate based upon their indenture contract rather than upon his 
paternity. Th ese biographers also disregard Lucía’s remarkable use of the legal 
system to challenge the Indian killer’s custody of his daughters, a bold move indi-
cating that if there was any aff ection in their relationship, it was not shared.

Jack Swilling’s use of the Howell Code statute on minor Indians diff ered 
vastly from that of his neighbor, though he and Woolsey otherwise had much in 
common. Both men had left  their southern families seeking military adventure 
in the West and had led anti- Apache expeditions in Arizona. Th ese territorial 
fathers lived and worked closely among the Maricopas and  O’odham in the Salt 
River Valley and, with the extensive aid of Mexican and Indian laborers, achieved 
their wealth through a variety of agricultural, mining, and commercial pursuits. 
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Both frontiersmen served po liti cal offi  ce, though Swilling proved less able to 
maintain the genteel demeanor and polished reputation necessary to achieve po-
liti cal prominence among territorial elites.

“Tragic Jack,” as one of his biographers called him, settled in Arizona aft er his 
fellow Confederates  were forced out of the region, and in 1864 he married Trinidad 
Escalante of Hermosillo, Sonora, shortly aft er they met in Tucson. Th ough the 
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo had defi ned ethnic Mexicans as white citizens— just 
aft er they had defi ned themselves as mestizo during their War for Independence— 
making this  union legal under the Howell Code, Trinidad’s views on her own 
racial status diff ered. “I don’t claim to be white . . .  they don’t call Mexicans white; 
I come from Sonora and they call me Mexican.” Legally white but racially am-
biguous, Trinidad Escalante bore fi ve children to her husband during their 
fourteen- year marriage, and between 1864 and 1872 Jack Swilling brought at least 
four minor Indians into their home. Described as a home open to their Hispanic 
and indigenous laborers, the multiethnic Escalante- Swilling  house hold repre-
sents a stark contrast to Woolsey’s plantation model of the southwestern inter-
cultural  house hold.

In the seven years that Lucía Martínez and her three children lived on Woolsey’s 
rigidly ordered ranch, they and the other laborers never appeared in census 
rec ords as members of his  house hold. Guests described a full working ranch of 
Mexican and Anglo workers, a cook, and domestics, but Woolsey appeared in 
the 1864 special territorial census as a single farmer worth $9,000. Jack Swilling, 
on the other hand, listed his Mexican wife, American children, and Indian wards 
along with a myriad of laboring men as  house hold members— a radical depar-
ture from other  house hold heads who reported Indian minors as “servants” and 
“laborers.” Th e only marks that distinguished Swilling’s Apache wards from his 
American children in the 1870 census  were the “W” and “I” entered in the enu-
merator’s shaky hand.

Trinidad and her husband reportedly hosted the fi rst Catholic mass said in 
Phoenix and off ered their home for use as the 1868 polling place for that settle-
ment (Swilling was elected as justice of the peace in that election). Jack encour-
aged many to join his ditch- digging eff orts and became known as the “father of 
Phoenix,” even as some of his actions perturbed his Anglo neighbors. Learning of 
traditional  O’odham irrigation methods, Woolsey’s neighbor orchestrated a plan 
to irrigate the Salt River Valley and make the region more suitable for large- scale 
agriculture. His multilingual laborers called him Don Juan Capistrano for his 
reputation of dealing harshly with the culpable and gently with the vulnerable.

An enigmatic man, Justice Swilling alternately upheld and broke down racial-
ism in the Southwest: he served the Confederate Army but worked side by side with 
Pima laborers; he killed Apaches for the Arizona Volunteers yet refused to inden-
ture the indigenous minors who lived with his own children; and he married a 
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Mexican who denied her own whiteness. Unlike Woolsey’s racially and sexually 
segregated ranch, the Swilling- Escalante settlement refl ected the intimate and 
fl uid nature of intercultural labor and kinship that must have characterized 
other southwestern  house holds. Life might very well have been diff erent for 
Lucía had Woolsey married a woman like Trinidad before he found the ten- year- 
old Yaqui girl in Arizona’s highlands.

Jack Swilling’s intercultural promiscuity did not serve him particularly well; 
perhaps he displayed too much love and not enough power. Aft er irrigating Phoe-
nix he lost control over the town site, and when his property ended up being four 
miles from the city center, he lost money. Despite his heroic contributions to Ari-
zona’s military and agricultural history, “Tragic Jack” suff ered from an addiction 
to morphine and alcohol that stemmed from an 1854 head injury. His familiarity 
with racial inferiors combined with his intoxicated outbursts drove a friend to 
question the emotional man’s suitability as a guardian of Indian children.

John Ammerman, whose marriage Jack had offi  ciated just two years earlier, 
fi led a habeas corpus petition against Swilling for Apache minors Guadalupa and 
Bonifácio Woolsey in July 1871, just days aft er Lucía claimed her own children in 
the same courtroom. Perhaps Jack Swilling took the Apache Woolseys from his 
neighbor’s ranch to ease Mrs. Woolsey’s settlement into her new borderlands 
home. In any case, Ammerman’s petition represented an appropriate course of 
action for citizens concerned about Native American minors in white  house holds 
who had not been reported within twenty days of being taken into custody, as 
required under the Howell Code statue on minor Indians. Ammerman dropped 
the petition when Jack fi led an indenture for another Apache minor, Guillermo 
(Gavílan) Swilling, a boy he favored enough to pass onto him his surname. In 
fi ling this legal claim to Guillermo’s ser vices, Jack eff ectively barred other neigh-
bors and “friends” from interfering with his Native wards during the aft ermath 
of the Camp Grant Massacre, during which American, Mexican, and  O’odham 
men killed more than 140 Apaches camped along Aravaipa Creek. In the months 
that followed, Camp Grant survivors shared concerns that kidnapped Apache 
“boys will grow up slaves, and . . .  girls, as soon as they are large enough, will be 
diseased prostitutes to get money for whoever owns them.” Swilling’s indenture 
of Gavílan may have been a protective gesture meant to shield his indigenous chil-
dren from the anti- Apache sentiment growing among his neighbors.

Th at Justice Swilling favored Guillermo was made most evident in a studio 
photograph taken of the boy and his patron around 1875. Th e photo off ers a range 
of interpretive possibilities. Viewed as a portrait of father and son, the image 
seems to highlight the tension between miscegenation laws and the per sis tence 
of interracial intimacies as the two stare into the camera with remarkably similar 
gazes. Th e veteran casually grips his weapon over his shoulder with the confi -
dence of a father who had taught his adolescent son to shoot straight and true, 
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while his ward clutches his weapon with the timidity of a boy about to prove him-
self a man in one shot. Biographer Al Bates claims that Trinidad explained the 
photo as a family joke, meant to poke fun by overplaying Jack’s desperado image 
and posing Guillermo as his fi erce Indian bodyguard. Regardless of the justice’s 
intent, the image clearly depicts the slippage between bonds of indenture and 
bonds of aff ection that the Howell Code aimed to discourage. Jack and Guillermo 
Swilling’s bond is so readily apparent, in fact, that historians celebrating Arizona’s 

Figure 11.1. Jack Swilling with his Apache ward Guillermo 
Swilling, ca. 1875. Courtesy of Arizona State Library, Archives 
and Public Rec ords, History and Archives Division, Phoenix, no. 
98– 003.
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past as one in which Anglo “pioneers . . .  toiled and suff ered gentling the Arizona 
Territory” (emphasis added) prefer a cropped version of the photograph that 
erased the Apache boy from this image (the only one of Jack Swilling) in order to 
remove evidence of extralegal intimacies and inside jokes that defl ated territorial 
racialism.

Th ough the tragic hero’s excised portrait is widely circulated, and many tout 
him as the father of Phoenix, few historians have proven willing to address the 

Figure 11.2. Portrait of Jack Swilling with Guillermo Swilling 
removed, ca. 1890. Courtesy of Arizona State Library, Archives 
and Public Rec ords, History and Archives Division, Phoenix, no. 
98– 002.
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intercultural complexities depicted in these photographs or the privileges of 
whiteness upheld in the Howell Code. In their biographies, Bates and Wilson 
recognize Guillermo’s presence in Swilling’s  house hold, though neither acknowl-
edges Bonifácio and Guadalupa Woolsey or Mariana, the three other Indian 
children who appeared in Swilling’s census rec ords. Bates claims that the Con-
federate indentured Guillermo because adoption was not allowed under the legal 
code until 1873, supporting the notion that Jack used indenture as a protective 
and paternalist mea sure.

Swilling died in Yuma prison in 1878, falsely charged with armed robbery. Th e 
circumstances of his arrest indicate that well- placed offi  cials wanted the rene-
gade tried regardless of his innocence. His tragic end was the result of fl outing 
his fellow citizens’ interest in white supremacy: he lived intimately with Apaches 
and Mexicans, used indigenous methods to irrigate metropolitan Phoenix, and 
poked fun at miscegenation and hysteria about hostile Indians. From his prison 
deathbed Swilling wrote an open letter to his fellow Arizonans. Appealing to the 
mercy of his peers, he wrote, “From the Governor down to the lowest Mexican in 
the land have I extended my hospitality, and oh, my God, how am I paid for it all. 
Th rown into prison . . .  [t]aken from my wife and little children who are left  out 
in this cold world all alone. Is this my reward for the kindness I have done to my 
fellow men?” Swilling decried those who repaid him for his interethnic intima-
cies with false imprisonment. Aft er his death, Trinidad struggled to care for her 
four American children, one of them born the year of Jack’s death. Th e widow 
suff ered fi nancially and could barely support her own children, let alone her hus-
band’s Apache wards. She married German immigrant Henry Shumaker aft er 
1887, but the Indian children raised in her Salt River Valley home disappeared 
aft er Jack’s death, an ephemeral legacy of Arizona’s intercultural past.

Josefína and José Miguel Gonzales Roca’s  house hold in territorial Tucson off ers 
yet another model of indenture within Arizona’s intercultural families. Whereas 
Woolsey and Swilling  were free to form multiethnic  house holds because their 
whiteness was unquestionable, Roca used the racial and sexual hierarchies within 
his  house hold to bolster his family’s perceived whiteness in the presidio. Nick-
named “el Chileño orgulluso” for his nationalist pride, Roca was the son of a wealthy 
transnational merchant based in Concepción, Chile. Aft er a French education and 
a brief but wild youth among well- connected schoolmates in Hermosillo, Roca 
married Josefína Mariana Haro y Samaniego, who was from an elite Sonoran mili-
tary family. Th e couple suff ered vandalism and lost $20,000 of goods and property 
during the French intervention and moved to the United States in 1864, making 
their way to the American pueblo in 1867. When they arrived in Tucson, the Ro-
cas anglicized their names to appear less Mexican and more white— though not 
necessarily American. José Miguel Gonzales y Roca became Miguel Gonzales 
Roca and Josefína Mariana Haro de Gonzales became Josefína Roca.
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Th e Rocas would have eight children, and Miguel bragged that each of them 
was born under a Chilean fl ag that he draped ceremoniously over his wife’s 
birthing bed while she strained in the throes of labor. Th ough Josefína’s children 
 were born American citizens, her husband never relinquished his foreign citi-
zenship. Tucson Hispanics enjoyed substantial po liti cal infl uence between 1869 
and 1877 under territorial governor Anson P. K. Saff ord, and the Rocas managed 
to increase their family’s status into the twentieth century, even if they are not 
now widely remembered as an important Hispanic family. Th e maintenance and 
display of a patriotic  house hold staff ed by racially inferior laborers, in addition to 
a signifi cant name change, allowed the Rocas to cultivate their po liti cal and so-
cial infl uence in an increasingly Anglophile city.

Roca’s upper- class Latin American background instilled in him an interest in 
the preservation of whiteness and male dominance within multiethnic  house holds 
that he shared with the senators who enacted the Howell Code. Th e Chilean caste 
system favored elites who enjoyed the ser vices of racially other wet nurses, domes-
tics, and fi eld- workers. Unlike the slave labor systems familiar to Woolsey and 
Swilling, the South American model recognized (but did not always uphold) the 
legal rights of unfree laborers and did not criminalize manumission or mestizaje. 
Born seven years aft er the abolition of slavery in in de pen dent Chile, el Chileño 
orgulloso brought with him to Tucson a sense of his own white and patriarchal 
superiority that he shared with Anglo territorial elites, even if he also recognized 
his laborers’ rights to fair— though not equal— treatment.

In indenturing Teutílla in 1869, Roca both continued a Chilean tradition and 
demonstrated his conformity to Arizona’s social institutions. Under the criada 
system of lifelong servitude, the lower caste remained subject to exploitation by 
elite whites, and a system of servant child distribution emerged in the newly in-
de pen dent and abolitionist Chile, where Roca was raised. In a society bounded 
by “relations of dependence,” wage- earning mothers oft en placed their children 
as domestics, or criados, in elite homes. A lifetime of servitude represented the 
best such mothers could provide for their children, and elite families took in mi-
nor servants to display their philanthropic patronage of lower castes. When the 
merchant indentured three- year- old Teutílla in 1869, the minor Apache joined 
three other female servants in the Roca  house hold.

Th e family successfully displayed both their wealth and whiteness through 
Teutílla’s servitude. A destitute minor, three- year- old Teutílla likely had few op-
tions, and the merchant’s family proved its wealth by promising to provide her 
fi ft een years of food and clothing in exchange for her obedience and faithfulness. 
Th e indenture record described the economic contract between the merchant 
and the captive as a sentimental bond, suggesting that the indigenous girl would 
work in exchange for her master’s “kindness.” Such an arrangement likely ap-
pealed to the elite sensibilities of el Chileño orgulloso, and the bond allowed Roca 
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to prove himself a charitable member of Tucson’s white society. Th e Howell 
Code’s statute on minor Indians required that probate judges inquire into the 
suitability of indenture petitioners. Th e Roca family may have sought this judi-
cial stamp of respectability as a means to highlight their whiteness. Th e contract 
also allowed Josefína Roca to establish herself among the settlement’s female 
elites as she signed the legal document alongside her husband, representing her 
vested interests in the domestic aff airs governed by the Howell Code. In signing 
together, the Rocas agreed to uphold white supremacy by pledging to benefi t 
from nonwhite labor, and they recognized the separate spheres of infl uence char-
acteristic of Victorian gender roles: Josefína would manage the domestic laborers 
as Miguel exercised authority over the legal contracts that bound them. In con-
forming to intercultural  house hold order within territorial Tucson, the mer-
cantile family could aff ord to display their fl amboyant Chilean national pride 
without risking their claims to wealth and whiteness.

Th e Roca family’s use of multiethnic laborers refl ected their shift ing needs for 
reproductive and productive labor between 1870 and 1880. Renamed Tontíllar 
Roca, the girl worked under criada Juana Castillo’s direction in 1869, while Cas-
tillo’s seven- year- old son Prudencio probably aided eighteen- year- old criado 
Reyno Moreno. Tontíllar attended at least two births and watched over four chil-
dren while she lived with the Rocas in the 1870s. Just a child herself, the Apache 
minor must have grown attached to the Roca women and children that she was 
contracted to care for. By 1880, Josefína’s daughters  were old enough to help man-
age the family’s domestic economy, and the servant staff  had changed. Tontíllar 
had disappeared but had been replaced by a twenty- six- year- old Native Ameri-
can woman named Andrea, who likely devoted much of her attention to Josefí-
na’s three- year- old granddaughter. Four men joined Andrea: an Indian laborer 
her age, two white laborers, and a fourteen- year- old boy working in the store. 
Andrea and the other criados  were all from Mexico. Th is creative mix of paid and 
unpaid, female and male, and domestic and commercial laborers further demon-
strates a Hispano infl uence on indenture in the Roca’s multiracial and multigen-
erational  house hold.

Racialized shift s in territorial politics required el Chileño to solicit white allies 
actively in order to ensure the continuation of his family’s prominence in Tuc-
son. Josefína hosted local lawyers, bankers, and publishers for lavish dinners 
during which she displayed her family’s wealth through her servants’ obedience 
and her daughters’ propriety. While nonwhite criados waited on them, the Roca 
daughters fl irted with their brothers’ American friends visiting from prepara-
tory school. By hosting dinner parties that featured nonwhite servants, the Rocas 
proved their ability to manage relations of dependence within their home and 
illustrated their willingness to participate in racial and sexual hierarchies out-
side their home during a crucial time in Arizona’s Hispanic history. Each of these 
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private events provided public evidence of the Rocas’ conformity to American 
racialism, thus performing their whiteness within an increasingly segregated 
borderlands community. As Josefína and Miguel invited citizens to scrutinize 
their racially stratifi ed  house hold, they sealed their status on the upper rungs of 
the territory’s racially stratifi ed society.

Th e use of nonwhite labor within the Roca  house hold proved the merchant’s 
respectability and allowed him to escape the racial degradation that befell many 
Mexican families in turn- of- the- century Tucson. When Miguel died in 1886, his 
daughter Erminía married Ben Heney, who briefl y served as mayor of Tucson in 
1909. Heney’s son Lautaro served as Tucson city councilman from 1933 to 1939, 
and in 1935 his granddaughter Frecia received a personal invitation to dine with 
President Franklin Roo se velt. Lautaro’s son Paul actively served Arizona’s Latino 
community during his impressive legal career.

Sometime aft er his death, the merchant’s family donated his fl ag stand to the 
Arizona Pioneers’ Historical Society to honor the banner of Chileño paternity 
that the fi rst generation of American Rocas had been born under. Whether archi-
vists viewed the artifact as evidence of an Apache criada’s care for a Mexican 
woman bearing American children to a Chilean father is diffi  cult to say, but they 
likely saw its connection to both love and power. Considering the notoriety of 
Roca’s children and grandchildren in comparison to the relative obscurity of 
Woolsey’s and Swilling’s children, surprisingly little has been written about Tuc-
son’s Chilean patriarch. Yndia Smalley Moore, Josefína and Miguel’s grand-
daughter, served as director of the Arizona Pioneers’ Historical Society from 1959 
to 1964 but did not use the post to celebrate her Hispano past. Instead, she and her 
father, George Smalley, wrote a memoir that emphasized an Anglo family history. 
Yndia’s cousin, Paul Roca, researched and wrote about Mexico’s Jesuit past but 
saved his own genealogy for short letters that inadvertently found their way to the 
Arizona Historical Society. Family documents contain letters written by Miguel 
Roca in 1885 that seem to indicate he planned to kill himself, which might explain 
why his descendants— though proud to claim a pioneer past— chose not to em-
phasize him in their family histories. No one described Teutílla’s care for the 
children or the family’s reliance on nonwhite labor either, but having criadas they 
could ignore marked the Rocas as a white family of privilege.

Lucía, Clara, and Johanna Martínez, Guadalupa and Bonifácio Woolsey, 
Mariana, Guillermo Swilling, and Teutílla Roca  were not the only Indian women 
and children drawn into the bonds of indenture and aff ection that characterized 
the intercultural labor market in territorial Arizona. Th e families claiming in-
digenous minors’ labor under the Howell Code rarely acknowledged the contri-
butions of these unfree members of their  house holds. Col o nel Woolsey, “Tragic 
Jack,” and el Chileño felt no need to explain the presence of Native children in 
their homes, most likely because their contemporaries asked no questions. Louis 
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John Frederick Jaeger, a prominent ferryman in Yuma, indentured a Native Amer-
ican girl named Mary at her mother’s request around 1871 and drew no one’s 
attention in doing so. In 1871, Carmena Campbell, a wealthy Arizona divorcee, 
indentured Indian girl Susan in Maricopa County. Th e same Maricopa County 
probate judge bound Indian boy Jim to Richard DeKuhn in 1873.

Relationships between Native minors and their masters  were sometimes exploit-
ative and sometimes aff ectionate, but in any case they  were usually overlooked. Th e 
reasons territorial Arizonans ignored Indian servants are diffi  cult to determine, 
but the presence of these children in territorial Arizona is undeniable. Census rec-
ords may show only a handful of indigenous wards serving Hispanic and Anglo 
 house holds between 1860 and 1880, but men like Woolsey told half- truths to those 
collecting census information, and servants like Teutílla looked Mexican to enu-
merators. Th at Mariana and Gavílan are the only children featured in this chapter 
who actually appeared as “Indian” in census rec ords proves the fallibility of 
census data in chronicling Native American labor in multiethnic  house holds. In 
browsing census rec ords between 1860 and 1880, it becomes clear that enumera-
tors and reporters creatively and inconsistently documented ethnic identities and 
 house hold relations throughout the territory. Given such widespread misreport-
ing, it is surprising that any evidence of minor Indian servitude exists at all. Such 
unreliable data makes it diffi  cult to know how common the Woolsey, Swilling, 
and Roca families  were, but their very insignifi cance to contemporaries and 
chroniclers indicates the normalcy of indigenous laborers.

Th e Howell Code’s statute on minor Indians represents territorial Arizonans’ 
management of the intertribal slave trade that indigenous and Hispanic actors 
once dominated. Th e institutionalization of white male privilege that justifi ed 
nonwhite exploitation under the guise of a free labor system marked a signifi cant 
step in state formation. Legislating citizen Arizonans’ subordination of indige-
nous people defi ned as enemies of the state proved an eff ective method of con-
trolling and consuming Native American resources, including Indian child labor. 
Additional provisions of the Howell Code ensured there would be few conse-
quences for those who overstepped the intimate bounds of the law, and where in-
terracial intimacies occurred, they could be defi ned as illicit and illegitimate.

Mixed- race and indigenous Arizonans lived and worked in close proximity 
to Americans throughout the territorial period, even as offi  cial policies sought to 
maximize the social and geographic distances between them. Th e boarding school 
system satisfi ed those who feared alcoholism and miscegenation as the byproducts 
of interracial intimacy, as well as others convinced that reservation seclusion fos-
tered indolence and savagery. Th e Phoenix Indian School (PIS), established in 1891, 
provided a compromise between citizens’ reliance on Indian women’s and chil-
dren’s labors and legislators’ discomfort with unregulated multiethnic  house holds 
by putting Native children into institutions rather than families.
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Carlisle Indian School found er Richard Pratt proposed the outing system as a 
way to institutionalize familial relations and ease assimilation. Th ough he feared 
Westerners would abuse Native domestics, Pratt believed that putting Indian 
students into white  house holds for short periods would enhance boarding schools’ 
curricula. In 1894 the outing system— as it was applied in Arizona— put the regu-
lation of citizen use of indigenous women and children’s bodies under federal 
and philanthropic, rather than local and civil, jurisdiction. Although a continu-
ation of the exploitation of Native American labor practiced under the indenture 
system, outing policies proposed strict segregation of minor Indian supervision 
by sex, thereby empowering matrons such as Trinidad Swilling and Josefína Roca 
while discouraging abusive patriarchs such as Woolsey.

Th e outing system allowed PIS administrator Harwood Hall to bind minor 
Indians to the relations of dependence defi ned in the Howell Code without the 
risk of aff ectionate bonds being formed through indenture and guardianship ar-
rangements. Brief exposure to domestic, agricultural, or industrial labor would 
train PIS students to serve their white superiors, while the interventions of fi eld 
matrons and school supervisors would train citizen Arizonans to distance them-
selves from Native subordinates— lessons that Woolsey and Swilling had failed 
to learn but that the Rocas had mastered. In 1895, Hall wrote that in “reference to 
[the] feasibility of placing Indian pupils in white families, I have the honor to 
state that we have quite a number of pupils ‘working out,’ there being a larger 
demand for the pupils than we possibly can fi ll at this time.” Within a year, Hall 
was bragging, “[had] I 500 Indian girls and boys of suffi  cient size and training, 
capable of understanding En glish to the extent of doing what they are told, I am 
sure places could be secured in this thickly settled valley inside ten days.” 
Clearly, Native indenture had fallen out of favor, but the demand for minor Indian 
labor increased in step with the Anglo population.

Territorial Arizona’s indenture period refl ects the pivotal transition between 
the extralegal traffi  c in minor Indian labor prior to 1864 and the institutional 
traffi  c in minor Indian labor aft er 1894. Th ough reformers intended to guard in-
digenous children from abuse and exploitation, the outing system continued to 
vest in citizen Arizonans an unquestioned authority over Native American 
women’s and children’s bodies and ensured that non- Indian  house holds bene-
fi ted from their labors. Once integrated into the progressive model of federal 
Indian policy, the indigenous labor market shift ed from an extralegal slave trade 
to a curriculum of dependent relations within one generation. Th at dramatic 
change likewise transformed Clara Martínez, indentured daughter of an Apache 
slave, to Clara Woolsey, favored daughter of a pioneer Indian fi ghter. Gavílan 
Pollero, minor child of a “hostile Indian tribe,” became Guillermo Swilling, Na-
tive sidekick to a territorial desperado. And Apache toddler Teutílla became 
Mexican criada Tontíllar Roca.
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Th ese transformations refl ect the creative chronicling of Arizona’s intercul-
tural  house holds as “gentling” institutions rather than legislated sites that linked 
exploitative labor with intercultural intimacy. Ironically, the Howell Code en-
sured that Indian women and children nurtured and cared for citizens, while 
white heads of  house holds craved the company of their Indian subordinates de-
spite territorial senators’ eff orts to deter bonds of aff ection through the indenture 
mandate. Clara’s decision sometime aft er 1880 to take her father’s surname, Guill-
ermo’s staged jest as Swilling’s bodyguard, and Tontíllar’s pledge to serve the Ro-
cas faithfully all posed problems for nineteenth- century legislators and continue 
to do so for twenty- fi rst- century historians. Senators barred Clara Martínez from 
inheriting her father’s wealth but not from inheriting his pioneer legacy. Th e 
Howell Code’s statute on minor Indians disarmed Gavílan Pollero’s Apache fam-
ily members, but Jack Swilling put a gun in Guillermo’s hands. Th e Pima County 
probate judge would not have accepted Teutílla’s testimony against the Rocas, but 
he accepted the three- year- old’s oath of indenture to them. Explicitly draft ed in 
the interests of white patriarchy, the territorial legal code could not stand up to the 
everyday intricacies within territorial borderlands communities. Bonds of aff ec-
tion, though not always mutual, blurred the indenture contracts that made Ari-
zona’s Indian children vulnerable— and forgettable— members of white pioneer 
 house holds.
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In the early 1950s, on the fi rst tele vi sion that many families owned, a buckskin- 
clad Kit Carson galloped across the West and through the 1880s with his Mexi-
can pal El Toro. Th e black- and- white syndicated program, Th e Adventures of 
Kit Carson, must have irritated Bernice Blackwelder and Quantrille McClung 
as much as it enthralled young viewers. Indeed, the show would have annoyed 
any viewer conversant with the history of western North America. Amateur 
historians, Blackwelder and McClung  were captivated by the real Carson. Th e 
program would have annoyed them not least because it was set in the 1880s. 
Th e actual Carson died in 1868, leaving little substance to fi ll a saddle two de-
cades later. And El Toro never lived. Kit’s closest Mexican companion was his 
wife, Josefa Jaramillo, who expired a month before her husband. Had the 
couple been resurrected to  ride again in the 1880s? Aft er all, Kit had been born 
on Christmas Eve, and perhaps, like Jesus, he  rose from the dead. And maybe, 
since the moral economy of the Western dictated that men rode with men, 
Josefa got a make over, rolled back the stone, and charged out as El Toro, the 
bull.

It was a bother, the West of the Western. When Quantrille McClung saw an-
other inaccurate portrayal of Carson on the TV show Death Valley Days, she was 
peeved. She immediately telephoned Bernice Blackwelder and found her friend 
“in the same state and for the same reason.” McClung wrote a letter of protest to 
the network, CBS, and then dashed off  a note to Marion Estergreen, a Carson 
devotee in New Mexico, suggesting that Estergreen enlist the aid of the man who 
ran the Kit Carson Home and Museum in Taos. “I consider it unpardonable to 
present programs that so distort history,” McClung declared.
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For McClung and Blackwelder, the moment to set the record straight came in 
1962. Th ey had spent years working in libraries and archives and had exchanged 
hundreds of letters with Carson descendants, Carson enthusiasts, and each 
other. Th e West of the Western and the West of history  were due for a showdown. 
Blackwelder and McClung took aim and fi red. Early that year, an Idaho- based 
publishing  house, Caxton Printers, released Blackwelder’s biography Great West-
erner: Th e Story of Kit Carson. A few months later, the Denver Public Library 
published McClung’s precisely titled Carson- Bent- Boggs Genealogy: Line of William 
Carson, Ancestor of “Kit” Carson, Famous Scout and Pioneer of the Rocky Mountain 
Area, with the Western Branches of the Bent and Boggs Families, with Whom “Kit” 
Was Associated, and the Line of Samuel Carson, Supposed to Be a Brother of Wil-
liam Carson. Yet even as the gun smoke cleared, another shot rang out, seemingly 
from the same end of the dusty street. Marion Estergreen, it turned out, was pack-
ing too. Much to Blackwelder’s dismay, Estergreen published a competing biog-
raphy the very same year called Kit Carson: A Portrait in Courage. Th e West of 
history was winning.

But the West of history itself was also changing. So was the West of the Western. 
And so was the wider landscape in which western history enthusiasts as well as 
producers of fi lm and tele vi sion Westerns did their work. It was a landscape in 
which civil rights struggles, the Cold War, and the shift ing contours of city life 
loomed large. McClung and Blackwelder lived this changing landscape. It touched 
everything from the tables where they typed their books to the paths their letters 
traced across the miles to the way they made sense of Carson and the western past.

Few today have heard of these women. Th eir work is out of print, gathering 
dust on library shelves. McClung, a lifelong resident of Denver who lived from 
1890 to 1985, was a librarian and genealogist. Unmarried, McClung liked to refer 
to herself as an “old maid.” Blackwelder was born in Kansas in 1902 as Bernice 
Fowler, but she spent most of her adult life in Chicago and Washington, D.C. 
Married but childless, she died in 1986, having worked as a voice instructor, 
radio and theater performer, and Central Intelligence Agency employee. None-
theless, Blackwelder called herself a “house wife.” On the stage where historical 
knowledge was produced, these women  were bit players, all but lost among the 
legions of amateurs and academics who wrote about the West. Th ey  were minor 
historians. But just as minor writers produce literature from a vantage point that 
provides a critical view of the literary canon and the pro cess by which it is consti-
tuted, so do minor historians produce work that brings into bold relief the hier-
archies that attend the production of historical knowledge. Embracing McClung 
and Blackwelder’s minor status, then, this chapter highlights their contributions 
and places those contributions in historical context.

Th e year 1962 represents a key moment in the lives of Blackwelder and Mc-
Clung, of western history as a fi eld of inquiry, of the Western as a form of pop u lar 
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culture, and of the nation itself. Not only did McClung and Blackwelder publish 
their books that year, but academics and amateurs joined forces to establish the 
Western History Association, the fi rst professional or ga ni za tion devoted to 
the West and its past. Th e founding of this association marked the begin-
ning of  the end of the reign of history buff s— amateurs like Blackwelder and 
 McClung— in the fi eld. Meanwhile, Westerns  were only beginning to fade from 
their glory days, when they had dominated both big and little screens, providing 
a visual feast of western men and western landscapes to viewers nestled in the-
ater seats and on living room sofas across the country and around the world. At 
the same time, national events and trends  were pulling in diff erent directions. 
On the one hand, the Cuban Missile Crisis evoked an older Cold War United 
States, in which frontier heroes such as Carson  were celebrated and “the family” 
was enshrined as a truly natural human collectivity that could be opposed to the 
unnatural collectivism promoted by communists. On the other hand, nascent 
movements for civil rights evoked a nation in the midst of racial and sexual 
change, creating an atmosphere in which frontier heroes— and nuclear families— 
would fall from grace. At the same time, suburbanization was accelerating, stir-
ring cities and their suburbs into a bubbling cauldron of po liti cal economy that 
left  some metropolitan residents longing not just for a rural past but for a past of 
unexplored frontiers and undetermined futures: in a word, for the West.

In 1962, McClung, who was seventy- two, lived a secure if spartan retirement 
from librarianship, dwelling in a downtown Denver apartment and working 
as an in de pen dent genealogist. Blackwelder, at sixty, lived a more insecure and 
inconstant— but, for now, comfortable— existence in suburban Washington, 
D.C., even owning a home there. She helped her husband, Harold, in his business 
ventures but also carved out time for her work as an in de pen dent historian. Out 
of these daily worlds, McClung and Blackwelder produced novel visions of Kit 
Carson, visions that  were based on hard historical research, to be sure, but also 
on their experiences as diff erently situated white women in a Cold War United 
States that vaunted “the family” and “the West” as ramparts against changing 
times. Th ey remade Carson from a lone frontiersman who helped win the West 
for white America to a family man, the head of an expansive  house hold who, 
despite his small stature, threw a protective arm around kinfolk of color. In the 
pro cess, these women created a vision of the nation that served Cold War cul-
ture, itself a locus of contradiction, confl ict, and change.

BE G O T T E N,  A N D M A DE

Th e Kit Carson who appeared on the pages of Blackwelder’s biography and Mc-
Clung’s genealogy was something of a new man. He was, predictably, the “great 
westerner” of Blackwelder’s title. And he was, in McClung’s rendering, the “famous 
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scout and pioneer of the Rocky Mountain area.” But he was also, less predictably, a 
man connected, and intimately so, to a  whole host of people with whom he had 
seemed more loosely associated in the past: New Mexican hispanos, the Indigenous 
peoples of the plains and mountains, and, especially, women of many descriptions. 
McClung drew out these connections in the stark outline form of the genealogist, 
creating almost two hundred pages of charts that traced the “begats”: the parents 
and the parents’ parents, the children and the children’s children, the cousins, the 
aunts, and the uncles of Kit Carson, Josefa Jaramillo, and scores of others related by 
birth and marriage. Blackwelder, in prose that was surprisingly stirring for a fi rst- 
time author whose life had been fi lled with other pursuits, drew the connections 
through well- researched, if sometimes embellished, stories of meeting and part-
ing, romance and estrangement, birth and death.

Figure 12.1. Kit Carson, 1840s. Courtesy of Taos Historic 
Museums.
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First, then, the begats: Th e Carson- Bent- Boggs Genealogy opens with a brief 
Carson family record that McClung received from one of Kit and Josefa’s 
grandsons. Th at record starts with William Carson, Kit’s paternal grandfather, 
an eighteenth- century Scots- Irish migrant to Pennsylvania and then the west-
ern Piedmont in North Carolina. Th e rest of the volume presents McClung’s 
own genealogical research. Th at work, however, begins right where the family 
record began: with William Carson. It follows fathers and their wives and 
children down through the de cades and across space, as the Carsons migrated 
from North Carolina to Kentucky to Missouri and, fi nally, to the Mexican 
North in the heyday of the fur trade and the Santa Fe trade. Tracing male lines 
of descent more thoroughly than female lines was a habit among genealogists, 
following broader cultural and legal practices that identifi ed men as heads 

Figure 12.2. Josefa Jaramillo, 1840s. Courtesy of Taos Historic 
Museums.
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of  families and by which women routinely took their husbands’ names at 
marriage.

As the title suggests, the Carson- Bent- Boggs Genealogy was not limited to the 
Carson family. McClung, when she worked as a librarian, had helped to develop 
the Genealogy Division of the Denver Public Library, and her interest in Carson 
began, she recalled, when “a lady in North Carolina wrote asking my help in re-
lating her Carson line to that of the ‘Kit’ Carson family.” Realizing that no com-
plete genealogical record existed for the Carsons, McClung decided to compile 
one herself. Over time, she found Carson was so linked to the famous Bent 
brothers, especially Charles and William, and to Th omas Boggs that it would be 
useful to include their family lines as well. Th e Bents, along with Céran St. 
Vrain,  were proprietors of Bent’s Fort along the Santa Fe Trail, the trade route 
that tied the northern territories of Mexico to the western territories of the 
United States starting in the 1820s and culminating in the U.S. conquest of the 
1840s, when Charles Bent became the fi rst American governor of New Mexico. 
Th omas Boggs was younger and came to New Mexico later, but he, too, helped 
tighten the bonds that  were creating a U.S. Southwest.

What McClung’s genealogy revealed more clearly than earlier works, how-
ever, was that Carson, Boggs, and the Bents shared more than Missouri origins 
and adult lives spent on the borderlands of commerce and war between the United 
States and Mexico, a borderlands occupied by Native peoples. McClung showed 
that each of these men had intimate relationships with either American Indian 
women or Spanish Mexican women or both; that the women  were oft en related 
to one another; and that these relationships produced mixed- race and ultimately 
bicultural children who lived out their lives in the West.

At least that is what leaps out now when one scans the Carson- Bent- Boggs 
Genealogy. When Blackwelder anticipated her friend’s book in the 1950s, how-
ever, she wrote simply, “I am eager to see the completed work and know it will be 
a real contribution to information about a truly American pioneer family.” Un-
like Blackwelder, McClung was not given to verbal fl ourish. Indeed, she es-
chewed narrative prose altogether; when McClung wanted to include a brief 
sketch of the Carson family in her genealogy, she asked Blackwelder to write it. 
Although it was Blackwelder who called the subjects of McClung’s work “a truly 
American pioneer family,” given the women’s close collaboration, it is no stretch 
to assume that McClung shared her friend’s estimation of this kin network.

In what sense, then, might McClung and Blackwelder have seen the Carson, 
Bent, and Boggs families as “truly American”? Th ose who populate the geneal-
ogy constitute a striking mix: Arapahos, Cheyennes, other Indigenous peoples, 
Spanish Mexicans (people of Spanish and oft en American Indian and even African 
descent, many of whom downplayed or even denied their non- European ancestry), 
Anglo Americans (here, mostly people of En glish and Scots- Irish descent), as well 
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as various and sundry human amalgamations. If this group of people was not 
just American but hyper- American, by what pro cesses did they achieve their 
Americanness? With McClung’s genealogy as a guide, we might conclude that 
they gained this identity by meeting, by recognizing one another as diff erent but 
also desirable, by making mutual accommodations appropriate to existing social 
relations of power, and, ultimately, by losing markers of diff erence in a manner 
that created a singular place called the American West. Except when they did 
not. So, on the one hand, Josefa Jaramillo and Kit Carson meet. Kit converts to 
Catholicism and fi nds himself called Cristobal. He marries Josefa, and she bears 
the children they conceive, children who answer, depending on circumstances, 
to names like Julián or William, Josefi ta or Josephine. Eventually, however, they 
become Carsons all, with no more Spanish given names or surnames to twist 
the tongues of “truly American” readers. On the other hand, there is William 
Bent, who goes west and fi nds himself called Little White Man by Cheyennes 
and Lakotas. He meets and marries Owl Woman, who is Cheyenne. Owl Woman 
bears their children, children with names like Mary and Robert and George and 
Julia. But Mary and Robert and George and Julia do not become Bents all. In-
stead, they follow distinct paths through an ethnoculturally complex and con-
stantly changing West; they grow old and die on ranches and reservations alike. 
If the Carson family story, as one can divine it from McClung’s genealogical 
charts, is the typical trail to a truly American identity, the routes taken by Owl 
Woman and her children reached the destination well enough to fi t in the same 
book.

If McClung and Blackwelder agreed that McClung was producing a genealogy 
of “a truly American pioneer family,” they may have understood the phrase 
somewhat diff erently. McClung was not one to draw the curtain on a historical 
drama like the one played out by William Bent and Owl Woman, even if she 
might not give it center stage. (By contrast, later in life, Blackwelder worked on a 
biographical dictionary of western men from which she consciously excluded 
Indians.) When Blackwelder told McClung that she thought the genealogy 
would be “a real contribution to information about a truly American pioneer 
family,” McClung’s book was not yet published. Blackwelder may not have real-
ized how signifi cant a place the Bent and Boggs family lines would occupy in the 
fi nished product. Th e “truly American” clan in Blackwelder’s mind may have 
been the Carson family more narrowly defi ned. It is, in fact, the Carson lineage 
that is the most elaborately traced in the Carson- Bent- Boggs Genealogy, but, as 
even the title suggests, McClung’s American family may have been a bit more 
expansive than Blackwelder’s. McClung did not comment on how this relatively 
inclusive historical impulse refl ected her own understanding of human diff er-
ence. But such an impulse was not incompatible with the goals of early civil 
rights movements that called for equality under the law, universal human rights, 
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and disaffi  rmation of those presumed diff erences that informed hierarchies of 
race, gender, and sexuality— even if some later came to critique the unintended 
normative and assimilationist outcomes such goals could produce.

One dimension of the Carson family story, however, remains mostly hidden 
in the genealogy, and that is the frequency with which those represented on its 
pages lived alongside enslaved people, generally African Americans or American 
Indians. Th ese Native and black people  were bound to labor through one of two 
systems of slavery that pervaded North America into the nineteenth century: the 
enslavement of African- origin and African- descent people rooted in the East, 
and the enslavement primarily (though by no means exclusively) of Native peo-
ple that increasingly was localized in the West. Scant traces of black slaves do 
appear in the Carson- Bent- Boggs Genealogy. For instance, McClung reproduces 
a North Carolina will written in 1836 by Kit Carson’s uncle Andrew, in which 
Andrew bequeathed ten slaves to his off spring. Absent in the genealogy, how-
ever, is any indication that those Carsons who left  the southern backcountry for 
the lower Missouri River frontier in the early nineteenth century took slaves 
along with them— that is, any indication that Carson himself grew up alongside 
African American children and among white slave own ers.

More completely obscured in the genealogy is the western system of slavery by 
which hispanos in New Mexico purchased Native people, oft en from rival Indian 
groups, incorporating the captives into their  house holds as servants and oft en 
“adopting” them as family members, or criados, as they  were called. Although 
Carson did not take black slaves with him in 1826 when he ran off  from Missouri 
at the age of sixteen and headed for New Mexico, he did, once he married Josefa 
Jaramillo in 1843, live in a  house hold that “adopted” Indigenous people. Mc-
Clung probably understood little of this western slave trade and the practices of 
bound labor it generated. Even if she encountered evidence of it in the course of 
her research— such as baptismal rec ords for the three Navajos raised in the Car-
son household— she might not have recognized its meaning. Yet this, too, was 
part and parcel of a “truly American” clan.

Th ese are some of the ways that McClung saw and did not see the American-
ness of her historical charges. But in what sense did she see these people as consti-
tuting “a family”? First, the phrase suggests a single entity: just one family. But the 
very presence of three surnames in the genealogy’s title announces that multiple 
families populate the text. Th e table of contents pluralizes the problem, with chap-
ters entitled “Wood Family,” “Boone Carson Intermarriages,” and “Jaramillo- Vigil 
Ancestry.” Of course one always fi nds multiple surnames in a genealogy: people 
marry and names proliferate. But the three surnames of this book’s title— Carson, 
Bent, and Boggs— were linked in ways that, on the one hand, exceed conventional 
defi nitions of family ties and, on the other, bring to mind not fathers and hus-
bands but mothers and wives and lovers and children.
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Before people with the last names Carson, Bent, and Boggs settled in the bor-
derlands, there was but one family relation among them (as genealogists reckon 
such relations). Juliana Bent— a sister of Charles and William— had married Lil-
burn Boggs. Lilburn became governor of Missouri years later, and later still he 
went west to California. But Juliana died young, aft er she bore two children. 
 Lilburn Boggs then married Panthea Boone, a granddaughter of frontiersman 
Daniel Boone. Panthea had ten children. One of those children, Th omas Boggs, 
migrated fi rst to California and then to New Mexico. It was Tom Boggs who be-
friended Kit Carson, thus earning the name Boggs a place in McClung’s work. 
So, when Carson, Boggs, and the Bent brothers lived in Missouri, the only genea-
logically legible connection among them was this: Tom Boggs’s father had been 
married to Charles and William Bent’s sister before she died. Boggs’s mother was 
not a Bent, but a Boone. And Boggs was almost a generation younger than the 
other three men; he was a toddler when Carson started down the Santa Fe Trail. 
What connected these men at fi rst  were patterns of residence and migration and 
the frontier economies that encouraged them now to stay put, now to move on. It 
was what happened once they came of age and went west that made the men kin.

What made them kin  were intimate partnerships with women and an expan-
sive sense of responsibility for children. It started around 1840, when Carson, 
having lost his fi rst wife, the Northern Arapaho woman Singing Grass, married 
the Southern Cheyenne woman Making Out Road. Making Out Road seems to 
have been a sister of Owl Woman, who had married William Bent. McClung 
probably never suspected that Making Out Road and Owl Woman  were sisters; if 
she had, she would have called attention to the tie. At any rate, Carson and Mak-
ing Out Road’s marriage did not last, and soon Carson cast his lot with Josefa 
Jaramillo of Taos. Already, Charles Bent was living with Josefa’s older sister, Ig-
nacia. When Bent was killed in the 1847 uprising of hispanos and Pueblo Indians 
against U.S. rule in New Mexico, Kit and Josefa took in Charles and Ignacia’s 
daughter. Later still, a now grown- up Tom Boggs married another of Ignacia’s 
daughters, Rumalda. Th en, when Josefa and Kit both died suddenly in 1868, Tom 
and Rumalda assumed responsibility for the seven Carson children. It was 
women— Cheyenne and hispana— and the babies they bore who made William 
Bent, Kit Carson, Charles Bent, and Tom Boggs kin.

S OU L S L O S T I N PU RG ATORY

If McClung the genealogist tells a spare tale of an expansive American family 
made kin through the daughters of the country, Blackwelder the biographer 
narrates an elaborate saga of a strange son of the frontier— small of stature, soft  
of voice, but somehow still “the greatest Westerner of all.” Like the Carson- 
Bent- Boggs Genealogy, Blackwelder’s Great Westerner is a family tale. It is also 
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a romance. But for Blackwelder, both family and romance are perpetually de-
ferred by the racial responsibilities of westering, and the tragic end comes too 
soon. Part of the diff erence between the two books is one of genre: genealogy re-
sists narrative and biography demands it; genealogy tracks connections and bio-
graphy trails the individual. Th e rest of the diff erence lies in the two women who 
created these texts. And there  were crucial similarities, too, refl ecting Black-
welder and McClung’s long collaboration and the shared circumstances in which 
they wrote history.

Great Westerner is a work of narrative grace that grips the reader like a rous-
ing patriotic song, rich with tales of adventure but always situating those adven-
tures in meditations on Carson’s sterling character and his strong family ties. It 
opens fl ushed with sensuous anticipation: “Missouri’s hardwoods  were tingeing, 
bittersweet pulsed languorously in the underbrush, and September waited qui-
etly, expectantly.” Gazing out at this landscape from his work at a saddler’s bench 
is an “ordinary- looking youth, clothed like any border boy in nettle shirt and 
linsey- woolsey from his mother’s loom, quiet and undersized.” Th e boy, of 
course, is Kit Carson, and he is watching as freight wagons assemble for their an-
nual trek to northern Mexico. He is facing west, “as all Carson men had since the 
fi rst one left  Dumfriesshire, Scotland, to fi nd greater freedom in North Ire-
land.” From his mother’s loom and his father’s longing comes a slight border 
boy, all dressed down and ready to go.

Blackwelder establishes much of import in this opening, craft ing key charac-
teristics for Carson that give coherence to all that follows. Kit’s body and voice 
mark the improbability of his rise to fame: He is small and hushed. But he is also 
hardwired for westering, a trait passed down from father to son, the reward for 
which is freedom. Blackwelder drives these points home again and again: Kit 
“stood only fi ve- feet- six”; he was a “scrappy little leader.” She also quotes contem-
poraries who remarked on Kit’s stature: for example, General William Tecumseh 
Sherman, on fi rst meeting Kit, declared that he was shocked to set eyes on such a 
“small stoop- shouldered man.” As for Kit’s voice, Blackwelder describes it as 
“gentle,” “high- pitched,” and “almost feminine.” In other words, Kit’s man-
hood was not secured by his body or his voice; it would have to be won.

For all his freedom, Blackwelder’s Carson is a family man: an ardent suitor, a 
devoted husband, and a father who delights in his children. Blackwelder was 
proud of this depiction. Years aft er Great Westerner was released, while acknowl-
edging that each book on Carson “contributed something,” she wrote that she 
believed hers showed “more of his personality and his home life than any other.” 
Over the years Carson called many places home: he lived in forts and towns and 
camps; he slept in tents and tipis and adobes alongside any number of human 
companions. But for Blackwelder, home life connoted the presence of women. 
Children sweetened the deal.
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In Great Westerner, then, Carson’s home life does not begin until he woos and 
wins the young Arapaho woman Singing Grass. In Blackwelder’s telling, it is a 
swashbuckling courtship in which the diminutive Carson stands his ground 
against a rival suitor, a burly French Canadian. Th e scene of the fi ght is a fur 
trade rendezvous— the annual Rocky Mountain trade fair that drew trappers, 
traders, and Native people— and when Kit rides away from the gathering in 1835, 
Singing Grass is “beside him to be his companion in the wilderness, his wife, his 
warmth and comfort.” Singing Grass cures animal skins, gathers greens, and gives 
birth to Adaline, the couple’s daughter. Th e little family prospers in the moun-
tains until the decline of the beaver trade leads Carson to Bent’s Fort, on the 
plains, where he works as a buff alo hunter. Th ere Singing Grass suddenly dies, 
ending for Kit what Blackwelder calls “a genuine happiness.”

Little Adaline lives, however, and Blackwelder says that the women of Bent’s 
Fort assumed responsibility for her care. Th ose women probably included the 
Native and mixed- blood wives of trappers and traders; perhaps some mexicanas; 
and also Charlotte Green, an enslaved black woman owned by the Bent brothers. 
Th e women no doubt eventually included Kit’s second wife, but Blackwelder 
was never convinced that Carson married the Cheyenne woman Making Out 
Road. She argues in a footnote that the relationship “was vigorously denied by 
Kit.” Carson’s second marriage dismissed, Blackwelder then narrates the dot-
ing father’s decision to take Adaline east to be educated among his Missouri 
relatives.

Carson does seem to have told his niece that he had never been married to 
Making Out Road. Since the publication of Great Westerner more than one 
historian has surmised that Carson lied to his hispana kinswomen about Making 
Out Road. A male relative, by contrast, confi rmed the marriage. Blackwelder 
probably did not know of this confi rmation, and she trusted the niece’s report. 
But Blackwelder surely did know that a Cheyenne woman named Sitting in the 
Lodge had told ethnologist George Bird Grinnell about Carson’s relationship with 
Making Out Road in 1917, and that other el der ly Cheyennes remembered it as 
well. Blackwelder did not credit Cheyenne memories.

Carson’s marriage to Making Out Road presented Blackwelder with problems 
of evidence, to be sure. It also presented problems of narrative. Put simply, the 
thread of Blackwelder’s story that follows Carson’s intimate life is in part a tale of 
racial ascent by association, an ascent that helps fi t Carson for the title “great 
westerner.” Th e thread leads directly from Singing Grass to Josefa Jaramillo, and 
Making Out Road would have frayed it. Blackwelder does not minimize Carson’s 
attachment to Singing Grass, whom she calls a “bronze- skinned beauty.” But 
Singing Grass is the love of Kit’s younger years. Josefa is the love of his later years, 
and, unlike Singing Grass, she is propertied and Eu ro pe an. According to Black-
welder, Kit and Josefa met in the home of Ignacia and Charles Bent:
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Doña Ignacia Bent was a handsome woman and her home one of the most attrac-
tive in Taos. Rich rugs of Eastern import and native bright- striped serapes brought 
color to the rough fl oors and heavy hand- hewn furnishings. Ornate religious arti-
cles and sconces of hammered tin refl ected soft  candlelight in an atmosphere of 
quiet serenity.  Here Kit Carson met and fell in love with Ignacia’s sister Maria Jo-
sefa, a fourteen- year- old dark- eyed beauty. Kit, approaching thirty- three, was a 
man of some importance in the West and in spite of that fact that he had spent 
most of his years living in a very primitive manner, possessed a natural dignity 
that impressed young Josefa. Her family— the Castilian Jaramillos and Vigils— 
made no objection to Kit’s suit though he had no fortune to off er and Josefa chose 
to accept the gentle man whose destiny of fame appeared certain.

For Blackwelder, then, Carson marries into a family of means with Spanish, not 
Mexican, origins— that is, a white family, not one with mestizo, to say nothing of 
mulato, ancestors, Josefa’s dark eyes notwithstanding. And the family is not just 
generically Spanish but rather Castilian— that is, identifi ed with the old king-
dom of Castile, which united with Aragon to create modern Spain and provided 
the Spanish state with its primary language.

Th e Jaramillo and Vigil families dated back to the 1690s in New Mexico; their 
forebears  were among those sent to reestablish Spanish settlement there aft er the 
Pueblo Revolt of 1680 had expelled the fi rst colonizers. Josefa’s ancestors hailed 
from Mexico City and Zacatecas, respectively. Having spent fi ve generations in 
the north and as many as fi ve more generations further south in colonial Mex-
ico, the Jaramillos, the Vigils, and all those families with whom they intermar-
ried  were long residents of the New World. While Spanish Mexican families of 
some means struggled to preserve their limpieza de sangre, or purity of blood, 
sexual ties with Indigenous people, both coerced and consensual, went to the 
heart of the colonial project. Furthermore, slave traders brought some two hun-
dred thousand Africans to Mexico during the colonial era. If every one of Josefa’s 
forebears over two centuries succeeded in avoiding close contact with Indian and 
black people in New Spain, and if their pursuit of blood purity extended back-
ward in time through Spain’s complicated Mediterranean past, then perhaps 
they earned the label Castilian. But in the eigh teenth century, some fi ft y years 
before Josefa was born, intermarriage in New Mexico was on the rise, such that 
 whole new peoples found themselves incorporated under the label Españoles. 
Meanwhile, the Spanish crown began selling certifi cates that allowed people to 
“cleanse” themselves of “impure” ancestry (generally Indian or African), obscur-
ing a past of racial mixing. Just how Spanish the leading hispano families of New 
Mexico  were remains an open question.

Th ese insights, of course, depend on scholarship that was unavailable to Black-
welder in 1962. And her designation of the Jaramillos and Vigils as Castilian, at 
any rate, is largely a narrative device, no doubt abetted by the defensive response 
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of some nuevomexicanos to the Anglo American conquest that began with the 
arrival of men like Carson in the nineteenth century and then continued into the 
twentieth, when they reinvented themselves as “Spanish Americans” to avoid 
the anti- Mexican racism of Anglo newcomers and the U.S. government alike. 
Th e device ultimately serves Blackwelder’s story of Carson himself, who, in 
spite of his recent “primitive” life in the mountains and on the plains, is des-
tined for greatness. And everyone around him, including Josefa and her par-
ents, seems to know it. In this telling, then, as Carson matures, so do his desires, 
from the more primitive yearnings of youth to the more civilized longings of 
adulthood.

If Kit has a happy family life with Singing Grass in Great Westerner, his home 
life with Josefa is exuberant, at least when he is home. He is not there oft en. By 
Blackwelder’s account, Kit’s early marriage to Josefa depends on brief conjugal 
visits as he passes in and out of New Mexico while engaged in other pursuits: es-
corting nuevomexicano wagons along the Santa Fe Trail, guiding famed explorer 
John C. Frémont on his western expeditions, and generally helping to secure the 
borderlands for the United States before and during the U.S.- Mexico War, de-
spite Kit’s residence in Mexican territory and his marriage to a Mexican citizen. 
One key visit comes in 1847, during the war, while Josefa is living at the Bent 
home in Taos. U.S. soldiers have marched into New Mexico and established rule 
with Charles Bent, Josefa’s brother- in- law, as governor. When the main detach-
ment of troops departs for the California front, northern New Mexico erupts in 
protest over the U.S. occupation. Pueblo Indians and hispanos alike descend on 
the Bent home, killing Bent as well as Pablo Jaramillo, Josefa and Ignacia’s 
brother, and one of their Vigil uncles. Th e womenfolk use kitchen tools to dig 
through an adobe wall and then hide themselves in a neighbor’s  house disguised 
as Indian servants grinding corn. Local volunteers and U.S. troops chase the in-
surgents, who take refuge in the mission church at Taos Pueblo, until the soldiers 
lay siege to the adobe structure, killing 150 and subjecting the leaders to a make-
shift  trial presided over by Bent’s closest associates. All the while, Carson is en 
route from California to Washington, D.C., carry ing government dispatches, 
oblivious to the bloodshed in Taos. But his travels take him through New Mex-
ico, where he hears the news and rushes to Josefa’s side. He stays a few days, and 
then he is off  again for the nation’s capital.

Much of Great Westerner reads like this, with Kit chasing around North 
America and Josefa living in Taos with her relatives. Once, Kit checks in on Ada-
line, his daughter by Singing Grass, who is attending a female seminary in Mis-
souri. By then, Kit and Josefa have been married for six years but have spent less 
than six months together. Soon Josefa bears their fi rst child, who lives only a 
short time. Aft er this loss Josefa gives birth every two or three years, until there 
are seven children. Now and then Kit lives with his family, even for months at a 
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time. Th ey take up residence on a ranch, Kit having fi nally “established a home 
worthy of his aristocratic wife.” He brings Adaline, now an “attractive, well- 
schooled young woman with pale copper- tinted skin,” to this home. Th e family 
is  also together in Taos, where Kit works as Indian agent to Pueblo, Ute, and 
Apache peoples. When the Civil War breaks out, however, Kit becomes an offi  cer 
with the New Mexico Volunteers in support of the  Union cause, and he takes 
his family to the headquarters in Albuquerque. Th ere, Blackwelder says, he is a 
“most unsoldierly offi  cer,” who romps “on the fl oor with his children swarming 
over him, searching for candy in the pockets of his uniform.” But then Kit is re-
located to Fort  Union, on the plains along the Santa Fe Trail, and Josefa returns 
to Taos. Th e rest of the war fi nds Carson fi ghting Confederate incursions from 
Texas and, most important, Native peoples as yet unaccustomed to U.S. rule.

Carson’s participation in the Civil War– era Navajo campaign would soon 
become the touchstone for a  wholesale reevaluation of his legacy. Blackwelder 
could not have known this in 1962. Th e campaign must have given her pause, 
however, since Great Westerner depicts Carson as “devoted to achieving a last-
ing peace with the Indians and providing for their welfare,” and as an admirer of 
Navajos in par tic u lar. Th e problem, as Blackwelder lays it out, is that Navajo 
raiders have plagued the villagers of the upper Rio Grande, both hispanos and 
Pueblo Indians. Navajos raided for livestock, particularly sheep, but also for hu-
man captives, who could be used as servants, incorporated into families, or sold 
in the borderlands slave trade. What Blackwelder does not say, and may not have 
known, is that raiding was a two- way street: Pueblo Indians and hispanos alike 
also plagued Navajos, participating in a wider po liti cal economy of exchange and 
violence that had evolved over two centuries. Th e U.S. government, a newcomer 
on the scene, came down on the side of the villagers, and Col o nel Carson, under 
the direction of General James Carleton, was the offi  cer in charge.

It is their plan, as Blackwelder puts it, “to force the Navajos into submission by 
systematically destroying their crops and driving off  their sheep.” And Carleton 
wants to move the Navajos out of their homeland to the spot in eastern New 
Mexico known as the Bosque Redondo. In Blackwelder’s telling, Carson pro-
ceeds with his grim duty, but “not without regret.” In the end, Carson achieves 
“victory almost without bloodshed,” and eight thousand Navajos begin their 
Long Walk to the Bosque Redondo. Blackwelder acknowledges that the Bosque 
experiment was disastrous for the Navajo people. At the same time, she contends 
that it was “a great heartache” for Carson and Carleton. Still, it is heartache of a 
diff erent sort that prompts Kit fi rst to request reassignment at a post where his 
family can be with him and then to try to resign his command. Offi  cials will not 
accommodate him, though, so “in spite of his personal feeling,” he stays with the 
army. One last campaign rounds out his career, this one against Comanches and 
Kiowas. Th en Kit receives his highest reward; he is brevetted brigadier general. 
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Finally, he is reassigned to Ute country at Fort Garland, north of Taos in the San 
Luis Valley. Th ere Josefa joins him, as do the children, who run around the fort, 
in Blackwelder’s words, “like a small tribe of untamed savages, completely adored 
by their father.”

Th is, then, is a fi nal moment of family fare for Carson, for his health is slowly 
failing as the result of an old injury. But he has achieved the fullness of Black-
welder’s title, Great Westerner. He is still, of course, a short fellow (Josefa is 
“slightly taller”), but now his body is “stout” and “solidly built.” His voice is still 
soft , but it commands “respect and attention,” and with it he speaks En glish, 
Spanish, French, “and many Indian languages.” From a slight border boy— a 
provisional American, a provisional man— Kit has evolved into a brigadier gen-
eral who bests even a Civil War offi  cer as renowned as William Tecumseh Sher-
man. When Carson negotiates with the Utes alongside Sherman, the  Union hero 
remarks, “Th ose redskins think Kit twice as big a man as me.” Carson has also 
evolved from a lad who loves a “bronze- skinned beauty” and sires a child with 
“pale copper- tinted skin” to a mature man who marries an “aristocratic,” “Castil-
ian” woman (even if she can, inexplicably, pass for an Indian servant when neces-
sary). Granted, Kit and Josefa’s children are boisterous: Blackwelder calls them 
“untamed savages,” while Sherman says they are “as wild and untrained as a 
brood of Mexican mustangs.” Th ese are racialized references that might seem to 
disrupt the narrative of racial ascent that Blackwelder plots for Carson. But her 
use of them may well draw on an educational theory that had passed into pop u lar 
thought by the mid- twentieth century. According to recapitulation theory, young-
sters, and particularly boys, benefi t from a wild youth, because a child’s growth 
must recapitulate the development of the “white race” from savagery to civiliza-
tion. Children who act like “untamed savages” and “Mexican mustangs” can ex-
pect, with proper grooming, to learn the habits of civilization over time. In this 
sense, then, the racialized references to Kit and Josefa’s rowdy off spring neatly fi t 
Blackwelder’s larger story.

Th e dev il of that story, however, is in the human details. Blackwelder spares 
nothing in the denouement. Rather than remain at a remote post like Fort Gar-
land, Josefa suggests that the family join her niece Rumalda, who is now married 
to Tom Boggs, in southeastern Colorado. Th e couple has settled on land Tom 
claimed for Rumalda as an heir to the Vigil and St. Vrain Grant, one of the last 
extravagant land grants of the Mexican era. Th e spot is not far from Carson’s old 
haunt, Bent’s Fort, on a tributary of the Arkansas called the Purgatoire, known 
to Rumalda and Josefa as Rio de las Animas Perdidas en Purgatorio (River of 
Souls Lost in Purgatory). Th e family moves to the settlement at Boggsville. 
Meanwhile, Kit is appointed superintendent of Indian aff airs for Colorado, in 
which capacity he accompanies Ute leaders east to negotiate a new treaty. Th e 
trip wearies Kit, who returns to Colorado unwell. Josefa meets his stagecoach 
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heavy with child. Five days later she gives birth. Ten days aft er that, Josefa, Kit’s 
“beautiful beloved,” is dead. Kit lives for a month, cared for by a doctor, his niece, 
and her German- born husband. Th en, one aft ernoon, the German cooks Kit a 
supper of buff alo and chile and gives him a pipe of tobacco. Kit relishes the fare, 
but then, suddenly, he cries out his dying words, “Doctor, Compadres, Adios!”

Th is closing episode explains the epigraph Blackwelder chose for her book, a 
quotation that seems misplaced when one fi rst cracks the cover of Great West-
erner. Th e epigraph comes from Blackwelder’s fellow Kansan Eugene Fitch Ware, 
a nineteenth- century politician and poet:

Time is pursued by a pitiless, cruel oblivion,
Following fast and near.

Th e words evoke a foreboding and fatalism that do not characterize Great West-
erner until the fi nal passage. Th ere, Carson has become “the greatest Westerner 
of them all,” which, if westering is a quintessentially American habit, means that 
he has become the greatest American. He even consumes unique products of the 
Americas in the moment before his death: buff alo, chile, and tobacco. What is 
more, each of these products is linked to one of the many peoples of the Ameri-
cas: buff alo with Indian hunters, chile with Mexican farmers, and tobacco with 
African slaves. Carson absorbs them all. But pitiless, cruel oblivion chases him 
down. He dies the father of a “truly American pioneer family” with whom he has 
never really lived.

Both Blackwelder and McClung spun tales about Carson that bespoke a fam-
ily romance. But McClung, the genealogist, was more taken by the web of west-
ern connections that enveloped Carson in a variegated human frontier fi xed in 
place by female moorings. Blackwelder, the biographer, was keen on creating a 
new American man, one who resolved the tensions of an older, remembered em-
pire through his own racial ascent but who also balanced newer, Cold War ideals 
for white, middle- class, heterosexual manhood— competing ideals that cher-
ished both breadwinning providers and engaged, aff ectionate husbands and 
fathers. Blackwelder’s melancholy conclusion suggests that rhetorical equipoise 
could not, in fact, answer the riddles of injustice, in e qual ity, and imperialism. No 
wonder she never wrote another book.

W E S T E R NS ,  W E S T E R N E R S , 
A N D W E S T E R N H I S TOR I A NS

Th ere  were probably other reasons, too. When McClung and Blackwelder began 
their research in the 1950s, they  were among thousands of history enthusiasts 
who worked on western topics without the benefi t of advanced degrees or aca-
demic affi  liations. Meanwhile, there  were hundreds of degreed western historians 
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working in colleges, universities, libraries, museums, and historical sites and soci-
eties. But as a se nior scholar recalls, “in American academic circles,” western his-
tory “was not considered mainline in the 1950s.” No professional or ga ni za tion of 
U.S. western historians existed. In the post– World War II era, then, the history of 
the West was largely the domain of amateurs. Th e majority of these history buff s 
 were men, and almost all  were white. Th ere  were exceptions, such as the well- 
published Mari Sandoz, daughter of Swiss immigrants and author of the biogra-
phy Crazy  Horse. Earlier in the century there was Delilah Beasley, African Ameri-
can clubwoman and author of Th e Negro Trail Blazers of California. But the 
exceptions proved the rule: western history was a wide- open fi eld for well- read 
amateurs who had the time and resources to devote to their hobby, and most such 
enthusiasts  were white and male. It was in this milieu that Blackwelder and Mc-
Clung embarked on their Carson projects.

Th ese western history buff s  were an or ga nized bunch. It all started in Chi-
cago, where in 1944 a small group of men established Th e Westerners. Th e found-
ing members of this fi rst chapter named themselves the Chicago Corral. Word of 
Th e Westerners traveled, and soon men in Colorado’s capital formed the Denver 
Posse. Most of the subsequent chapters that formed took on the “corral” or “posse” 
title, or ga niz ing in cities like St. Louis, New York, Tucson, Spokane, and Wash-
ington, D.C., and also statewide, in Wyoming and South Dakota. Within a de cade 
of the Chicago Corral’s founding, Westerners from all over began to meet annu-
ally at an Inter- Posse Rendezvous.

Most of the corrals and posses did not admit women. Th e New York Posse was 
the fi rst to break the mold; the wives of two of the men as well as Mari Sandoz 
herself  were among the found ers. As a Westerners’ chronicler wrote in 1957, “Th ere 
 were a lot of wranglers in the Corrals and Posses further west who damn near 
moved camp over this, but it  wasn’t too long before the men stopped airin’ their 
lungs and the  whole outfi t . . .  is now bridle- wise. Aft er all, one  can’t say ‘No’ to a 
Mari Sandoz!” Nonetheless, Th e Westerners remained a heavily male group. As 
late as 1970, a found er explained, “Th e Westerners are bunches of males mostly, 
who meet monthly usually, to chomp and chat— then, aft er a speech on Western 
history to haze or praise the speaker.” Th e Chicago Tribune put it bluntly: “Th is 
is a stag outfi t.” Meanwhile, Chicago’s corral was bursting; according to the 
Tribune, the growing membership included “lawyers, artists, doctors, anthro-
pologists, geologists, bank presidents, industrialists, and advertising men.” In 
other words, this was a middle- and upper- middle- class or ga ni za tion. Th e mem-
bers met monthly at the Merchants and Manufacturers Club, fi nding “a happy 
escape from current problems by thumping a hairy- chested past.” Predictably, 
then, the Chicago Corral was not among the fi rst to go coed. Even a designated 
“ladies’ night” in 1952 drew criticism. Th e gathering featured a display of Native 
women’s traditional clothing in a show dubbed “America’s First Fashions.” One 
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man grumbled, “It’s bad enough to have a ladies’ night . . .  but to have a dress 
parade is too much. What is this? A knitting society?”

Th us, when McClung and Blackwelder began their work in the 1950s, they 
 were amateur historians in a fi eld where amateurs predominated, which could 
have worked to their advantage. Th ey  were also white in an arena that assumed 
whiteness as a ticket of admission. But the fl ip side of that ticket said that white 
men ought to be admitted fi rst. Well- educated, well- established men would be 
most at home on this range, where they off ered one another a backslapping wel-
come to each chest- thumping roundup.

But change, of a sort, was on the horizon. In 1961 a small group of white men, 
mostly academics, met in Detroit at the annual conference of the Mississippi 
Valley Historical Association, forerunner of the Or ga ni za tion of American His-
torians, the leading professional group for U.S. historians. Th e western histori-
ans who huddled there  were promoting, as Robert Utley recalls, a “regional as-
sociation of specialists, such as already existed for the South, the Midwest, and 
elsewhere.” Utley himself was strategically positioned in this, since he had be-
gun but not fi nished a Ph.D., choosing instead a career with the National Park 
Ser vice. His ties to both professors and buff s  were an asset in building a new 
or ga ni za tion that drew on the strength of Th e Westerners but also appealed to 
degreed scholars working in academia. Th ose who met in Detroit in the spring of 
1961 announced a fall gathering in Santa Fe, where the call for a new association 
would “spontaneously” arise.

Organizers expected ninety registrants at the First Conference on the History 
of Western America in Santa Fe. Th ree hundred showed up, fi lling La Fonda, the 
grand hotel on the plaza at the end of the Santa Fe Trail. Th e location of this gath-
ering (in the midst of Pueblo Indian country and at the heart of the old Mexican 
North) and the conference program distributed to participants (the cover fea-
tured a “prairie schooner lady” replete with rifl e) suggested that a newer day might 
dawn in western history. To contemporary eyes, a “Southwestern Borderlands” 
session and ethnologist John Ewer’s adaptation of the “marginal man” concept in 
“Mothers of the Mixed- Bloods: Th e Marginal Woman in the History of the Upper 
Missouri” look promising. But of the twenty- fi ve papers presented, none  were by 
women or people of color.

Of more lasting impact than the sessions themselves was an eve ning business 
meeting, which staged the call for a new or ga ni za tion. Liquor lubricated the pro-
ceedings, and a consensus emerged. A “quiet dinner” of organizers followed. All 
of the men who dined, save Utley, had doctorates, most  were professors, and 
some  were active in Th e Westerners. Ray Allen Billington, the era’s best- known 
western historian, agreed to serve as the new group’s fi rst president. Th e actual 
founding of the Western History Association (WHA) came a year later, in 1962, at 
the Second Conference on the History of Western America in Denver. Refl ecting 
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the or ga ni za tion’s commitment to bringing academics and buff s together, the 
fi rst publication of the WHA was not a dense scholarly journal but a slick illus-
trated magazine called Th e American West. Over time, professional historians 
would assume greater control over the WHA, and hence over the fi eld of western 
history. But for now, a gentlemanly bargain kept the stags grazing more or less 
amiably in the same glen.

Unlike most early chapters of Th e Westerners, the WHA did not exclude 
women, though many of us who joined in later de cades believe that a hot western 
sun of white male privilege bathed our or gan i za tion al forebears in its glow. Th e 
earth did not begin to turn until the 1970s, and the changed angle of light was not 
fully apparent until the 1980s. In the meantime, as one white woman in the fi eld 
put it, “Th ere  were very few of us, and we  were treated like morons by most male 
historians.” Still, the WHA’s open membership policy mattered. Blackwelder, 
who lived in suburban Washington, D.C., could not have joined Th e Westerners’ 
Potomac Corral. She could, and did, become a charter member of the WHA. 
McClung did not join, perhaps because her own work identity was less as a histo-
rian and more as a librarian and genealogist, and her chief or gan i za tion al tie was 
to the Colorado Genealogical Society.

WHA members or not, Blackwelder and McClung  were marginal fi gures in 
the fi eld. Indeed, they  were minor historians, walk- ons whom few of the major 
actors even noticed. Th at is why they  were so important to each other; they took 
one another seriously and thrived on their collaboration. Yet they— and Black-
welder especially— remained aware of their status as women working in western 
history (and, like most white people, oblivious to the privilege aff orded by race). 
Th e fi rst time Blackwelder sent her Carson biography out for consideration, an 
editor returned it, recommending that she rework it as a “youth book.” Irked by 
the suggestion, she revised the manuscript and sent it to Caxton Printers. She 
told McClung, “I know there is a good and authentic story there,” but, she contin-
ued, “perhaps it [is] too ladylike for a Wild West thriller.” Such protests not-
withstanding, the psychic damage was done, and even though there is no indica-
tion that Blackwelder originally intended her work for young readers, ever aft er 
that initial rejection and revision, she clung to the notion that hers was “a story 
rather than a history book.” In retrospect she insisted that she had always “had in 
mind the young adult,” and she claimed that she would be satisfi ed if the book 
found a place in “school libraries.” Feigning low expectations, Blackwelder in-
oculated herself against the disappointment that might follow any woman— even 
a married white woman of the appropriate class— who ventured into the gen-
dered space of the American West.

Blackwelder’s rivalry with the woman who published a competing Carson 
 biography in 1962 opens another window onto these dynamics. In 1961 Blackwelder 
wrote that she had heard about “some woman in Taos” who was also writing a 
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book about Carson. Th e woman was Marion Estergreen, and her Kit Carson: A 
Portrait in Courage was published by the University of Oklahoma Press shortly 
aft er Blackwelder’s book was released. Like Blackwelder, Estergreen was an 
amateur historian. Unlike Blackwelder, Estergreen won a contract with a univer-
sity press and published under a gender- ambiguous name, M. Morgan Ester-
green. Blackwelder and Estergreen  were not strangers; they had met and co-
operated with one another on commemorations of Carson. Blackwelder felt that 
her relationship with Estergreen had soured years earlier when Estergreen asked 
for comments on a short Carson piece she had written. “I answered her honestly 
and off ended her I suppose,” Blackwelder griped to McClung about Estergreen, 
“as she has been very cool to me ever since.” By the time both Blackwelder and 
Estergreen published in 1962, the breach was complete, and Blackwelder told Mc-
Clung that she “wondered what Kit was thinking about the old hens fi ghting over 
his memory.” Blackwelder held that Estergreen got key details of Carson’s life 
wrong. But it was also clear that, try as she might to be fair to Estergreen, Black-
welder did not like her rival. “She has worked so hard on every Carson project 
and is a very pleasant and attractive person,” Blackwelder wrote of Estergreen, 
and then turned the knife: “Th e last time I saw her, she said she expected to be 
married to a very wealthy man who was travelling in Eu rope. . . .  I think she has 
a vivid imagination.”

In calling her struggle with Estergreen a hen fi ght, Blackwelder abased not 
only Estergreen but also herself, trivializing not just their diff erences but the very 
intellectual work that animated both women. In suggesting that Estergreen’s ro-
mance with an affl  uent, worldly man was a fl ight of fancy, Blackwelder hurled the 
ultimate insult one white, middle- class, heterosexual woman could fl ing at an-
other. Both aspersions bespoke a cultural conservatism about women and their 
worth, a language so pervasive in this era that many women themselves  were 
experts in its grammar. But Blackwelder’s resentment stemmed, too, from a root 
of bitterness about how that language circumscribed her own life chances, espe-
cially as a woman working in western history. When Estergreen published un-
der the gender- ambiguous name Morgan and with a university press renowned 
for its western history list, she increased the chances that the very people who 
 were gaining ground in the fi eld— white male professors— would take notice. 
And, indeed, Estergreen’s Kit Carson was available in a handsome paperback edi-
tion for over four de cades, while Blackwelder’s Great Westerner went out of print 
in just eight years. Estergreen won the hen fi ght in part by passing as a rooster.

Nonetheless, there was one thing on which all creatures great and small— 
amateurs and professionals, lowly hens and high- stepping roosters— could agree: 
historians told the truth about the western past. In this, historians set their 
West, the West of history, in opposition to the West of the Western. Th is habit of 
opposition developed in part because the fi eld of western history had lagged at 
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the same moment that fi lm and tele vi sion Westerns— oaters, as they  were called— 
reached the height of their popularity. Western history lagged because de cades 
of criticism had battered the founding argument in the fi eld, the frontier thesis. 
Frederick Jackson Turner had declared in 1893, “Th e existence of an area of free 
land, its continuous recession, and the advance of American settlement west-
ward, explain American development.” Turner’s thesis fell on hard times, espe-
cially during the Depression, when the agony of many Americans seemed better 
explained by such forces as urbanization and industrialization. Meanwhile, in 
the mines of myth and memory, the West maintained its luster, and purveyors of 
pop u lar culture tapped that bright vein with a vengeance. Between 1935 and 1959, 
the percentage of Westerns as a proportion of all Hollywood fi lms produced each 
year never dipped below 20 percent. Th e peak years came in the de cade aft er 
1945, when at least a quarter of features made annually  were Westerns. No other 
single fi lm genre could match these proportions. Th e new medium of tele vi sion 
followed suit; in 1958, for instance, seven of the top ten Nielsen- rated series  were 
oaters. As one scholar argues, “No tele vi sion program genre, not even the situa-
tion comedy, ever became so dominant at any given moment in time as the West-
ern during the late 1950s and early 1960s.”

Raw numbers and relative proportions, however, do not reveal the changes 
that  were taking place within the genre. Some fi lm Westerns began to take a darker, 
more complicated view of the frontier. Th e most famous of these anti- Westerns 
was High Noon (1952), which, through Gary Cooper’s character, critiqued not 
only the “civilizing” projects of the Old West but also the conformist, anticom-
munist politics of the Cold War. Two years later, Johnny Guitar did likewise, this 
time with a butch- looking Joan Crawford wielding the gun. Th en, in 1956, came 
Giant, a Texas epic in which neither Rock Hudson as cattle king nor James Dean 
as oil baron holds a sustainable vision of the West’s riches. In a striking critique 
of regional racism, Giant ends with a new take on the wealth of Texas: a scene 
of two toddlers— cousins—in a playpen, one a towheaded Anglo and the other 
a dark- eyed mestizo. Tele vi sion Westerns changed as well. Th e early 1950s saw a 
preponderance of morally simple action shows like Th e Adventures of Kit Carson 
and Th e Lone Ranger, which appealed to youngsters. Th e late 1950s and the 1960s 
witnessed series like Gunsmoke and Bonanza, dramas capable of moral complex-
ity and geared toward adult audiences.

As intricate, multiple, and mutable as Westerns  were, they had weak links to 
the actual western past. It was those tenuous ties that bothered the historically 
minded, who, for better and worse, saw themselves as engaged not in acts of 
repre sen ta tion but in acts of recuperation. In the view of most historians, pro-
ducers of pop u lar culture created stylized images of the past; historians re- 
created what really happened. It would be de cades before historians would start 
to recognize that their own practices  were also repre sen ta tional. In the mean-
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time, historians could envision themselves as rescuing the West from the West-
erns. For instance, academic Ray Allen Billington sniff ed, “To a generation of 
Americans bred on tele vi sion and cinema ‘westerns,’ . . .  the West is to be enjoyed 
rather than understood.” Enjoyment was kid stuff . For their part, Th e West-
erners, not unfairly, boasted that they had preserved the fi eld of western history 
at a time when even academics had shied away, and well before the explosion of 
fi lm and TV Westerns. A found er states, “In [the 1940s], there was no subculture 
or public of Western buff s. Th e dime novel era was over, steel- eyed William S. 
Hart’s fans  were of Boy Scout age, and college cata logs attest that Western history 
was scantily accepted by academics. TV’s ‘oaters’  were yet to be, and the Western 
History Association was almost two de cades in the future.” Th e resurgence of 
western history, fi rst among amateurs and then among the academics, would 
wean the Boy Scouts from their oaters for a manly meal of meat and potatoes— 
and no skipping the vegetables.

McClung and Blackwelder ate at a table nearby, even if the men of Th e Western-
ers who gathered to “chomp and chat” in Chicago and the WHA organizers who 
sat down to a “quiet dinner” in Santa Fe rarely glanced their way. So identifi ed  were 
these two women with the larger recuperative project of the historian— the sober 
reconstitution of a lost world that little resembled the West of the Western— that 
they barely realized the contribution their work had made. Seeing themselves as 
engaged in a broader contest between the truth of history and the sham of pop u lar 
culture, they did not recognize that their achievements  were partly in the realm of 
repre sen ta tion. Th ey succeeded in domesticating a key icon of the western past, in 
tying Kit Carson tightly to the people who populated his everyday world— and not 
just the explorers, warriors, and soldiers featured in earlier accounts, but also the 
wives and children and brothers- in- law that in fact anchored Carson in the border-
lands and kept him coming back, and back, and back again, until he fi nally spoke 
his dying words in Spanish to a German- born kinsman who understood him, as 
they rested not far from the old traders’ fort where Kit had once held an Arapaho 
and then a Cheyenne woman in his arms, the same arms that shouldered a gun 
trained on Navajo people. No one at an Inter- Posse Rendezvous, no one at the 
Santa Fe conference, and no Saturday matinee Western had done that.

T H E C OL D WA R ,  T H E C OL OR L I N E , 
A N D T H E C U L DE SAC

If the fortunes of western history as a fi eld of inquiry and of the Western as a 
form of pop u lar culture provide one context for Blackwelder and McClung’s re-
making of Carson, then the social, po liti cal, and economic dynamics of the post-
war era provide another. Th e Cold War standoff  between the capitalist United 
States and the communist Soviet  Union fostered multiple cultural byproducts. 
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For McClung and Blackwelder’s work, two of these  were most relevant: the pro-
motion of the heterosexual, nuclear family as both a locus of and a meta phor for 
national security, and the idealization of the West and its past as a sort of savings 
bank where American character might safely be deposited to earn interest 
against attempts at assassination, foreign or domestic. Just as important, the civil 
rights movements among minoritized populations in the United States both ap-
propriated and challenged Cold War dogma, leavening lumpish notions of “the 
family” and “the West” and creating conditions for social change— and for con-
servative re sis tance to change. Th ese dynamics, as well as the twin pro cesses of 
suburban growth and urban decay, with all of their racial impetus and conse-
quence, did not just shape Blackwelder and McClung’s work casually, the way a 
cloudy day aff ects one’s mood. Th e climate of the Cold War United States poured 
down on these women and saturated their daily lives, providing, in some ways, 
the elements for a good intellectual yield and, in others, the kind of weather that 
dampened creativity and left  crops waterlogged.

Th e material conditions of Blackwelder’s life, for example, refl ected postwar 
trends. When she was working on Great Westerner, Bernice fi rst lived with her 

Figure 12.3. Bernice Blackwelder and Harold Blackwelder, 
1970s. Quantrille D. McClung Papers, Western History Collec-
tion, Courtesy of Denver Public Library.
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husband, Harold, on a cul- de- sac in a residential neighborhood of Arlington, Vir-
ginia, outside Washington, D.C. Th e four- room half- duplex was small, and when 
they  were preparing to move to nearby Alexandria in 1957, Bernice reported hap-
pily that she would now have space for her notes and books: “Will be wonderful to 
spread out a little more as now I will . . .  have a room for assembling all this mate-
rial.” Th e new  house— a one- story brick rambler that appears to have been fi nanced 
with a GI loan— gave her the proverbial room of her own. Like other postwar 
white married couples, Harold and Bernice benefi ted from federal housing policy, 
which underwrote mortgages for single- family suburban homes. Such loans went 
hand in hand with racial discrimination by the Federal Housing Administration 
and the Veteran’s Administration, which endorsed racially segregated neighbor-
hoods. Th is left  poor people and people of color, oft en living in rentals, overrepre-
sented in the cities, and more prosperous white people, most of them home own ers, 
overrepresented in the suburbs. It was a vicious cycle of suburban development 
and urban decline, since suburbs boasted property own ers who created a strong 
tax base, while the urban tax base lagged, leaving city dwellers hurting for ser vices 
and amenities that the affl  uent took as their due. In the years that they lived in 
Arlington and Alexandria, the Blackwelders  were in the thick of all this.

But they  were not secure in this world. Bernice’s changing fortunes  were tied 
to those of her peripatetic husband. In 1960, with Bernice’s help, Harold opened 
a restaurant called Th e Country  House. Once this enterprise was up and running, 
Harold took over operations and Bernice declared, “I am now free to pursue my 
own interests.” Less than two years later, however, Harold opened a takeout 
food business, and Bernice was responsible for making the pastries they sold. 
Th is enterprise must have faltered, because within months Bernice was worried 
that they might have to sell their  house. She wrote to McClung in the summer of 
1962 that she hoped she would still be in Alexandria in the fall: “Expect to be as I 
will not be too easily moved from this home.” Th at was the last letter she posted 
from the East. A real estate listing tucked in some family papers shows that she 
and Harold put the  house up for sale soon thereaft er. Suburban dreams could 
die hard.

McClung never had those dreams, or, if she did, she did not have the resources 
to pursue them. In 1947 health problems had forced her to retire early from li-
brarianship. McClung reported that her “modest aff airs”  were in a bank trust 
that allowed her “a small sum each month”; she also enjoyed a “small pension 
from the City” and kept a savings account for emergencies. She seemed content 
to live in the city of her birth, renting an apartment that allowed her to walk to 
the Denver Public Library and the Colorado Historical Society. In 1962, she 
moved to a new apartment, just a half- dozen blocks from the building where she 
lived in the 1950s. Th e neighborhood was predominantly white. In this era, 
Denver was a largely segregated city, and it remained so because of restrictive 



Figure 12.4. Quantrille McClung, 1970s. Courtesy of Th e 
Colorado Genealogist 37, no. 2 (Summer 1976).
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real estate covenants and, aft er legal challenges to such covenants, because of 
discriminatory practices by banks, realtors, and white property own ers. In 1950, 
for example, almost 90 percent of African Americans in Denver lived in the Five 
Points area, more than a dozen blocks northeast of McClung’s apartment. By 
1960 the black population had grown, and some families had moved east toward 
the Park Hill area, but this was even further from McClung’s home. Denver’s 
ethnic Mexican population, which included hispanos with origins in New Mex-
ico as well as Mexican immigrants, similarly lived in separate areas, especially to 
the north and west and along the South Platte River. Still, McClung was prob-
ably more likely to encounter people of color in downtown Denver than Black-
welder was in suburban Arlington and Alexandria.

Both women must have been aware that racial change was brewing. Th ey had 
lived through the upswing of activism that followed World War II among virtu-
ally all racialized minority peoples in the United States, including American 
 Indians, Asian Americans, African Americans, and Latinos. Denver, for exam-
ple, with its substantial ethnic Mexican population, was home to active chapters 
of the American GI Forum and the League of United Latin American Citizens. 
But no movement was more visible to white Americans nationally than that of 
black civil rights activists, whose attack on the legal basis for discrimination and 
segregation, exemplifi ed most famously in the 1954 U.S. Supreme Court case 
Brown v. Board of Education, had turned toward direct action of the sort associ-
ated with the Montgomery bus boycott of 1955– 56 and the student sit- ins in the 
years that followed. Virginia, where the Blackwelders lived, participated in the 
“massive re sis tance” that southern states mounted to civil rights. Nonetheless, 
McClung and Blackwelder  were silent about all this in their correspondence, 
perhaps because they  were just getting to know one another; they introduced 
themselves by letter in 1956, and by 1962 they had met face- to- face only twice. 
Th e purpose of their correspondence in these years was to exchange research 
information; only later would the two women grow close and write freely about 
other areas of their lives. For white women who collaborated on research and 
 were not yet trusted friends, perhaps it was white racial etiquette, itself an ele-
ment of racial privilege, that dictated their deafening silence about the changes 
that  were beginning to wrench the U.S. social order.

But, as their depiction of Carson demonstrates, there was no aspect of that so-
cial order that did not pervade their thinking. Th e Carson- Bent- Boggs Genealogy 
and Great Westerner told tales about race as much as they told family stories, and 
those tales probably would have been diff erent if the books had been written be-
fore the postwar civil rights movements fl ourished. Indeed, the books themselves 
constitute the best evidence McClung and Blackwelder left  behind of their en-
counter with racial change. Th e evidence suggests that the two women met the 
challenge of civil rights in similar and diff erent ways. Neither of them obscured 
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Carson’s marriages to Singing Grass or Josefa Jaramillo, though both largely ig-
nored his relationships with slaves. Civil rights organizations had been campaign-
ing against miscegenation laws for de cades, even if the U.S. Supreme Court would 
not declare such laws unconstitutional until fi ve years aft er Blackwelder and Mc-
Clung published their books. Th e message of these campaigns seems to have 
reached both women, but in unequal mea sure. McClung was little fazed by Car-
son’s mixed marriages, while Blackwelder felt compelled to arrange those nuptials 
along a continuum of ascending whiteness. Carson’s connections to slavery, how-
ever, must have been disconcerting for both women. Blackwelder erased them al-
together, while McClung documented only the slaveholding of Carson’s forebears. 
By 1962, the history of slavery was an embarrassment to many white Americans, 
better forgotten or pushed far back in time, the easier, perhaps, to dismiss demands 
made by the descendants of slaves in the present.

By contrast, McClung and Blackwelder refl ected openly on the geopolitics of 
the Cold War, which, in fact, bolstered interest in all things western and so helped 
to nurture a market for the books they  were producing. Th e prospects for nuclear 
war proved particularly discomforting. In 1958, for instance, Blackwelder wrote to 
McClung that she wondered “what good it really is to dig into the past and unearth 
little nobodies when it is now a possibility that we may all be blown to nothing.” 
McClung replied, “Yes, in view of the possibilities of world destruction, genealogi-
cal research seems silly.” When Great Westerner was released in 1962, no less a 
cold warrior than former president Dwight Eisenhower sent Blackwelder his con-
gratulations. Blackwelder— a Republican, a fellow Kansan, and a trained singer— 
had worked for the Eisenhower administration and had even performed at a party 
for his inauguration. Th e note he sent was in part po liti cal payback. But Eisen-
hower loved the frontier, and so the focus of Great Westerner mattered. Just as 
Cold War politics laid out a welcome mat for work on the West, it also placed limits 
on where and when that work could proceed. In May of 1958, McClung was invited 
to a Carson family reunion in Kansas, where she might have gleaned information 
for her genealogy. But, she told Blackwelder, “I did not feel like spending my own 
money to go and I did not want to be on the road at such a dangerous time.” Lack 
of funds was a perennial theme for both women, but the danger McClung felt that 
May was par tic u lar. She was no doubt referring to international tensions created by 
the ongoing Cuban Revolution and, most immediately, by Vice President Richard 
Nixon’s ill- fated tour of Latin America, where violent anti- U.S. protests prompted 
Eisenhower to send troops to Ca rib be an bases.

Th e clearest indication of how Cold War culture shaped these women and the 
work they did, however, lies in their repre sen ta tion of Carson as a family man. 
And their subtle disagreements about what fi t in a family story remind us that the 
idea of “family” was a fl ashpoint for debate as much as it was a cultural fund for 
the discipline of nonconformists. Blackwelder and McClung’s crisis of repre sen ta-
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tion started in 1957, when they heard rumor of murder and mayhem among Kit 
Carson and Josefa Jaramillo’s off spring. One story had their son Cristobal shoot-
ing his in- laws, the parents of his wife, Lupe. Aft er the shooting, Cristobal was 
said to have run off  to escape authorities. While he was gone, Lupe reportedly had 
a baby who could not have been her husband’s, though the child came to be called 
Kit Carson III. A second story had Kit and Josefa’s son Julián killing his wife 
Pasqualita’s father. McClung and Blackwelder found plausible the story of 
Lupe’s parents’ murder as well as the related tale of Kit III’s illegitimacy. Th ey dis-
missed the tale of Julián shooting his father- in- law. But they stopped short of 
working to confi rm or discredit these stories. Blackwelder was blunt: as for “the 
family scandal,” she wrote, “I believe we should keep the closet doors tightly shut.” 
McClung was equivocal: “Accounts of the supposed Carson hom i cides just show 
how incorrect stories get around and how hard it is to clarify them.” Given how 
diligently they worked to clarify other aspects of Carson family history, however, 
their decision to maintain a public silence about such stories is notable. Not all 
tales had a place in the family room; some belonged in the closet.

It was not just murder that counted as scandal, as Kit Carson III’s alleged ille-
gitimacy suggests. In the years to come, Blackwelder and McClung’s crisis would 
grow as they encountered more evidence of sexual relationships outside marriage 
in the Carson family circle. Th is information was just beginning to surface as they 
completed their books. Th e main case in point was what McClung called the “mys-
tery of the Rumaldas.” Recall that Tom Boggs married a woman named Rum-
alda, the daughter of Ignacia Jaramillo, Josefa’s sister. Th is Rumalda, born about 
1831, was Ignacia’s child from her fi rst marriage. Yet early on, Blackwelder and Mc-
Clung ran across references to another daughter of Ignacia’s named Rumalda. Bent 
descendants told McClung that this Rumalda was the child of Ignacia and Charles 
Bent, born in the summer of 1847. But in one Bent family Bible, the marriage rec-
ords had been erased, and a second Bible listed this Rumalda’s year of birth as 1850. 
If Rumalda the younger was indeed born in 1850, she could not have been the 
daughter of Charles Bent, because he was murdered in the January 1847 uprising 
against U.S. rule in New Mexico. A birth date of 1850 would have given the second 
Rumalda an amazingly long gestation, so long as Charles was considered her 
 father. In 1958, McClung wrote confi dently that she thought she would be able 
“to clear up the mystery of the Rumaldas in the Bent and Boggs families.”

In fact, when McClung published her genealogy in 1962, the mystery was only 
half solved. In an entry for the Bents, McClung repeats the contention of some 
family members that Rumalda the younger was born in Taos six months aft er the 
1847 death of her father Charles. But McClung also spells out the inconsistencies 
in Bent family Bibles that point to an 1850 birth date for this Rumalda, and thus 
a diff erent father. In an appendix, McClung goes on to quote from a court 
decree that not only listed just three children of Charles Bent, none of them 
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named Rumalda, but also explained that these three  were his “natural son and 
daughters . . .  by him begotten upon and conceived and born of Ignacia Jara-
millo.” In other words, Ignacia and Charles themselves might never have mar-
ried. Th is and other such plots would thicken aft er McClung and Blackwelder 
published their books, as more clues surfaced and as attitudes about sexuality 
changed, until even the tale of Carson’s three marriages would no longer seem to 
be the  whole story of his intimate life. By 1969, Blackwelder would write to Mc-
Clung in defense of the man she had portrayed in Great Westerner: “Th ere is 
nothing gained by passing on ‘gossip’ of Kit’s amorous associations. . . .  To me he 
was a devoted family man and a great humanitarian.” Meanwhile, McClung 
went about her genealogical business, quietly hinting at how complicated domes-
tic life in the nineteenth- century borderlands could be.

In diff erent ways, the Cold War love aff air with the family permeated each 
woman’s work. Aft er all, this was the era in which the fi ght against communism 
and the search for security in idealized heterosexual homes intertwined to produce 
a dominant discourse of “domestic containment,” which, of course, obscured the 
actual complexity and diversity of both politics and intimate life in the United 
States. It was hard to write a family history when so much of what swirled 
around folks like the Carsons also gusted up against conventional defi nitions of 
the family. Such defi nitions  were informed by prescriptions for sexual intimacy: 
it should happen only in the context of marriage. Th ey  were also informed by 
assumptions about nurturance and aff ection: these  were the natural currency of 
family ties. Tales of murder and nonmarital sex alike gave pause. Regardless, Black-
welder (deliberately) and McClung (ambivalently) made of Kit Carson a family man 
who fought for America, a fellow any cold warrior could love.

All of this was not a little ironic, since neither Blackwelder nor McClung lived 
in idealized Cold War family forms. Blackwelder came closest, with her marriage 
of many years, but she had no children. Apparently, she had wanted to conceive; 
she once said that whenever she walked her dog, she wished she could “hang a 
sign on herself that read, ‘We tried.’ ” Th at way, “people  wouldn’t keep remarking 
that [I] should be pushing a baby carriage instead of walking a dog.” McClung, 
by contrast, expressed no regret about her own situation. She lived alone, suff er-
ing periodic bouts of ill health. As she told another genealogist, a woman in an 
abusive marriage, “Th ank God, I never had to cope with a husband! Life has been 
diffi  cult without that complication!”

Of course, neither McClung nor Blackwelder was of the generation toward 
which Cold War prescriptions about the primacy of the family and women’s 
place in it  were directed; in the 1950s McClung was in her sixties and Blackwelder 
in her fi ft ies. Th ey came of age with diff erent expectations for white, middle- 
class women— expectations that arguably allowed them to envision more in de-
pen dent lives. Nonetheless, although they  were not among the principle targets 
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of Cold War precepts, Blackwelder and McClung imbibed enough of postwar 
cultural conversations to produce a Kit Carson for the era. Th e subtle diff erences 
in the family man each craft ed no doubt refl ected their own desires, politics, and 
access to privilege, both sexual and racial. Blackwelder, a married white women 
who wanted but could not have children and whose politics tended toward the 
conservative, was the most taken with the idea of Carson as a loving husband 
and father, and she felt most compelled to create for his mixed marriages a trajec-
tory toward whiteness. McClung, a contentedly single woman whose closest ties 
had always been to other white women, who shunned politics, and who never 
voiced the racial animosity that Blackwelder would later come to express, was 
curious about the intimacies represented by Carson’s relationship with Josefa 
Jaramillo and William Bent’s with Owl Woman, even as she kept men like Car-
son and Bent at the center of her genealogical story. Th us, McClung and Black-
welder’s focus on the family, the era’s bulwark against foreign communists and 
domestic deviants, was not the same, though it displayed, shall we say, a certain 
kinship. Nothing served Cold War culture better, however, than their refurbish-
ing of an old western hero into a white man who stood above all those around 
him but now stood connected to them, too. Th eirs was a view from behind the 
color line in the Cold War cul- de- sac, a street with no outlet, only a distant view 
of a western past.
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